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The Federally Administered Tribal Areas was a semi-autonomous tribal region in northwestern
Pakistan that existed from 1947 until being merged with neighboring province Khyber Pakhtunkhwa,
in 2018. It consisted of seven tribal agencies (districts) and six frontier regions, and were directly
governed by Pakistan's federal government through a special set of laws called the Frontier Crimes
Regulations. It bordered Pakistan's provinces of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Balochistan to the east and
south, and Afghanistan's provinces of Kunar, Nangarhar, Paktia, Khost and Paktika to the west and
north. The territory is almost exclusively inhabited by the Pashtun, who also live in the neighbouring
provinces of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Northern Balochistan, and straddle across the border into
Afghanistan. They are mostly Muslim.
Since the 9/11 attacks in the United States in 2001, the tribal areas are a major theatre of militancy
and terrorism. Pakistan Army launched 10 operations against the Taliban since 2001, most recently
Operation Zarb-e-Azb in North Waziristan. The operations have displaced about two million people
from the tribal areas, as schools, hospitals, and homes have been destroyed in the war. On 2 March
2017, the federal government considered a proposal to merge the tribal areas with Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, and to repeal the Frontier Crimes Regulations. However, some political parties have
opposed the merger, and called for the tribal areas to instead become a separate province of
Pakistan.
This lithograph was taken from plate 13 of 'Afghaunistan' by
Lieutenant James Rattray - 1848. Rattray was part of a combined
force known as the Army of the Indus. He helped man the rearguard during the army's march from Kabul to Peshawar. The wild
mountain scenery of Afghanistan suddenly surrounded them on
entering the Khyber Pass from Jamrud. Their mission was to take
the fortress of Ali Masjid, popularly known as the Key of the Pass,
which dominated the road and was garrisoned by Dost
Mohammed's troops. Rattray had taken this sketch, "and had
scarcely completed it, when suddenly a report was heard, and, to
my utter astonishment, walls and bastions composing the fortress
blew up simultaneously in the air, like a whirlwind of sand; and so
completely was it swept off from the summit of the mountain, that
when the dense cloud cleared away not a vestige of the building
remained."

Although the British never succeeded in completely calming unrest in the region, it served as a buffer
from unrest in Afghanistan. The British Raj attempted to control the population of the annexed tribal
regions with the Frontier Crimes Regulations, which gave considerable power to govern to local
nobles so long as these nobles were willing to meet the needs of the British.
In 1935–36, a Hindu-Muslim clash occurred over a Hindu girl of Bannu, who had married a Muslim.
The tribesmen rallied around Mirzali Khan, a tribal leader in Waziristan, who was later given the title
of "the Faqir of Ipi" by the British. Jihad was declared against the British. Mirzali Khan, with his huge
lashkar (force), started a guerrilla warfare against the British forces in Waziristan.
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In 1938, Mirzali Khan shifted from Ipi to Gurwek,
a remote village in Waziristan on the Durand
Line near Razmak, where he declared an
independent state and continued the raids
against the British forces. In June 1947, Mirzali
Khan, along with his allies, including the Khudai
Khidmatgars and members of the Provincial
Assembly, declared the Bannu Resolution. The
resolution demanded that the Pashtuns be given
a choice to have an independent state of
Pashtunistan, composing all Pashtun majority
territories

of British India, instead of being made to join Pakistan. However, the British Raj refused to comply
with the demand of this resolution.
After the creation of Pakistan in August 1947, Mirzali Khan and his followers refused to recognise
Pakistan, and launched a campaign against Pakistan. They continued their guerilla warfare against
the new nation’s government. In 1950, they announced the creation of Pashtunistan as an
independent nation. A Pashtun tribal jirga, held in Razmak, appointed Mirzali Khan as the President
of the National Assembly for Pashtunistan. He didn't surrender to the government of Pakistan
throughout his life. However, his popularity among the people of Waziristan declined over the years,
with several jirgas in Waziristan deciding to support Pakistan. He died a natural death in 1960 in
Gurwek.

Haji Mirzali Khan, also known as Faqir Ipi, was a Pashtun tribal leader and a militant from Waziristan in today's Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan. After performing his Hajj pilgrimage in 1923, Mirzali Khan settled in Ipi, a village located near Mirali
in North Waziristan, from where he started his campaign of guerrilla warfare against the British Empire. In 1938, Mirzali
Khan shifted from Ipi to Gurwek, a remote village in North Waziristan on the border with Afghanistan, where he declared an
independent state and continued the raids against the British Empire, from bases in Afghanistan, with the support of Nazi
Germany.
On 21 June 1947, Mirzali Khan, along with his allies including the Khudai Khidmatgars and members of the Provincial
Assembly, declared the Bannu Resolution. The resolution demanded that the Pashtuns be given a third choice to have an
independent state of Pashtunistan, composing all Pashtun majority territories of British India, instead of being made to join
only either India or Pakistan. The British refused to comply with the demand of this resolution, and no other group in British
India was granted a third option. After the creation of Pakistan in August 1947, Mirzali Khan and his followers refused to
recognise Pakistani rule and launched a campaign against the Pakistani state with support from Afghanistan. They
continued their guerilla warfare against the new nation’s government. He didn't surrender to the government of Pakistan
throughout his life, until his death in 1960 in Gurwek.

Mirzali Khan was born in 1901 at Shankai Kirta, a village near Khajuri in the Tochi Valley of North Waziristan, present day
Pakistan to Sheikh Arsala Khan. He belonged to the Torikhel branch of the Utmanzai Wazir tribe. His father died when he
was twelve. Mirzali Khan studied till fourth grade at a government school and later pursued religious studies at Bannu. He
built a mosque and a house at Spalga, further south in North Waziristan agency in 1922. He went to perform Hajj at Mecca
and later moved to Ipi in mid 1920s. He became a religious figure among the locals and was called "Haji Sahab". The British

intelligence records regarded him an influential figure of the tribal agency who had a following of armed men. In 1933,
Mirzali Khan went to Afghanistan to fight against the Afghan King at Khost that furthered him as a resistance leader.
In 1936, a British Indian court ruled against the marriage of a Hindu-converted Muslim girl at Bannu, after the girl's family
filed case of abduction and forced conversion. The ruling was based on the fact that the girl was a minor and was asked to
make her decision of conversion and marriage after she reaches the age of majority, till then she was asked to live with a
third party. The verdict 'enraged' the Muslims - especially the Dawar tribesmen, Mirzali Khan's kinsmen, the Dawar Maliks
and mullahs left the Tochi far the Khaisora Valley to the south to rouse the Torikhel Waziris. The enraged tribesmen
mustered two large lashkars 10,000 strong and battled the Bannu Brigade, with heavy casualties on both sides. Widespread
lawlessness erupted as tribesmen blocked roads, overran outposts and ambushed convoys. The British retaliated by
sending two columns converging in the Khaisora river valley. They suppressed the agitation by imposing fines and by
destroying the houses of the ringleaders, including that of Mirzali Khan. However, the pyrrhic nature of the victory and the
subsequent withdrawal of the troops was credited by the Wazirs to be a manifestation of Mirzali Khan's miraculous powers.
He succeeded in inducing a semblance of tribal unity, as the British noticed with dismay, among various sections of Tori Khel
Wazirs, the Mahsuds and the Bhittannis. He cemented his position as religious leader by declaring a Jihad against the
British. This move also helped rally support from Pashtun tribesman across the border.

Soon after the Khaisora campaign a general uprising broke out throughout Waziristan campaign, realising the futility of
confronting the British Army directly especially with their advantage of air power, tribesmen switched to guerrilla warfare.
Squadrons of the two air forces (RAF and RIAF) tried many tactics including scorched earth retaliation involving the burning
of standing crops with jerry can petrol bombs and the killing of cattle with strafing attacks.
Both of Mirzali Khan's sons, Gulzar Ali and Mir Zaman, were killed fighting British forces.
Mirzali Khan died at night on April 16, 1960. A long term sufferer of asthma during his last days, he became so sick that it
was not possible for him to walk for a few steps. People from far away often used to come and see him and ask for his
blessing. His funeral prayers or Namaz-I-Janaza was held at Gurwek led by Maulavi Pir Rehman. Thousands of people came
for his Namaz-I-Janaza. He was buried at Gurwek. Faqir Aipee Road, a main artery connecting I.J.P. Road to the Kashmir
Highway in the federal capital of Pakistan, Islamabad; is named after him.
The Mikras (Shears) or entrance into the Khyber Pass from the
Peshawer hill - 1840
During the First Anglo-Afghan War (1839-42) Atkinson served as
Superintending Surgeon to the army of the Indus, a combined force
of British and Indian troops. A talented amateur artist, he took the
opportunity to complete many sketches en route which portrayed
mountain passes, rocky gorges and arid plains characteristic of the
country.

The annexed areas continued to be governed through the Frontier Crimes Regulations after the
creation of Pakistan in 1947, by the Dominion of Pakistan in 1947, and into the Islamic Republic of
Pakistan in 1956. Even in the 1970s travellers through the Khyber Pass, such as those taking the
Hippie Trail, were warned to stay close to the road because the Pakistani government had no control
over the adjacent lands

“Horrible and revolting” – that’s how 22-year-old British cavalry officer turned war correspondent for The Daily Telegraph
and Pioneer newspapers, Winston Churchill, described in a dispatch what he saw when entering the ruins of the village of
Desemdullah in the Mohmand Valley in British India’s Northwest Frontier (today’s Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province) on the
morning of September 22, 1897.
“The tribesmen are among the most miserable and brutal creatures on earth. Their intelligence only enables them to be
more cruel, more dangerous, more destructible than the wild beasts. (…) I find it impossible to come to any other
conclusion than that, in proportion that these valleys are purged form the pernicious vermin that infest them, so will the
happiness of humanity be increased, and the progress of mankind accelerated,” a shaken and sulfurous Churchill jotted
down in his notebook that day.
The Pashtun tribesmen, the forebears to today’s Pashtun insurgents in Afghanistan and Pakistan, had risen against the
British in 1897 due to the division of their tribal territory by the Durand line in 1893, as well as the gradual British
occupation of Pashtun lands. They rallied under the leadership of the Pashtun fakir Saidullah, nicknamed “Mad Mullah,” by
the British, who declared a “jihad” against British India and rallied more than 10,000 warriors to his cause.
Khyber Pass, Lundikana - 1840
by James Atkinson (1780-1852) dated 1840.
The notorious Kyber Pass is a 33-mile long passage which
cuts through the Hindu Kush Mountain Range in the North
West Frontier Province (Pakistan). For centuries it has
served as the only overland route through the mountains
between northern Asia and the Indian plains. At its
narrowest point the pass is only three metres wide. It was
the scene of many skirmishes between British Forces and
the Afghan soldiers and tribesmen who occupied the
surrounding hills during the Anglo-Afghan Wars.
Pashtun warriors under Saidullah attacked forts and camps guarding the Malakand Pass and by doing so threatened British
control of the entire Northwest Frontier. “The British held the summit of the Malakand Pass and thus had maintained the
road from the Swat Valley and across the Swat River by many other valleys to Chitral,” Winston Churchill summarized the
strategic importance of the pass in his autobiography My Early Life.
The British reacted quickly and assembled a punitive expedition, the so-called Malakand Field Force, to pacify the Pashtun
tribes along the Afghan-Indian (today’s Afghanistan-Pakistan) border. The force included young Churchill, who for around
$420 (in today’s value) per piece, wrote a number of dispatches under the heading of “The War in the Indian Highlands,”
which were signed—much to Churchill’s consternation, since he wanted to become famous through his writing—“By a
Young Officer.”
Yet, finding the mutilated corpses on that September morning put a slight temper on the “medal hunter” as he was
sometimes dismissively called. Some of the desecrated dead he found in Desemdullah were young British soldiers of his
age, perhaps bringing home for the first time the realities of war to Churchill, who joined hoping “like most young fools”
that “something exciting would happen” while he was with the troops.
Churchill would later on sardonically boast in My Early Life that luckily for those, like himself, who were fond of war “there
were still savages and barbarous peoples. There were Zulus and Afghans, also the Dervishes of the Soudan. Some of them
might, if they were well-disposed, ‘put up a show’ someday.”
First Ascent of the Khyber Pass 1840.
The fabled Khyber Pass is a 33-mile
long passage which cuts through
the Hindu Kush Mountain.

The Khyber Pass - 1867.
Control of the pass was secured for
Britain under the terms of the
1879 treaty of Gandamak, and
they built a road through it.

And a show the Pashtun tribesmen in the ten-mile long Mohmand Valley, located in the mountains to the northwest of
Peshawar, did put up. In fact, they had beaten back the British-Indian force sent against them, under British BrigadierGeneral P.D. Jeffreys, which sustained 149 casualties. Churchill saw some of the British wounded himself with “their faces
drawn by pain and anxiety, looked ghastly in the pale light of the early morning.” Even the general had received a head

wound and wore a uniform covered in his own blood. “It was not apparently all a gay adventure,” Churchill would later
write.

The battle was a setback, but the British—“the dominant race” in Churchill’s words—would wreak terrible retribution on
the “the savages” and step up their even campaign of burning villages and killing everyone in their path who resisted. “After
today we begin to burn villages. Every one. And all who resist will be killed without quarter,” Churchill wrote to a friend that
September. “The Mohmands need a lesson, and there is no doubt we are a very cruel people.” In his autobiography he
matter-of-factly noted how the British went about their business:
We proceeded systematically, village by village, and we destroyed the houses, filled up the wells, blew down the towers,
cut down the great shady trees, burned the crops and broke the reservoirs in punitive devastation.
He goes on to note that whenever the Pashtun tribesmen would put up resistance the British would lose two to three
officers and 15 to 20 Indian soldiers. However, “no quarter was asked or given,” Churchill noted, “and every tribesman
caught was speared or cut down at once.”
Sculpture slab representing Buddha with snake in his alms-bowl,
Peshawar District – 1883, now in the Lahore Museum.
This sculpture illustrates the miracle at the fire-temple, where, Buddha
subdued a dangerous serpent which had taken up residence at the
temple through his spiritual power. Once subdued the snake crawled
into the Buddha's begging bowl. In this way the Buddha was able to
convince an ascetic called Kasyapa of his authenticity, and convert him to
Buddhism. From the first and second centuries AD onwards, Peshawar, in
northern Pakistan, was famous for it's sculptural traditions. Known as
Gandhara, it was ruled by a dynasty of Chinese origin called the Kushans.
The reign of the Kushan king Kanishka, is particularly well known for its
artistic achievements and it was during his reign, from 78 AD, that we
find the first examples of the Graeco-Roman influenced Gandharan style
of sculpture.

Time and again he praised the endurance of the British soldier in his dispatches and compared them—true to his imperialist
credo-favorably to their Indian comrades-in-arms. “The soldiers of India naturally feel the effects of the climate less than
those from cooler lands. This, of course, the British infantryman will not admit. The dominant race resent the slightest
suggestion of inferiority. (…) This is the material for empire‑building.”
The young war correspondent was also apparently not a fan of what today would be called a “hearts and mind approach” in
dealing with insurgents, at least so he claims in My Early Life. He dismissively talks about political officers, who “parleyed all
the time with the chiefs, the priests and other local notables,” which made them very unpopular among fellow army
officers.
He singled out one particular efficient British envoy who always “just when we were looking forward to having a splendid
fight and all the guns were loaded and everyone keyed up, this Major Deane and why was he a Major anyhow? so we said
being in truth nothing better than an ordinary politician would come along and put a stop to it all,” by seeking some sort of
diplomatic accommodation between a tribe and the British.
True to his bellicose nature, Churchill conversely rather believed in the power of the dumdum bullet, a soft-point bullet that
expands upon impact, and the well-aimed volleys of British and Indian soldiers, who, when they caught them in in the open,
killed thousands of Pashtuns, and proved the British poet Hilaire Beloc’s truism right that “whatever happens, we have got
The Maxim gun [a type of machine gun], and they have not,” when reminiscing about the uneven clashes between
imperialists and natives in the late 19th century.

Indeed, the campaign against the Mohmand tribe would come to a rather swift end in early October 1897, with the
tribesmen agreeing to hand over their rifles and promising to live peacefully (at least for a while). Churchill rejoined his
regiment, the 4th Hussars, stationed at that time in Bangalore. The punitive expedition had cost the British Raj 282 men
killed or wounded out of a force of roughly 1,200. Pashtun casualties are unknown but some estimates are as as high as
10,000. In January 1898, the Malakand Field Force was officially disbanded and the soldiers returned to their garrisons.
While embedded with the troops Churchill saw “more fighting than I expected, and very hard fighting too,” the overall
commander of the Malakand Field Force, Major-General Sir Bindon Blood later recalled. More than once, Churchill saw
people around him killed (“The British officer was spinning just behind me, his face a mass of blood, his right eye cut out,”
as he recounted in one instance.), endured the sight of massacres, the agonizing cries of the wounded, and the
psychological toll of fighting, what in Victorian eyes, must have been a merciless enemy encapsulated in Kipling’s The Young
British Soldier: “When you’re wounded and left on Afghanistan’s plains, And the women come out to cut up what remains,
Just roll to your rifle and blow out your brains…”

Churchill does recount on a few occasions in letters what today (and back then) without a doubt would be considered war
crimes on the British side. For example, he saw how Sikh soldiers of the British-Indian Army torture and slowly kill a
wounded Pashtun tribesman by shoving him little by little into an incinerator that slowly melted the skin off the poor man’s
bones amidst his agonizing cries. The other side was not much better. “The tribesman,” Churchill wrote in a letter, “torture
the wounded & mutilate the dead. The troops never spare a man who falls into their hands – whether he be wounded or
not . . . The picture is a terrible one.”
While admitting to acts of barbarism on both sides during the campaign, he never condemned it, although he felt the need
to assure his mother in a letter that he himself, during his six week stint as a war-correspondent, did not commit any
heinous acts. “I have not soiled my hands with any dirty work,” he wrote to her.
Dismissing the entire region and its inhabitants as uncivilized —“savages impelled by fanaticism”—he did not expect his
side or the enemy to follow the rules of gentlemanly (European) warfare he had been taught at the Royal Military Academy
at Sandhurst. As a result, it must have been easier for him to shed the horror of war, dismissing it as an abnormality in the
conduct of warfare and something that would not occur during the clash of “civilized nations.” For him, a child of the
Victorian period, war remained a game, best exemplified by Sir Henry Newbolt’s poem Vitai Lampada, coincidentally first
published in 1897, the same year that Churchill was fighting on the Northwest Frontier:
How Churchill Fought The Pashtuns in Pakistan, By Franz-Stefan Gady, October 24, 2015, The Diplomat
Swāt is a valley and an administrative district in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province renowned for its outstanding natural
beauty.
Centred upon the upper portions of the Swat River, Swat was a major centre of early Buddhist thought as part of the
Gandhara kingdom, and today is littered with ruins from that era. Swat was home to the last isolated pockets of Gandharan

Buddhism, which lasted until the 11th century, well after most of the area had converted to Islam. Until 1969, Swat was
part of the Yusafzai State of Swat, a self-governing princely state. The region was seized by the Pakistani Taliban in late
2007, and its tourist industry decimated until Pakistani control over Swat was re-established in mid 2009.
Swat's capital is Saidu Sharif. The region is inhabited largely by Pashtun people, except in the valley's uppermost reaches,
where the Kohistani people dominate.
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The name "Swat" is of Sanskrit origin. One theory derives it from "Suvastu", the ancient name of the Swat River (Suastus in
Greek literature); "Suvastu" literally means "clear azure water", and is attested in the earliest Sanskrit text, the Rigveda.
Another theory derives the word Swat from the Sanskrit word "Shveta" (white), also used to describe the clear water of the
Swat River.
In 327 BC, Alexander the Great fought his way to Odigram and Barikot and stormed their battlements. In Greek accounts
these towns have been identified as Ora and Bazira. Around the 2nd century BC, the area was occupied by Buddhists, who
were attracted by the peace and serenity of the land. There are many remains that testify to their skills as sculptors and
architects. Later some Dilazak entered the area along with Sultans from Kunar and their tribe was styled as Swatis. The
originator of the present family of Swat was the Muslim saint Akhund Abdul Gaffur, more commonly known as Saidu Baba.
He was a pious man and the people respected him so greatly that they called him Akhund Sahib.
Historically known as Uddiyana, Tantric Buddhism
flourished under King Indrabhuti, however, there
is an old and well-known scholarly dispute as to
whether Uddiyana was in the Swat valley, Orissa
or some other place. Padmasambhava, also called
Guru Rimpoche, Tibetan Slob-upon (teacher), or
Padma 'Byung-gas (lotus born), semi-legendary
Indian Buddhist mystic who introduced Tantric
Buddhism to Tibet was, according to tradition,
native from Uddiyana. He is revered as the second
Buddha in Tibet. Padmasambhava is said to be the
son of Indrabhuti, king of Swat in the early eighth century AD and one of the original Siddhas. Indrabhuti's sister,
Lakshminkaradevi, is also said being an accomplished Siddha of the 9th century AD.
Vajrayāna, Mantrayāna, Tantrayāna, Tantric Buddhism

and Esoteric Buddhism are the various Buddhist traditions of Tantra and "Secret Mantra", which developed in medieval
India and spread to Tibet, Bhutan, and East Asia. In Tibet, Buddhist Tantra is termed Vajrayāna, while in China it is generally
known as Tángmì or Mìzōng in Pali it is known as Pyitsayãna , and in Japan it is known as Mikkyō "secret teachings".
Vajrayāna is usually translated as Diamond Vehicle or Thunderbolt Vehicle, referring to the Vajra, a mythical weapon which
is also used as a ritual implement.
Founded by medieval Indian Mahāsiddhas, Vajrayāna subscribes to the literature known as the Buddhist Tantras. It includes
practices that make use of mantras, dharanis, mudras, mandalas and the visualization of deities and Buddhas. According to
Vajrayāna scriptures, the term Vajrayāna refers to one of three vehicles or routes to enlightenment, the other two being
the Śrāvakayāna (also known as the Hīnayāna) and Mahāyāna.

Tantric Buddhism can be traced back to groups of wandering yogis called Mahasiddhas (great adepts).
A movement called Sahaja-siddhi developed in the 8th century in Bengal. It was dominated by long-haired, wandering
Mahasiddhas who openly challenged and ridiculed the Buddhist establishment. The Mahasiddhas pursued siddhis, magical
powers such as flight and extrasensory perception as well as liberation.
Buddhist siddhas demonstrated the appropriation of an older sociological form—the independent sage/magician, who lived
in a liminal zone on the borders between fields and forests. Their rites involved the conjunction of sexual practices and
Buddhist mandala visualization with ritual accouterments made from parts of the human body, so that control may be
exercised over the forces hindering the natural abilities of the siddha to manipulate the cosmos at will. At their most
extreme, siddhas also represented a defensive position within the Buddhist tradition, adopted and sustained for the
purpose of aggressive engagement with the medieval culture of public violence. They reinforced their reputations for
personal sanctity with rumors of the magical manipulation of various flavors of demonic females (dakini, yaksi, yogini),
cemetery ghouls (vetala), and other things that go bump in the night. Operating on the margins of both monasteries and
polite society, some adopted the behaviors associated with ghosts (preta, pisaca), not only as a religious praxis but also as
an extension of their implied threats."

Earlier Mahayana sutras already contained some elements which are emphasized in the Tantras, such as mantras and
dharani. The use of mantras and protective verses actually dates back to the Vedic period and the early Buddhist texts like
the Pali canon. The practice of visualization of Buddhas such as Amitābha is also seen in pre-tantra texts like the Longer
Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra. There are other Mahayana sutras which contain "proto-tantric" material such as the Gandavyuha
sutra and the Dasabhumika which might have served as a central source of visual imagery for Tantric texts.
Vajrayana developed a large corpus of texts called the Buddhist Tantras, some of which can be traced to at least the 7th
century CE but might be older. The dating of the tantras is "a difficult, indeed an impossible task" according to David
Snellgrove. Some of the earliest of these texts, kriya tantras such as the Mañjuśrī-mūla-kalpa (6th century), focus on the use
of mantras and dharanis for mostly worldly ends including curing illness, controlling the weather and generating wealth.

The Tattvasaṃgraha Tantra, classed as a "Yoga tantra", is one of the first Buddhist tantras which focuses on liberation as
opposed to worldly goals and in the Vajrasekhara Tantra the concept of the five Buddha families is developed. Other early
tantras include the Mahavairocana Tantra and the Guhyasamāja Tantra. The Guhyasamāja is a Mahayoga class of Tantra,
which features new forms of ritual practice considered "left-hand" (vamachara) such as the use of taboo substances like
alcohol, sexual yoga, and charnel ground practices which evoke wrathful deities. Indeed, Ryujun Tajima divides the tantras
into those which were "a development of Mahayanist thought" and those "formed in a rather popular mould toward the
end of the eighth century and declining into the esoterism of the left", mainly, the Yogini tantras and later works associated
with wandering antinomian yogis. Later monastic Vajrayana Buddhists reinterpreted and internalized these radically
transgressive and taboo practices as metaphors and visualization exercises.

Later tantras such as the Hevajra Tantra and the Chakrasamvara are classed as "Yogini tantras" and represent the final form
of development of Indian Buddhist tantras in the ninth and tenth centuries. The Kalachakra tantra developed in the 10th
century. It is farthest removed from the earlier Buddhist traditions, and incorporates concepts of messianism and astrology
not present elsewhere in Buddhist literature.
The rise of Tantric Buddhism was a response to the feudal structure of Indian society in the early medieval period (ca. 5001200 CE) which saw kings being divinized as manifestations of gods. Likewise, tantric yogis reconfigured their practice
through the metaphor of being consecrated (abhiśeka) as the overlord (rājādhirāja) of a mandala palace of divine vassals,
an imperial metaphor symbolizing kingly fortresses and their political power.
Various classes of Vajrayana literature developed as a result of royal courts sponsoring both Buddhism and Saivism.The
relationship between the two systems can be seen in texts like the Mañjusrimulakalpa, which later came to be classified
under Kriyatantra, and states that mantras taught in the Shaiva, Garuda and Vaishnava tantras will be effective if applied by
Buddhists since they were all taught originally by Manjushri.

The importance of the theory of emptiness is central to the Tantric view and practice. Buddhist emptiness sees the world as
being fluid, without an ontological foundation or inherent existence but ultimately a fabric of constructions. Because of this,
tantric practice such as self-visualization as the deity is seen as being no less real than everyday reality, but a process of
transforming reality itself, including the practitioner's identity as the deity. As Stephan Beyer notes, "In a universe where all
events dissolve ontologically into Emptiness, the touching of Emptiness in the ritual is the re-creation of the world in
actuality".
The doctrine of Buddha-nature, as outlined in the Ratnagotravibhāga of Asanga, was also an important theory which
became the basis for Tantric views. As explained by the Tantric commentator Lilavajra, this "intrinsic secret (behind) diverse
manifestation" is the utmost secret and aim of Tantra. According to Alex Wayman this "Buddha embryo" (tathāgatagarbha)
is a "non-dual, self-originated Wisdom (jnana), an effortless fount of good qualities" that resides in the mindstream but is

"obscured by discursive thought." This doctrine is often associated with the idea of the inherent or natural luminosity or
purity of the mind.
Another fundamental theory of Tantric practice is that of transformation. Negative mental factors such as desire, hatred,
greed, pride are not rejected as in non Tantric Buddhism, but are used as part of the path. As noted by French Indologist
Madeleine Biardeau, tantric doctrine is "an attempt to place kama, desire, in every meaning of the word, in the service of
liberation." This view is outlined in the following quote from the Hevajra tantra:

Those things by which evil men are bound, others turn into means and gain thereby release from the bonds of existence. By
passion the world is bound, by passion too it is released, but by heretical Buddhists this practice of reversals is not known.
The Hevajra further states that "One knowing the nature of poison may dispel poison with poison." As Snellgrove notes, this
idea is already present in Asanga's Mahayana-sutra-alamkara-karika and therefore it is possible that he was aware of
Tantric techniques, including sexual yoga.
According to Buddhist Tantra there is no strict separation of the profane or samsara and the sacred or nirvana, rather they
exist in a continuum. All individuals are seen as containing the seed of enlightenment within, which is covered over by
defilements. Douglas Duckworth notes that Vajrayana sees Buddhahood not as something outside or an event in the future,
but as immanently present.
Indian Tantric Buddhist philosophers such as Buddhaguhya, Vimalamitra, Ratnākaraśānti and Abhayakaragupta continued
the tradition of Buddhist philosophy and adapted it to their commentaries on the major Tantras. Abhayakaragupta’s
Vajravali is a key source in the theory and practice of tantric rituals. After monks such as Vajrabodhi and Śubhakarasiṃha
brought Tantra to Tang China (716 to 720), tantric philosophy continued to be developed in Chinese and Japanese by
thinkers such as Yi Xing and Kūkai.
Various classifications are possible when distinguishing Vajrayana from the other Buddhist traditions. Vajrayana can be seen
as a third yana, next to Hinayana and Mahayana. Vajrayana can be distinguished from the Sutrayana. The Sutrayana is the
method of perfecting good qualities, where the Vajrayāna is the method of taking the intended outcome of Buddhahood as
the path.
The goal of spiritual practice within the Mahayana and Vajrayana traditions is to become a Sammāsambuddha (fully
awakened Buddha), those on this path are termed Bodhisattvas. As with the Mahayana, motivation is a vital component of
Vajrayana practice. The Bodhisattva-path is an integral part of the Vajrayana, which teaches that all practices are to be
undertaken with the motivation to achieve Buddhahood for the benefit of all sentient beings.
Water-colour painting of the Taxila gate and city of Peshawar by
Charles J. Cramer-Roberts (1834-1895), 20 March 1879. Inscribed
on the front in ink is: 'Taxila Gate. City of Peshawur from Fort-with
commissariat camel sheds and pens. C.J.C.R. 20/3/79.'
Peshawar, meaning ‘Frontier town’, is situated at the head of the
Khyber Pass, a major trade route and traditional gateway for
invaders into South Asia. The city flourished as a regional capital
under the Mughals; they planted trees, laid out gardens and built
forts and mosques. After the decline of the Mughals, the Durranis
of Afghanistan gained a firm hold of Peshawar for a time, before
being driven out by the Sikh Empire of Ranjit Singh. Eventually the
British, extending their empire to the north and west, finally
brought the city under their control. The Old City was originally
completely encircled by a wall with 16 gates.

In the Sutrayana practice, a path of Mahayana, the "path of the cause" is taken, whereby a practitioner starts with his or
her potential Buddha-nature and nurtures it to produce the fruit of Buddhahood. In the Vajrayana the "path of the fruit" is
taken whereby the practitioner takes his or her innate Buddha-nature as the means of practice. The premise is that since
we innately have an enlightened mind, practicing seeing the world in terms of ultimate truth can help us to attain our full
Buddha-nature. Experiencing ultimate truth is said to be the purpose of all the various tantric techniques practiced in the
Vajrayana.
Vajrayana Buddhism is esoteric in the sense that the transmission of certain teachings only occurs directly from teacher to
student during an empowerment (abhiṣeka) and their practice requires initiation in a ritual space containing the mandala of
the deity. Many techniques are also commonly said to be secret, but some Vajrayana teachers have responded that secrecy
itself is not important and only a side-effect of the reality that the techniques have no validity outside the teacher-student
lineage. In order to engage in Vajrayana practice, a student should have received such an initiation or permission:

If these techniques are not practiced properly, practitioners may harm themselves physically and mentally. In order to avoid
these dangers, the practice is kept "secret" outside the teacher/student relationship. Secrecy and the commitment of the
student to the vajra guru are aspects of the samaya (Tib. damtsig), or "sacred bond", that protects both the practitioner and
the integrity of the teachings."
The secrecy of teachings was often protected through the use of allusive, indirect, symbolic and metaphorical language
(twilight language) which required interpretation and guidance from a teacher. The teachings may also be considered "selfsecret", meaning that even if they were to be told directly to a person, that person would not necessarily understand the
teachings without proper context. In this way the teachings are "secret" to the minds of those who are not following the
path with more than a simple sense of curiosity.
Because of their role in giving access to the practices and guiding the student through them, the role of the Guru, Lama or
Vajracharya is indispensable in Vajrayana.
Some Vajrayana rituals include use of certain taboo substances, such as blood, semen, alcohol and urine, as ritual offerings
and sacraments, though these are often replaced with less taboo substances in their place such as yogurt. Tantric feasts and
initiations sometimes employed substances like human flesh as noted by Kahha’s Yogaratnamala. The use of these
substances is related to the non-dual (advaya) nature of Buddhahood. Since the ultimate state is in some sense non-dual, a
practitioner can approach that state by "transcending attachment to dual categories such as pure and impure, permitted
and forbidden". As the Guhyasamaja Tantra states "the wise man who does not discriminate achieves buddhahood".

Vajrayana rituals also include sexual yoga, union with a physical consort as part of advanced practices. Some tantras go
further, the Hevajra Tantra states ‘You should kill living beings, speak lying words, take what is not given, consort with the
women of others’. While some of these statements were taken literally as part of ritual practice, others such as killing was
interpreted in a metaphorical sense. In the Hevajra, "killing" is defined as developing concentration by killing the life-breath

of discursive thoughts. Likewise, while actual sexual union with a physical consort is practiced, it is also common to use a
visualized mental consort.
The symbolic meaning of tantric sexuality is ultimately rooted in bodhicitta and the bodhisattva's quest for enlightenment is
likened to a lover seeking union with the mind of the Buddha. The importance of the psycho-physical experiences arising in
sexual yoga, termed "great bliss" (Mahasukha): "Bliss melts the conceptual mind, heightens sensory awareness, and opens
the practitioner to the naked experience of the nature of mind."This tantric experience is not the same as ordinary self
gratifying sexual passion since it relies on tantric meditative methods using the subtle body and visualizations as well as the
motivation for enlightenment. As the Hevajra tantra says:

"This practice [of sexual union with a consort] is not taught for the sake of enjoyment, but for the examination of one's own
thought, whether the mind is steady or waving."
Feminine deities and forces are also increasingly prominent in Vajrayana. In the Yogini tantras in particular, women and
female figures are given high status as the embodiment of female deities such as the wild and nude Vajrayogini. The
Candamaharosana Tantra states:
Women are heaven, women are the teaching (dharma)
Women indeed are the highest austerity (tapas)
Women are the Buddha, women are the Sangha
Women are the Perfection of Wisdom.
In India, there is evidence to show that women participated in tantric practice alongside men and were also teachers,
adepts and authors of tantric texts.
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Practitioners of the Vajrayana need to abide by various tantric vows or samaya of behaviour. These are extensions of the
rules of the Prātimokṣa and Bodhisattva vows for the lower levels of tantra, and are taken during initiations into the
empowerment for a particular Anuttarayoga Tantra. The special tantric vows vary depending on the specific mandala
practice for which the initiation is received, and also depending on the level of initiation. Ngagpas of the Nyingma school
keep a special non-celibate ordination.
A tantric guru, or teacher, is expected to keep his or her samaya vows in the same way as his students. Proper conduct is
considered especially necessary for a qualified Vajrayana guru. For example, the Ornament for the Essence of Manjushrikirti
states:
Distance yourself from Vajra Masters who are not keeping the three vows
who keep on with a root downfall, who are miserly with the Dharma,
and who engage in actions that should be forsaken.
Those who worship them go to hell and so on as a result.

While Vajrayana includes all of the traditional practices used in Mahayana Buddhism such as samatha and vipassana
meditation and the paramitas, it also includes a number of unique practices or "skillful means" (Sanskrit: upaya) which are
seen as more advanced and effective. Vajrayana is a system of lineages, whereby those who successfully receive an
empowerment or sometimes called initiation (permission to practice) are seen to share in the mindstream of the realisation
of a particular skillful means of the vajra Master. Vajrayana teaches that the Vajrayana techniques provide an accelerated
path to enlightenment which is faster than other paths.
A central feature of tantric practice is the use of mantras, syllables, words or a collection of syllables understood to have
special powers and hence is a 'performative utterance' used for a variety of ritual ends. In tantric meditation, mantric seed
syllables are used during the ritual evocation of deities which are said to arise out of the uttered and visualized mantric
syllables. After the deity has been established, heart mantras are visualized as part of the contemplation in different points
of the deity's body.
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According to Alex Wayman, Buddhist esotericism is centered on what is known as "the three mysteries" or "secrets": the
tantric adept affiliates his body, speech, and mind with the body, speech, and mind of the Buddha through mudra, mantras
and samadhi respectively. Padmavajra (c 7th century) explains in his Tantrarthavatara Commentary, the secret Body,
Speech, and Mind of the Tathagatas are:
Secret of Body: Whatever form is necessary to tame the living beings.
Secret of Speech: Speech exactly appropriate to the lineage of the creature, as in the language of the yaksas, etc.
Secret of Mind: Knowing all things as they really are.
The fundamental, defining practice of Buddhist Tantra is “deity yoga” (devatayoga), meditation on a yidam, or personal
deity, which involves the recitation of mantras, prayers and visualization of the deity along with the associated mandala of
the deity's Pure Land, with consorts and attendants. According to Tsongkhapa, deity yoga is what separates Tantra from
sutra practice.
A key element of this practice involves the dissolution of the profane world and identification with a sacred reality.Because
Tantra makes use of a "similitude" of the resultant state of Buddhahood as the path, it is known as the effect vehicle or
result vehicle (phalayana) which "brings the effect to the path".

In the Highest Yoga Tantras and in the Inner Tantras this is usually done in two stages, the generation stage (utpattikrama)
and the completion stage (nispannakrama). In the generation stage, one dissolves oneself in emptiness and meditates on
the yidam, resulting in identification with this yidam. In the completion stage, the visualization of and identification with the
yidam is dissolved in the realization of luminous emptiness. Ratnakarasanti describes the generation stage cultivation
practice thus:

[A]ll phenomenal appearance having arisen as mind, this very mind is [understood to be] produced by a mistake
(bhrāntyā), i.e. the appearance of an object where there is no object to be grasped; ascertaining that this is like a dream, in
order to abandon this mistake, all appearances of objects that are blue and yellow and so on are abandoned or destroyed
(parihṛ-); then, the appearance of the world (viśvapratibhāsa) that is ascertained to be oneself (ātmaniścitta) is seen to be
like the stainless sky on an autumn day at noon: appearanceless, unending sheer luminosity.
This dissolution into emptiness is then followed by the visualization of the deity and re-emergence of the yogi as the deity.
During the process of deity visualization, the deity is to be imaged as not solid or tangible, as "empty yet apparent", with
the character of a mirage or a rainbow. This visualization is to be combined with "divine pride", which is "the thought that
one is oneself the deity being visualized." Divine pride is different from common pride because it is based on compassion
for others and on an understanding of emptiness.

Some practices associated with the completion stage make use of an energetic system of human psycho-physiology
composed of what is termed as energy channels (rtsa), winds or currents (rlung), and drops or charged particles (thig le).
These subtle body energies as seen as "mounts" for consciousness, the physical component of awareness. They are said to
converge at certain points along the spinal column called chakras.Some practices which make use of this system include
Trul khor and Tummo.
Another form of Vajrayana practice are certain meditative techniques associated with Mahamudra and Dzogchen often
termed "formless practices". These techniques do not rely on yidam visualization but on direct Pointing-out instruction
from a master and are seen as the most advanced forms.
In Tibetan Buddhism, advanced practices like deity yoga and the formless practices are usually preceded by or coupled with
"preliminary practices" called ngondro which includes prostrations and recitations of the 100 syllable mantra.
Another distinctive feature of Tantric Buddhism is its unique rituals, which are used as a substitute or alternative for the
earlier abstract meditations. They include death rituals (see phowa), tantric feasts (ganachakra) and Homa fire ritual,
common in East Asian Tantric Buddhism.
Other unique practices in Tantric Buddhism include Dream yoga, the yoga of the intermediate state (at death) or Bardo and
Chöd, in which the yogi ceremonially offers their body to be eaten by tantric deities.
The Vajrayana uses a rich variety of symbols, terms and images which have multiple meanings according to a complex
system of analogical thinking. In Vajrayana, symbols and terms are multi-valent, reflecting the microcosm and the
macrocosm as in the phrase "As without, so within" (yatha bahyam tatha ’dhyatmam iti) from Abhayakaragupta’s
Nispannayogavali.

The Sanskrit term "vajra" denoted the thunderbolt, a legendary weapon and divine attribute that was made from an
adamantine, or indestructible, substance and which could therefore pierce and penetrate any obstacle or obfuscation. It is
the weapon of choice of Indra, the King of the Devas. As a secondary meaning, "vajra" symbolizes the ultimate nature of

things which is described in the tantras as translucent, pure and radiant, but also indestructible and indivisible. It is also
symbolic of the power of tantric methods to achieve its goals.

A vajra is also a scepter-like ritual object, which has a sphere (and sometimes a gankyil) at its centre, and a variable number
of spokes, 3, 5 or 9 at each end (depending on the sadhana), enfolding either end of the rod. The vajra is often traditionally
employed in tantric rituals in combination with the bell or ghanta; symbolically, the vajra may represent method as well as
great bliss and the bell stands for wisdom, specifically the wisdom realizing emptiness. The union of the two sets of spokes
at the center of the wheel is said to symbolize the unity of wisdom (prajña) and compassion (karuna) as well as the sexual
union of male and female deities.

Representations of the deity, such as statues (murti), paintings (thangka), or mandala, are often employed as an aid to
visualization, in Deity yoga. The use of visual aids, particularly microcosmic/macrocosmic diagrams, known as "mandalas", is
another unique feature of Buddhist Tantra. Mandalas are symbolic depictions of the sacred space of the awakened Buddhas
and Bodhisattvas as well as of the inner workings of the human person.
The macrocosmic symbolism of the mandala then, also represents the forces of the human body. The explanatory tantra of
the Guhyasamaja tantra, the Vajramala, states: "The body becomes a palace, the hallowed basis of all the Buddhas."
Mandalas are also sacred enclosures, sacred architecture that house and contain the uncontainable essence of a central
deity or yidam and their retinue. In the book The World of Tibetan Buddhism, the Dalai Lama describes mandalas thus:
"This is the celestial mansion, the pure residence of the deity." The Five Tathagatas or 'Five Buddhas', along with the figure

of the Adi-Buddha, are central to many Vajrayana mandalas as they represent the "five wisdoms", which are the five
primary aspects of primordial wisdom or Buddha-nature.
All ritual in Vajrayana practice can be seen as aiding in this process of visualization and identification. The practitioner can
use various hand implements such as a vajra, bell, hand-drum (damaru) or a ritual dagger (phurba), but also ritual hand
gestures (mudras) can be made, special chanting techniques can be used, and in elaborate offering rituals or initiations,
many more ritual implements and tools are used, each with an elaborate symbolic meaning to create a special environment
for practice. Vajrayana has thus become a major inspiration in traditional Tibetan art.
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Ancient Gandhara, the valley of Pekhawar, with the adjacent hilly regions of Swat and Buner, Dir and
Bajaur was one of the earliest centers of Buddhist religion and culture following the reign of the
Mauryan emperor Ashoka, in the third century BC. The name Gandhara first occurs in the Rigveda
which is usually identified with the region.
Swat was ruled by the Hindu Shahi dynasty, who built an extensive array of temples and other
architectural buildings, now in ruins. Sanskrit may have been the lingua franca of the locals.
Hindu Shahi rulers built fortresses to guard and tax the commerce through this area. Their ruins can
be seen in the hills of Swat: at Malakand pass at Swat's southern entrance.
The Kabul Shahi dynasties also called Shahiya ruled the Kabul Valley and the old province of Gandhara during the Classical
Period of India from the decline of the Kushan Empire in the 3rd century to the early 11th century. They are split into two
eras: the Buddhist Turk Shahi and the later Hindu-Shahis with the change-over occurring around 870 CE.

When Xuanzang visited the region early in the 7th century, the Kabul region was ruled by a Kshatriya king, who is identified
as the Shahi Khingal, and whose name has been found in an inscription found in Gardez.
These Hindu kings of Kabul and Gandhara may have had links to some ruling families in neighboring Kashmir, Punjab and
other areas to the east. The Shahis were rulers of predominantly Buddhist and Hindu populations and were thus patrons of
numerous faiths, and various artifacts and coins from their rule have been found that display their multicultural domain. At
the end period the last Shahi emperors Jayapala, Anandapala and Tirlochanpala fought the Muslim Turk Ghaznavids of
Ghazna and were gradually defeated. Their remaining army were eventually exiled into northern India.
Xuanzang describes the ruler of Kapisa/Kabul, whom he had personally met, as a devout Buddhist and a Kshatriya. The 11thcentury Persian Muslim scholar Alberuni recorded folklore concerning the early history of the Kabul Shahi rulers, including
beliefs that:
the kings residing in Kabul, while they practised Hinduism, also belonged to a Turkic culture;

they were also, however, Tibetan in origin, including the founder of the dynasty, Barahatakin;
when Barahatakin migrated from Tibet, he took up residence in a cave near Kabul and did not venture out in public for a
few days, at which point local people regarded him and his Turkic clothing with curiosity, like a "new born baby", and
honoured him as a being of miraculous birth, who was destined to be a king;
in his lifetime Barahatakin came to rule the country, under the title "Shahiya of Kabul";
the title remained among his descendants for about 60 generations and;
the descendants of Barahatakin include one was Kanik (possibly the Kushan ruler Kanishka), who is said to have built a
vihara called Kanika Caitya in Purushapura (Peshawar).

Thus the folklore accounts recorded by Alberuni connect the earlier Shahis of Kabul/Kapisa to Turkish extraction and also
claim their descent from Kanik (or Kanishaka of Kushana lineage). At the same time it is also claimed that 'their first king
Barahatigin (Vrahitigin?) had originally come from Tibet and concealed in a narrow cave in Kabul area (and here is given a
strange legend which we omit).' One can easily see the above account of Shahi origin as totally fanciful and fairy tale-like.
These statements taken together are very confusing, inconsistent and bear the express marks of a folklore and vulgar
tradition, hence unworthy of inspiring any confidence in the early history of Shahis. The allegation that the first dynasty of
Kabul was Turki is plainly based on the vulgar tradition, which Alberuni himself remarked was clearly absurd. The historian
V. A. Smith speculates – based on Alberuni – that the earlier Shahis were a cadet branch of the Kushanas who ruled both
over Kabul and Gandhara until the rise of the Saffarids. H. M. Elliot relates the early Kabul Shahis to the Kators and further
connects the Kators with the Kushanas. Charles Frederick Oldham also traces the Kabul Shahi lineage to the Kators—whom
he identifies with the Kathas orTakkhas—Naga worshipping collective groups of Hinduism (chandravanshi group) lineage.
He further speaks of the Urasas, Abhisaras, Daradas, Gandharas, Kambojas, et al. as allied tribal groups of the Takkhas
belonging to the Sun-worshiping races of the north-west frontier. D. B. Pandey traces the affinities of the early Kabul Shahis
to the Hunas.
Other accounts suggest Punjabi Kshatriya origins for the Shahi dynasty. Xuanzang clearly describes the ruler of
Kapisa/Kabul, whom he had personally met, as a devout Buddhist and a Kshatriya and not a Tu-kiue/Tu-kue (Turk). The fact
that Xuanzang (AD 644) specifically describes the ruler of Kapisa as Kshatriya, and that of Zabul at this time being known as
Shahi casts serious doubt about the speculated connections of the first Shahis of Kabul/Kapisa to the Kushanas or the
Hephthalites. Neither the Kushanas, the Hunas/Hephthalites nor the Turks (or Turushkas) have ever been designated or
classified as Kshatriyas in any ancient Indian tradition. Therefore, the identification of the first line of Shahi kings of
Kapisa/Kabul with the Kushanas, Hunas, or Turks obviously seems to be in gross error.

The Shahi rulers of Kapisa/Kabul who ruled from the early 4th century until 870 CE were Hindu Brahmins.The Shahis of
Afghanistan were discovered in 1874 to be connected to the Kamboja "race" by E. Vesey Westmacott.
E. Vesey Westmacott, Bishan Singh, K. S. Dardi, et al. connect the Kabul Shahis to the ancient Indian Kshatriya clans of the
Kambojas/Gandharas. George Scott Robertson writes that the Kators/Katirs of Kafiristan belong to the well known Siyaposh
tribal group of the Kams, Kamoz and Kamtoz tribes. But numerous scholars now also agree that the Siyaposh tribes of
Hindukush are the modern representatives of the ancient Iranian cis-Hindukush Kambojas.

The powerful evidence from Xuanzang (AD 644) attesting that the ruler of Kabul/Kapisa was a devout Buddhist and
belonged to Kshatriya caste would rather connect this ruling dynasty either to the erstwhile Gandharas or more probably to
Ashvaka clan of the Kambojas, the eminent Kshatriya clan of the Mauryan times from the neighbouring region in India.
The name (Katorman or Lagaturman) of the last king of the so-called first Shahi line of Kabul/Kapisa simply reveals a trace
of Tukhara cultural influence in the Kamboja (Kapisa) region, as hinted in the above discussion. Thus, the first ruling dynasty
of Kapisa and Kabul, designated as a Kshatriya dynasty by Xuanzang had been a Kamboja dynasty from India.
Asia in AD 565, showing the Shahi kingdoms and their neighbours.
From the 2nd century BC onwards (much prior to the Huna ascendancy), the Tukharas had settled in considerable numbers
in the ancient Kamboja land and thus the culture of the Kambojas undoubtedly underwent some changes and due to the
interaction of two cultures, the Kambojas of Kapisa were also substantially influenced by Tukharas who remained for quite a
time the ruling power in this region.

This fact is also verified by Xuanzang who records that the literature, customary rules, and currency of Bamiyan were same
as those of Tukhara; the spoken language is only little different and in personal appearance the people closely resembled
those of the Tukhara country. On the other hand, the literature and written language of Kapisa (=Kamboja) was like that of
Tukharas but the social customs, colloquial idiom, rules of behavior (and their personal resemblance) differed somewhat
from those of Tukhara countr which means that the original and dominant community of Kapisa had imbibed the Tukharan
culture and customs but to a limited extent and the penetration of the Tukharas in the Kapisa territory appears to have
therefore been also limited. The Kambojas and the Tukharas (Turks) are mentioned as immediate neighbors in north-west as
late as the 8th century AD as Rajatarangini of Kalhana demonstrates.

Evidence also exists that some medieval Muslim writers have confused the Kamboja clans of Pamirs/Hindukush with the
Turks and invested the former with Turkic ethnicity. For example, 10th-century Arab geographer Al-Muqaddasi, refers to the
Kumiji (=Kamoji/Kamboja) tribesmen of Buttaman mountains (Tajikistan), on upper Oxus, and calls them of Turkic race.
Song Yun, the Chinese Ambassador to the Huna kingdom of Gandhara, in AD 520 writes that the Yethas (Hephthalites) had
invaded Gandhara two generations prior to him and had completely destroyed this country. The then Yetha ruler was
extremely cruel, vindictive, and anti-Buddhist and had engaged in a three years border war with the king of Ki-pin (Cophene
or Kapisa), disputing the boundaries of that country. The Yetha king referred to by Song Yun may have been Mihirakula (AD
515-540/547) or his governor. This evidence also proves that the Kapisa kingdom was well established prior to the
Huna/Hephthalite invasion of Gandhara (c. AD 477) and that it did not submit to the Yethas but had survived and continued
to maintain its independence.
Newly excavated Buddhist stupa at Mes Aynak in Logar Province. Similar stupas have been discovered in neighbouring
Ghazni Province, including in the northern Samangan Province.

Once the political clout of the invaders like the Kushanas or the Hephthalites had declined, some native chieftain from the
original dominant clans of this region seems to have attained ascendancy in political power and established an independent
kingdom on the ruins of the Kushana and/or the Hephthalite empire.

Commenting on the rise of Shahi dynasty in Kabul/Kapisa, Charles Frederick Oldham observes: "Kabulistan must have passed
through many vicissitudes during the troublous times which followed the overthrow of the great Persian empire by the
Alexander. It no doubt fell for a time under the sway of foreign rulers (Yavanas, Kushanas, Hunas etc). The great mass of the
population, however, remained Zoroastrian or Shamanic Polytheists. And probably too, the Kshatriya chiefs from India
retained great shadow of authority, and conquered Kabulistan when the opportunity arose."
Barhatigin is said to be the founder of the dynasty which is said to have ruled for 60 generations until AD 870. This, if true,
would take Barhatigin and the founding of the early Shahi dynasty back about 20x60=1200 years, i.e., to about the 4th
century BC if we take the average generation of 20 years; and to the 7th century BC if an average generation is taken as 25
years. It is well nigh impossible that a single dynasty could have ruled for 1200 (or 1500) years at a stretch. Moreover, King
Kanik (if Kanishaka) ruled (AD 78 – 101) not over Kabul but over Purushapura/Gandhara and his descendants could not have
ruled for almost 900 years as a single dynasty over Kapisa/Kabul especially in a frontier region called the gateway of India.
Pre Islamic Hindu and Buddhist heritage of Afghanistan is well established in the Shahi coinage from Kabul of this period.
Based on fragmentary evidence of coins, there was one king named Vrahitigin (Barhatigin?) who belonged to pre-Christian
times as Alberuni's accounts would tend to establish. If Kanik is same as Kanishaka of Kushana race as is often claimed, then
the second claim that the ancestors of the early Shahis came from Tibet becomes incompatible to known facts of history.
According to Olaf Caroe, "the earlier Kabul Shahis in some sense were the inheritors of the Kushana chancery tradition and
were staunch Hindus in character. The affinities of the early Shahis of Kapisa/Kabul are still speculative, and the inheritance
of the Kushan-Hephthalite chancery tradition and political institutions by Kabul Shahis do not necessarily connect them to
the preceding dynasty (i.e. the Kushanas or Hephthalites).

It appears that from start of the 5th century till AD 793-94, the capital of the Kabul Shahis was Kapisa. As early as AD 424,
the prince of Kapisa (Ki-pin of the Chinese) was known as Guna Varman. The name ending "Varman" is used after the name
of a Ksahriya only. Thus the line of rulers whom Xuanzang refers to in his chronicles appears to be an extension of the
Kshatriya dynasty whom this Guna Varman of Ki-pin or Kapisa (AD 424) belonged. Thus this Kshatriya dynasty was already
established prior to AD 424 and it was neither a Kushana nor a Hephthalite dynasty by any means.
Abbasid Shahi-inspired coin, Iraq 908–930. British Museum.
It appears more than likely that, rather than the Kushanas or Hunas or the Turks, the Shahi rulers of Kabul/Kapisa and
Gandhara had a descent from the neighbouring warlike Kshatriya clans of the Kambojas known as Ashvakas (q.v.), who in
the 4th century BC, had offered stubborn and decisive resistance to Macedonian invader, Alexander, and later had helped

Chandragupta Maurya found the Mauryan empire of India. They were the same bold and warlike people on whom king
Ashoka Maurya had thought it wise and expedient to bestow autonomous status and to whom he gave eminent place in his
Rock Edicts V and XIII. They were fiercely independent warlike people who had never easily yielded to any foreign overlord.
They were the people who, in the 5th century AD, had formed the very neighbours of the Bactrian Ephthalites of Oxus and
whom Chandragupta II of Gupta dynasty had campaigned against and had obtained tribute from about the start of the 5th
century AD.Dr V. A. Smith says that this epic verse is reminiscent of the times when the Hunas first came into contact with
the Sassanian dynasty of Persia. Sata-pañcāśaddesa-vibhaga of the medieval era Tantra book Saktisamgma Tantra locates
Kambojas (Kabul Shahis?) to the west of southwest Kashmir (or Pir-pañcāla), to the south of Bactria and to the east of
Maha-Mlechcha-desa (=Mohammadan countries i.e Khorasan/Iran) and likewise, locates the Hunas (Zabul Shahis?) to the
south of Kama valley (or Jallalabad/Afghanistan) and to the north of Marudesa (or Rajputana) towards western Punjab.

Kabul

The Kavyamimasa of Rajshekhar also lists the Sakas, Kekayas, Kambojas, Vanayujas, Bahlikas, Hunas, Pahlvas, Limpakas,
Harahuras, Hansmaragas (Hunzas) etc in the north-west. Since Rajshekhar (AD 880–920) was contemporary with Hindu
Shahis, he identifies people called Kambojas (Kabul/Kapisa), Vanayujas (Bannus), Limpakas (Lamghanis), Hunas (Zabul),
Pahlvas (Persians—Maha-mlechchas), Harahuras (Red Hunas located in Herat) etc almost exactly in the same localities
which were occupied by Kabul Shahi and Zabul Shahi kingdoms respectively. The above referred to pieces of evidence again
spotlight on the Kambojas and the Hunas together and places them near the environs of the Muslim Persians in north-west.
During the 1st century AD and later in the 5th century (c. AD 477), the cis-Hindukush Kambojas and Gandharas partially
came under the sway of foreign invaders like the Kushanas and the Hephthalites (Hunas). These warlike people were
temporarily overpowered by the numerous hordes but they did not become extinct; and once the political tide of the foreign
hordes ebbed, someone from the native chieftains from the original dominant clans (i.e. the Ksatrya Ashvakas) of this region
asserted his authority and attained ascendancy in political power and had established himself as Kshatriya overlord of an
independent kingdom on the ruins of the erstwhile Kushana and/or the Hephthalites empire.
In ancient time, the title Shahi appears to be a quite popular royal title in Afghanistan and the north-western areas of the
Indian sub-continent. Sakas, Kushanas, Hunas, Bactrians, by the rulers of Kapisa/Kabul, and Gilgit used it. In Persian form,
the title appears as Kshathiya, Kshathiya Kshathiyanam, Shao of the Kushanas and the Ssaha of Mihirakula (Huna chief). The
Kushanas are stated to have adopted the title Shah-in-shahi ("Shaonano shao") in imitation of Achaemenid practice.

An ancient Jaina work, Kalakacarya-kathanaka, says that the rulers of the Sakas who had invaded Ujjaini/Malwa in 62 BC
also used the titles of Sahi and Sahnusahi. Since the title Shahi was used by the rulers of Kapisa/Kabul or Gandhara also in
imitation of Kushana "Shao", it has been speculated by some writers that the Shahi dynasty of Kapisa/Kabul or Gandhara
was a foreign dynasty and had descended from the Kushans or Turks (Turushkas). However, the title has been used by
several rulers irrespective of any racial connotations and this may refute the above speculation.

In addition, one ancient inscription and several ancient Buddhist manuscripts from the Gilgit area between upper Indus and
river Kabul shed some light on the three kings who ruled in the Gilgit region in the 6th and 7th centuries AD. They also bore
Shahi titles and their names are mentioned as Patoladeva alias Navasurendradiyta Nandin, Srideva alias Surendra
Vikrmadiyta Nandin and Patoladeva alias Vajraditya Nandin. It is very relevant to mention here that each of the Shahi rulers
mentioned in the above list of Gilgit rulers has Nandin as his surname or last name It is more than likely that the surname
Nandin refers to their clan name. It is also very remarkable that the modern Kamboj tribe of northern Punjab still has
Nandan (Nandin) as one of their important clan names. It is therefore very likely that these Gilgit rulers of upper Indus may
also have belonged to the Kamboja lineage. Furthermore, "Shahi, Sahi, Shahiya" as a septal name is still carried by a section
of the Punjab Kambojs which appears to be a relic from the Shahi title of their Kabul/Kapisa princes.
Alberuni's reference to the supplanting of the Kabul Shahi dynasty in about AD 870 by a Brahmin called Kallar actually
implies only that the religious faith of the royal family had changed from Buddhism to Hinduism by about that date; it might
not have actually involved any physical supplanting of the existing Kabul Shahi dynasty as is stated by Alberuni whose
account of early Shahis is indeed based on telltale stories.

When the Chinese monk Xuanzang visited Kapisa (about 60 km north of modern Kabul) in the 7th century, the local ruler was
a Kshatriya King Shahi Khingala. A Ganesha idol has been found near Gerdez that bears the name of this king, see Shahi
Ganesha.
Several 6th- or 7th-century AD Buddhist manuscripts were found from a stupa at Gilgit. One of the manuscripts reveals the
name of a Shahi king Srideva Sahi Surendra Vikramaditya Nanda.
In the wake of Muslim invasions of Kabul and Kapisa in second half of the 7th century (AD 664), the Kapisa/Kabul ruler called
by Muslim writers Kabul Shah (Shahi of Kabul) made an appeal to the Kshatriyas of the Hind who had gathered there in
large numbers for assistance and drove out the Muslim invaders as far as Bost. This king of Kapisa/Kabul who faced the
Muslim invasion was undoubtedly a Kshatriya.

In AD 645, when Chinese pilgrim Xuanzang was passing through the Uttarapatha, Udabhanda or Udabhandapura was the
place of residence or secondary capital of emperor of Kapisa which then dominated over 10 neighboring states comprising
Lampaka, Nagara, Gandhara and Varna (Bannu) and probably also Jaguda. About Gandhara, the pilgrim says that its capital
was Purushapura; the royal family was extinct and country was subject to Kapisa; the towns and villages were desolate and
the inhabitants were very few. It seems that under pressure from Arabs in the southwest and the Turks in the north, the
kings of Kapisa had left their western possessions in the hands of their viceroys and made Udabhanda their principal seat of
residence. The reason why Udabhandapura was selected in preference to Peshawar is at present unknown but it is possible
that the new city of Udabhanda was built by Kapisa rulers for strategic reasons.
In AD 671 Muslim armies seized Kabul and the capital was moved to Udabhandapura.
In subsequent years, the Muslim armies returned with large reinforcements and Kabul was swept when the Shahi ruler
agreed to pay tribute to the conquerors. For strategical reasons, the Shahis, who continued to offer stubborn resistance to
Muslim onslaughts, finally moved their capital from Kapisa to Kabul in about AD 794. Kabul Shahis remained in Kabul until

AD 879 when Ya'qub-i Laith Saffari, the founder of the Saffarid dynasty, conquered the city. Kabul Shahis had built a
defensive wall all around the Kabul city to protect it against the army of Muslim Saffarids. The remains of these walls are
still visible over the mountains which are located inside the Kabul city.
The first Hindu Shahi dynasty was founded in AD 870 by Kallar (see above). Kallar is well documented to be a Brahmin. The
kingdom was bounded on the north by the Hindu kingdom of Kashmir, on the east by Rajput kingdoms, on the south by the
Muslim Emirates of Multan and Mansura, and on the west by the Abbasid Caliphate.

According to the confused accounts recorded by the Persian historian Al-Biruni which are chiefly based on folklore, the last
king of the first Shahi dynasty, Lagaturman (Katorman) was overthrown and imprisoned by his Brahmin vizier Kallar, thus
resulting in the change-over of dynasty.
The Hindu Shahi, a term used by Al-Biruni to refer to the ruling Hindu dynasty that took over from the Turki Shahi and ruled
the region during the period prior to Muslim conquests of the 10th and 11th centuries.
The term Hindu Shahi was a royal title of this dynasty and not its actual clan or ethnological name. Al-Biruni used the title
Shah for many other contemporary royal houses in his descriptions as well.
It is very remarkable that Kalhana (c. 12th century), the author of Rajatarangini (written in AD 1147–49), also refers to the
Shahis and does not maintain any difference or distinction between the earlier Shahis and the later Shahis or does not refer
to any supplanting of the dynasty at any stage as Alberuni does in his Tarikh-al-Hind. etc., unbroken to as far as or earlier
than AD 730. It is also remarkable that Rajatrangini and all other sources refer to the Shahi rulers of
Udabhandapura/Waihind as belonging to the Kshatriya lineage in contrast to Alberuni who designates the earlier Shahi
rulers as Turks and the later as Brahmins.
Since the change of Shahi capital from Kabul to Waihind or Uddhabhandapura had also occurred precisely around this
period, it is probable that the narrator of the folklore/tellatale to Alberuni had confused the "change of capital" issue with
the "supplanting of Kabul Shahi dynasty" since the incidence of shift had occurred remotely about 200 years prior to
Alberuni's writing (AD 1030). There is no doubt, as the scholars also admit, that the change in dynasty is effected by "a
common legend of eastern story", which surely bears the express mark of folklore for the previous history of Kabul Shahis,
hence obviously speculative and not much worthy of serious history.

The Hindu Shahis became engaged with the Yamini Turks of Ghazni over supremacy of the eastern regions of Afghanistan
initially before it extended towards the Punjab region. They briefly recaptured the Kabul Valley from the Samanid successors
of the Saffarids, until a general named Alptigin drove out the Samanid wali of Zabulistan and established the Ghaznavid
dynasty at Ghazna. Under his general and successor Sabuktigin the Ghaznavids had begun to raid the provinces of Lamghan.
and Multan. This precipated an alliance first between the then King Jayapala and the Amirs of Multan, and then in a second
battle in alliance with Delhi, Ajmer, Kalinjar, and Kannauj which saw the Hindu Shahi lose all lands west of the Indus River.

His successor Anandapala arrived at a tributary arrangement with Sebuktigin's successor, Mahmud of Ghazni, before he was
defeated and exiled to Kashmir in the early 11th century.
Al-Idirisi (AD 1100-1165/66) testifies that until as late as the 12th century, a contract of investiture for every Shahi king was
performed at Kabul and that here he was obliged to agree to certain ancient conditions which completed the
contract.Kalhana remarked: "To this day, the appellation Shahi throws its lustre on a numberless host of kshatriya abroad
who trace their origin to that family".
The kings of Kashmir were related to the Shahis through marital and political alliance. Didda, a queen of Kashmir was a
granddaughter of the Brahmin Shahi Bhima, who was married to Kshemagupta (r. 951–959). Bhima had visited Kashmir and
built the temple Bhima Keshava.

The initial Hindu Shahi dynasty was the House of Kallar, but in AD 964 the rule was assumed from Bhima upon his death by
Jayapala, son of Rai Asatapala . Epithets from the Bari Kot inscriptions record his full title as "Parambhattaraka
Maharajadhiraja Paramesvara Sri Jayapala deva" the first Emperor of the Kabul Shahi phase. He is celebrated as a hero for
his struggles in defending his kingdom from the Turkic rulers of Ghazni.
Emperor Jayapala was challenged by the armies of Sultan Sabuktigin in Battle of Peshawar (1001) and later by his son Sultan
Mahmud of Ghazni. According to the Minháj ad-Dīn in his chronicle Tabaqát-i Násiri, he bears a testament to the political
and powerful stature of Maharaja Jayapala Shah, "Jayapála, who is the greatest of all the ráis (kings) of Hind..." Misra wrote
on Jaypala: "(He) was perhaps the last Indian ruler to show such spirit of aggression, so sadly lacking in later Rajput kings."

Prince Anandapala who ascended his father's throne (in about March/April AD 1002) already proved an able warrior and
general in leading many battles prior to his ascension. According to 'Adáb al-Harb' in about AD 990, it is written, "the
arrogant but ambitious Raja of Lahore Bharat, having put his father in confinement, marched on the country of Jayapála
with the intention of conquering the districts of Nandana, Jailum (Jehlum) and Tákeshar" (in an attempt to take advantage
of Jayapala's concentrated effort with defence against the armies of Ghazni). "Jayapala instructed Prince Anandapala to
repel the opportunist Raja Bharat. Anandapala defeated Bharat and took him prisoner in the battle of Takeshar and
marched on Lahore and captured the city and extended his father's kingdom yet further."
However, during his reign as emperor many losses were inflicted on his kingdom by the Ghaznavids. During the battle of
Chach between Mahmud and Anandapala, it is stated that "a body of 30,000 Gakhars fought alongside as soldiers for the
Shahi Emperor and incurred huge losses for the Ghaznavids". However, despite the heavy losses of the enemy, he lost the
battle and suffered much financial and territorial loss. This was Anandapala's last stand against Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni.
He eventually signed a treaty with the Ghaznavid Empire in AD 1010 and shortly a year later died a peaceful death. R.C
Majumdar compared him ironically to his dynastic ancient famous ancestor "King Porus, who bravely opposed Alexander but
later submitted and helped in subduing other Indian rulers". And Tahqíq Má li'l-Hind finally revered him in his legacy as
"noble and courageous" .

Prince Trilochanpála, the son of Anandapala, ascended the imperial throne in about AD 1011. Inheriting a reduced kingdom,
he immediately set about expanding his kingdom into the Sivalik Hills, the domain of the Rai of Sharwa. His kingdom now
extended from the River Indus to the upper Ganges valley. According to Al-Biruni, Tirlochanpála "was well inclined towards
the Muslims (Ghaznavids)" and was honourable in his loyalty to his father's peace treaty to the Ghaznavids. He eventually
rebelled against Sultan Mahmud Ghazni and was later assassinated by some of his own mutinous troops in AD 1021–22, an
assassination which was believed to have been instigated by the Rai of Sharwa who became his arch-enemy due to
Tirlochanpala's expansion into the Siwalik hill ranges. He was romanticised in Punjabi folklore as the Last Punjabi ruler of
Punjab

Prince Bhímapála, son of Tirlochanpala, succeeded his father in AD 1021–22. He was referred to by Utbí as "Bhīm, the
Fearless" due to his courage and valour. Considering his kingdom was at its lowest point, possibly only in control of
Nandana, he admirably earned the title of "fearless" from his enemy's own chronicle writer. He is known to have
commanded at the battle of Nandana personally and seriously wounded the commander of the Ghaznavid army
Muhammad bin Ibrahim at-Tāī . He ruled only five years before meeting his death in AD 1026. He was final Shahi Emperor of
the famed dynasty.
Kalhana, a 12th-century Kashmiri Brahmin, wrote of one campaign in the process that led to this collapse.
His sons Rudrapal, Diddapal, Kshempala, and Anangpala served as generals in Kashmir. They gained prominence in the
Kashmiri royal court where they occupied influential positions and intermarried with the royal family. Hindu Kashmir had
aided the Hindus Shahis against Mahmud of Ghazni. As a result after barely defeating the Hindu Shahis, Mahmud marched
his men to Hindu Kashmir to take revenge for Kashmir's support of the Hindu Shahis. Al-Biruni was with Mahmud on these
campaigns. They are mentioned frequently in Rajatarangini of Kalhana written during AD 1147–49. Rudrapal was
mentioned by the writer Kalhana as a valiant general in the campaigns he led to quell resistance to the Kashmiri kings whom
they served whilst in exile. His later descendants fell out of favour at the royal court and were exiled to the Siwalik Hills,
retaining control of the Mandu fort. After a brief period, they rose again to take control of Mathura under Raja Dhrupet Dev
in the 12th century before the campaigns of the Ghorid Empire.
The Mohyal brahmans of Punjab region claim to be the descendants of the Jayapala.

At the end of the Mauryan period (324–185 BC) Buddhism spread in the whole Swat valley, which
became a very famous center of Buddhist religion.
After a Buddhist phase the Hindu religion reasserted itself, so that at the time of the Muslim
conquest (1000 AD) the population was solidly Hindu.
In 1023, Mahmud of Ghazni attacked Swat and crushed the last Buddhist King, Raja Gira in battle.
The invasion of Mahmud of Ghazni is of special importance because of the introduction of Islam as

well as changing the Chronology.
The first Muslim arrivals in Swat were Pashtun Dilazak tribes from south-east Afghanistan. These
were later ousted by Swati Pashtuns, who was succeeded in the sixteenth century by Yusufzai
Pashtuns. Both groups of Pashtuns came from the Kandahar and Kabul valley.

The town of Jehanabad contains a Seated Buddha statue. Kushan era Buddhist stupas and statues in
Swat valley were demolished by the Taliban, and after two attempts by the Taliban, the Jehanabad
Buddha's face was dynamited. Only the Bamiyan Buddhas in Afghanistan, which the Taliban also
demolished, were larger than the Buddha statue in Swat. The government did nothing to safeguard
the statue after the initial attempt at destroying the Buddha, which did not cause permanent harm;
when the second attack took place on the statue, the feet, shoulders, and face were demolished.
Islamists (particularly the Taliban) and looters destroyed many of Pakistan's Buddhist artifacts, which
dated to the Buddhist Gandhara civilization. The Taliban deliberately targeted Gandhara Buddhist
relics for destruction. Gandhara artifacts were thereafter plundered by thieves and smugglers. In
2009, the Archbishop of the Roman Catholic Diocsece of Lahore, Lawrence John Saldanha, wrote a
letter to Pakistan's government denouncing the Taliban activities in Swat Valley, including their
destruction of Buddha statues, and their attacks on Christians, Sikhs, and Hindus. A group of Italians
helped repair the Buddha.
Peshawar is the capital of the Pakistani province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Situated in the broad
Valley of Peshawar near the eastern end of the historic Khyber Pass, close to the border with
Afghanistan, Peshawar's recorded history dates back to at least 539 BCE, making it the oldest city in
Pakistan and one of the oldest cities in the world. Peshawar was the capital of the ancient Kushan
Empire, and was home to what may have been the tallest building in the ancient world, the Kanishka
stupa. Peshawar was then sacked by the White Huns, before the arrival of Muslim empires. The city
was an important trading centre during the Mughal era before serving as the winter capital of the
Afghan Durrani Empire from 1757 until the city was captured by the Sikhs in 1818, who were then
followed by the British in 1849.
This Company painting depicts a Sikh marriage procession, with
the bridegroom on horseback attended by a parasol-bearer and
a large throng of people. It was painted in the Panjab around
1860 and is a comparatively rare example of Company painting
from this region. It was only in 1849, after the Sikh Wars, that
the British took over the administration of the Panjab. Before
this, European influences were few and painting was not
common. It was not until a British Resident, Henry Lawrence,
was posted to Lahore (now in Pakistan but then in the Panjab)
that British influences began to spread and painters were
encouraged to provide examples of Company painting, though it
never developed on the scale seen in other regions of India.

The current name "Peshawar" is derived from the former Sanskrit name of the place, Purushapura:
Puruṣapura, meaning "City of Men").

The Arab historian and geographer Al-Masudi noted that by the mid-10th century, the city had
become known as Parashāwar. After the Ghaznavid invasion, the name was again noted to be
Parashāwar by Al-Biruni. The city began to be known as Peshāwar by the era of Emperor Akbar. The
current name is said by some to have been based upon the Persian for "frontier town" or, more
literally, "forward city," though transcription errors and linguistic shifts may account for the city's
new name. Akbar's bibliographer, Abu'l-Fazl ibn Mubarak, lists the city's name by both its former
name Parashāwar, transcribed in Persian as and Peshāwar.
Peshawar was founded as the ancient city of Puruṣapura, on the Gandhara Plains in the broad Valley
of Peshawar. The city likely first existed as a small village in the 5th century BCE, within the cultural
sphere of eastern ancient Persia. Puruṣapura was founded near the ancient Gandharan capital city of
Pushkalavati, near present-day Charsadda.

In the winter of 327–26 BCE, Alexander the Great subdued the Valley of Peshawar during his invasion
of ancient India, as well as the nearby Swat and Buner valleys. Following Alexander's conquest, the
Valley of Peshawar came under suzerainty of Seleucus I Nicator, founder of the Seleucid Empire. A
locally-made vase fragment that was found in Peshawar depicts a scene from Sophocles' play
Antigone.
The nearby Takht-i-Bahi monastery was established in 46 CE, and was once a major centre of
Buddhist learning.
Following the Seleucid–Mauryan war, the region was ceded to the Mauryan Empire in 303 BCE.
Around 300 BCE, the Greek diplomat and historian Megasthenes noted that ancient Peshawar was
the western terminus of a Mauryan road that connected the city to the empire's capital at
Pataliputra, near the city of Patna in the modern-day Indian state of Bihar.

As Mauryan power declined, the Greco-Bactrian Kingdom based in modern Afghanistan declared its
independence from the Seleucid Empire, and quickly seized ancient Peshawar around 190 BCE. The
city was then ruled by several Iranic Parthian kingdoms. The city was then captured by Gondophares,
founder of the Indo-Parthian Kingdom. Gondophares established the nearby Takht-i-Bahi monastery
in 46 CE.

The Parthian Empire
247 BC – 224 AD, also known as the Arsacid Empire was a major Iranian political and cultural power in ancient Iran. Its
latter name comes from Arsaces I of Parthia who, as leader of the Parni tribe, founded it in the mid-3rd century BC when he
conquered the region of Parthia in Iran's northeast, then a satrapy (province) under Andragoras, in rebellion against the
Seleucid Empire. Mithridates I of Parthia (r. c. 171–138 BC) greatly expanded the empire by seizing Media and Mesopotamia
from the Seleucids. At its height, the Parthian Empire stretched from the northern reaches of the Euphrates, in what is now
central-eastern Turkey, to eastern Iran. The empire, located on the Silk Road trade route between the Roman Empire in the
Mediterranean Basin and the Han Empire of China, became a center of trade and commerce.
The Parthians largely adopted the art, architecture, religious beliefs, and royal insignia of their culturally heterogeneous
empire, which encompassed Persian, Hellenistic, and regional cultures. For about the first half of its existence, the Arsacid
court adopted elements of Greek culture, though it eventually saw a gradual revival of Iranian traditions. The Arsacid rulers
were titled the "King of Kings", as a claim to be the heirs to the Achaemenid Empire; indeed, they accepted many local kings
as vassals where the Achaemenids would have had centrally appointed, albeit largely autonomous, satraps. The court did
appoint a small number of satraps, largely outside Iran, but these satrapies were smaller and less powerful than the
Achaemenid potentates. With the expansion of Arsacid power, the seat of central government shifted from Nisa to
Ctesiphon along the Tigris (south of modern Baghdad, Iraq), although several other sites also served as capitals.
Seleukia-Ktesiphon war eine Doppelstadt im heutigen
Irak, die aus den zusammenwachsenden Städten
Seleukia am Tigris und Ktesiphon gebildet wurde. Die
Doppelstadt war Hauptresidenz der Könige der Parther
und der Sassaniden, ca. 35 km südöstlich von Bagdad.
Die Stadt wurde 637 n.Chr. von Arabern erobert und
teilweise zerstört. Sie galt unter den Umayyaden als ein
Widerstandsnest der Schiiten gegen die
Gewaltherrscher. Mit der Gründung Bagdads 762 verfiel
Seleukia-Ktesiphon. Seleukia-Ktesiphon war zuvor
Zentrum der christlichen Kirche Persiens (Assyrische
Kirche des Ostens). Spätestens 410 führt der Bischof als
Großmetropolit der Kirche Persiens den Titel Katholikos.
Ihm waren alle Metropoliten Mesopotamiens sowie alle
Kirchen des Ostens (Persien, Indien, später auch
Zentralasien und China)
untergeordnet. Gegen Ende des 8. Jahrhunderts wurde auch der Sitz des Katholikos nach Bagdad verlegt. Die einzige heute noch vor Ort zu
sehenden Ruine ist der sassanidische, wohl von Chosrau I. erbaute oder fertig gestellte Palast Taq-e Kisra, der vor allem durch sein
gewagtes Gewölbe auffällt.

The earliest enemies of the Parthians were the Seleucids in the west and the Scythians in the east. However, as Parthia
expanded westward, they came into conflict with the Kingdom of Armenia, and eventually the late Roman Republic. Rome
and Parthia competed with each other to establish the kings of Armenia as their subordinate clients. The Parthians soundly
defeated Marcus Licinius Crassus at the Battle of Carrhae in 53 BC, and in 40–39 BC, Parthian forces captured the whole of
the Levant except Tyre from the Romans. However, Mark Antony led a counterattack against Parthia, although his
successes were generally achieved in his absence, under the leadership of his lieutenant Ventidius. Also, various Roman
emperors or their appointed generals invaded Mesopotamia in the course of the several Roman-Parthian Wars which
ensued during the next few centuries. The Romans captured the cities of Seleucia and Ctesiphon on multiple occasions

during these conflicts, but were never able to hold on to them. Frequent civil wars between Parthian contenders to the
throne proved more dangerous to the Empire's stability than foreign invasion, and Parthian power evaporated when
Ardashir I, ruler of Estakhr in Fars, revolted against the Arsacids and killed their last ruler, Artabanus V, in 224 AD. Ardashir
established the Sassanid Empire, which ruled Iran and much of the Near East until the Muslim conquests of the 7th century
AD, although the Arsacid dynasty lived on through the Arsacid Dynasty of Armenia, the Arsacid dynasty of Iberia, and the
Arsacid Dynasty of Caucasian Albania; all eponymous branches of the Parthian Arsacids.
Marble statue of Mithras slaying the bull, found in Rome (2nd
century AD) about Marble statue of Mithras slaying the bull, found
in Rome (2nd century AD)
In the 1st-4th centuries AD, the Mithraic Mysteries seeped into
Roman culture from the East. This secretive religion was inspired
by the Zoroastrian Mithra, divinity of Contract and Oath. This
statue displays Roman Mithras in a Parthian-like costume
powerfully pinning down a bull for ritual slaughter. It is thought
that Mithras appealed to the martial identity of Roman soldiers
serving in the East. A Zoroastrian hymn describes an armed Mithra
victoriously smashing the skulls of the Daevas or evil spirits.

Native Parthian sources, written in Parthian, Greek and other languages, are scarce when compared to Sassanid and even
earlier Achaemenid sources. Aside from scattered cuneiform tablets, fragmentary ostraca, rock inscriptions, drachma coins,
and the chance survival of some parchment documents, much of Parthian history is only known through external sources.
These include mainly Greek and Roman histories, but also Chinese histories, prompted by the Han Chinese desire to form
alliances against the Xiongnu. Parthian artwork is viewed by historians as a valid source for understanding aspects of society
and culture that are otherwise absent in textual sources.
Before Arsaces I of Parthia founded the Arsacid Dynasty, he was chieftain of the Parni, an ancient Central-Asian tribe of
Iranian peoples and one of several nomadic tribes within the confederation of the Dahae. The Parni most likely spoke an
eastern Iranian language, in contrast to the northwestern Iranian language spoken at the time in Parthia. The latter was a
northeastern province, first under the Achaemenid, and then the Seleucid empires. After conquering the region, the Parni
adopted Parthian as the official court language, speaking it alongside Middle Persian, Aramaic, Greek, Babylonian, Sogdian
and other languages in the multilingual territories they would conquer.
A rock-carved relief of Mithridates I of Parthia (r. c. 171–138 BC), seen
riding on horseback, at Kong-e Aždar, city of Izeh, Khūzestān Province, Iran

Why the Arsacid court retroactively chose 247 BC as the first year
of the Arsacid era is uncertain. A.D.H. Bivar concludes that this was
the year the Seleucids lost control of Parthia to Andragoras, the
appointed satrap who rebelled against them.
It is unclear who immediately succeeded Arsaces I. Bivar and
Katouzian affirm that it was his brother Tiridates I of Parthia, who
in turn was succeeded by his son Arsaces II of Parthia in 211 BC.
Yet Curtis and Brosius state that Arsaces II was the immediate
successor of Arsaces I, with Curtis claiming the succession took
place in 211 BC, and Brosius in 217 BC. Bivar insists that 138 BC, the last regnal year of Mithridates I, is "the first precisely
established regnal date of Parthian history."
Due to these and other discrepancies, Bivar outlines two distinct royal chronologies accepted by historians. Later on, some
of the Parthian Kings would claim Achaemenid descent. The claim has recently received support from numismatic and other
written evidence suggesting that both Achaemenid and Parthian kings suffered from the hereditary disease
neurofibromatosis. A Parthian wearing a Phrygian cap, depicted as a prisoner of war in chains held by a Roman; Arch of Septimius
Severus, Rome, 203 AD

Parthian warrior, Uzbekistan
Parthian golden necklace, 2nd century AD, Iran
For a time, Arsaces consolidated his position in Parthia and Hyrcania by taking advantage of the invasion of Seleucid
territory in the west by Ptolemy III Euergetes (r. 246–222 BC) of Egypt. This conflict with Ptolemy, the Third Syrian War
(246–241 BC), also allowed Diodotus I to rebel and form the Greco-Bactrian Kingdom in Central Asia. The latter's successor,
Diodotus II, formed an alliance with Arsaces against the Seleucids, but Arsaces was temporarily driven from Parthia by the
forces of Seleucus II Callinicus (r. 246–225 BC). After spending some time in exile among the nomadic Apasiacae tribe,
Arsaces led a counterattack and recaptured Parthia. Seleucus II's successor, Antiochus III the Great (r. 222–187 BC), was
unable to immediately retaliate because his troops were engaged in putting down the rebellion of Molon in Media.

Antiochus III launched a massive campaign to retake Parthia and Bactria in 210 or 209 BC. He was unsuccessful, but did
negotiate a peace settlement with Arsaces II. The latter was granted the title of king in return for his submission to
Antiochus III as his superior. The Seleucids were unable to further intervene in Parthian affairs following increasing
encroachment by the Roman Republic and the Seleucid defeat at Magnesia in 190 BC. Phriapatius of Parthia (r. c. 191–176
BC) succeeded Arsaces II, and Phraates I of Parthia (r. c. 176–171 BC) eventually ascended the throne. Phraates I ruled
Parthia without further Seleucid interference.
Phraates I is recorded as expanding Parthia's control past the Gates of Alexander and occupied Apamea Ragiana. The
locations of these are unknown. Yet the greatest expansion of Parthian power and territory took place during the reign of
his brother and successor Mithridates I of Parthia (r. c. 171–138 BC), whom Katouzian compares to Cyrus the Great (d. 530
BC), founder of the Achaemenid Empire.
Relations between Parthia and Greco-Bactria deteriorated after the death of Diodotus II, when Mithridates' forces captured
two eparchies of the latter kingdom, then under Eucratides I (r. c. 170–145 BC). Turning his sights on the Seleucid realm,
Mithridates invaded Media and occupied Ecbatana in 148 or 147 BC; the region had been destabilized by a recent Seleucid
suppression of a rebellion there led by Timarchus. This victory was followed by the Parthian conquest of Babylonia in
Mesopotamia, where Mithridates had coins minted at Seleucia in 141 BC and held an official investiture ceremony. While
Mithridates retired to Hyrcania, his forces subdued the kingdoms of Elymais and Characene and occupied Susa. By this time,
Parthian authority extended as far east as the Indus River.
Whereas Hecatompylos had served as the first Parthian capital, Mithridates established royal residences at Seleucia,
Ecbatana, Ctesiphon and his newly founded city, Mithradatkert (Nisa, Turkmenistan), where the tombs of the Arsacid kings
were built and maintained. Ecbatana became the main summertime residence for the Arsacid royalty. Ctesiphon may not
have become the official capital until the reign of Gotarzes I of Parthia (r. c. 90–80 BC). It became the site of the royal
coronation ceremony and the representational city of the Arsacids, according to Brosius.

A bronze statue of a Parthian nobleman from the sanctuary at Shami in Elymais, Iran
Parthian horse archer
Parthian cataphract (a form of armored heavy cavalry) fighting a lion

The Seleucids were unable to retaliate immediately as general Diodotus Tryphon led a rebellion at the capital Antioch in
142 BC. However, by 140 BC Demetrius II Nicator was able to launch a counter-invasion against the Parthians in
Mesopotamia. Despite early successes, the Seleucids were defeated and Demetrius himself was captured by Parthian forces
and taken to Hyrcania. There Mithridates treated his captive with great hospitality; he even married his daughter
Rhodogune of Parthia to Demetrius.
Two sides of a coin. The side on the left showing the head of a bearded man, while the right a standing individual.
Drachma of Mithridates I of Parthia, showing him wearing a beard and a royal diadem on his head

Antiochus VII Sidetes (r. 138–129 BC), a brother of Demetrius, assumed the Seleucid throne and married the latter's wife
Cleopatra Thea. After defeating Diodotus Tryphon, Antiochus initiated a campaign in 130 BC to retake Mesopotamia, now
under the rule of Phraates II of Parthia (r. c. 138–128 BC). The Parthian general Indates was defeated along the Great Zab,
followed by a local uprising where the Parthian governor of Babylonia was killed. Antiochus conquered Babylonia and
occupied Susa, where he minted coins. After advancing his army into Media, the Parthians pushed for peace, which
Antiochus refused to accept unless the Arsacids relinquished all lands to him except Parthia proper, paid heavy tribute, and
released Demetrius from captivity. Arsaces released Demetrius and sent him to Syria, but refused the other demands. By
spring 129 BC, the Medes were in open revolt against Antiochus, whose army had exhausted the resources of the
countryside during winter. While attempting to put down the revolts, the main Parthian force swept into the region and
killed Antiochus in battle. His body was sent back to Syria in a silver coffin; his son Seleucus was made a Parthian hostage
and a daughter joined Phraates' harem.

While the Parthians regained the territories lost in the west, another threat arose in the east. In 177–176 BC the nomadic
confederation of the Xiongnu dislodged the nomadic Yuezhi from their homelands in what is now Gansu province in
Northwest China; the Yuezhi then migrated west into Bactria and displaced the Saka (Scythian) tribes. The Saka were forced
to move further west, where they invaded the Parthian Empire's northeastern borders. Mithridates was thus forced to
retire to Hyrcania after his conquest of Mesopotamia.
Some of the Saka were enlisted in Phraates' forces against Antiochus. However, they arrived too late to engage in the
conflict. When Phraates refused to pay their wages, the Saka revolted, which he tried to put down with the aid of former
Seleucid soldiers, yet they too abandoned Phraates and joined sides with the Saka. Phraates II marched against this
combined force, but he was killed in battle. The Roman historian Justin reports that his successor Artabanus I of Parthia (r.
c. 128–124 BC) shared a similar fate fighting nomads in the east. He claims Artabanus was killed by the Tokhari (identified as
the Yuezhi), although Bivar believes Justin conflated them with the Saka. Mithridates II of Parthia (r. c. 124–90 BC) later
recovered the lands lost to the Saka in Sistan.
Han-dynasty Chinese silk from Mawangdui, 2nd century BC, silk from China was perhaps the most lucrative luxury item the
Parthians traded at the western end of the Silk Road.
Following the Seleucid withdrawal from Mesopotamia, the Parthian governor of Babylonia, Himerus, was ordered by the
Arsacid court to conquer Characene, then ruled by Hyspaosines from Charax Spasinu. When this failed, Hyspaosines
invaded Babylonia in 127 BC and occupied Seleucia. Yet by 122 BC, Mithridates II forced Hyspaosines out of Babylonia and
made the kings of Characene vassals under Parthian suzerainty. After Mithridates extended Parthian control further west,
occupying Dura-Europos in 113 BC, he became embroiled in a conflict with the Kingdom of Armenia. His forces defeated
and deposed Artavasdes I of Armenia in 97 BC, taking his son Tigranes hostage, who would later become Tigranes II "the
Great" of Armenia (r. c. 95–55 BC).
The Mughal emperors keenly collected European paintings and engravings, many of which were brought to the
court in the late 16th and early 17th century by successive Jesuit missions who travelled to Delhi, Agra and
Lahore from Portuguese Goa. The artists employed by the emperor Akbar (r. 1556-1605) often copied these
exotic works of art. The anonymous artist of this painting has based his work on an engraving of St. Luke by the
German engraver and printmaker Hans Sebald Beham (1500-1550), from his series of the Four Evangelists
published in 1541.

Historical significance: This is an example of a Mughal artist of the early 17th century copying a European
engraving probably brought to the court by one of the Jesuit missions from Goa. The format and dimensions of
the painting are similar to a group of pages conventionally known as "The Salim Album", after the Mughal prince
Salim who was later the emperor Jahangir. The album was dispersed at an unknown date and the pages are now
found in collections worldwide, including the Chester Beatty Library in Dublin.

The Indo-Parthian Kingdom, located in modern-day Afghanistan and Pakistan made an alliance with the Parthian Empire in
the 1st century BC. Bivar claims that these two states considered each other political equals. After the Greek philosopher

Apollonius of Tyana visited the court of Vardanes I of Parthia (r. c. 40–47 AD) in 42 AD, Vardanes provided him with the
protection of a caravan as he traveled to Indo-Parthia. When Apollonius reached Indo-Parthia's capital Taxila, his caravan
leader read Vardanes' official letter, perhaps written in Parthian, to an Indian official who treated Apollonius with great
hospitality.

Following the diplomatic venture of Zhang Qian into Central Asia during the reign of Emperor Wu of Han (r. 141–87 BC), the
Han Empire of China sent a delegation to Mithridates II's court in 121 BC. The Han embassy opened official trade relations
with Parthia via the Silk Road yet did not achieve a desired military alliance against the confederation of the Xiongnu. The
Parthian Empire was enriched by taxing the Eurasian caravan trade in silk, the most highly priced luxury good imported by
the Romans. Pearls were also a highly valued import from China, while the Chinese purchased Parthian spices, perfumes,
and fruits. Exotic animals were also given as gifts from the Arsacid to Han courts; in 87 AD Pacorus II of Parthia sent lions
and Persian gazelles to Emperor Zhang of Han (r. 75–88 AD). Besides silk, Parthian goods purchased by Roman merchants
included iron from India, spices, and fine leather. Caravans traveling through the Parthian Empire brought West Asian and
sometimes Roman luxury glasswares to China. The merchants of Sogdia, speaking an Eastern Iranian language, served as
the primary middlemen of this vital silk trade between Parthia and Han China.
The Yuezhi Kushan Empire in northern India largely guaranteed the security of Parthia's eastern border. Thus, from the mid1st century BC onwards, the Arsacid court focused on securing the western border, primarily against Rome. A year following
Mithridates II's subjugation of Armenia, Lucius Cornelius Sulla, the Roman proconsul of Cilicia, convened with the Parthian
diplomat Orobazus at the Euphrates river. The two agreed that the river would serve as the border between Parthia and
Rome, although several historians have argued that Sulla only had authority to communicate these terms back to Rome.
Despite this agreement, in 93 or 92 BC Parthia fought a war in Syria against the tribal leader Laodice and her Seleucid ally
Antiochus X Eusebes (r. 95–92? BC), killing the latter. When one of the last Seleucid monarchs, Demetrius III Eucaerus,
attempted to besiege Beroea (modern Aleppo), Parthia sent military aid to the inhabitants and Demetrius was defeated.

A ceramic Parthian water spout in the shape of a man's head, dated 1st or 2nd century AD
Parthian votive relief from Khūzestān Province, Iran, 2nd century AD
Temple ruins at Hattra, Iraq - Hatra became an important fortified frontier city and withstood repeated attacks by the Roman Empire,
and played an important role in the Second Parthian War. It repulsed the sieges of both Trajan (116/117) and Septimius Severus (198/199).
Hatra defeated the Persians at the battle of Shahrazoor in 238, but fell to the Persia's Sassanid Empire of Shapur I in 241 and was
destroyed. The traditional stories of the fall of Hatra tell of Nadera, daughter of the King of Araba, who betrayed the city into the hands of
Shapur. Hatra was the best preserved and most informative example of a Parthian city. Its plan was circular, and was encircled by inner and
outer walls nearly 2 kilometres (1.2 mi) in diameter and supported by more than 160 towers. A temenos (τέμενος) surrounded the principal
sacred buildings in the city's centre. The temples covered some 1.2 hectares and were dominated by the Great Temple, an enormous
structure with vaults and columns that once rose to 30 metres

Following the rule of Mithridates II, Gotarzes I ruled Babylonia, while Orodes I (r. c. 90–80 BC) ruled Parthia separately. This
system of split monarchy weakened Parthia, allowing Tigranes II of Armenia to annex Parthian territory in western
Mesopotamia. This land would not be restored to Parthia until the reign of Sanatruces of Parthia (r. c. 78–71 BC). Following
the outbreak of the Third Mithridatic War, Mithridates VI of Pontus (r. 119–63 BC), an ally of Tigranes II of Armenia,
requested aid from Parthia against Rome, but Sanatruces refused help. When the Roman commander Lucullus marched

against the Armenian capital Tigranocerta in 69 BC, Mithridates VI and Tigranes II requested the aid of Phraates III of Parthia
(r. c. 71–58). Phraates did not send aid to either, and after the fall of Tigranocerta he reaffirmed with Lucullus the Euphrates
as the boundary between Parthia and Rome.
Tigranes the Younger, son of Tigranes II of Armenia, failed to usurp the Armenian throne from his father. He fled to
Phraates III and convinced him to march against Armenia's new capital at Artaxarta. When this siege failed, Tigranes the
Younger once again fled, this time to the Roman commander Pompey. He promised Pompey that he would act as a guide
through Armenia, but, when Tigranes II submitted to Rome as a client king, Tigranes the Younger was brought to Rome as a
hostage. Phraates demanded Pompey return Tigranes the Younger to him, but Pompey refused. In retaliation, Phraates
launched an invasion into Corduene (southeastern Turkey) where, according to two conflicting Roman accounts, the Roman
consul Lucius Afranius forced the Parthians out by either military or diplomatic means.

Phraates III was assassinated by his sons Orodes II of Parthia and Mithridates III of Parthia, after which Orodes turned on
Mithridates, forcing him to flee from Media to Roman Syria. Aulus Gabinius, the Roman proconsul of Syria, marched in
support of Mithridates to the Euphrates, but had to turn back to aid Ptolemy XII Auletes (r. 80–58; 55–51 BC) against a
rebellion in Egypt. Despite losing his Roman support, Mithridates managed to conquer Babylonia, and minted coins at
Seleucia until 54 BC. In that year, Orodes' general, known only as Surena after his noble family's clan name, recaptured
Seleucia, and Mithridates was executed.

The ruins of the ancient city of Hatra, the City of the Sun god, are located approximately 300 kilometers northwest of Baghdad, Iraq. The
city is located between the rivers Tigris and Euphrates known as Al Jazirah.

Marcus Licinius Crassus, one of the triumvirs who was now proconsul of Syria, launched an invasion into Parthia in 53 BC in
belated support of Mithridates. As his army marched to Carrhae (modern Harran, southeastern Turkey), Orodes II invaded
Armenia, cutting off support from Rome's ally Artavasdes II of Armenia (r. 53–34 BC). Orodes persuaded Artavasdes to a
marriage alliance between the crown prince Pacorus I of Parthia (d. 38 BC) and Artavasdes' sister.
Surena, with an army entirely on horseback, rode to meet Crassus. Surena's 1,000 cataphracts, armed with lances, and
9,000 horse archers were outnumbered roughly four to one by Crassus' army, comprising seven Roman legions and
auxiliaries including mounted Gauls and light infantry. Relying on a baggage train of about 1,000 camels, the Parthian horse
archers were given constant supplies of arrows. The horse archers employed the "Parthian shot" tactic, where they would
fake a retreat, only to turn and fire upon their opponents. This tactic, combined with the use of heavy composite bows on
flat plain devastated Crassus' infantry. With some 20,000 Romans dead, approximately 10,000 captured, and roughly
another 10,000 escaping west, Crassus fled into the Armenian countryside. At the head of his army, Surena approached
Crassus, offering a parley, which Crassus accepted. However, he was killed when one of his junior officers, suspecting a trap,
attempted to stop him from riding into Surena's camp.
Crassus' defeat at Carrhae was one of the worst military defeats of Roman history. Parthia's victory cemented its reputation
as a formidable if not equal power with Rome. With his camp followers, war captives, and precious Roman booty, Surena

traveled some 700 km (430 mi) back to Seleucia where his victory was celebrated. However, fearing his ambitions even for
the Arsacid throne, Orodes had Surena executed shortly thereafter.
Roman aurei bearing the portraits of Mark Antony (left) and Octavian (right), issued in 41 BC to celebrate the establishment
of the Second Triumvirate by Octavian, Antony and Marcus Lepidus in 43 BC
Emboldened by the victory over Crassus, the Parthians attempted to capture Roman-held territories in Western Asia. Crown
prince Pacorus I and his commander Osaces raided Syria as far as Antioch in 51 BC, but were repulsed by Gaius Cassius
Longinus, who ambushed and killed Osaces. The Arsacids sided with Pompey in his civil war against Julius Caesar and even
sent troops to support the anti-Caesarian forces at the Battle of Philippi in 42 BC. Quintus Labienus, a general loyal to
Cassius and Brutus, sided with Parthia against the Second Triumvirate in 40 BC; the following year he invaded Syria
alongside Pacorus I. The triumvir Mark Antony was unable to lead the Roman defense against Parthia due to his departure
to Italy, where he amassed his forces to confront his rival Octavian and eventually conducted negotiations with him at
Brundisium. After Syria was occupied by Pacorus' army, Labienus split from the main Parthian force to invade Anatolia while
Pacorus and his commander Barzapharnes invaded the Roman Levant. They subdued all settlements along the
Mediterranean coast as far south as Ptolemais (modern Acre, Israel), with the lone exception of Tyre. In Judea, the proRoman Jewish forces of high priest Hyrcanus II, Phasael, and Herod were defeated by the Parthians and their Jewish ally
Antigonus II Mattathias (r. 40–37 BC); the latter was made king of Judea while Herod fled to his fort at Masada.

Despite these successes, the Parthians were soon driven out of the Levant by a Roman counteroffensive. Publius Ventidius
Bassus, an officer under Mark Antony, defeated and then executed Labienus at the Battle of the Cilician Gates (in modern
Mersin Province, Turkey) in 39 BC. Shortly afterward, a Parthian force in Syria led by general Pharnapates was defeated by
Ventidius at the Battle of Amanus Pass. As a result, Pacorus I temporarily withdrew from Syria. When he returned in the
spring of 38 BC, he faced Ventidius at the Battle of Mount Gindarus, northeast of Antioch. Pacorus was killed during the
battle, and his forces retreated across the Euphrates. His death spurred a succession crisis in which Orodes II chose
Phraates IV of Parthia (r. c. 38–2 BC) as his new heir.

Upon assuming the throne, Phraates IV eliminated rival claimants by killing and exiling his own brothers. One of them,
Monaeses, fled to Antony and convinced him to invade Parthia. Antony defeated Parthia's Judaean ally Antigonus in 37 BC,
installing Herod as a client king in his place. The following year, when Antony marched to Erzurum, Artavasdes II of Armenia
once again switched alliances by sending Antony additional troops. Antony invaded Media Atropatene (modern Iranian
Azerbaijan), then ruled by Parthia's ally Artavasdes I of Media Atropatene, with the intention of seizing the capital Praaspa,
the location of which is now unknown. However, Phraates IV ambushed Antony's rear detachment, destroying a giant
battering ram meant for the siege of Praaspa; after this, Artavasdes abandoned Antony's forces. The Parthians pursued and
harassed Antony's army as they fled to Armenia. Eventually, the greatly weakened force reached Syria. After this, Antony
lured Artavasdes II into a trap with the promise of a marriage alliance. He was taken captive in 34 BC, paraded in Antony's
mock Roman triumph in Alexandria, Egypt, and eventually executed by Cleopatra VII of the Ptolemaic Kingdom. Antony
attempted to strike an alliance with Artavasdes I of Media Atropatene, whose relations with Phraates IV had recently
soured. This was abandoned when Antony and his forces withdrew from Armenia in 33 BC; they escaped a Parthian
invasion while Antony's rival Octavian attacked his forces to the west. Following Antony's suicide in Egypt followed by that

of his wife Cleopatra in 30 BC, the Parthian ally Artaxias II reassumed the throne of Armenia. Following the defeat of Antony
and Cleopatra of Ptolemaic Egypt at the Battle of Actium in 31 BC, Octavian consolidated his political power and in 27 BC
was named Augustus by the Roman Senate, becoming the first Roman emperor. Around this time, Tiridates II of Parthia
briefly overthrew Phraates IV, who was able to quickly reestablish his rule with the aid of Scythian nomads. Tiridates fled to
the Romans, taking one of Phraates' sons with him. In negotiations conducted in 20 BC, Phraates arranged for the release of
his kidnapped son. In return, the Romans received the lost legionary standards taken at Carrhae in 53 BC, as well as any
surviving prisoners of war. The Parthians viewed this exchange as a small price to pay to regain the prince. Augustus hailed
the return of the standards as a political victory over Parthia; this propaganda was celebrated in the minting of new coins,
the building of a new temple to house the standards, and even in fine art such as the breastplate scene on his statue
Augustus of Prima Porta.

The temples of Hatra show evidence of Hellenistic and Roman architecture blended with Eastern decorative features.

Along with the prince, Augustus also gave Phraates IV an Italian slave-girl, who later became Queen Musa of Parthia. To
ensure that her child Phraataces would inherit the throne without incident, Musa convinced Phraates IV to give his other
sons to Augustus as hostages. Again, Augustus used this as propaganda depicting the submission of Parthia to Rome, listing
it as a great accomplishment in his Res Gestae Divi Augusti. When Phraataces took the throne as Phraates V (r. c. 2 BC – 4
AD), Musa married her own son and ruled alongside him. The Parthian nobility, disapproving of both the incestuous
relationship and the notion of a king with non-Arsacid blood, forced the pair into exile in Roman territory. Phraates'
successor Orodes III of Parthia lasted just two years on the throne, and was followed by Vonones I, who had adopted many
Roman mannerisms during time in Rome. The Parthian nobility, angered by Vonones' sympathies for the Romans, backed a
rival claimant, Artabanus III of Parthia (r. c. 10–38 AD), who eventually defeated Vonones and drove him into exile in Roman
Syria.
During the reign of Artabanus III, two Jewish commoners and brothers, Anilai and Asinai from Nehardea (near modern
Fallujah, Iraq), led a revolt against the Parthian governor of Babylonia. After defeating the latter, the two were granted the
right to govern the region by Artabanus III, who feared further rebellion elsewhere. Anilai's Parthian wife poisoned Asinai
out of fear he would attack Anilai over his marriage to a gentile. Following this, Anilai became embroiled in an armed
conflict with a son-in-law of Artabanus, who eventually defeated him. With the Jewish regime removed, the native
Babylonians began to harass the local Jewish community, forcing them to emigrate to Seleucia. When that city rebelled
against Parthian rule in 35–36 AD, the Jews were expelled again, this time by the local Greeks and Aramaeans. The exiled
Jews fled to Ctesiphon, Nehardea, and Nisibis.
A denarius struck in 19 BC during the reign of Augustus, with the goddess Feronia depicted on the obverse, and on the
reverse a Parthian man kneeling in submission while offering the Roman military standards taken at the Battle of Carrhae

Although at peace with Parthia, Rome still interfered in its affairs. The Roman emperor Tiberius (r. 14–37 AD) became
involved in a plot by Pharasmanes I of Iberia to place his brother Mithridates on the throne of Armenia by assassinating the
Parthian ally King Arsaces of Armenia. Artabanus III tried and failed to restore Parthian control of Armenia, prompting an

aristocratic revolt that forced him to flee to Scythia. The Romans released a hostage prince, Tiridates III of Parthia, to rule
the region as an ally of Rome. Shortly before his death, Artabanus managed to force Tiridates from the throne using troops
from Hyrcania. After Artabanus' death in 38 AD, a long civil war ensued between the rightful successor Vardanes I and his
brother Gotarzes II of Parthia. After Vardanes was assassinated during a hunting expedition, the Parthian nobility appealed
to Roman emperor Claudius (r. 41–54 AD) in 49 AD to release the hostage prince Meherdates to challenge Gotarzes. This
backfired when Meherdates was betrayed by the governor of Edessa and Izates bar Monobaz of Adiabene; he was captured
and sent to Gotarzes, where he was allowed to live after having his ears mutilated, an act that disqualified him from
inheriting the throne.
After the Iberian king Pharasmanes I had his son Rhadamistus (r. 51–55 AD) invade Armenia to depose the Roman client
king Mithridates, Vologeses I of Parthia (r. c. 51–77 AD) planned to invade and place his brother, the later Tiridates I of
Armenia, on the throne. Rhadamistus was eventually driven from power, and, beginning with the reign of Tiridates, Parthia
would retain firm control over Armenia—with brief interruptions—through the Arsacid Dynasty of Armenia. Even after the
fall of the Parthian Empire, the Arsacid line lived on through the Armenian kings. However, not only did the Arsacid line
continue through the Armenians, it as well continued through the Georgian kings with the Arsacid dynasty of Iberia, and for

many centuries afterwards in Caucasian Albania through the Arsacid Dynasty of Caucasian Albania.
In 97 AD, the Chinese general Ban Chao, the Protector-General of the Western Regions, sent his emissary Gan Ying on a
diplomatic mission to reach the Roman Empire. Gan visited the court of Pacorus II at Hecatompylos before departing
towards Rome. He traveled as far west as the Persian Gulf, where Parthian authorities convinced him that an arduous sea
voyage around the Arabian Peninsula was the only means to reach Rome. Discouraged by this, Gan Ying returned to the
Han court and provided Emperor He of Han (r. 88–105 AD) with a detailed report on the Roman Empire based on oral
accounts of his Parthian hosts. William Watson speculates that the Parthians would have been relieved at the failed efforts
by the Han Empire to open diplomatic relations with Rome, especially after Ban Chao's military victories against the
Xiongnu in eastern Central Asia. However, Chinese records maintain that a Roman embassy, perhaps only a group of Roman
merchants, arrived at the Han capital Luoyang by way of Jiaozhi (northern Vietnam) in 166 AD, during the reigns of Marcus
Aurelius (r. 161–180 AD) and Emperor Huan of Han (r. 146–168 AD). Although it could be coincidental, Antonine Roman
golden medallions dated to the reigns of Marcus Aurelius and his predecessor Antoninus Pius have been discovered at Oc
Eo, Vietnam (among other Roman artefacts in the Mekong Delta), a site that is one of the suggested locations for the port
city of "Cattigara" along the Magnus Sinus (i.e. Gulf of Thailand and South China Sea) in Ptolemy's Geography.

When Vardanes II of Parthia rebelled against his father Vologeses I in 55 AD, Vologeses withdrew his forces from Armenia.
Rome quickly attempted to fill the political vacuum left behind. In the Roman–Parthian War of 58–63 AD, the commander
Gnaeus Domitius Corbulo achieved some military successes against the Parthians while installing Tigranes VI of Armenia as
a Roman client. However, Corbulo's successor Lucius Caesennius Paetus was soundly defeated by Parthian forces and fled
Armenia. Following a peace treaty, Tiridates I traveled to Naples and Rome in 63 AD. At both sites the Roman emperor Nero
(r. 54–68 AD) ceremoniously crowned him king of Armenia by placing the royal diadem on his head.

A long period of peace between Parthia and Rome ensued, with only the invasion of Alans into Parthia's eastern territories
around 72 AD mentioned by Roman historians. Whereas Augustus and Nero had chosen a cautious military policy when
confronting Parthia, later Roman emperors invaded and attempted to conquer the eastern Fertile Crescent, the heart of the
Parthian Empire along the Tigris and Euphrates. The heightened aggression can be explained in part by Rome's military
reforms. To match Parthia's strength in missile troops and mounted warriors, the Romans at first used foreign allies
(especially Nabataeans), but later established a permanent auxilia force to complement their heavy legionary infantry. The
Romans eventually maintained regiments of horse archers (sagittarii) and even mail-armored cataphracts in their eastern
provinces. Yet the Romans had no discernible grand strategy in dealing with Parthia and gained very little territory from
these invasions. The primary motivations for war were the advancement of the personal glory and political position of the
emperor, as well as defending Roman honor against perceived slights such as Parthian interference in the affairs of Rome's
client states.

Hostilities between Rome and Parthia were renewed when Osroes I of Parthia (r. c. 109–128 AD) deposed the Armenian
king Sanatruk and replaced him with Axidares, son of Pacorus II, without consulting Rome. The Roman emperor Trajan (r.
98–117 AD) had the next Parthian nominee for the throne, Parthamasiris, killed in 114 AD, instead making Armenia a
Roman province. His forces, led by Lusius Quietus, also captured Nisibis; its occupation was essential to securing all the
major routes across the northern Mesopotamian plain. The following year, Trajan invaded Mesopotamia and met little
resistance from only Meharaspes of Adiabene, since Osroes was engaged in a civil war to the east with Vologases III of
Parthia. Trajan spent the winter of 115–116 at Antioch, but resumed his campaign in the spring. Marching down the
Euphrates, he captured Dura-Europos, the capital Ctesiphon and Seleucia, and even subjugated Characene, where he
watched ships depart to India from the Persian Gulf.
In the last months of 116 AD, Trajan captured the Persian city of Susa. When Sanatruces II of Parthia gathered forces in
eastern Parthia to challenge the Romans, his cousin Parthamaspates of Parthia betrayed and killed him: Trajan crowned him
the new king of Parthia. Never again would the Roman Empire advance so far to the east. On Trajan's return north, the
Babylonian settlements revolted against the Roman garrisons. Trajan was forced to retreat from Mesopotamia in 117 AD,
overseeing a failed siege of Hatra during his withdrawal.His retreat was—in his intentions—temporary, because he wanted
to renew the attack on Parthia in 118 AD and "make the subjection of the Parthians a reality," but Trajan died suddenly in
August 117 AD. During his campaign, Trajan was granted the title Parthicus by the Senate and coins were minted
proclaiming the conquest of Parthia. However, only the 4th-century AD historians Eutropius and Festus allege that he
attempted to establish a Roman province in lower Mesopotamia.

Die drei Weisen
Drachme. Ekbatana. Vologases VI., 208-228 n.Chr.

Trajan's successor Hadrian (r. 117–138 AD) reaffirmed the Roman-Parthian border at the Euphrates, choosing not to invade
Mesopotamia due to Rome's now limited military resources. Parthamaspates fled after the Parthians revolted against him,
yet the Romans made him king of Osroene. Osroes I died during his conflict with Vologases III, the latter succeeded by

Vologases IV of Parthia (r. c. 147–191 AD) who ushered in a period of peace and stability. However, the Roman–Parthian
War of 161–166 AD began when Vologases invaded Armenia and Syria, retaking Edessa. Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius
(r. 161–180 AD) had co-ruler Lucius Verus (r. 161–169 AD) guard Syria while Marcus Statius Priscus invaded Armenia in 163
AD, followed by the invasion of Mesopotamia by Avidius Cassius in 164 AD. The Romans captured and burnt Seleucia and
Ctesiphon to the ground, yet they were forced to retreat once the Roman soldiers contracted a deadly disease (possibly
smallpox) that soon ravaged the Roman world. Although they withdrew, from this point forward the city of Dura-Europos
remained in Roman hands. When Roman emperor Septimius Severus (r. 193–211 AD) invaded Mesopotamia in 197 AD
during the reign of Vologases V of Parthia (r. c. 191–208 AD), the Romans once again marched down the Euphrates and
captured Seleucia and Ctesiphon. After assuming the title Parthicus Maximus, he retreated in late 198 AD, failing as Trajan
once did to capture Hatra during a siege.

Around 212 AD, soon after Vologases VI of Parthia (r. c. 208–222 AD) took the throne, his brother Artabanus V of Parthia (d.
224 AD) rebelled against him and gained control over a greater part of the empire. Meanwhile, the Roman emperor
Caracalla (r. 211–217 AD) deposed the kings of Osroene and Armenia to make them Roman provinces once more. He
marched into Mesopotamia under the pretext of marrying one of Artabanus' daughters, but—because the marriage was
not allowed—made war on Parthia and conquered Arbil east of the Tigris river. Caracalla was assassinated the next year on
the road to Carrhae by his soldiers. After this debacle, the Parthians made a settlement with Macrinus (r. 217–218) where
the Romans paid Parthia over two-hundred million denarii with additional gifts.
The Parthian Empire, weakened by internal strife and wars with Rome, was soon to be followed by the Sassanid Empire.
Indeed, shortly afterward, Ardashir I, the local Iranian ruler of Persis (modern Fars Province, Iran) from Estakhr began
subjugating the surrounding territories in defiance of Arsacid rule. He confronted Artabanus V at the Battle of Hormozdgān
on 28 April 224 AD, perhaps at a site near Isfahan, defeating him and establishing the Sassanid Empire. There is evidence,
however, that suggests Vologases VI continued to mint coins at Seleucia as late as 228 AD.
The Sassanians would not only assume Parthia's legacy as Rome's Persian nemesis, but they would also attempt to restore
the boundaries of the Achaemenid Empire by briefly conquering the Levant, Anatolia, and Egypt from the Eastern Roman
Empire during the reign of Khosrau II (r. 590–628 AD). However, they would lose these territories to Heraclius—the last
Roman emperor before the Arab conquests. Nevertheless, for a period of more than 400 years, they succeeded the
Parthian realm as Rome's principal rival.

The Sasanian Empire, also known as the Sassanian, Sasanid, Sassanid or Neo-Persian Empire was the last kingdom of the
Persian Empire before the rise of Islam, and was named after the House of Sasan; it ruled from 224 to 651 AD. The Sasanian
Empire succeeded the Parthian Empire and was recognised as one of the leading world powers alongside its neighbouring
arch-rival the Roman-Byzantine Empire for a period of more than 400 years.
The Sasanian Empire was founded by Ardashir I, after the fall of the Parthian Empire and the defeat of the last Arsacid king,
Artabanus V. At its greatest extent, the Sasanian Empire encompassed all of today's Iran, Iraq, Eastern Arabia (Bahrain,
Kuwait, Oman, Qatif, Qatar, UAE), the Levant (Syria, Palestine, Lebanon, Israel, Jordan), the Caucasus (Armenia, Georgia,

Azerbaijan, Dagestan), Egypt, large parts of Turkey, much of Central Asia (Afghanistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan,
Tajikistan), Yemen and Pakistan. According to a legend, the vexilloid of the Sasanian Empire was the Derafsh Kaviani.
The Sasanian Empire during Late Antiquity is considered to have been one of Iran's most important and influential historical
periods and constituted the last great Iranian empire before the Muslim conquest and the adoption of Islam. In many ways,
the Sasanian period witnessed the peak of ancient Iranian civilisation. The Sasanians' cultural influence extended far
beyond the empire's territorial borders, reaching as far as Western Europe, Africa, China and India. It played a prominent
role in the formation of both European and Asian medieval art- Much of what later became known as Islamic culture in art,
architecture, music and other subject matter was transferred from the Sasanians throughout the Muslim world.
Conflicting accounts shroud the details of the fall of the Parthian Empire and subsequent rise of the Sassanian Empire in
mystery. The Sassanian Empire was established in Estakhr by Ardashir I.

In the Sassanid Empire, the state religion Zoroastrianism created the policy that dictated relationships between men and women.
Ardashir II

Papak was originally the ruler of a region called Khir. However, by the year 200 he had managed to overthrow Gochihr and
appoint himself the new ruler of the Bazrangids. His mother, Rodhagh, was the daughter of the provincial governor of Pars.
Papak and his eldest son Shapur managed to expand their power over all of Pars. The subsequent events are unclear, due to
the elusive nature of the sources. It is certain, however, that following the death of Papak, Ardashir, who at the time was
the governor of Darabgerd, became involved in a power struggle of his own with his elder brother Shapur. Sources reveal
that Shapur, leaving for a meeting with his brother, was killed when the roof of a building collapsed on him. By the year
208, over the protests of his other brothers who were put to death, Ardashir declared himself ruler of Pars.
Once Ardashir was appointed shahanshah, he moved his capital further to the south of Pars and founded ArdashirKhwarrah (formerly Gur, modern day Firuzabad). The city, well protected by high mountains and easily defensible due to
the narrow passes that approached it, became the centre of Ardashir's efforts to gain more power. It was surrounded by a
high, circular wall, probably copied from that of Darabgird. Ardashir's palace was on the north side of the city; remains of it
are extant. After establishing his rule over Pars, Ardashir rapidly extended his territory, demanding fealty from the local
princes of Fars, and gaining control over the neighbouring provinces of Kerman, Isfahan, Susiana and Mesene. This
expansion quickly came to the attention of Artabanus V, the Parthian king, who initially ordered the governor of Khuzestan
to wage war against Ardashir in 224, but Ardashir was victorious in the ensuing battles. In a second attempt to destroy
Ardashir, Artabanus himself met Ardashir in battle at Hormozgan, where the former met his death. Following the death of
the Parthian ruler, Ardashir went on to invade the western provinces of the now defunct Parthian Empire.
Rock-face relief at Naqsh-e Rustam of Persian emperor Shapur I (on horseback) capturing Roman emperor Valerian
(standing) and Philip the Arab (kneeling), suing for peace, following the victory at Edessa.
At that time the Arsacid dynasty was divided between supporters of Artabanus V and Vologases VI, which probably allowed
Ardashir to consolidate his authority in the south with little or no interference from the Parthians. Ardashir was aided by
the geography of the province of Fars, which was separated from the rest of Iran. Crowned in 224 at Ctesiphon as the sole
ruler of Persia, Ardashir took the title shahanshah, or "King of Kings" (the inscriptions mention Adhur-Anahid as his
Banbishnan banbishn, "Queen of Queens", but her relationship with Ardashir has not been fully established), bringing the
400-year-old Parthian Empire to an end, and beginning four centuries of Sassanid rule.
In the next few years, local rebellions occurred throughout the empire. Nonetheless, Ardashir I further expanded his new
empire to the east and northwest, conquering the provinces of Sistan, Gorgan, Khorasan, Margiana (in modern
Turkmenistan), Balkh and Chorasmia. He also added Bahrain and Mosul to Sassanid's possessions. Later Sassanid
inscriptions also claim the submission of the Kings of Kushan, Turan and Mekran to Ardashir, although based on numismatic
evidence it is more likely that these actually submitted to Ardashir's son, the future Shapur I. In the west, assaults against
Hatra, Armenia and Adiabene met with less success. In 230, Ardashir raided deep into Roman territory, and a Roman
counter-offensive two years later ended inconclusively, although the Roman emperor, Alexander Severus, celebrated a
triumph in Rome.

Ardashir I's son Shapur I continued the expansion of the empire, conquering Bactria and the western portion of the Kushan
Empire, while leading several campaigns against Rome. Invading Roman Mesopotamia, Shapur I captured Carrhae and
Nisibis, but in 243 the Roman general Timesitheus defeated the Persians at Rhesaina and regained the lost territories. The
emperor Gordian III's (238–244) subsequent advance down the Euphrates was defeated at Meshike (244), leading to
Gordian's murder by his own troops and enabling Shapur to conclude a highly advantageous peace treaty with the new
emperor Philip the Arab, by which he secured the immediate payment of 500,000 denarii and further annual payments.

Hunting king / King Yazdgard I

Shapur soon resumed the war, defeated the Romans at Barbalissos (253), and then probably took and plundered Antioch.
Roman counter-attacks under the emperor Valerian ended in disaster when the Roman army was defeated and besieged at
Edessa and Valerian was captured by Shapur, remaining his prisoner for the rest of his life. Shapur celebrated his victory by
carving the impressive rock reliefs in Naqsh-e Rostam and Bishapur, as well as a monumental inscription in Persian and
Greek in the vicinity of Persepolis. He exploited his success by advancing into Anatolia (260), but withdrew in disarray after
defeats at the hands of the Romans and their Palmyrene ally Odaenathus, suffering the capture of his harem and the loss of
all the Roman territories he had occupied.
Shapur had intensive development plans. He ordered the construction of the first dam bridge in Iran and founded many
cities, some settled in part by emigrants from the Roman territories, including Christians who could exercise their faith
freely under Sassanid rule. Two cities, Bishapur and Nishapur, are named after him. He particularly favoured Manichaeism,
protecting Mani (who dedicated one of his books, the Shabuhragan, to him) and sent many Manichaean missionaries
abroad. He also befriended a Babylonian rabbi called Samuel.
Manichaeism
Manichaeism taught an elaborate dualistic cosmology describing the struggle between a good, spiritual world of light, and
an evil, material world of darkness. Through an ongoing process that takes place in human history, light is gradually
removed from the world of matter and returned to the world of light, whence it came. Its beliefs were based on local
Mesopotamian religious movements and Gnosticism.
Manichaeism was quickly successful and spread far through the Aramaic-speaking regions. It thrived between the third and
seventh centuries, and at its height was one of the most widespread religions in the world. Manichaean churches and
scriptures existed as far east as China and as far west as the Roman Empire. It was briefly the main rival to Christianity
before the spread of Islam in the competition to replace classical paganism. Manichaeism survived longer in the east than in
the west, and it appears to have finally faded away after the 14th century in south China, contemporary to the decline of
the Church of the East in Ming China. While most of Manichaeism's original writings have been lost, numerous translations
and fragmentary texts have survived.
Mani was an Iranian born in 216 in or near Seleucia-Ctesiphon (now al-Mada'in) in the Parthian Empire. According to the
Cologne Mani-Codex, Mani's parents were members of the Jewish Christian Gnostic sect known as the Elcesaites.
Mani composed seven writings, six of which were written in the Syriac language, a late variety of Aramaic. The seventh, the
Shabuhragan, was written by Mani in Middle Persian and presented by him to the Sasanian emperor, Shapur I. Although
there is no proof Shapur I was a Manichaean, he tolerated the spread of Manichaeism and refrained from persecuting it
within his empire's boundaries.
According to one tradition, it was Mani himself who invented the unique version of the Syriac script known as the
Manichaean alphabet, which was used in all of the Manichaean works written within the Sasanian Empire, whether they
were in Syriac or Middle Persian, and also for most of the works written within the Uyghur Khaganate. The primary
language of Babylon (and the administrative and cultural language of the Sassanid Empire) at that time was Eastern Middle
Aramaic, which included three main dialects: Jewish Babylonian Aramaic (the language of the Babylonian Talmud),
Mandaean (the language of Mandaeism), and Syriac, which was the language of Mani, as well as of the Syriac Christians.
While Manichaeism was spreading, existing religions such as Zoroastrianism were still popular and Christianity was gaining
social and political influence. Although having fewer adherents, Manichaeism won the support of many high-ranking politi

political figures. With the assistance of the Sasanian Empire, Mani began missionary expeditions. After failing to win the
favour of the next generation of Persian royalty, and incurring the disapproval of the Zoroastrian clergy, Mani is reported to
have died in prison awaiting execution by the Persian Emperor Bahram I. The date of his death is estimated at 276–277.
Mani believed that the teachings of Gautama Buddha, Zoroaster, and Jesus were incomplete, and that his revelations were
for the entire world, calling his teachings the "Religion of Light". Manichaean writings indicate that Mani received
revelations when he was 12 and again when he was 24, and over this time period he grew dissatisfied with the Elcesaite
sect he was born into.

The Elcesaites, Elkasaites, Elkesaites or Elchasaites were an ancient Jewish Christian sect in Lower Mesopotamia, then the province of
Asōristān in the Sasanian Empire. The name of the sect derives from the alleged founder: Elkhasaí. The sect is believed to be a faction of the
Ebionites and was identified by early writers with the Sabians.
The sect is only directly mentioned in the commentaries on "heresies" by Early Church Fathers.
Hippolytus of Rome records that in the time of Pope Callixtus I (217–222 AD), a Jewish Christian called Alcibiades of Apamea came to Rome,
bringing a book which he said had been received in Parthia by a just man named Elchasai. According to Alcibiades, the book had been
revealed by an angel ninety-six miles high, sixteen miles broad and twenty-four across the shoulders, whose footprints were fourteen miles
long and four miles wide by two miles deep. This giant angel was the Son of God, who was accompanied by His Sister, the Holy Ghost, of the
same dimensions. Alcibiades announced that a new remission of sins had been proclaimed in the third year of Trajan (AD 100), and he
described a baptism which should impart this forgiveness even to the grossest sinners.

Mani began preaching at an early age and was possibly influenced by contemporary Babylonian-Aramaic movements such
as Mandaeism, and Aramaic translations of Jewish apocalyptic writings similar to those found at Qumran (such as the book
of Enoch literature), and by the Syriac dualist-gnostic writer Bardaisan (who lived a generation before Mani). With the
discovery of the Mani-Codex, it also became clear that he was raised in a Jewish-Christian baptism sect, the Elcesaites, and
was influenced by their writings, as well. According to biographies preserved by Ibn al-Nadim and the Persian polymath alBiruni, he received a revelation as a youth from a spirit, whom he would later call his Twin), his Syzygos his Double, his
Protective Angel or Divine Self. It taught him truths that he developed into a religion. His divine Twin or true Self brought
Mani to self-realization. He claimed to be the Paraclete of the Truth, as promised by Jesus in the New Testament.
Manichaean painting of the Buddha Jesus (yue) depicts Jesus Christ as a Manichaean prophet, the figure can be identified
as a representation of Jesus Christ by the small gold cross that sits on the red lotus pedestal in His left hand.

Jesus in Manichaeism possessed three separate identities: Jesus the Luminous, Jesus the Messiah and Jesus patibilis (the
suffering Jesus). As Jesus the Luminous... his primary role was as supreme revealer and guide and it was he who woke
Adam from his slumber and revealed to him the divine origins of his soul and its painful captivity by the body and mixture
with matter. Jesus the Messiah was a historical being who was the prophet of the Jews and the forerunner of Mani.
However, the Manichaeans believed he was wholly divine. He never experienced human birth as notions of physical
conception and birth filled the Manichaeans with horror and the Christian doctrine of virgin birth was regarded as equally
obscene. Since he was the light of the world, where was this light, they asked, when he was in the womb of the Virgin?

Jesus the Messiah was truly born at his baptism as it was on that occasion that the Father openly acknowledged his sonship.
The suffering, death and resurrection of this Jesus were in appearance only as they had no salvific value but were an
exemplum of the suffering and eventual deliverance of the human soul and a prefiguration of Mani's own martyrdom. The
pain suffered by the imprisoned Light-Particles in the whole of the visible universe, on the other hand, was real and
immanent. This was symbolized by the mystic placing of the Cross whereby the wounds of the passion of our souls are set
forth. On this mystical Cross of Light was suspended the Suffering Jesus (Jesus patibilis) who was the life and salvation of
Man. This mystica cruxificio was present in every tree, herb, fruit, vegetable and even stones and the soil. This constant and
universal suffering of the captive soul is exquisitely expressed in one of the Coptic Manichaean psalms.

Historians also note that Mani declared himself to be an "apostle of Jesus Christ". Manichaean tradition is also noted to
have claimed that Mani was the reincarnation of different religious figures such as Buddha, Krishna, Zoroaster, and Jesus.
Other than incorporating the symbols and doctrine of dominant religious traditions, Manichaeism also incorporated the
symbols and deities of indigenous traditions, in particular the Hindu deity Ganesha into its fold, demonstrated by the image
available in the article, "Manichaean Art and Calligraphy" by Hans-Joachim Klimkeit. Mani was claiming to be the
reincarnation of the Buddha, Lord Krishna, Zoroaster and Jesus depending on the context in which he was carrying out his
preachings. Such strategic claims fostered a spirit of toleration among the Manichaeans and the other religious
communities and this particular feature greatly assisted them in gaining the approval of authorities to practice in different
regions along the Silk Road.
Academics also note that since much of what is known about Manichaeism comes from later 10th- and 11th-century
Muslim historians like Al-Biruni and especially ibn al-Nadim (and his Fihrist), "Islamic authors ascribed to Mani the claim to
be the Seal of the Prophets." In reality, for Mani the expression "seal of prophecy" refers to his disciples, who testify for the
veracity of his message, as a seal does.

Another source of Mani's scriptures was original Aramaic writings relating to the Book of Enoch literature (see the Book of
Enoch and the Second Book of Enoch), as well as an otherwise unknown section of the Book of Enoch called The Book of
Giants. This book was quoted directly, and expanded on by Mani, becoming one of the original six Syriac writings of the
Manichaean Church. Besides brief references by non-Manichaean authors through the centuries, no original sources of The
Book of Giants (which is actually part six of the Book of Enoch) were available until the 20th century.
Scattered fragments of both the original Aramaic "Book of Giants" (which were analyzed and published by Józef Milik in
1976) and of the Manichaean version of the same name (analyzed and published by Walter Bruno Henning in 1943) were
found with the discovery in the twentieth century of the Dead Sea Scrolls in the Judaean Desert and the Manichaean
writings of the Uyghur Manichaean kingdom in Turpan. Henning wrote in his analysis of them:

It is noteworthy that Mani, who was brought up and spent most of his life in a province of the Persian empire, and whose
mother belonged to a famous Parthian family, did not make any use of the Iranian mythological tradition. There can no
longer be any doubt that the Iranian names of Sām, Narīmān, etc., that appear in the Persian and Sogdian versions of the
Book of the Giants, did not figure in the original edition, written by Mani in the Syriac language.
By comparing the cosmology in the Book of Enoch literature and the Book of Giants, alongside the description of the
Manichaean myth, scholars have observed that the Manichaean cosmology can be described as being based, in part, on the
description of the cosmology developed in detail in the Book of Enoch literature. This literature describes the being that the
prophets saw in their ascent to heaven, as a king who sits on a throne at the highest of the heavens. In the Manichaean
description, this being, the "Great King of Honor", becomes a deity who guards the entrance to the world of light, placed at
the seventh of ten heavens. In the Aramaic Book of Enoch, in the Qumran writings in general, and in the original Syriac
section of Manichaean scriptures quoted by Theodore bar Konai, he is called "malka raba de-ikara" (the Great King of
Honor).

Mani was also influenced by writings of the Assyrian gnostic Bardaisan (154–222), who, like Mani, wrote in Syriac, and
presented a dualistic interpretation of the world in terms of light and darkness, in combination with elements from
Christianity.
Noting Mani's travels to the Kushan Empire (several religious paintings in Bamyan are attributed to him) at the beginning of
his proselytizing career, Richard Foltz postulates Buddhist influences in Manichaeism:
Buddhist influences were significant in the formation of Mani's religious thought. The transmigration of souls became a
Manichaean belief, and the quadripartite structure of the Manichaean community, divided between male and female
monks (the "elect") and lay followers (the "hearers") who supported them, appears to be based on that of the Buddhist
sangha.
The Kushan monk Lokakṣema began translating Pure Land Buddhist texts into Chinese in the century prior to Mani arriving
there, and the Chinese texts of Manichaeism are full of uniquely Buddhist terms taken directly from these Chinese Pure
Land scriptures, including the term "pure land" itself. However, the central object of veneration in Pure Land Buddhism,
Amitābha, the Buddha of Infinite Light, does not appear in Chinese Manichaeism, and seems to have been replaced by
another deity.
The spread of Manichaeism (300–500).
Manichaeism spread with extraordinary speed through both the East and West. It reached Rome through the apostle
Psattiq by 280, who was also in Egypt in 244 and 251. It was flourishing in the Faiyum in 290.

//

A 13th-century manuscript from Augustine's book VII of Confessions criticizing Manichaeism.

Manichaean monasteries existed in Rome in 312 during the time of Pope Miltiades.
In 291, persecution arose in the Sasanian Empire with the murder of the apostle Sisin by Emperor Bahram II, and the
slaughter of many Manichaeans. In 296, Diocletian decreed against the Manichaeans: "We order that their organizers and
leaders be subject to the final penalties and condemned to the fire with their abominable scriptures." This resulted in
martyrdom for many in Egypt and North Africa (see Diocletian Persecution). By 354, Hilary of Poitiers wrote that
Manichaeism was a significant force in Roman Gaul. In 381, Christians requested Theodosius I to strip Manichaeans of their
civil rights. Starting in 382, the emperor issued a series of edicts to suppress Manichaeism and punish its followers.
Augustine of Hippo (354–430) converted to Christianity from Manichaeism in the year 387. This was shortly after the
Roman emperor Theodosius I had issued a decree of death for all Manichaean monks in 382 and shortly before he declared
Christianity to be the only legitimate religion for the Roman Empire in 391. Due to the heavy persecution, the religion
almost disappeared from western Europe in the 5th century and from the eastern portion of the empire in the 6th century.
According to his Confessions, after nine or ten years of adhering to the Manichaean faith as a member of the group of
"hearers", Augustine became a Christian and a potent adversary of Manichaeism (which he expressed in writing against his
Manichaean opponent Faustus of Mileve), seeing their beliefs that knowledge was the key to salvation as too passive and
not able to effect any change in one's life.

I still thought that it is not we who sin but some other nature that sins within us. It flattered my pride to think that I
incurred no guilt and, when I did wrong, not to confess it... I preferred to excuse myself and blame this unknown thing
which was in me but was not part of me. The truth, of course, was that it was all my own self, and my own impiety had
divided me against myself. My sin was all the more incurable because I did not think myself a sinner.
Some modern scholars have suggested that Manichaean ways of thinking influenced the development of some of
Augustine's ideas, such as the nature of good and evil, the idea of hell, the separation of groups into elect, hearers, and
sinners, and the hostility to the flesh and sexual activity, and his dualistic theology. These influences of Manichaeism in
Augustine's Christian thinking may well have been part of the conflict between Augustine and Pelagius, a British monk
whose theology, being less influenced by the Latin Church, was non-dualistic, and one that saw the created order, and
mankind in particular, as having a Divine core, rather than a 'darkness' at its core.
How Manichaeism might have influenced Christianity continues to be debated. Manichaeism could have influenced the
Bogomils, Paulicians, and Cathars. However, these groups left few records, and the link between them and Manichaeans is
tenuous. Regardless of its accuracy, the charge of Manichaeism was leveled at them by contemporary orthodox opponents,
who often tried to make contemporary heresies conform to those combatted by the church fathers. Whether the dualism
of the Paulicians, Bogomils, and Cathars and their belief that the world was created by a Satanic demiurge were due to
influence from Manichaeism is impossible to determine. The Cathars apparently adopted the Manichaean principles of
church organization. Priscillian and his followers may also have been influenced by Manichaeism. The Manichaeans
preserved many apocryphal Christian works, such as the Acts of Thomas, that would otherwise have been lost.
Manichaeism maintained a sporadic and intermittent existence in the west (Mesopotamia, Africa, Spain, France, North
Italy, the Balkans) for a thousand years, and flourished for a time in Persia and even further east in Northern India, Western
China, and Tibet. While it had long been thought that Manichaeism arrived in China only at the end of the 7th century, a
recent archaeological discovery demonstrated that it was already known there in the second half of the 6th century.
Amitābha in his Western Paradise with Indians, Tibetans, and Central Asians, with two symbols of Manichaeism: Sun and
Cross.
Some Sogdians in Central Asia believed in the religion. Uyghur khagan Boku Tekin (759–780) converted to the religion in
763 after a 3 days discussion with its preachers, the Babylonian headquarters sent high rank clerics to Uyghur, and
Manichaeism remained the state religion for about a century before the collapse of the Uyghur Khaganate in 840. In the
east it spread along trade routes as far as Chang'an, the capital of Tang China. After the Tang Dynasty, some Manichaens
groups participated in peasant movements. The religion was used by many rebel leaders to mobilise followers. In the Song

and Yuan dynasties of China remnants of Manichaeism continued to leave a legacy contributing to sects such as the Red
Turbans. During the Song Dynasty, the Manichaeans were derogatorily referred by the Chinese as chicai simo (meaning that
they "abstain from meat and worship demons"). An account in Fozu Tongji, an important historiography of Buddhism in
China compiled by Buddhist scholars during 1258-1269, says that the Manichaens worshipped the "white Buddha" and their
leader wore a violet headgear, while the followers wore white costumes. Many Manichaeans took part in rebellions against
the Song government and were eventually quelled. After that, all governments were suppressive against Manichaeism and
its followers and the religion was banned by the Ming Dynasty in 1370.

The Manichaeans tried to assimilate their religion along with Islam in the Muslim caliphates. Relatively little is known about
the religion during the first century of Islamic rule. During the early caliphates, Manichaeism attracted many followers. It
had a significant appeal among the Muslim society, especially among the elites. Due to the appeal of its teachings, many
Muslims adopted the ideas of its theology and some even became dualists. An apologia for Manichaeism ascribed to ibn alMuqaffa' defended its phantasmagorical cosmogony and attacked the fideism of Islam and other monotheistic religions.
According to some accounts, even the Umayyad caliph al-Walid II was a follower of Mani. The Manichaeans had sufficient
structure to have a head of their community.
Under the eighth-century Abbasid Caliphate, Arabic zindīq and the adjectival term zandaqa could denote many different
things, though it seems primarily (or at least initially) to have signified a follower of Manichaeism however its true meaning
is not known. In the ninth century, it is reported that Caliph al-Ma'mun tolerated a community of Manichaeans.

During the early Abbasid period, the Manichaeans underwent persecution. The third Abbasid caliph, al-Mahdi, persecuted
the Manichaeans, establishing an inquisition against dualists who if being found guilty of heresy refused to renounce their
beliefs, were executed. Their persecution was finally ended in 780s by Harun al-Rashid. During the reign of the Caliph alMuqtadir, many Manichaeans fled from Mesopotamia to Khorasan from fear of persecution and the base of the religion
was later shifted to Samarkand.
Manichaeism claimed to present the complete version of teachings that were corrupted and misinterpreted by the
followers of its predecessors Adam, Zoroaster, Buddha and Jesus. Accordingly, as it spread, it adapted new deities from
other religions into forms it could use for its scriptures. Its original Aramaic texts already contained stories of Jesus. When

they moved eastward and were translated into Iranian languages, the names of the Manichaean deities (or angels) were
often transformed into the names of Zoroastrian yazatas. Thus Abbā dəRabbūṯā ("The Father of Greatness", the highest
Manichaean deity of Light), in Middle Persian texts might either be translated literally as pīd ī wuzurgīh, or substituted with
the name of the deity Zurwān. Similarly, the Manichaean primal figure Nāšā Qaḏmāyā "The Original Man" was rendered
Ohrmazd Bay, after the Zoroastrian god Ohrmazd. This process continued in Manichaeism's meeting with Chinese
Buddhism, where, for example, the original Aramaic qaryā (the "call" from the World of Light to those seeking rescue from
the World of Darkness), becomes identified in the Chinese scriptures with Guanyin, literally, "watching/perceiving sounds
[of the world]", the bodhisattva of Compassion).

Manichaeism was repressed by the Sasanian Empire.In 291, persecution arose in the Persian empire with the murder of the
apostle Sisin by Bahram II, and the slaughter of many Manichaeans. In 296, the Roman emperor Diocletian decreed all the
Manichaean leaders to be burnt alive along with the Manichaean scriptures and many Manichaeans in Europe and North
Africa were killed. This policy of persecution was also followed by his successors. Theodosius I issued a decree of death for
all Manichaean monks in 382 AD. The religion was vigorously attacked and persecuted by both the Christian Church and the
Roman state. Augustine of Hippo, one of the early Doctors of the Catholic Church was a Manichaean until his conversion to
Christianity in 386. He was never persecuted for this and he freely converted. Due to the heavy persecution upon its
followers in the Roman Empire, the religion almost disappeared from Western Europe in the 5th century and from the
eastern portion of the empire in the sixth century.
In 732, Emperor Xuanzong of Tang banned any Chinese from converting to the religion, saying it was a heretic religion that
was confusing people by claiming to be Buddhism. However the foreigners who followed the religion were allowed to
practice it without punishment. After the fall of the Uyghur Khaganate in 840, which was the chief patron of Manichaeism
(which was also the state religion of the Khaganate) in China, all Manichaean temples in China except in the two capitals
and Taiyuan were closed down and never reopened since these temples were viewed as a symbol of foreign arrogance by
the Chinese. Even those that were allowed to remain open did not for long. The Manichaean temples were attacked by
Chinese people who burned the images and idols of these temples. Manichaean priests were ordered to wear hanfu instead
of their traditional clothing, which was viewed as un-Chinese. In 843, Emperor Wuzong of Tang gave the order to kill all
Manichaean clerics as part of his Great Anti-Buddhist Persecution, and over half died. They were made to look like
Buddhists by the authorities, their heads were shaved, they were made to dress like Buddhist monks and then killed.
Although the religion was mostly forbidden and its followers persecuted thereafter in China, it survived till the 14th century
in the country. Under the Song dynasty, its followers were derogatorily referred to with the chengyu "vegetarian demonworshippers".

Augustine of Hippo was once a Manichaean.

Many Manichaeans took part in rebellions against the Song dynasty. They were quelled by Song China and were suppressed
and persecuted by all successive governments before the Mongol Yuan dynasty. In 1370, the religion was banned through
an edict of the Ming dynasty, whose Hongwu Emperor had a personal dislike for the religion. Its core teaching influences
many religious sects in China, including the White Lotus movement.

According to Wendy Doniger, Manichaeism may have continued to exist in the modern-East Turkestan region until the
Mongol conquest in the 13th century.

Manicheans also suffered persecution for some time under the Abbasid Caliphate of Baghdad. In 780, the third Abbasid
Caliph, al-Mahdi, started a campaign of inquisition against those who were "dualist heretics" or "Manichaeans" called the
zindīq. He appointed a "master of the heretics" an official whose task was to pursue and investigate suspected dualists, who
were then examined by the Caliph. Those found guilty who refused to abjure their beliefs were executed. This persecution
continued under his successor, Caliph al-Hadi, and continued for some time during reign of Harun al-Rashid, who finally
abolished it and ended it. During the reign of the 18th Abbassid Caliph al-Muqtadir, many Manichaeans fled from
Mesopotamia to Khorasan from fear of persecution by him and about 500 of them assembled in Samarkand. The base of
the religion was later shifted to this city, which became their new Patriarchate.
During the Middle Ages, several movements emerged that were collectively described as "Manichaean" by the Catholic
Church, and persecuted as Christian heresies through the establishment, in 1184, of the Inquisition. They included the
Cathar churches of Western Europe. Other groups sometimes referred to as "neo-Manichaean" were the Paulician
movement, which arose in Armenia, and the Bogomils in Bulgaria. An example of this usage can be found in the published
edition of the Latin Cathar text, the Liber de duobus principiis (Book of the Two Principles), which was described as "NeoManichaean" by its publishers. As there is no presence of Manichaean mythology or church terminology in the writings of
these groups, there has been some dispute among historians as to whether these groups were descendants of
Manichaeism.
Mani's teaching dealt with the origin of evil, by addressing a theoretical part of the problem of evil by denying the
omnipotence of God and postulating two opposite powers. Manichaean theology taught a dualistic view of good and evil. A
key belief in Manichaeism is that the powerful, though not omnipotent good power (God), was opposed by the semieternal evil power (Satan). Humanity, the world and the soul are seen as the byproduct of the battle between God's proxy,
Primal Man, and Satan. The human person is seen as a battleground for these powers: the soul defines the person, but it is
under the influence of both light and dark. This contention plays out over the world as well as the human body—neither the
Earth nor the flesh were seen as intrinsically evil, but rather possessed portions of both light and dark. Natural phenomena
(such as rain) were seen as the physical manifestation of this spiritual contention. Therefore, the Manichaean worldview
explained the existence of evil by positing a flawed creation in the formation of which God took no part and which
constituted rather the product of a rebellion by Satan against God.

Manichaeism presented an elaborate description of the conflict between the spiritual world of light and the material world
of darkness. The beings of both the world of darkness and the world of light have names. There are numerous sources for
the details of the Manichaean belief. There are two portions of Manichaean scriptures that are probably the closest thing to
the original Manichaean writings in their original languages that will ever be available. These are the Syriac-Aramaic
quotation by the Nestorian Christian Theodore bar Konai, in his Syriac "Book of Scholia" (Ketba de-Skolionz, 8th century),
and the Middle Persian sections of Mani's Shabuhragan discovered at Turpan (a summary of Mani's teachings prepared for
Shapur I). These two sections are probably the original Syriac and Middle Persian written by Mani.

From these and other sources, it is possible to derive an almost complete description of the detailed Manichaean vision (a
complete list of Manichaean deities is outlined below). According to Mani, the unfolding of the universe takes place with
three "creations"
This friendship was advantageous for the Jewish community and gave them a respite from the oppressive laws enacted
against them. Later kings reversed Shapur's policy of religious tolerance. When Shapur's son Bahram I acceded to the
throne, he was pressured by the Zoroastrian high-priest Kartir Bahram I to kill Mani and persecute his followers. Bahram II
was also amenable to the wishes of the Zoroastrian priesthood. During his reign, the Sassanid capital Ctesiphon was sacked
by the Romans under Emperor Carus, and most of Armenia, after half a century of Persian rule, was ceded to Diocletian.
Succeeding Bahram III (who ruled briefly in 293), Narseh embarked on another war with the Romans. After an early success
against the Emperor Galerius near Callinicum on the Euphrates in 296, he was eventually decisively defeated by them.
Galerius had been reinforced, probably in the spring of 298, by a new contingent collected from the empire's Danubian
holdings. Narseh did not advance from Armenia and Mesopotamia, leaving Galerius to lead the offensive in 298 with an
attack on northern Mesopotamia via Armenia. Narseh retreated to Armenia to fight Galerius's force, to the former's
disadvantage: the rugged Armenian terrain was favourable to Roman infantry, but not to Sassanid cavalry. Local aid gave
Galerius the advantage of surprise over the Persian forces, and, in two successive battles, Galerius secured victories over
Narseh.

During the second encounter, Roman forces seized Narseh's camp, his treasury, his harem, and his wife. Galerius advanced
into Media and Adiabene, winning successive victories, most prominently near Erzurum, and securing Nisibis (Nusaybin,
Turkey) before October 1, 298. He then advanced down the Tigris, taking Ctesiphon. Narseh had previously sent an
ambassador to Galerius to plead for the return of his wives and children. Peace negotiations began in the spring of 299,
with both Diocletian and Galerius presiding.
The conditions of the peace were heavy: Persia would give up territory to Rome, making the Tigris the boundary between
the two empires. Further terms specified that Armenia was returned to Roman domination, with the fort of Ziatha as its
border; Caucasian Iberia would pay allegiance to Rome under a Roman appointee; Nisibis, now under Roman rule, would
become the sole conduit for trade between Persia and Rome; and Rome would exercise control over the five satrapies
between the Tigris and Armenia: Ingilene, Sophanene (Sophene), Arzanene (Aghdznik), Corduene, and Zabdicene (near
modern Hakkâri, Turkey).
The Sassanids ceded five provinces west of the Tigris, and agreed not to interfere in the affairs of Armenia and Georgia.In
the aftermath of this defeat, Narseh gave up the throne and died a year later, leaving the Sassanid throne to his son,
Hormizd II. Unrest spread throughout the land, and while the new king suppressed revolts in Sakastan and Kushan, he was
unable to control the nobles and was subsequently killed by Bedouins in a hunting trip in 309.
First Golden Era (309–379)
Following Hormizd II's death, northern Arabs started to ravage and plunder the western cities of the empire, even attacking
the province of Fars, the birthplace of the Sassanid kings. Meanwhile, Persian nobles killed Hormizd II's eldest son, blinded
the second, and imprisoned the third (who later escaped into Roman territory). The throne was reserved for Shapur II, the
unborn child of one of Hormizd II's wives who was crowned in utero: the crown was placed upon his mother's
stomach.During his youth the empire was controlled by his mother and the nobles. Upon his coming of age, Shapur II
assumed power and quickly proved to be an active and effective ruler.
He first led his small but disciplined army south against the Arabs, whom he defeated, securing the southern areas of the
empire. He then began his first campaign against the Romans in the west, where Persian forces won a series of battles but
were unable to make territorial gains due to the failure of repeated sieges of the key frontier city of Nisibis, and Roman
success in retaking the cities of Singara and Amida after they had previously fallen to the Persians.

These campaigns were halted by nomadic raids along the eastern borders of the empire, which threatened Transoxiana, a
strategically critical area for control of the Silk Road. Shapur therefore marched east toward Transoxiana to meet the
eastern nomads, leaving his local commanders to mount nuisance raids on the Romans. He crushed the Central Asian tribes,
and annexed the area as a new province.
In the east around 325, Shapur II regained the upper hand against the Kushano-Sasanian Kingdom and took control of large
territories in areas now known as Afghanistan and Pakistan. Cultural expansion followed this victory, and Sassanid art
penetrated Turkestan, reaching as far as China. Shapur, along with the nomad King Grumbates, started his second campaign
against the Romans in 359 and soon succeeded in retaking Singara and Amida. In response the Roman emperor Julian
struck deep into Persian territory and defeated Shapur's forces at Ctesiphon. He failed to take the capital, however, and
was killed while trying to retreat to Roman territory. His successor Jovian, trapped on the east bank of the Tigris, had to
hand over all the provinces the Persians had ceded to Rome in 298, as well as Nisibis and Singara, to secure safe passage for
his army out of Persia.

From around 370, however, towards the end of the reign of Shapur II, the Sassanids lost the control of Bactria to invaders
from the north: first the Kidarites, then the Hephthalites and finally the Alchon Huns, who would follow up with the
invasion of India. These invaders initially issued coins based on Sasanian designs. Various coins minted in Bactria and based
on Sasanian designs are extant, often with busts imitating Sassanian kings Shapur II (r. 309 to 379) and Shapur III (r. 383 to
388), adding the Alchon Tamgha and the name "Alchono" in Bactrian script on the obverse, and with attendants to a fire
altar on the reverse.
Shapur II pursued a harsh religious policy. Under his reign, the collection of the Avesta, the sacred texts of Zoroastrianism,
was completed, heresy and apostasy were punished, and Christians were persecuted. The latter was a reaction against the
Christianization of the Roman Empire by Constantine the Great. Shapur II, like Shapur I, was amicable towards Jews, who
lived in relative freedom and gained many advantages during his reign (see also Raba). At the time of his death, the Persian
Empire was stronger than ever, with its enemies to the east pacified and Armenia under Persian control.
Bahram V is a great favourite in Persian literature and poetry. "Bahram and the Indian princess in the black pavilion."
Depiction of a Khamsa (Quintet) by the great Persian poet Nizami, mid-16th-century Safavid era.
From Shapur II's death until Kavadh I's first coronation, there was a largely peaceful period with the Romans (by this time
the Eastern Roman or Byzantine Empire) engaged in just two brief wars with the Sassanian Empire, the first in 421–422 and
the second in 440. Throughout this era, Sassanid religious policy differed dramatically from king to king. Despite a series of
weak leaders, the administrative system established during Shapur II's reign remained strong, and the empire continued to
function effectively.

After Shapur II died in 379, the empire passed on to his half-brother Ardashir II (379–383; son of Vahram of Kushan) and his
son Shapur III (383–388), neither of whom demonstrated their predecessor's skill in ruling. Ardashir, who was raised as the
"half-brother" of the emperor, failed to fill his brother's shoes, and Shapur was too much of a melancholy character to
achieve anything. Bahram IV (388–399), although not as inactive as his father, still failed to achieve anything important for
the empire. During this time Armenia was divided by a treaty between the Roman and Sassanid empires. The Sassanids
reestablished their rule over Greater Armenia, while the Byzantine Empire held a small portion of western Armenia.

Bahram IV's son Yazdegerd I (399–421) is often compared to Constantine I. Both were powerful both physically and
diplomatically, opportunistic, practiced religious tolerance and provided freedom for the rise of religious minorities.
Yazdegerd stopped the persecution against the Christians and punished nobles and priests who persecuted them. His reign
marked a relatively peaceful era with the Romans, and he even took the young Theodosius II (408–450) under his
guardianship. Yazdegerd also married a Jewish princess, who bore him a son called Narsi.
Yazdegerd I's successor was his son Bahram V (421–438), one of the most well-known Sassanid kings and the hero of many
myths. These myths persisted even after the destruction of the Sassanid empire by the Arabs. Bahram gained the crown
after Yazdegerd's sudden death (or assassination), which occurred when the grandees opposed the king with the help of alMundhir, the Arabic dynast of al-Hirah. Bahram's mother was Shushandukht, the daughter of the Jewish Exilarch. In 427, he
crushed an invasion in the east by the nomadic Hephthalites, extending his influence into Central Asia, where his portrait
survived for centuries on the coinage of Bukhara (in modern Uzbekistan). Bahram deposed the vassal king of the Persianheld area of Armenia and made it a province of the empire.
There are many stories that tell of Bahram V's valour, his beauty, and his victories over the Romans, Turkic peoples, Indians
and Africans, as well as his exploits in hunting and his pursuits of love. He was better known as Bahram-e Gur, Gur meaning
onager, on account of his love for hunting and, in particular, hunting onagers. He symbolised a king at the height of a golden
age, embodying royal prosperity. He had won his crown by competing with his brother and spent much time fighting
foreign enemies, but mostly he kept himself amused by hunting, holding court parties and entertaining a famous band of
ladies and courtiers. During his time, the best pieces of Sassanid literature were written, notable pieces of Sassanid music
were composed, and sports such as polo became royal pastimes.

Bahram V's son Yazdegerd II (438–457) was in some ways a moderate ruler, but, in contrast to Yazdegerd I, he practised a
harsh policy towards minority religions, particularly Christianity. However, at the Battle of Avarayr in 451, the Armenian
subjects led by Vardan Mamikonian reaffirmed Armenia's right to profess Christianity freely. This was to be later confirmed
by the Nvarsak Treaty (484).
At the beginning of his reign in 441, Yazdegerd II assembled an army of soldiers from various nations, including his Indian
allies, and attacked the Byzantine Empire, but peace was soon restored after some small-scale fighting. He then gathered
his forces in Nishapur in 443 and launched a prolonged campaign against the Kidarites. After a number of battles he
crushed them and drove them out beyond the Oxus river in 450.

During his eastern campaign, Yazdegerd II grew suspicious of the Christians in the army and expelled them all from the
governing body and army. He then persecuted the Christians in his land, and, to a much lesser extent, the Jews. In order to
reestablish Zoroastrianism in Armenia, he crushed an uprising of Armenian Christians at the Battle of Vartanantz in 451. The
Armenians, however, remained primarily Christian. In his later years, he was engaged yet again with the Kidarites right up
until his death in 457. Hormizd III (457–459), the younger son of Yazdegerd II, then ascended to the throne. During his short
rule, he continually fought with his elder brother Peroz I, who had the support of the nobility, and with the Hephthalites in
Bactria. He was killed by his brother Peroz in 459. At the beginning of the 5th century, the Hephthalites (White Huns), along
with other nomadic groups, attacked Persia. At first Bahram V and Yazdegerd II inflicted decisive defeats against them and
drove them back eastward. The Huns returned at the end of the 5th century and defeated Peroz I (457–484) in 483.
Following this victory, the Huns invaded and plundered parts of eastern Persia continually for two years. They exacted
heavy tribute for some years thereafter.
These attacks brought instability and chaos to the kingdom. Peroz tried again to drive out the Hephthalites, but on the way
to Herat his army was trapped by the Huns in the desert. Peroz was killed and his army was wiped out. After this victory,
the Hephthalites advanced forward to the city of Herat, throwing the empire into chaos. Eventually a noble Iranian named
Karen from the old family of Sukhra restored some degree of order. He put Balash, one of Peroz I's brothers, on the throne.
The Hunnic threat persisted until the reign of Khosrau I. Balash (484–488) was a mild and generous monarch, who made
concessions to the Christians; however, he took no action against the empire's enemies, particularly the White Huns. After
a reign of four years, he was blinded and deposed (attributed to magnates), and his nephew Kavadh I acceded to the
throne.

Kavadh I (488–531) was an energetic and reformist ruler. He gave his support to the sect founded by Mazdak, son of
Bamdad, who demanded that the rich should divide their wives and their wealth with the poor. By adopting the doctrine of
the Mazdakites, his intention evidently was to break the influence of the magnates and the growing aristocracy. These
reforms led to his being deposed and imprisoned in the "Castle of Oblivion" in Susa, and his younger brother Jamasp
(Zamaspes) became king in 496. Kavadh, however, escaped in 498 and was given refuge by the White Hun king.
Djamasp (496–498) was installed on the Sassanid throne upon the deposition of Kavadh I by members of the nobility. He
was a good and kind king; he reduced taxes in order to improve the condition of the peasants and the poor. He was also an
adherent of the mainstream Zoroastrian religion, diversions from which had cost Kavadh I his throne and freedom.
Djamasp's reign soon ended, however, when Kavadh I, at the head of a large army granted to him by the Hephthalite king,
returned to the empire's capital. Djamasp stepped down from his position and returned the throne to his brother. No
further mention of Djamasp is made after the restoration of Kavadh I, but it is widely believed that he was treated
favourably at the court of his brother.
The second golden era began after the second reign of Kavadh I. With the support of the Hephtalites, Kavadh launched a
campaign against the Romans. In 502, he took Theodosiopolis in Armenia, but lost it soon afterwards. In 503 he took Amida
on the Tigris. In 504, an invasion of Armenia by the western Huns from the Caucasus led to an armistice, the return of
Amida to Roman control and a peace treaty in 506. In 521/522 Kavadh lost control of Lazica, whose rulers switched their
allegiance to the Romans; an attempt by the Iberians in 524/525 to do likewise triggered a war between Rome and Persia.
In 527, a Roman offensive against Nisibis was repulsed and Roman efforts to fortify positions near the frontier were
thwarted. In 530, Kavadh sent an army under Perozes to attack the important Roman frontier city of Dara. The army was
met by the Roman general Belisarius, and, though superior in numbers, was defeated at the Battle of Dara. In the same
year, a second Persian army under Mihr-Mihroe was defeated at Satala by Roman forces under Sittas and Dorotheus, but in
531 a Persian army accompanied by a Lakhmid contingent under Al-Mundhir III defeated Belisarius at the Battle of
Callinicum, and in 532 an "eternal" peace was concluded. Although he could not free himself from the yoke of the
Hephthalites, Kavadh succeeded in restoring order in the interior and fought with general success against the Eastern
Romans, founded several cities, some of which were named after him, and began to regulate taxation and internal
administration.
Hunting scene on a gilded silver bowl showing king Khosrau I

After the reign of Kavadh I, his son Khosrau I, also known as Anushirvan ("with the immortal soul"; ruled 531–579),
ascended to the throne. He is the most celebrated of the Sassanid rulers. Khosrau I is most famous for his reforms in the
aging governing body of Sassanids. He introduced a rational system of taxation based upon a survey of landed possessions,
which his father had begun, and he tried in every way to increase the welfare and the revenues of his empire. Previous
great feudal lords fielded their own military equipment, followers, and retainers. Khosrau I developed a new force of
dehqans, or "knights", paid and equipped by the central government and the bureaucracy, tying the army and bureaucracy
more closely to the central government than to local lords.

Emperor Justinian I (527–565) paid Khosrau I 440,000 pieces of gold as a part of the "eternal peace" treaty of 532. In 540,
Khosrau broke the treaty and invaded Syria, sacking Antioch and extorting large sums of money from a number of other
cities. Further successes followed: in 541 Lazica defected to the Persian side, and in 542 a major Byzantine offensive in
Armenia was defeated at Anglon. Also in 541, Khosrau I entered Lazica at the invitation of its king, captured the main
Byzantine stronghold at Petra, and established another protectorate over the country, commencing the Lazic War. A fiveyear truce agreed to in 545 was interrupted in 547 when Lazica again switched sides and eventually expelled its Persian
garrison with Byzantine help; the war resumed but remained confined to Lazica, which was retained by the Byzantines
when peace was concluded in 562.
In 565, Justinian I died and was succeeded by Justin II (565–578), who resolved to stop subsidies to Arab chieftains to
restrain them from raiding Byzantine territory in Syria. A year earlier, the Sassanid governor of Armenia, Chihor-Vishnasp of
the Suren family, built a fire temple at Dvin near modern Yerevan, and he put to death an influential member of the
Mamikonian family, touching off a revolt which led to the massacre of the Persian governor and his guard in 571, while
rebellion also broke out in Iberia. Justin II took advantage of the Armenian revolt to stop his yearly payments to Khosrau I
for the defense of the Caucasus passes.
The Armenians were welcomed as allies, and an army was sent into Sassanid territory which besieged Nisibis in 573.
However, dissension among the Byzantine generals not only led to an abandonment of the siege, but they in turn were
besieged in the city of Dara, which was taken by the Persians. Capitalizing on this success, the Persians then ravaged Syria,
causing Justin II to agree to make annual payments in exchange for a five-year truce on the Mesopotamian front, although
the war continued elsewhere. In 576 Khosrau I led his last campaign, an offensive into Anatolia which sacked Sebasteia and
Melitene, but ended in disaster: defeated outside Melitene, the Persians suffered heavy losses as they fled across the
Euphrates under Byzantine attack. Taking advantage of Persian disarray, the Byzantines raided deep into Khosrau's
territory, even mounting amphibious attacks across the Caspian Sea. Khosrau sued for peace, but he decided to continue
the war after a victory by his general Tamkhosrau in Armenia in 577, and fighting resumed in Mesopotamia. The Armenian
revolt came to an end with a general amnesty, which brought Armenia back into the Sassanid Empire.

Around 570, "Ma 'd-Karib", half-brother of the King of Yemen, requested Khosrau I's intervention. Khosrau I sent a fleet and
a small army under a commander called Vahriz to the area near present Aden, and they marched against the capital San'a'l,

which was occupied. Saif, son of Mard-Karib, who had accompanied the expedition, became King sometime between 575
and 577. Thus, the Sassanids were able to establish a base in South Arabia to control the sea trade with the east. Later, the
south Arabian kingdom renounced Sassanid overlordship, and another Persian expedition was sent in 598 that successfully
annexed southern Arabia as a Sassanid province, which lasted until the time of troubles after Khosrau II.
Khosrau I's reign witnessed the rise of the dihqans (literally, village lords), the petty landholding nobility who were the
backbone of later Sassanid provincial administration and the tax collection system. Khosrau I was a great builder,
embellishing his capital and founding new towns with the construction of new buildings. He rebuilt the canals and
restocked the farms destroyed in the wars. He built strong fortifications at the passes and placed subject tribes in carefully
chosen towns on the frontiers to act as guardians against invaders. He was tolerant of all religions, though he decreed that
Zoroastrianism should be the official state religion, and was not unduly disturbed when one of his sons became a Christian.

After Khosrau I, Hormizd IV (579–590) took the throne. The war with the Byzantines continued to rage intensely but
inconclusively until the general Bahram Chobin, dismissed and humiliated by Hormizd, rose in revolt in 589. The following
year, Hormizd was overthrown by a palace coup and his son Khosrau II (590–628) placed on the throne. However, this
change of ruler failed to placate Bahram, who defeated Khosrau, forcing him to flee to Byzantine territory, and seized the
throne for himself as Bahram VI. Khosrau asked the Byzantine Emperor Maurice (582–602) for assistance against Bahram,
offering to cede the western Caucasus to the Byzantines. To cement the alliance, Khosrau also married Maurice's daughter
Miriam. Under the command of Khosrau and the Byzantine generals Narses and John Mystacon, the new combined
Byzantine-Persian army raised a rebellion against Bahram, defeating him at the Battle of Blarathon in 591. When Khosrau
was subsequently restored to power he kept his promise, handing over control of western Armenia and Caucasian Iberia.
A Hephthalite coin imitating the coinage of Khosrow II. Obverse: Hephthalite signature in Sogdian to the left and Tamgha
symbol to the right. Susa mint. 7th century.
The new peace arrangement allowed the two empires to focus on military matters elsewhere: Khosrau focused on the
Sassanid Empire's eastern frontier while Maurice restored Byzantine control of the Balkans. Circa 600, the Hephthalites had
been raiding the Sassanid Empire as far as Spahan in central Iran. The Hephthalites issued numerous coins imitating the
coinage of Khosrow II. In c. 606/607, Khosrow recalled Smbat IV Bagratuni from Persian Armenia and sent him to Iran to
repel the Hephthalites. Smbat, with the aid of a Persian prince named Datoyean, repelled the Hephthalites from Persia, and
plundered their domains in eastern Khorasan, where Smbat is said to have killed their king in single combat.

After Maurice was overthrown and killed by Phocas (602–610) in 602, however, Khosrau II used the murder of his
benefactor as a pretext to begin a new invasion, which benefited from continuing civil war in the Byzantine Empire and met
little effective resistance. Khosrau's generals systematically subdued the heavily fortified frontier cities of Byzantine
Mesopotamia and Armenia, laying the foundations for unprecedented expansion. The Persians overran Syria and captured
Antioch in 611.

In 613, outside Antioch, the Persian generals Shahrbaraz and Shahin decisively defeated a major counter-attack led in
person by the Byzantine emperor Heraclius. Thereafter, the Persian advance continued unchecked. Jerusalem fell in 614,
Alexandria in 619, and the rest of Egypt by 621. The Sassanid dream of restoring the Achaemenid boundaries was almost
complete, while the Byzantine Empire was on the verge of collapse. This remarkable peak of expansion was paralleled by a
blossoming of Persian art, music, and architecture.

While successful at its first stage (from 602 to 622), the campaign of Khosrau II had actually exhausted the Persian army and
treasuries. In an effort to rebuild the national treasuries, Khosrau overtaxed the population. Thus, while his empire was on
the verge of total defeat, Heraclius (610–641) drew on all his diminished and devastated empire's remaining resources,
reorganised his armies, and mounted a remarkable, risky counter-offensive. Between 622 and 627, he campaigned against
the Persians in Anatolia and the Caucasus, winning a string of victories against Persian forces under Shahrbaraz, Shahin, and
Shahraplakan (whose competition to claim the glory of personally defeating the Byzantine emperor contributed to their
failure), sacking the great Zoroastrian temple at Ganzak, and securing assistance from the Khazars and Western Turkic
Khaganate.
In response, Khosrau, in coordination with Avar and Slavic forces, launched a siege on the Byzantine capital of
Constantinople in 626. The Sassanids, led by Shahrbaraz, attacked the city on the eastern side of the Bosphorus, while his
Avar and Slavic allies invaded from the western side. Attempts to ferry the Persian forces across the Bosphorus to aid their
allies (the Slavic forces being by far the most capable in siege warfare) were blocked by the Byzantine fleet, and the siege
ended in failure. In 627–628, Heraclius mounted a winter invasion of Mesopotamia, and, despite the departure of his
Khazar allies, defeated a Persian army commanded by Rhahzadh in the Battle of Nineveh. He then marched down the Tigris,
devastating the country and sacking Khosrau's palace at Dastagerd. He was prevented from attacking Ctesiphon by the
destruction of the bridges on the Nahrawan Canal and conducted further raids before withdrawing up the Diyala into northwestern Iran.
Queen Boran, daughter of Khosrau II, the first woman and one of the last rulers on the throne of the Sasanian Empire, she
reigned from 17 June 629 to 16 June 630

///

Augustine sacrificing to an idol of the Manichaeans

The impact of Heraclius's victories, the devastation of the richest territories of the Sassanid Empire, and the humiliating
destruction of high-profile targets such as Ganzak and Dastagerd fatally undermined Khosrau's prestige and his support
among the Persian aristocracy. In early 628, he was overthrown and murdered by his son Kavadh II (628), who immediately
brought an end to the war, agreeing to withdraw from all occupied territories. In 629, Heraclius restored the True Cross to
Jerusalem in a majestic ceremony. Kavadh died within months, and chaos and civil war followed. Over a period of four years
and five successive kings, the Sassanid Empire weakened considerably. The power of the central authority passed into the
hands of the generals. It would take several years for a strong king to emerge from a series of coups, and the Sassanids
never had time to recover fully.

In early 632, a grandson of Khosrau I, who had lived in hiding in Estakhr, Yazdegerd III, acceded to the throne. The same
year, the first raiders from the Arab tribes, newly united by Islam, arrived in Persian territory. According to HowardJohnston, years of warfare had exhausted both the Byzantines and the Persians. The Sassanids were further weakened by
economic decline, heavy taxation, religious unrest, rigid social stratification, the increasing power of the provincial
landholders, and a rapid turnover of rulers, facilitating the Islamic conquest of Persia
.

The Sassanids never mounted a truly effective resistance to the pressure applied by the initial Arab armies. Yazdegerd was a
boy at the mercy of his advisers and incapable of uniting a vast country crumbling into small feudal kingdoms, despite the
fact that the Byzantines, under similar pressure from the newly expansive Arabs, were no longer a threat. Caliph Abu Bakr's
commander Khalid ibn Walid, once one of Muhammad's chosen companions-in-arms and leader of the Arab army, moved
to capture Iraq in a series of lightning battles. Redeployed to the Syrian front against the Byzantines in June 634, Khalid's
successor in Iraq failed him, and the Muslims were defeated in the Battle of the Bridge in 634. However, the Arab threat did
not stop there and reemerged shortly via the disciplined armies of Khalid ibn Walid.
In 637, a Muslim army under the Caliph Umar ibn al-Khattāb defeated a larger Persian force led by General Rostam
Farrokhzad at the plains of al-Qādisiyyah, and then advanced on Ctesiphon, which fell after a prolonged siege. Yazdegerd
fled eastward from Ctesiphon, leaving behind him most of the empire's vast treasury. The Arabs captured Ctesiphon shortly
afterward. Thus the Muslims were able to seize a powerful financial resource, leaving the Sassanid government strapped for
funds. A number of Sassanid governors attempted to combine their forces to throw back the invaders, but the effort was
crippled by the lack of a strong central authority, and the governors were defeated at the Battle of Nihawānd. The empire,
with its military command structure non-existent, its non-noble troop levies decimated, its financial resources effectively
destroyed, and the Asawaran (Azatan) knightly caste destroyed piecemeal, was now utterly helpless in the face of the Arab
invaders.

Upon hearing of the defeat in Nihawānd, Yazdegerd along with Farrukhzad and some of the Persian nobles fled further
inland to the eastern province of Khorasan. Yazdegerd was assassinated by a miller in Merv in late 651, while some of the
nobles settled in Central Asia, where they contributed greatly to spreading the Persian culture and language in those
regions and to the establishment of the first native Iranian Islamic dynasty, the Samanid dynasty, which sought to revive
Sassanid traditions.
The abrupt fall of the Sassanid Empire was completed in a period of just five years, and most of its territory was absorbed
into the Islamic caliphate; however, many Iranian cities resisted and fought against the invaders several times. Islamic
caliphates repeatedly suppressed revolts in cities such as Rey, Isfahan, and Hamadan. The local population was initially
under little pressure to convert to Islam, remaining as dhimmi subjects of the Muslim state and paying a jizya. The jizya
practically replaced the poll taxes imposed by the Sassanids. In addition, the old Sassanid "land tax" (known in Arabic as
Kharaj) was also adopted. Caliph Umar is said to have occasionally set up a commission to survey the taxes, to judge if they
were more than the land could bear.
Conversion of the Persian population to Islam would take place gradually, particularly as Persian-speaking elites attempted
to gain positions of prestige much later under the Abbasid Caliphate.

The Achaemenid Empire
Xšassa (Old Persian) "The Empire" c. 550–330 BC, also called the First Persian Empire, was an empire based in Western Asia
founded by Cyrus the Great. Ranging at its greatest extent from the Balkans and Eastern Europe proper in the west to the
Indus Valley in the east, it was larger than any previous empire in history, spanning 5.5 million square kilometers.
Incorporating various peoples of different origins and faiths, it is notable for its successful model of a centralized,
bureaucratic administration (through satraps under the King of Kings), for building infrastructure such as road systems and
a postal system, the use of an official language across its territories, and the development of civil services and a large
professional army.

/ The Ganj Nameh ("treasure epistle") in Ecbatana. The inscriptions are
by Darius I and his son Xerxes I
Gandschnāme (auch Gandj Nameh oder Gandsch Nāme, ‚Schatzbuch‘ oder Dschangnāme, ‚Kriegsbuch‘ bzw. Dschang Nameh, auch Djang
Nameh und Jang nameh) ist der Name für zwei Keilschrifttafeln aus achämenidischer Zeit, die in einen Felsen des Alvand-Gebirges, nahe bei
Hamadan (Iran), gemeißelt sind.
Gandschnāme liegt südwestlich von Hamadan, 5 km vom Stadtrand entfernt, im Abbas-Abad-Tal. Die linke der beiden Inschriften bezieht
sich auf Darius I. (549 – 486 v. Chr.), die rechte auf Xerxes I. (519 – 465 v. Chr.). Zur Zeit der Achämeniden war das medische Ekbatana, das
heutige Hamadan, Sommerresidenz der Monarchen.

Weitere, ältere Namen für den Ort der Inschriften sind Sang Nebeschte, Nebescht-e Chodayan, Dahmehan, Tabanar, Katibe-ha-ye Alvand .
Eine Tafel in neupersischer Sprache gibt dem Wort Ganj (persisch ‚Schatz‘) und seinem Palindrom Jang (persisch Dschang, ‚Krieg‘) aus der
Vorstellung des Volkes die Deutung Schatz durch Kriege der Könige.
Als die Keilschrifttexte von Gandschnāme nicht mehr gelesen werden konnten, wurden sie nach Vermutungen benannt, dass die Inschriften
einen Hinweis auf einen verborgenen Schatz enthielten (Schatzbuch) oder an einen Krieg erinnern sollten (Kriegsbuch). Ihre
Wiederentdeckung für die Nachwelt begann mit Eugène Flandin, der in der ersten Hälfte des 19. Jahrhunderts mit Pascal Coste den Iran
bereiste und diese Gebirgsschlucht des Elvand-Gebirges skizzierte. Henry Rawlinson, der entscheidend zur Entzifferung der Keilschrift
beitrug, kannte und nutzte diese Inschriften. Nach seiner Meinung wurden sie anlässlich einer der Reisen erstellt, welche jeder der beiden
Monarchen jährlich zwischen Ekbatana nach Babylon durchführte.
Wie seit Darius I. bei den achämenidischen Inschriften üblich, sind die Schrifttafeln in drei Sprachen abgefasst. Der linke der drei 20-zeiligen
Textblöcke ist in Altpersisch geschrieben, dann folgt in der Mitte die neuelamische und rechts die neubabylonische Textversion.
Die altpersische Keilschrift ist das jüngste der drei Schriftsysteme und kommt mit 34 Zeichen aus; das neuelamische benötigt rund 200 und
das neubabylonische ca. 600 Zeichen. Die Entzifferung der altpersischen Inschriften war daher am einfachsten, zumal es sich um eine
Buchstabenschrift handelt (von links nach rechts zu lesen) und zur besseren Lesbarkeit Worttrennzeichen (nach links geneigter Keil)
verwendet wurden.
Die Xerxes-Inschrift: „Der große Gott ist Ahura Mazda, der größte der Götter, der diese Erde geschaffen hat, der jenen Himmel geschaffen
hat, der den Menschen geschaffen hat, der die Freude geschaffen hat für den Menschen, der Xerxes zum König gemacht hat, einen von

vielen zum König, einen von vielen zum Herrscher. Ich bin Xerxes, der Großkönig, König der Könige, König der Länder vieler Völker, König
dieser großen Erde auch fernhin, Sohn des Darius, ein Achämenide.“
Die Darius-Inschrift lautet: „Der große Gott ist Ahura Mazda, der diese Erde geschaffen hat, der jenen Himmel geschaffen hat, der den
Menschen geschaffen hat, der die Freude geschaffen hat für den Menschen, der Darius zum König gemacht hat, einen von vielen zum König,
einen von vielen zum Herrscher. Ich bin Darius, der Großkönig, König der Könige, König der Länder vieler Völker, König dieser großen Erde
auch fernhin, Sohn des Hystaspes, ein Achämenide.“
Der Text der Xerxes-Inschrift ist praktisch identisch mit der ersten Hälfte einer Inschrift, die in Persepolis im Palast der Darius – wieder in drei
Sprachen – gleich dreimal vorkommt. Er enthält aber sowohl gegenüber diesen Palasttexten als auch gegenüber dem hier betrachteten
Darius-Text ein zusätzliches Prädikat von Ahura Mazda: „der größte der Götter“.

By the 7th century BC, the Persians had settled in the south-western portion of the Iranian Plateau in the region of Persis,
which came to be their heartland. From this region, Cyrus the Great advanced to defeat the Medes, Lydia, and the NeoBabylonian Empire, establishing the Achaemenid Empire. Alexander the Great, an avid admirer of Cyrus the Great,
conquered most of the empire by 330 BC. Upon Alexander's death, most of the empire's former territory came under the
rule of the Ptolemaic Kingdom and Seleucid Empire, in addition to other minor territories which gained independence at
that time. The Iranian elites of the central plateau reclaimed power by the second century BC under the Parthian Empire.
The Medes were an ancient Iranian people who spoke the Median language and who inhabited an area known as Media between western
and northern Iran. Under the Neo-Assyrian Empire, late 9th to early 7th centuries BC, the region of Media was bounded by the Zagros
Mountains to its west, to its south by the Garrin Mountain in Lorestan Province, to its northwest by the Qaflankuh Mountains in Zanjan
Province, and to its east by the Dasht-e Kavir desert. It's neighbors were the kingdoms of Gizilbunda and Mannea in the northwest, and Ellipi
and Elam in the south.
In the 7th century BC, Media's tribes came together to form the Median Kingdom which remained a Neo-Assyrian vassal. Between 616 to
609 BC, King Cyaxares (624–585 BC), allied with King Nabopolassar of the Neo-Babylonian Empire against the Neo-Assyrian Empire, after
which the Median Empire stretched across the Iranian Plateau as far as Anatolia. Its precise geographical extent remains unknown.

Apadana Hall, 5th century BC Achaemenid-era carving of Persian and Median soldiers in traditional costume (Medians are wearing rounded
hats and boots), in Persepolis
A few archaeological sites (discovered in the "Median triangle" in western Iran) and textual sources (from contemporary Assyrians and also
ancient Greeks in later centuries) provide a brief documentation of the history and culture of the Median state. Apart from a few personal
names, the language of the Medes is unknown. The Medes had an ancient Iranian religion (a form of pre-Zoroastrian Mazdaism or Mithra
worshipping) with a priesthood named as "Magi". Later during the reigns of the last Median kings, the reforms of Zoroaster spread into
western Iran.
According to the Histories of Herodotus, there were six Median tribes:
“
Thus Deioces collected the Medes into a nation, and ruled over them alone. Now these are the tribes of which they consist: the
Busae, the Paretaceni, the Struchates, the Arizanti, the Budii, and the Magi. ”
The six Median tribes resided in Media proper, the triangular area between Rhagae, Aspadana and Ecbatana. In present-day Iran,that is the
area between Tehran, Isfahan and Hamadan, respectively. Of the Median tribes, the Magi resided in Rhaga, modern Tehran. They were of a

sacred caste which ministered to the spiritual needs of the Medes. The Paretaceni tribe resided in and around Aspadana, modern Isfahan,
the Arizanti lived in and around Kashan (Isfahan Province), and the Busae tribe lived in and around the future Median capital of Ecbatana,
near modern Hamadan. The Struchates and the Budii lived in villages in the Median triangle.
The original source for their name and homeland is a directly transmitted Old Iranian geographical name which is attested as the Old
Persian "Māda-" (singular masculine).The meaning of this word is not precisely known. However, the linguist W. Skalmowski proposes a
relation with the proto-Indo European word "med(h)-", meaning "central, suited in the middle", by referring to the Old Indic "madhya-" and
Old Iranian "maidiia-" which both carry the same meaning. The Latin medium, Greek méso and German mittel are similarly derived from it.

Greek scholars during antiquity would base ethnological conclusions on Greek legends and the similarity of names. According to the
Histories of Herodotus (440 BC):
“
The Medes were formerly called by everyone Arians, but when the Colchian woman Medea came from Athens to the Arians, they
changed their name, like the Persians did after Perses, son of Perseus and Andromeda]. This is the Medes' own account of themselves.
In the Greek myth of Jason and the Argonauts, Medea is the daughter of King Aeëtes of Colchis and a paternal granddaughter of the sungod Helios. Following her failed marriage to Jason while in Corinth, for one of several reasons depending on the version, she marries King
Aegeus of Athens and bears a son Medus. After failing to make Aegeus kill his older son Theseus, she and her son fled to Aria, where the
Medes take their name from her, according to several Greek and later Roman accounts, including in Pausanias' Description of Greece (1stcentury AD). According to other versions, such as in Strabo's Geographica (1st-century AD) and Justin's Epitoma Historiarum Philippicarum
(2nd or 3rd century AD), she returned home to conquer neighboring lands with her husband Jason, one of which was named after her; while

Cyrus killed by Thamaris, queen of the Massagetai./ Babylonian chronicle / bronze model of a city wall / bronze shield
another version related by Diodorus Siculus in Bibliotheca Historica (1st-century BC) states that after being exiled she married an Asian king
and bore Medus, who was greatly admired for his courage, after whom they took their name.
The discoveries of Median sites in Iran happened only after the 1960s. For 1960 the search for Median archeological sources has mostly
focused in an area known as the “Median triangle,” defined roughly as the region bounded by Hamadān and Malāyer (in Hamadan
Province) and Kangāvar (in Kermanshah Province).Three major sites from central western Iran in the Iron Age III period (i.e. 850–500 BC)
are:
Tepe Nush-i Jan (a primarily religious site of Median period),the site is located 14 km west of Malāyer in Hamadan province.
Godin Tepe (its period II: a fortified palace of a Median king or tribal chief), the site is located 13 km east of Kangāvar city on the left bank of
the river Gamas Āb".
Baba Jan, East Azerbaijan (probably the seat of a lesser tribal ruler of Media). The site is located in northeastern Luristan with a distance of
roughly 10 km from Nūrābād in Lurestan province. The second level of this site probably dates to the 7th century BC.
These sources have both similarities (in cultural characteristics) and differences (due to functional differences and diversity among the
Median tribes). The architecture of these archaeological findings, that can probably be dated to the Median period, show a link between the
tradition of columned audience halls often seen in Achaemenid (for example in Persepolis) and Safavid Iran (for example in "Chehel Sotoun"
from the 17th century AD) and the Median architecture.
The materials found at Tepe Nush-i Jan, Godin Tepe, and other sites located in Media together with the Assyrian reliefs show the existence
of urban settlements in Media in the first half of the 1st millennium BC which had functioned as centres for the production of handicrafts

and also of an agricultural and cattle-breeding economy of a secondary type. For other historical documentation, the archaeological
evidence, though rare, together with cuneiform records by Assyrian make it possible, regardless of Herodotus' accounts, to establish some
of the early history of Medians.
An early description of Media from the end of the 9th century BC to the beginning of the 7th century BC comes from the Assyrians. The
southern border of Media, in that period, is named as the Elamite region of Simaški in present-day Lorestan Province. To the west and
northwest, Media was bounded by the Zagros Mountains and from the east by the Dasht-e Kavir desert. This region of Media was ruled by
the Assyrians and for them the region fell "along the Great Khorasan Road from just east of Harhar to Alwand, and probably beyond."The
location of Harhar is suggested to be "the central or eastern" Mahidasht District in Kermanshah Province.

It's borders were limited on the north by the non-Iranian states of Gizilbunda and Mannea, and to its south by Ellipi and Elam. Gizilbunda
was located in the Qaflankuh Mountains, and Ellipi was located in the south of modern Lorestan Province. On the east and southeast of
Media, as described by the Assyrians, another land with the name of "Patušarra" appears. This land was located near a mountain range
which the Assyrians call "Bikni" and describe as "Lapis Lazuli Mountain". There are differing opinions on the location of this mountain.
Mount Damavand of Tehran and Alvand of Hamadan are two proposed sites. This location is the most remote eastern area that the
Assyrians knew of or reached during their expansion until the beginning of the 7th century BC.
In Achaemenid sources, specifically from the Behistun Inscription, the capital of Media is Ecbatana, called "Hamgmatāna-" in Old Persian
(Elamite:Agmadana-; Babylonian: Agamtanu-) corresponding to modern-day Hamadan.
The other cities existing in Media were Laodicea (modern Nahavand) and the mound that was the largest city of the Medes, Rhages
(present-day Rey). The fourth city of Media was Apamea, near Ecbatana, whose precise location is now unknown. In later periods, Medes
and especially Mede soldiers are identified and portrayed prominently in ancient archaeological sites such as Persepolis, where they are
shown to have a major role and presence in the military of the Achaemenid Empire.

At the end of the 2nd millennium BC, the Iranian tribes emerged in the region of northwest Iran. These tribes expanded their control over
larger areas. Subsequently, the boundaries of Media changed over a period of several hundred years. Iranian tribes were present in western
and northwestern Iran from at least the 12th or 11th centuries BC. But the significance of Iranian elements in these regions were established
from the beginning of the second half of the 8th century BC. By this time the Iranian tribes were the majority in what later become the
territory of the Median Kingdom and also the west of Media proper.A study of textual sources from the region shows that in the NeoAssyrian period, the regions of Media, and further to the west and the northwest, had a population with Iranian speaking people as the
majority.
This period of migration coincided with a power vacuum in the Near East with the Middle Assyrian Empire (1365–1020 BC), which had
dominated northwestern Iran and eastern Anatolia and the Caucasus, going into a comparative decline. This allowed new peoples to pass
through and settle. In addition Elam, the dominant power in Iran, was suffering a period of severe weakness, as was Babylonia to the west.
In western and northwestern Iran and in areas further west prior to Median rule, there is evidence of the earlier political activity of the
powerful societies of Elam, Mannaea, Assyria and Urartu . There are various and up-dated opinions on the positions and activities of Iranian
tribes in these societies and prior to the "major Iranian state formations" in the late 7th century BC. One opinion is that the ruling class were
"Iranian migrants" but the society was "autonomous" while another opinion holds that both the ruling class and basic elements of the
population were Iranian.

From the 10th to the late 7th centuries BC, the western parts of Media fell under the domination of the vast Neo-Assyrian Empire based in
northern Mesopotamia, which stretched from Cyprus in the west, to parts of western Iran in the east, and Egypt and the north of the
Arabian Peninsula. Assyrian kings such as Tiglath-Pileser III, Sargon II, Sennacherib, Esarhaddon, Ashurbanipal and Ashur-etil-ilani imposed
Vassal Treaties upon the Median rulers, and also protected them from predatory raids by marauding Scythians and Cimmerians.
During the reign of Sinsharishkun (622–612 BC), the Assyrian empire, which had been in a state of constant civil war since 626 BC, began to
unravel. Subject peoples, such as the Medes, Babylonians, Chaldeans, Egyptians, Scythians, Cimmerians, Lydians and Arameans quietly
ceased to pay tribute to Assyria.

Neo-Assyrian dominance over the Medians came to an end during the reign of Median King Cyaxares, who, in alliance with King
Nabopolassar of the Neo-Babylonian Empire, attacked and destroyed the strife-riven empire between 616 and 609 BC. The newfound
alliance helped the Medes to capture Nineveh in 612 BC, which resulted in the eventual collapse of the Neo-Assyrian Empire by 609 BC. The
Medes were subsequently able to establish their Median Kingdom (with Ecbatana as their royal capital) beyond their original homeland and
had eventually a territory stretching roughly from northeastern Iran to the Kızılırmak River in Anatolia. After the fall of Assyria between 616
BC and 609 BC, a unified Median state was formed, which together with Babylonia, Lydia, and ancient Egypt became one of the four major
powers of the ancient Near East.
Cyaxares was succeeded by his son King Astyages. In 553 BC, his maternal grandson Cyrus the Great, the King of Anshan/Persia, a Median
vassal, revolted against Astyages. In 550 BC, Cyrus finally won a decisive victory resulting in Astyages' capture by his own dissatisfied nobles,
who promptly turned him over to the triumphant Cyrus. After Cyrus's victory against Astyages, the Medes were subjected to their close kin,
the Persians. In the new empire they retained a prominent position; in honour and war, they stood next to the Persians; their court
ceremony was adopted by the new sovereigns, who in the summer months resided in Ecbatana; and many noble Medes were employed as
officials, satraps and generals.

In Herodotus, Deioces is introduced as the founder of a centralised Median state. He had been known to the Median people as "a just and
incorruptible man" and when asked by the Median people to solve their possible disputes he agreed and put forward the condition that they
make him "king" and build a great city at Ecbatana as the capital of the Median state. Judging from the contemporary sources of the region
and disregarding the account of Herodotus puts the formation of a unified Median state during the reign of Cyaxares or later.
Greek references to "Median" people make no clear distinction between the "Persians" and the "Medians"; in fact for a Greek to become
"too closely associated with Iranian culture" was "to become Medianized, not Persianized".The Median Kingdom was a short-lived Iranian
state and the textual and archaeological sources of that period are rare and little could be known from the Median culture which
nevertheless made a "profound, and lasting, contribution to the greater world of Iranian culture".
Median people spoke the Median language, which was an Old Iranian language. Strabo's Geographica (finished in the early first century)
mentions the affinity of Median with other Iranian languages: "The name of Ariana is further extended to a part of Persia and of Media, as
also to the Bactrians and Sogdians on the north; for these speak approximately the same language, but with slight variations".
No original deciphered text has been proven to have been written in the Median language. It is suggested that similar to the later Iranian
practice of keeping archives of written documents in Achaemenid Iran, there was also a maintenance of archives by the Median government
in their capital Ecbatana. There are examples of "Median literature" found in later records. One is according to Herodotus that the Median
king Deioces, appearing as a judge, made judgement on causes submitted in writing. There is also a report by Dinon on the existence of

"Median court poets". Median literature is part of the "Old Iranian literature" (including also Saka, Old Persian, Avestan) as this Iranian
affiliation of them is explicit also in ancient texts, such as Herodotus's account that many peoples including Medes were "universally called
Iranian".

Words of Median origin appear in various other Iranian dialects, including Old Persian. A feature of Old Persian inscriptions is the large
number of words and names from other languages and the Median language takes in this regard a special place for historical reasons.The
Median words in Old Persian texts, whose Median origin can be established by "phonetic criteria", appear "more frequently among royal
titles and among terms of the chancellery, military, and judicial affairs". Words of Median origin include:
The Ganj Nameh ("treasure epistle") in Ecbatana. The inscriptions are by Darius I and his son Xerxes I
*čiθra-: "origin". The word appears in *čiθrabṛzana- (med.) "exalting his linage", *čiθramiθra- (med.) "having mithraic origin",
*čiθraspāta- (med.) "having a brilliant army", etc.
Farnah: Divine glory (Avestan: khvarənah)
Paridaiza: Paradise
Spaka- : The word is Median and means "dog". Herodotus identifies "Spaka-" (Gk. "σπάχα" – female dog) as Median rather than Persian.
The word is still used in modern Iranian languages including Talyshi, also suggested as a source to the Russian word for dog sobaka.
vazṛka-: "great" (as Western Persian bozorg)
vispa-: "all" (as in Avestan). The component appears in such words as vispafryā (Med. fem.) "dear to all", vispatarva- (med.) "vanquishing
all", vispavada- (Median-Old Persian) "leader of all", etc.
xšayaθiya- (king)
xšaθra- (realm; kingship): This Median word (attested in *xšaθra-pā- and continued by Middle Persian šahr "land, country; city") is an
example of words whose Greek form (known as romanized "satrap" from Gk. σατράπης satrápēs) mirrors, as opposed to the tradition, a
Median rather than an Old Persian form (also attested, as xšaça- and xšaçapāvā) of an Old Iranian word.
zūra-: "evil" and zūrakara-: "evil-doer".

There are very limited sources concerning the religion of Median people. Primary sources pointing to religious affiliations of Medes found so
far include the archaeological discoveries in Tepe Nush-e Jan, personal names of Median individuals, and the Histories of Herodotus. The
archaeological source gives the earliest of the temple structures in Iran and the "stepped fire altar" discovered there is linked to the
common Iranian legacy of the "cult of fire". Herodotus mentions Median Magi as a Median tribe providing priests for both the Medes and
the Persians. They had a "priestly caste" which passed their functions from father to son. They played a significant role in the court of the
Median king Astyages who had in his court certain Medians as "advisers, dream interpreters, and soothsayers". Classical historians
"unanimously" regarded the Magi as priests of the Zoroastrian faith. From the personal names of Medes as recorded by Assyrians (in 8th
and 9th centuries BC) there are examples of the use of the Indo-Iranian word arta- (lit. "truth") which is familiar from both Avestan and Old
Persian and also examples of theophoric names containing Maždakku and also the name "Ahura Mazdā". Scholars disagree whether these
are indications of Zoroastrian religion amongst the Medes. Diakonoff believes that "Astyages and perhaps even Cyaxares had already
embraced a religion derived from the teachings of Zoroaster" which was not identical with doctrine of Zarathustra and Mary Boyce believes
that "the existence of the Magi in Media with their own traditions and forms of worship was an obstacle to Zoroastrian proselytizing there".
Boyce wrote that the Zoroastrian traditions in the Median city of Ray probably goes back to the 8th century BC. It is suggested that from the
8th century BC, a form of "Mazdaism with common Iranian traditions" existed in Media and the strict reforms of Zarathustra began to
spread in western Iran during the reign of the last Median kings in the 6th century BC.

It has also been suggested that Mithra is a Median name and Medes may have practised Mithraism and had Mithra as their supreme deity.
Russian historian and linguist Vladimir Minorsky suggested that the Medes, who widely inhabited the land where currently the Kurds form a
majority, might have been forefathers of the modern Kurds. He also states that the Medes who invaded the region in the eighth century BC,
linguistically resembled the Kurds. This view was accepted by many Kurdish nationalists in the twentieth century. However, Martin van
Bruinessen, a Dutch scholar, argues against the attempt to take the Medes as ancestors of the Kurds.
"Though some Kurdish intellectuals claim that their people are descended from the Medes, there is no evidence to permit such a
connection across the considerable gap in time between the political dominance of the Medes and the first attestation of the Kurds" - van
Bruinessen
Contemporary linguistic evidence has challenged the previously suggested view that the Kurds are descendants of the Medes. Gernot
Windfuhr, professor of Iranian Studies, identified the Kurdish languages as Parthian, albeit with a Median substratum. David Neil
MacKenzie, an authority on the Kurdish language, said Kurdish was closer to Persian and questioned the “traditional” view holding that
Kurdish, because of its differences from Persian, should be regarded a Northwestern Iranian language. In general, the relationship between
Kurdish and Median are not closer than the affinities between the latter and other North Western dialects — Baluchi, Talishi, South Caspian,
Zaza, Gurani, etc."

Mithra is the Zoroastrian angelic divinity (yazata) of Covenant, Light, and Oath. In addition to being the Divinity of Contracts, Mithra is also
a judicial figure, an all-seeing Protector of Truth, and the Guardian of Cattle, the Harvest, and of the Waters.
The Romans attributed their Mithraic mysteries (the mystery religion known as Mithraism) to "Persian" (i.e. Zoroastrian) sources relating to
Mithra. Since the early 1970s, the dominant scholarship has noted dissimilarities between the Persian and Roman traditions, making it, at
most, the result of Roman perceptions of (Pseudo-)Zoroastrian ideas.
The Avestan common noun miθra along with the Vedic common noun mitra derive from Proto-Iranian *miθra, from the root mi- "to bind",
with the "tool suffix" -θra- "causing to." Thus, etymologically miθra/mitra means "that which causes binding", preserved in the Avestan
word for "Covenant, Contract, Oath".
Mithra is mentioned by name once in the Gathas in Yasna, the Gathas is the oldest texts of Zoroastrianism and traditionally attributed to
Zoroaster himself, however, Mithra is not mentioned by name in the Yasna Haptanghaiti, a seven-verse section of the Yasna liturgy that is
linguistically as old as the Gathas. As a member of the Iranian Ahuric Triad, a feature that only Ahura Mazda and Ahura Berezaiti (Apam
Napat) also have, Mithra is an exalted figure. Together with Rashnu "Justice" and Sraosha "Obedience", Mithra is one of the three judges at
the Chinvat Bridge, the "Bridge of Separation" that all Souls must cross. Unlike Sraosha, Mithra is not, however, a Psychopomp, a guide of
souls to the place of the dead. Should the Good Thoughts, Words and Deeds outweigh the Bad, Sraosha alone conveys the Soul across the
Bridge.
As the Divinity of Contract, Mithra is undeceivable, infallible, eternally watchful, and never-resting. Mithra is additionally the protector of
cattle, and his stock epithet is "of Wide Pastures." He is Guardian of the Waters and ensures that those pastures receive enough of it.

The lack of Mithra's presence in the texts was once a cause of some consternation amongst Iranians. An often repeated speculation of the
first half of the 20th century was that the lack of any mention (i.e., Zoroaster's silence) of Mithra in these texts implied that Zoroaster had
rejected Mithra. This ex silentio speculation is no longer followed. Building on that speculation was another series of speculations, which
postulated that the reason why Zoroaster did not mention Mithra was that the latter was the supreme god of a bloodthirsty group of
daeva-worshipers that Zoroaster condemned. However, "no satisfactory evidence has yet been adduced to show that, before Zoroaster,
the concept of a supreme god existed among the Iranians, or that among them Mithra – or any other divinity – ever enjoyed a separate cult
of his or her own outside either their ancient or their Zoroastrian pantheons."

The Avestan Hymn to Mithra is the longest, and one of the best preserved, of the Yashts. Mithra is described in the Zoroastrian Avesta
scriptures as "Mithra of Wide Pastures, of the Thousand Ears, and of the Myriad Eyes," "the Lofty, and the Everlasting... the Province
Ruler," "the Yazad (Divinity) of the Spoken Name" and "the Holy,". The Khorda Avesta (Book of Common Prayer) also refer to Mithra in the
Litany to the Sun, "Homage to Mithra of Wide Cattle Pastures," . "Whose Word is True, who is of the Assembly, Who has a Thousand Ears,
the Well-Shaped One, Who has Ten Thousand Eyes, the Exalted One, Who has Wide Knowledge, the Helpful One, Who Sleeps Not, the Ever
Wakeful. We sacrifice to Mithra, The Lord of all countries, Whom Ahura Mazda created the most glorious, Of the Supernatural Yazads. So
may there come to us for Aid, Both Mithra and Ahura, the Two Exalted Ones,". "I shall sacrifice to his mace, well aimed against the Skulls of
the Daevas," . Some recent theories have claimed Mithra represents the Sun itself, but the Khorda Avesta refers to the Sun as a separate
entity – as it does with the Moon, with which the Sun has "the Best of Friendships,"

Artabanus II of Parthia (ca. 128-124 BC). The Hellenistic depiction on the reverse shows the king kneeling before an Apollo-like god, which
is thought to be Mithra // Die Geburt Mithras’ aus dem Felsen
Although there is no known Mithraic iconography in the Achaemenid period, the deity is invoked in several royal Achaemenid inscriptions:
In Artaxerxes II's (r. 404 - 358 B.C.) trilingual (Old Persian, Elamite and Babylonian) inscription at Susa and Hamadan, which have the same
text, the emperor appeals to "Ahuramazda, Anahita, and Mithra protect me against all evil", and in which he beseeches them to protect
what he has built.
Although the Behistun inscription of Darius I (r. 522 - 486 B.C.) invokes Ahuramazda and "the Other Gods who are", this inscription of
Artaxerxes II is remarkable as no Achaemenid king before him had invoked any but Ahura Mazda alone by name. Boyce suggests that the
reason for this was that Artaxerxes had chosen Anahita and Mithra as his patron/protector Divinities.
Mithra has invoked again in the single known inscription of Artaxerxes III, found at Persepolis. In that inscription, that emperor to appeals
to "Ahuramazda and the God Mithra preserve me, my country, and what has been built by me."
In the Zoroastrian calendar, the sixteenth day of the month and the seventh month of the year are dedicated to and are under the
protection of Mithra. The Iranian civil calendar of 1925 adopted Zoroastrian month-names, and as such also has the seventh month of the
year named "Mihr". The position of the sixteenth day and seventh month reflects Mithra's rank in the hierarchy of the Divinities; the
sixteenth day and seventh month are respectively the first day of the second half of the month and the first month of the second half of
the year. The day on which the day-name and month-name dedications intersect is (like all other such intersections) dedicated to the
divinity of that day/month, and is celebrated with a Jashan (from Avestan Yasna, "Worship") in honor of that Divinity. In the case of Mithra,
this was Jashan-e Mihragan, or just Mihragan for short.

Investiture of Sassanid emperor Ardashir II (3rd century CE bas-relief at Taq-e Bostan, Iran. On the left stands the yazata Mithra with raised
barsom, sanctifying the investiture / The "twelve disciples of Mithras"
In Zoroastrian scripture, Mithra is distinct from the divinity of the Sun, Hvare.khshaeta (literally "Radiant Sun", whence also Middle Persian
Khorshed for the Sun). However, in Zoroastrian tradition, Mithra evolved from being an all-seeing figure (hence vaguely associated with the
Sun) into a divinity co-identified with the Sun itself, effectively taking over Hvare.khshaeta's role. How or when or why this occurred is
uncertain, but it is commonly attributed to conflation with Babylonian Shamash and/or Greek Apollo, with whom Mithra shares other
characteristics (e.g. a judicial function). This characteristic is part of Mithra's Indo inheritance since the Indic Rigveda have solar divinities
that are not distinct from Mithra/Mitra, and in the Atharvaveda, Mitra is associated with sunrise, Sun Salutation is a daily yogic activity

worldwide even in current times and is preceded by chanting 'OM Mitraya Namaha' as 'Mitraya' is the dative of the name 'Mitra,' one of
the 108 Names for Lord Surya/Sun God.
Royal names incorporating Mithra's (e.g., "Mithradates") appear in the dynasties of Parthia, Armenia, and in Anatolia, in Pontus and
Cappadocia.
The youthful Apollonian-type Mithra is found in images from other countries of Iranian culture in the Parthian period, such as Commagene
in the Roman-Parthian border and the Kushan Empire on the Indo-Iranian border.

Twelfe disciples of Mithras
Persian and Parthian-speaking Manichaeans used the name of Mithra current in their time (Mihryazd, q.e. Mithra-yazata) for two different
Manichaean angels.
The first, called Mihryazd by the Persians, was the "Living Spirit" (Aramaic rūḥā ḥayyā), a savior-figure who rescues the "First Man" from
the demonic Darkness into which he had plunged.
The second, known as Mihr or Mihr Yazd among the Parthians, is the "Messenger" (Aramaic īzgaddā), likewise a savior figure, but one
concerned with setting up the structures to liberate the Light lost when the First Man had been defeated.
The second figure mentioned above, the Third Messenger, was the helper and redeemer of mankind, and identified with another
Zoroastrian divinity, Narisaf (derived from Pahlavi Narsēh from Avestan Nairyō.saȵhō, meaning 'Potent Utterance', the name of a Yazata).
Citing Boyce, Sundermann remarks, "It was among the Parthian Manicheans that Mithra as a Sun God surpassed the importance of Narisaf
as the common Iranian image of the Third Messenger; among the Parthians the dominance of Mithra was such that his identification with
the Third Messenger led to cultic emphasis on the Mithraic traits in the Manichaean God."
Unrelated to these Mihrs are Parthian and Sogdian Mytr or Mytrg. Although sharing linguistic roots with the name Mithra, Werner
Sundermann established that those names denote Manicheanisms equivalent of Maitreya.

The Achaemenid Empire is noted in Western history as the antagonist of the Greek city-states during the Greco-Persian
Wars and for the emancipation of the Jewish exiles in Babylon. The historical mark of the empire went far beyond its
territorial and military influences and included cultural, social, technological and religious influences as well. Despite the
lasting conflict between the two states, many Athenians adopted Achaemenid customs in their daily lives in a reciprocal
cultural exchange, some being employed by or allied to the Persian kings. The impact of Cyrus's edict is mentioned in JudeoChristian texts, and the empire was instrumental in the spread of Zoroastrianism as far east as China. The empire also set
the tone for the politics, heritage and history of Iran (also officially known as Persia).
The Persian nation contains a number of tribes as listed here. ... : the Pasargadae, Maraphii, and Maspii, upon which all the
other tribes are dependent. Of these, the Pasargadae are the most distinguished; they contain the clan of the Achaemenids
from which spring the Perseid kings. Other tribes are the Panthialaei, Derusiaei, Germanii, all of which are attached to the
soil, the remainder -the Dai, Mardi, Dropici, Sagarti, being nomadic.
— Herodotus, Histories

The Achaemenid Empire was created by nomadic Persians. The name "Persia" is a Greek and Latin pronunciation of the
native word referring to the country of the people originating from Persis their home territory located north of the Persian
Gulf in south-western Iran.
The Achaemenid Empire was not the first Iranian empire, as by 6th century BC another group of ancient Iranian peoples had
already established the short-lived Median Empire. The Medes had originally been the dominant Iranian group in the
region, freeing themselves of Assyrian domination and rising to power at the end of the seventh century BC, incorporating
the Persians into their empire.

Assyria, also called the Assyrian Empire, was a Mesopotamian kingdom and empire of the ancient Near East and the Levant.
It existed as a state from perhaps as early as the 25th century BC in the form of the Assur city-state, until its collapse
between 612 BC and 609 BC, spanning the Early to Middle Bronze Age through to the late Iron Age. From the end of the
seventh century BC (when the Neo-Assyrian state fell) to the mid-seventh century AD, it survived as a geopolitical entity, for
the most part ruled by foreign powers such as the Parthian and early Sasanian Empires between the mid-second century BC
and late third century AD, the final part of which period saw Mesopotamia become a major centre of Syriac Christianity and
the birthplace of the Church of the East.
A largely Semitic-speaking realm, it was centred on the Tigris in Upper Mesopotamia (modern northern Iraq, northeastern
Syria, southeastern Turkey and the northwestern fringes of Iran), the Assyrians came to rule powerful empires at several
times. Making up a substantial part of the greater Mesopotamian "cradle of civilization", which included Sumer, the
Akkadian Empire, and Babylonia, Assyria was at the height of technological, scientific and cultural achievements for its time.
At its peak, the Neo-Assyrian Empire stretched from Cyprus and the East Mediterranean to Iran, and from what is now
Armenia and Azerbaijan in the Caucasus, to the Arabian Peninsula, Egypt and eastern Libya.

Assyria is named after its original capital, the ancient city of Aššur, which dates to c. 2600 BC, originally one of a number of
Akkadian-speaking city states in Mesopotamia. In the 25th and 24th centuries BC, Assyrian kings were pastoral leaders.
From the late 24th century BC, the Assyrians became subject to Sargon of Akkad, who united all the Akkadian- and
Sumerian-speaking peoples of Mesopotamia under the Akkadian Empire, which lasted from c. 2334 BC to 2154 BC. After its
fall from power, the greater remaining part of Assyria was a geopolitical region and province of other empires, although
between the mid-2nd century BC and late 3rd century AD a patchwork of small independent Assyrian kingdoms arose in the
form of Ashur, Adiabene, Osroene, Beth Nuhadra, Beth Garmai and Hatra.
The region of Assyria fell under the successive control of the Median Empire, the Achaemenid Empire, the Macedonian
Empire, the Seleucid Empire, the Parthian Empire, the Roman Empire (only for a year) and the Sasanian Empire. The Arab
Islamic Conquest in the mid-seventh century finally dissolved Assyria (Assuristan) as a single entity, after which the remnants
of the Assyrian people (by now Christians) gradually became an ethnic, linguistic, cultural and religious minority in the
Assyrian homeland, surviving there to this day as an indigenous people of the region.

Assyria was also sometimes known as Subartu and Azuhinum prior to the rise of the city-state of Ashur, after which it was
Aššūrāyu, and after its fall, from 605 BC through to the late seventh century AD variously as Achaemenid Assyria, and also
referenced as Atouria, Ator, Athor, and sometimes as Syria which etymologically derives from Assyria according to Strabo,
Syria (Greek), Assyria (Latin) and Asōristān (Middle Persian). "Assyria" can also refer to the geographic region or heartland
where Assyria, its empires and the Assyrian people were (and still are) centered.
The indigenous modern Eastern Aramaic-speaking Assyrian Christian ethnic minority in northern Iraq, north east Syria,
southeast Turkey and northwest Iran are the descendants of the ancient Assyrians (see Assyrian continuity).
As Babylonia is called after the city of Babylon, Assyria means "land of Asshur"
In prehistoric times, the region that was to become known as Assyria (and Subartu) was home to a Neanderthal culture such
as has been found at the Shanidar Cave. The earliest Neolithic sites in what will be Assyria were the Jarmo culture c. 7100
BC, the Halaf culture c. 6100 BC, and the Hassuna culture c. 6000 BC.

The Akkadian-speaking people (the earliest historically-attested Semitic-speaking people) who would eventually found
Assyria appear to have entered Mesopotamia at some point during the latter 4th millennium BC (c. 3500–3000
BC),eventually intermingling with the earlier Sumerian-speaking population, with Akkadian names appearing in written
record from as early as the 29th century BC.
During the 3rd millennium BC, a very intimate cultural symbiosis developed between the Sumerians and the Akkadians
throughout Mesopotamia, which included widespread bilingualism.The influence of Sumerian (a language isolate) on
Akkadian, and vice versa, is evident in all areas, from lexical borrowing on a massive scale, to syntactic, morphological, and
phonological convergence. This has prompted scholars to refer to Sumerian and Akkadian in the third millennium BC as a
sprachbund.Akkadian gradually replaced Sumerian as the spoken language of Mesopotamia somewhere after the turn of
the 3rd and the 2nd millennium BC (the exact dating being a matter of debate), although Sumerian continued to be used as
a sacred, ceremonial, literary and scientific language in Mesopotamia until the 1st century AD, as did use of the Akkadian
cuneiform.

The cities of Assur, Nineveh, Gasur and Arbela together with a number of other towns and cities, existed since at least before
the middle of the 3rd millennium BC (c. 2600 BC), although they appear to have been Sumerian-ruled administrative centres
at this time, rather than independent states.
Greco-Roman classical writers such as Julius Africanus, Marcus Velleius Paterculus and Diodorus Siculus dated the founding
of Assyria to various dates between 2284 BC and 2057 BC, listing the earliest king as Belus or Ninus.
According to the Biblical generations of Noah, which appears to have been largely compiled between the 7th and 5th
centuries BC, the city of Aššur was allegedly founded by a biblical Ashur the son of Shem, who was deified by later

generations as the city's patron god. However, the much older attested Assyrian tradition itself lists the first king of Assyria
as the 25th century BC Tudiya, and an early urbanised Assyrian king named Ushpia (c. 2050 BC) as having dedicated the first
temple to the god Ashur in the city in the mid-21st century BC. It is highly likely that the city was named in honour of its
patron Assyrian god with the same name.
The city of Aššur, together with a number of other Assyrian cities, seem to have been established by 2600 BC. However it is
likely that they were initially Sumerian-dominated administrative centres. In the late 26th century BC, Eannatum of Lagash,
then the dominant Sumerian ruler in Mesopotamia, mentions "smiting Subartu" (Subartu being the Sumerian name for
Assyria). Similarly, in c. the early 25th century BC, Lugal-Anne-Mundu the king of the Sumerian state of Adab lists Subartu as
paying tribute to him.
Of the early history of the kingdom of Assyria, little is known. In the Assyrian King List, the earliest king recorded was Tudiya.
According to Georges Roux he would have lived in the mid 25th century BC, i.e. circa 2450 BC. In archaeological reports from
Ebla, it appeared that Tudiya's activities were confirmed with the discovery of a tablet where he concluded a treaty for the
operation of a karum (trading colony) in Eblaite territory, with "king" Ibrium of Ebla (who is now known to have been the
vizier of Ebla for king Ishar-Damu).

Tudiya was succeeded on the list by Adamu, the first known reference to the Semitic name Adam and then a further thirteen
rulers (Yangi, Suhlamu, Harharu, Mandaru, Imsu, Harsu, Didanu, Hanu, Zuabu, Nuabu, Abazu, Belus and Azarah). Nothing
concrete is yet known about these names, although it has been noted that a much later Babylonian tablet listing the
ancestral lineage of Hammurabi, the Amorite king of Babylon, seems to have copied the same names from Tudiya through
Nuabu, though in a heavily corrupted form.

The earliest kings, such as Tudiya, who are recorded as kings who lived in tents, were independent semi-nomadic pastoralist
rulers. These kings at some point became fully urbanised and founded the city state of Ashur in the mid 21st century BC.
Akkadian Empire and Neo-Sumerian Empires
During the Akkadian Empire (2334–2154 BC), the Assyrians, like all the Akkadian-speaking Mesopotamians (and also the
Sumerians), became subject to the dynasty of the city state of Akkad, centered in central Mesopotamia. The Akkadian
Empire founded by Sargon the Great claimed to encompass the surrounding "four quarters". The region of Assyria, north of
the seat of the empire in central Mesopotamia, had also been known as Subartu by the Sumerians, and the name Azuhinum
in Akkadian records also seems to refer to Assyria proper. The Sumerians were eventually absorbed into the Akkadian
(Assyro-Babylonian) population.
Assyrian rulers were subject to Sargon and his successors, and the city of Ashur became a regional administrative center of
the Empire, implicated by the Nuzi tablets. During this period, the Akkadian-speaking Semites of Mesopotamia came to rule

an empire encompassing not only Mesopotamia itself but large swathes of Asia Minor, ancient Iran, Elam, the Arabian
Peninsula, Canaan and Syria.
Assyria seems to have already been firmly involved in trade in Asia Minor by this time; the earliest known reference to
Anatolian karu in Hatti was found on later cuneiform tablets describing the early period of the Akkadian Empire (c. 2350 BC).
On those tablets, Assyrian traders in Burushanda implored the help of their ruler, Sargon the Great, and this appellation
continued to exist throughout the Assyrian Empire for about 1,700 years. The name "Hatti" itself even appears in later
accounts of his grandson, Naram-Sin, campaigning in Anatolia.

Assyrian and Akkadian traders spread the use of writing in the form of the Mesopotamian cuneiform script to Asia Minor
and the Levant (modern Syria and Lebanon). However, towards the end of the reign of Sargon the Great, the Assyrian
faction rebelled against him; "the tribes of Assyria of the upper country—in their turn attacked, but they submitted to his
arms, and Sargon settled their habitations, and he smote them grievously".
The Akkadian Empire was destroyed by economic decline and internal civil war, followed by attacks from barbarian Gutian
people in 2154 BC. The rulers of Assyria during the period between c. 2154 BC and 2112 BC once again became fully
independent, as the Gutians are only known to have administered southern Mesopotamia. However, the king list is the only
information from Assyria for this period.
Most of Assyria briefly became part of the Neo-Sumerian Empire (or 3rd dynasty of Ur) founded in c. 2112 BC. Sumerian
domination extended as far as the city of Ashur, but appears not to have reached Nineveh and the far north of Assyria. One
local ruler (shakkanakku) named Zāriqum (who does not appear on any Assyrian king list) is listed as paying tribute to AmarSin of Ur. Ashur's rulers appear to have remained largely under Sumerian domination until the mid-21st century BC (c. 2050
BC); the king list names Assyrian rulers for this period and several are known from other references to have also borne the
title of shakkanakka or vassal governors for the neo-Sumerians.

The Old Assyrian Empire is one of four periods into which the history of Assyria is divided, the other three being: the Early
Assyrian Period, the Middle Assyrian Period and the New Assyrian Period. Assyria was a major Mesopotamian Afro-Asiaticspeaking kingdom and empire of the ancient Near East. Centered on the Tigris-Euphrates River System in Upper
Mesopotamia, the Assyrian people came to rule powerful empires at several times. Making up a substantial part of the
"Cradle of Civilization", which included Sumer, the Akkadian Empire, and Babylonia, Assyria was at the height of
technological, scientific and cultural achievements at its peak.
At its peak, the Assyrian empire ruled over what the ancient Mesopotamian religion referred to as the "Four Corners of the
World": as far north as the Caucasus Mountains within the territory of present-day Armenia and the Republic of Azerbaijan,
as far east as the Zagros Mountains within the territory of present-day Islamic Republic of Iran, as far south as the Arabian

Desert of today's Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, as far west as the island of Cyprus in the Mediterranean Sea, and even further to
the west in Egypt and eastern Libya.
Assyria is named for its original capital, the ancient city of Aššur, which dates to c. 2600 BC, originally one of a number of
Akkadian city states in Mesopotamia. Assyria was also sometimes known as Subartu and Azuhinum prior to the rise of the
city-state of Aššūr, after which it was Aššūrāyu, and after its fall.

Ushpia (2050–2030 BC) appears to have been the first fully urbanised independent king of Assyria, and is traditionally held
to have dedicated temples to the god Ashur in the city of the same name.He was followed by Sulili, Kikkiya and Akiya, of
whom little is known aside from Kikkiya conducting various building works in Assur.
Assyria remained strong and secure; when Babylon was sacked and its Amorite rulers deposed by the Hittite Empire, and
subsequently fell to the Kassites in 1595 BC, both powers were unable to make any inroads into Assyria, and there seems to
have been no trouble between the first Kassite ruler of Babylon, Agum II, and Erishum III (1598–1586 BC) of Assyria, and a
mutually beneficial treaty was signed between the two rulers. Shamshi-Adad II (1585–1580 BC), Ishme-Dagan II (1579–1562
BC) and Shamshi-Adad III (1562–1548 BC) seem also to have had peaceful tenures, although few records have thus far been
discovered about their reigns. Similarly, Ashur-nirari I (1547–1522 BC) seems not to have been troubled by the newly
founded Mitanni Empire in Asia Minor, the Hittite empire, or Babylon during his 25-year reign. He is known to have been an
active king, improving the infrastructure, dedicating temples and conducting various building projects throughout the
kingdom.

The emergence of the Mitanni Empire in the 16th century BC did eventually lead to a short period of sporadic MitannianHurrian domination in the latter half of the 15th century. The Indo-European-speaking Mitannians are thought to have
conquered and formed the ruling class over the indigenous Hurrians of eastern Anatolia. The Hurrians spoke a language
isolate, i.e. neither Semitic nor Indo-European. Ashur-nadin-ahhe I (1450–1431 BC) was courted by the Egyptians, who were
rivals of Mitanni, and attempting to gain a foothold in the Near East. Amenhotep II sent the Assyrian king a tribute of gold to
seal an alliance against the Hurri-Mitannian empire. It is likely that this alliance prompted Saushtatar, the emperor of
Mitanni, to invade Assyria, and sack the city of Ashur, after which Assyria became a sometime vassal state, with Ashurnadin-ahhe I being deposed by Shaustatar and replaced by his own brother Enlil-nasir II (1430–1425 BC) in 1430 BC, who
was then made to pay tribute to the Mitanni. Ashur-nirari II (1424–1418 BC) had an uneventful reign, and appears to have
also paid tribute to the Mitanni Empire. The Assyrian monarchy survived, and the Mitannian influence appears to have been
short lived.
They appear not to have been always willing or indeed able to interfere in Assyrian internal and international affairs. Ashurbel-nisheshu (1417–1409 BC) seems to have been independent of Mitannian influence, as evidenced by his signing a
mutually beneficial treaty with Karaindash, the Kassite king of Babylonia in the late 15th century. He also undertook
extensive rebuilding work in Ashur itself, and Assyria appears to have redeveloped its former highly sophisticated financial

and economic systems during his reign. Ashur-rim-nisheshu (1408–1401 BC) also undertook building work, strengthening the
city walls of the capital. Ashur-nadin-ahhe II (1400–1393 BC) also received a tribute of gold and diplomatic overtures from
Egypt, probably in an attempt to gain Assyrian military support against Egypt's Mitannian and Hittite rivals in the region.
However, the Assyrian king
of Ashur-bel-nisheshu, ascended the throne in 1392 BC and finally broke the ties to the Mitanni Empire, and instead began
to exert Assyrian influence on the Mitanni. appears not to have been in a strong enough position to challenge Mitanni or the
Hittites.

The Middle period (1365 BC–1056 BC) saw reigns of great kings, such as Ashur-uballit I, Arik-den-ili, Tukulti-Ninurta I and
Tiglath-Pileser I. During this period, Assyria overthrew the empire of the Hurri-Mitanni and eclipsed the Hittite Empire,
Egyptian Empire, Babylonia, Elam, Canaan and Phrygia in the Near East.
By the reign of Eriba-Adad I (1392–1366 BC) Mitanni influence over Assyria was on the wane. Eriba-Adad I became involved
in a dynastic battle between Tushratta and his brother Artatama II and after this his son Shuttarna III, who called himself
king of the Hurri while seeking support from the Assyrians. The Hittites, having failed to save Mitanni, allied with Babylon in
an unsuccessful economic war against Assyria for many years. Assyria was now a large and powerful empire, and a major
threat to Egyptian and Hittite interests in the region, and was perhaps the reason that these two powers, fearful of Assyrian
might, made peace with one another.
Shalmaneser's son and successor, Tukulti-Ninurta I (1244–1207 BC), won a major victory against the Hittites and their king
Tudhaliya IV at the Battle of Nihriya and took thousands of prisoners. He then conquered Babylonia, taking Kashtiliash IV as
a captive and ruled there himself as king for seven years, taking on the old title "King of Sumer and Akkad" first used by
Sargon of Akkad. Tukulti-Ninurta I thus became the first Akkadian speaking native Mesopotamian to rule the state of
Babylonia, its founders having been foreign Amorites, succeeded by equally foreign Kassites. Tukulti-Ninurta petitioned the
god Shamash before beginning his counter offensive. Kashtiliash IV was captured, single-handed by Tukulti-Ninurta
according to his account, who "trod with my feet upon his lordly neck as though it were a footstool and deported him
ignominiously in chains to Assyria. The victorious Assyrians demolished the walls of Babylon, massacred many of the
inhabitants, pillaged and plundered his way across the city to the Esagila temple, where he made off with the statue of
Marduk.

Middle Assyrian texts recovered at ancient Dūr-Katlimmu, include a letter from Tukulti-Ninurta to his sukkal rabi'u, or grand
vizier, Ashur-iddin advising him of the approach of his general Shulman-mushabshu escorting the captive Kashtiliash, his
wife, and his retinue which incorporated a large number of women,on his way to exile after his defeat. In the process he
defeated the Elamites, who had themselves coveted Babylon. He also wrote an epic poem documenting his wars against
Babylon and Elam. He progressed further south into what is today Arabia, conquering the pre-Arab South Semitic kingdoms
of Dilmun and Meluhha. After a Babylonian revolt, he raided and plundered the temples in Babylon, regarded as an act of
sacrilege. As relations with the priesthood in Ashur began deteriorating, Tukulti-Ninurta built a new capital city; Kar-TukultiNinurta.

The Aramaeans of northern and central Syria were the next targets of the Assyrian king, who made his way as far as the
sources of the Tigris The control of the high road to the Mediterranean was secured by the possession of the Hittite town of
Pitru at the junction between the Euphrates and Sajur; thence he proceeded to conquer the Canaanite/Phoenician city-states
of Byblos, Tyre, Sidon, Simyra, Berytus (Beirut), Aradus and finally Arvad where he embarked onto a ship to sail the
Mediterranean, on which he killed a nahiru or "sea-horse" (which A. Leo Oppenheim translates as a narwhal) in the sea. He
was passionately fond of hunting and was also a great builder. The general view is that the restoration of the temple of the
gods Ashur and Hadad at the Assyrian capital of Assur (Ashur) was one of his initiatives.

Ashur-bel-kala (1073–1056 BC) kept the vast empire together, campaigning successfully against Urartu and Phrygia to the
north and the Arameans to the west. He maintained friendly relations with Marduk-shapik-zeri of Babylon, however upon
the death of that king, he invaded Babylonia and deposed the new ruler Kadašman-Buriaš, appointing Adad-apla-iddina as
his vassal in Babylon. He built some of the earliest examples of both Zoological Gardens and Botanical Gardens in Ashur,
collecting all manner of animals and plants from his empire, and receiving a collection of exotic animals as tributes from
Egypt.
Late in his reign, the Middle Assyrian Empire erupted into civil war, when a rebellion was orchestrated by Tukulti-Mer, a
pretender to the throne of Assyria. Ashur-bel-kala eventually crushed Tukulti-Mer and his allies, however the civil war in
Assyria had allowed hordes of Arameans to take advantage of the situation, and press in on Assyrian controlled territory
from the west. Ashur-bel-kala counterattacked them, and conquered as far as Carchemish and the source of the Khabur
river, but by the end of his reign many of the areas of Syria and Phoenicia-Canaan to the west of these regions as far as the
Mediterranean, previously under firm Assyrian control, were eventually lost to the Assyrian Empire.

The Middle Assyrian kingdom was well organized, and in the firm control of the king, who also functioned as the High Priest
of Ashur, the state god. He had certain obligations to fulfill in the cult, and had to provide resources for the temples. The
priesthood became a major power in Assyrian society. Conflicts with the priesthood are thought to have been behind the
murder of king Tukulti-Ninurta I.
The Middle Assyrian Period was marked by the long wars fought that helped build Assyria into a warrior society. The king
depended on both the citizen class and priests in his capital, and the landed nobility who supplied the horses needed by
Assyria's military. Documents and letters illustrate the importance of the latter to Assyrian society. Assyria needed less
artificial irrigation than Babylonia, and horse-breeding was extensive. Portions of elaborate texts about the care and
training of them have been found. Trade was carried out in all directions. The mountain country to the north and west of
Assyria was a major source of metal ore, as well as lumber. Economic factors were a common casus belli.
All free male citizens were obliged to serve in the army for a time, a system which was called the ilku-service. A legal code
was produced during the 14th and 13th centuries which, among other things, clearly shows that the social position of
women in Assyria was lower than that of neighbouring societies. Men were permitted to divorce their wives with no

compensation paid to the latter. If a woman committed adultery, she could be beaten or put to death. It's not certain if
these laws were seriously enforced, but they appear to be a backlash against some older documents that granted things like
equal compensation to both partners in divorce.
The women of the king's harem and their servants were also subject to harsh punishments, such as beatings, mutilation, and
death. Assyria, in general, had much harsher laws than most of the region. Executions were not uncommon, nor were
whippings followed by forced labour. Some offenses allowed the accused a trial under torture or duress. One tablet that
covers property rights has brutal penalties for violators. A creditor could force debtors to work for him, but not sell them.

In the Middle Assyrian Laws, sex crimes were punished identically whether they were homosexual or heterosexual. An
individual faced no punishment for penetrating a cult prostitute, someone of an equal social class, or someone whose
gender roles were not considered solidly masculine. Such sexual relations were even seen as good fortune. However,
homosexual relationships with royal attendants, between soldiers, or with those where a social better was submissive or
penetrated were either treated as rape or seen as bad omens, and punishments applied. One historian notes that the laws
would not be so detailed "if homosexual behavior were not a familiar aspect of daily life of early Mesopotamia".
Furthermore, the article 'Homosexualität' in Reallexicon der Assyriologie states, "Homosexuality in itself is thus nowhere
condemned as licentiousness, as immorality, as social disorder, or as transgressing any human or divine law. Anyone could
practice it freely, just as anyone could visit a prostitute, provided it was done without violence and without compulsion, and
preferably as far as taking the passive role was concerned, with specialists. That there was nothing religiously amiss with
homosexual love between men is seen by the fact that they prayed for divine blessing on it. It seems clear that the
Mesopotamians saw nothing wrong in homosexual acts between consenting adults".
The Bronze Age Collapse from 1200 BC to 900 BC was a dark age for the entire Near East, North Africa, Asia Minor,
Caucasus, Mediterranean and Balkan regions, with great upheavals and mass movements of people.

Assyria and its empire were not unduly affected by these tumultuous events for some 150 years, perhaps the only ancient
power that was not. However, upon the death of Ashur-bel-kala in 1056 BC, Assyria went into a comparative decline for the
next 100 or so years. The empire shrank significantly, and by 1020 BC Assyria appears to have controlled only areas close to
Assyria itself, essential to keeping trade routes open in eastern Aramea, South Eastern Asia Minor, central Mesopotamia and
north western Iran.
New West Semitic-speaking peoples such as the Arameans, Chaldeans and Suteans moved into areas to the west and south
of Assyria, including overrunning much of Babylonia to the south, Indo-European speaking Iranic peoples such as the Medes,
Persians, Sarmatians and Parthians moved into the lands to the east of Assyria, displacing the native Kassites and Gutians
and pressuring Elam and Mannea (all of which ancient non Indo-European civilisations of Ancient Iran), and to the north in
Asia Minor the Phrygians overran that part of the Hittites not already destroyed by Assyria, and Lydia emerged, a new

Hurrian state named Urartu arose in the Caucasus, and Cimmerians, Colchians (Georgians) and Scythians around the Black
Sea and Caucasus. Egypt was divided and in disarray, and Israelites were battling with other West Asian peoples such as the
Amalekites, Moabites, Edomites and Ammonites and the non-Semitic-speaking Peleset/Philistines (who have been
conjectured to be one of the so-called Sea Peoples) for the control of southern Canaan. Dorian Greeks usurped the earlier
Mycenaean Greeks in western Asia Minor, and the Sea Peoples ravaged the Eastern Mediterranean.
Other new peoples, such as the Sarmatians, Arabs, Nubians and Kushites were to emerge later, during the Neo-Assyrian
Empire.

Despite the apparent weakness of Assyria in comparison to its former might, at heart it in fact remained a solid, well
defended nation whose warriors were the best in the world. Assyria, with its stable monarchy, powerful army and secure
borders was in a stronger position during this time than potential rivals such as Egypt, Babylonia, Elam, Phrygia, Urartu,
Persia, Lydia and Media. Kings such as Ashur-bel-kala, Eriba-Adad II, Ashur-rabi II, Ashurnasirpal I, Tiglath-Pileser II and
Ashur-Dan II successfully defended Assyria's borders and upheld stability during this tumultuous time.
Assyrian kings during this period appear to have adopted a policy of maintaining and defending a compact, secure nation
and satellite colonies immediately surrounding it, and interspersed this with sporadic punitive raids and invasions of
neighbouring territories when the need arose.
The Neo-Assyrian Empire is usually considered to have begun with the ascension of Adad-nirari II, in 911 BC, lasting until the
fall of Nineveh at the hands of the Medes/Persians and Babylonians, Chaldeans in 609 BC.
Assyria maintained a large and thriving rural population, combined with a number of well-fortified cities, Major Assyrian
cities during this period included; Nineveh, Assur, Kalhu (Calah, Nimrud), Arbela (Erbil), Arrapha (Karka, Kirkuk), DurSharrukin, Imgur-Enlil, Carchemish, Harran, Tushhan, Til-Barsip, Ekallatum, Kanesh, Kar-Tukulti-Ninurta, Urhai (Edessa),
Guzana, Kahat, Amid (Diyarbakir), Mérida (Mardin, Tabitu, Nuhadra (Dohuk), Ivah, Sepharvaim, Rachae, Purushanda,
Sabata, Birtha (Tikrit), Tell Shemshara, Dur-Katlimmu and Shekhna.

Assyria once more began to expand with the rise of Adad-nirari II in 911 BC. He cleared Aramean and other tribal peoples
from Assyria's borders and began to expand in all directions into Anatolia, Ancient Iran, Levant and Babylonia.
Ashurnasirpal II (883–859 BC) continued this expansion apace, subjugating much of the Levant to the west, the newly
arrived Persians and Medes to the east, annexed central Mesopotamia from Babylon to the south, and expanded deep into
Asia Minor to the north. He moved the capital from Ashur to Kalhu (Calah/Nimrud) and undertook impressive building works
throughout Assyria. Shalmaneser III (859–824 BC) projected Assyrian power even further, conquering to the foothills of the
Caucasus, Israel and Aram-Damascus, and subjugating Persia and the Arabs who dwelt to the south of Mesopotamia, as

well as driving the Egyptians from Canaan. It was during the reign of Shalmaneser III that the Arabs and Chaldeans first
enter the pages of recorded history.

Little further expansion took place under Shamshi-Adad V and his successor, the regent queen Semiramis, however when
Adad-nirari III (811–783 BC) came of age, he took the reins of power from mother and set about a relentless campaign of
conquest; subjugated the Arameans, Phoenicians, Philistines, Israelites, Neo-Hittites and Edomites, Persians, Medes and
Manneans, penetrating as far as the Caspian Sea. He invaded and subjugated Babylonia, and then the migrant Chaldean
and Sutean tribes settled in south eastern Mesopotamia whom he conquered and reduced to vassalage.
After the reign of Adad-nirari III, Assyria entered a period of instability and decline, losing its hold over most of its vassal and
tributary territories by the middle of the 8th century BC, until the reign of Tiglath-Pileser III (745–727 BC). He created the
world's first professional army, introduced Imperial Aramaic as the lingua franca of Assyria and its vast empire, and
reorganised the empire drastically. Tiglath-Pileser III conquered as far as the East Mediterranean, bringing the Greeks of
Cyprus, Phoenicia, Judah, Philistia, Samarra and the whole of Aramea under Assyrian control. Not satisfied with merely
holding Babylonia in vassalage, Tiglath-Pileser deposed its king and had himself crowned king of Babylon. The imperial,
economic, political, military and administrative reforms of Tiglath-Pileser III were to prove a blueprint for future empires,
such as those of the Persians, Greeks, Romans, Carthaginians, Byzantines, Arabs and Turks.

Shalmaneser V reigned only briefly, but once more drove the Egyptians from southern Canaan, where they were fomenting
revolt against Assyria. Sargon II quickly took Samaria, effectively ending the northern Kingdom of Israel and carrying 27,000
people away into captivity into the Israelite diaspora.
(Die Zahlen soll man nicht so ernst nehmen. Basarkultur. Wir kennen das auch in der modernen Geschichtsschreibung.)
He was forced to fight a war to drive out the Scythians and Cimmerians who had attempted to invade Assyria's vassal states
of Persia and Media. The Neo-Hittite states of northern Syria were conquered, as well as Cilicia. Lydia and Commagene. King
Midas of Phrygia, fearful of Assyrian power, offered his hand in friendship. Elam was defeated and Babylonia and Chaldea
reconquered. He made a new capital city named Dur Sharrukin. He was succeeded by his son Sennacherib who moved the
capital to Nineveh and made the deported peoples work on improving Nineveh's system of irrigation canals. Nineveh was
transformed into the largest city in the world at the time.
Esarhaddon had Babylon rebuilt, he imposed a vassal treaty upon his Persian, Median and Parthian subjects, and he once
more defeated the Scythes and Cimmerians. Tiring of Egyptian interference in the Assyrian Empire, Esarhaddon decided to
conquer Egypt. In 671 BC he crossed the Sinai Desert, invaded and took Egypt with surprising ease and speed. He drove its
foreign Nubian/Kushite and Ethiopian rulers out, destroying the Kushite Empire in the process. Esarhaddon declared himself
"king of Egypt, Libya, and Kush". Esarhaddon stationed a small army in northern Egypt and describes how; "All Ethiopians

(read Nubians/Kushites) I deported from Egypt, leaving not one left to do homage to me". He installed native Egyptian
princes throughout the land to rule on his behalf.
Assyrian Empire to the death of Ashurbanipal,in dark green the pahitu/pahutu (provinces),in yellow the matu (subjects
kingdoms), in cream color the Babylon kingdom, the yellow points show other subjects kingdoms, the black points show the
pahitu/pahutu (provinces) of Babylon kingdom, and the brown letters provinces that existed previously
Under Ashurbanipal (669–627 BC), an unusually well-educated king for his time who could speak, read and write in
Sumerian, Akkadian and Aramaic, Assyrian domination spanned from the Caucasus Mountains (modern Armenia, Georgia
and Azerbaijan) in the north to Nubia, Egypt, Libya and Arabia in the south, and from the East Mediterranean, Cyprus and
Antioch in the west to Persia, Cissia and the Caspian Sea in the east.

Ultimately, Assyria conquered Babylonia, Chaldea, Elam, Media, Persia, Urartu (Armenia), Phoenicia, Aramea/Syria, Phrygia,
the Neo-Hittite States, the Hurrian lands, Arabia, Gutium, Israel, Judah, Samarra, Moab, Edom, Corduene, Cilicia, Mannea,
and Cyprus, and defeated and/or exacted tribute from Scythia, Cimmeria, Lydia, Nubia, Ethiopia and others. At its height,
the Empire encompassed the whole of the modern nations of Iraq, Syria, Egypt, Lebanon, Israel, Palestine, Jordan, Kuwait,
Bahrain, Palestine and Cyprus, together with large swathes of Iran, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Sudan, Libya, Armenia, Georgia
and Azerbaijan.
The Assyrian Empire was severely crippled following the death of Ashurbanipal in 627 BC, the nation and its empire
descending into a prolonged and brutal series of civil wars involving three rival kings, Ashur-etil-ilani, Sin-shumu-lishir and
Sin-shar-ishkun. Egypt's 26th Dynasty, which had been installed by the Assyrians as vassals, quietly detached itself from
Assyria, although it was careful to retain friendly relations.

The Scythians and Cimmerians took advantage of the bitter fighting among the Assyrians to raid Assyrian colonies, with
hordes of horse-borne marauders ravaging parts of Asia Minor and the Caucasus, where the vassal kings of Urartu and Lydia
begged their Assyrian overlord for help in vain. They also raided the Levant, Israel and Judah (where Ashkelon was sacked by
the Scythians) and all the way into Egypt whose coasts were ravaged and looted with impunity.
The Iranic peoples (the Medes, Persians and Parthians), aided by the previous Assyrian destruction of the hitherto dominant
Elamites of Ancient Iran, also took advantage of the upheavals in Assyria to coalesce into a powerful Median-dominated
force which destroyed the pre-Iranic kingdom of Mannea and absorbed the remnants of the pre-Iranic Elamites of southern
Iran, and the equally pre-Iranic Gutians, Manneans and Kassites of the Zagros Mountains and the Caspian Sea.
Cyaxares (technically a vassal of Assyria), in an alliance with the Scythians and Cimmerians, launched a surprise attack on a
civil war beleaguered Assyria in 615 BC, sacking Kalhu (the Biblical Calah/Nimrud) and taking Arrapha (modern Kirkuk) and
Gasur. Nabopolassar, still pinned down in southern Mesopotamia by Assyrian forces, was completely uninvolved in this
major breakthrough against Assyria.

Despite the sorely depleted state of Assyria, bitter fighting ensued; throughout 614 BC the Medes continued to gradually
make hard fought inroads into Assyria itself, scoring a decisive and devastating victory over the Assyrian forces at the battle
of Assur. In 613 BC, however, the Assyrians scored a number of counterattacking victories over the Medes-Persians,
Babylonians-Chaldeans and Scythians-Cimmerians. This led to the unification of the forces ranged against Assyria who
launched a massive combined attack, finally besieging and entering Nineveh in late 612 BC, with Sin-shar-ishkun being slain
in the bitter street by street fighting. Despite the loss of almost all of its major cities, and in the face of overwhelming odds,
Assyrian resistance continued under Ashur-uballit II (612–609 BC), who fought his way out of Nineveh and coalesced
Assyrian forces around Harran which finally fell in 609 BC. The same year, Ashur-uballit II besieged Harran with the help of
the Egyptian army, but this failed too, and this last defeat ended the Assyrian Empire.During the aftermath, Egypt, along
with remnants of the Assyrian army, suffered a defeat at the battle of Carchemish, in 605 BC, but the Assyrian troops did not
participate to this battle as the army of the Assyrian state because certainly by 609 BC at the very latest,Assyria had been
destroyed as an independent political entity, although it was to launch major rebellions against the Achaemenid Empire in
546 BC and 520 BC, and remained a geo-political region, ethnic entity and colonised province.

Assyria was initially ruled by the short-lived Median Empire (609–549 BC) after its fall. In a twist of fate, Nabonidus, the last
king of Babylon (together with his son and co-regent Belshazzar), was himself an Assyrian from Harran. He had overthrown
the short-lived Chaldean dynasty in Babylonia, after which the Chaldeans disappeared from history, being fully absorbed
into the native population of Babylonia. However, apart from plans to dedicate religious temples in the city of Harran,
Nabonidus showed little interest in rebuilding Assyria. Nineveh and Kalhu remained in ruins with only small numbers of
Assyrians living within them; conversely, a number of towns and cities, such as Arrapkha, Guzana, Nohadra and Harran,
remained intact, and Assur and Arbela (Irbil) were not completely destroyed, as is attested by their later revival. However,
Assyria spent much of this short period in a degree of devastation, following its fall.

After the Medes were overthrown by the Persians as the dominant force in Ancient Iran, Assyria was ruled by the Persian
Achaemenid Empire (as Athura) from 549 BC to 330 BC (see Achaemenid Assyria). Between 546 and 545 BC, Assyria rebelled
against the new Persian Dynasty, which had usurped the previous Median dynasty. The rebellion centered around Tyareh
was eventually quashed by Cyrus the Great.
Assyria seems to have recovered dramatically, and flourished during this period. It became a major agricultural and
administrative centre of the Achaemenid Empire, and its soldiers were a mainstay of the Persian Army. In fact, Assyria even
became powerful enough to raise another full-scale revolt against the Persian empire in 520–519 BC.
The Persians had spent centuries under Assyrian domination (their first ruler Achaemenes and his successors, having been
vassals of Assyria), and Assyrian influence can be seen in Achaemenid art, infrastructure and administration. Early Persian
rulers saw themselves as successors to Ashurbanipal, and Mesopotamian Aramaic was retained as the lingua franca of the
empire for over two hundred years, and Greek writers such as Thucydides still referred to it as the Assyrian language.
Nineveh was never rebuilt however, and 200 years after it was sacked Xenophon reported only small numbers of Assyrians
living amongst its ruins. Conversely the ancient city of Assur once more became a rich and prosperous entity.

It was in 5th century BC Assyria that the Syriac language and Syriac script evolved. Five centuries later these were later to
have a global influence as the liturgical language and written script for Syriac Christianity and its accompanying Syriac
literature which also emerged in Assyria before spreading throughout the Near East, Asia Minor, The Caucasus, Central Asia,
the Indian Subcontinent and China.
In 332 BC, Assyria fell to Alexander the Great, the Macedonian Emperor, who called the inhabitants Assyrioi. The
Macedonian Empire (332–312) was partitioned in 312 BC. It thereafter became part of the Seleucid Empire (312 BC). It is
from this period that the later Syria vs Assyria naming controversy arises, the Seleucids applied the name 'Syria' which is a
9th-century BC Indo-Anatolian derivation of 'Assyria' (see Etymology of Syria) not only to Assyria itself, but also to the
Levantine lands to the west (historically known as Aram and Eber Nari), which had been part of the Assyrian empire but, the
north east corner aside, never a part of Assyria proper.

When the Seleucids lost control of Assyria proper, the name Syria survived but was erroneously applied not only to the land
of Assyria itself, but also now to Aramea (also known as Eber Nari) to the west that had once been part of the Assyrian
empire, but apart from the north eastern corner, had never been a part of Assyria itself, nor inhabited by Assyrians. This was
to lead to both the Assyrians from Northern Mesopotamia and the Arameans and Phoenicians from the Levant being
collectively dubbed Syrians (and later also Syriacs) in Greco-Roman and later European culture, regardless of ethnicity,
history or geography.
During Seleucid rule, Assyrians ceased to hold the senior military, economic and civil positions they had enjoyed under the
Achaemenids, being largely replaced by Greeks. The Greek language also replaced Mesopotamian East Aramaic as the
lingua franca of the empire, although this did not affect the Assyrian population themselves, who were not Hellenized during
the Seleucid era.
During the Seleucid period in southern Mesopotamia, Babylon was gradually abandoned in favour of a new city named
Seleucia on the Tigris, effectively bringing an end to Babylonia as a geo-political entity.

Kaminplatte Judith Darstellung, 18.Jh. Oldenburg /
By 150 BC, Assyria was largely under the control of the Parthian Empire. The Parthians seem to have exercised only loose
control over Assyria, and between the mid 2nd century BC and 4th century AD a number of Neo-Assyrian states arose; these
included the ancient capital of Assur itself, Adiabene with its capital of Arbela (modern Irbil), Beth Nuhadra with its capital of
Nohadra (modern Dohuk), Osroene, with its capitals of Edessa and Amid (modern Sanliurfa and Diyarbakir), Hatra, and Beth
Garmai with its capital at Arrapha (modern Kirkuk). Adiabenian rulers converted to Judaism from paganism in the 1st
century. After 115 AD, there are no historic traces of Jewish royalty in Adiabene.

These freedoms were accompanied by a major Assyrian cultural revival, and temples to the Assyrian national gods Ashur,
Sin, Hadad, Ishtar, Ninurta, Tammuz and Shamash were once more dedicated throughout Assyria and Upper Mesopotamia
during this period.
In addition, Christianity arrived in Assyria soon after the death of Christ and the Assyrians began to gradually convert to
Christianity from the ancient Mesopotamian religion during the period between the early first and third centuries. Assyria
became an important centre of Syriac Christianity and Syriac Literature, with the Church of the East evolving in Assyria, and
the Syriac Orthodox Church partly also, with Osroene becoming the first independent Christian state in history.
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However, in 116, under Trajan, Assyria and its independent states were briefly taken over by Rome as the province of
Assyria. The Assyrian kingdom of Adiabene was destroyed as an independent state during this period. Roman rule lasted
only a few years, and the Parthians once more regained control with the help of the Assyrians, who were incited to
overthrow the Roman garrisons by the Parthian king. However, a number of Assyrians were conscripted into the Roman
Army, with many serving in the region of Hadrian's Wall in Roman Britain, and inscriptions in Aramaic made by soldiers have
been discovered in Northern England dating from the second century.
With loose Parthian rule restored, Assyria and its patchwork of states continued much as they had before the Roman
interregnum, although Assyria and Mesopotamia as a whole became a front line between the Roman and Parthian empires.
Other new religious movements also emerged in the form of gnostic sects such as Mandeanism, as well as the now extinct
Manichean religion.

In 226, Assyria was largely taken over by the Sasanian Empire. After driving out the Romans and Parthians, the Sassanid
rulers set about annexing the independent states within Assyria during the mid- to late 3rd century, the last being Assur
itself in the late 250's to early 260's. Christianity continued to spread, and many of the ethnically Assyrian churches that exist
today are among the oldest in the world. For example, the Syriac Orthodox Church is purported to have been founded by St
Peter himself in 67 AD.
Nevertheless, although predominantly Christian, a minority of Assyrians still held onto their ancient Mesopotamian religion
until as late as the 10th or 11th century AD.The Assyrians lived in a province known as Asuristan, and the region was on the
frontier of the Byzantine and Sassanian empires.
The land was known as Asōristān (the Sassanid Persian name meaning "Land of the Assyrians") during this period, and
became the birthplace of the distinct Church of the East (now split into the Assyrian Church of the East, Ancient Church of
the East and Chaldean Catholic Church) and a centre of the Syriac Orthodox Church, with a flourishing Syriac (Assyrian)
Christian culture which exists there to this day. Temples were still being dedicated to the national god Ashur (as well as other
Mesopotamian gods) in his home city, in Harran and elsewhere during the 4th and 5th centuries AD, indicating the ancient
pre-Christian Assyrian identity was still extant to some degree.

During the Sasanian period, much of what had once been Babylonia in southern Mesopotamia was incorporated into
Assyria, and in effect the whole of Mesopotamia came to be known as Asōristān. Parts of Assyria appear to have been semiindependent as late as the latter part of the 4th century AD, with a king named Sennacherib II reputedly ruling the northern
reaches in 370s AD.
Centuries of constant warfare between the Byzantine Empire and Sassanid Empire left both empires exhausted, which made
both of them open to loss in a war against the Muslim Arab army, under the newfound Rashidun Caliphate. After the early
Islamic conquests, Assyria was dissolved as an official administrative entity by an empire. Under Arab rule, Mesopotamia as
a whole underwent a gradual process of further Arabisation and the beginning of Islamification, and the region saw a large
influx of non-indigenous Arabs, Kurds, Iranian, and Turkic peoples.
However, the indigenous Assyrian population of northern Mesopotamia retained their language, religion, culture and
identity.

Under the Arab Islamic empires, the Christian Assyrians were classed as dhimmis, who had certain restrictions imposed upon
them. Assyrians were thus excluded from specific duties and occupations reserved for Muslims, they did not enjoy the same
political rights as Muslims, their word was not equal to that of a Muslim in legal and civil matters without a Muslim witness,
they were subject to payment of a special tax (jizyah) and they were banned from spreading their religion further in Muslimruled lands. However, personal matters such as marriage and divorce were governed by the cultural laws of the Assyrians.
For those reasons, and even during the Sassanian period before Islamic rule, The Assyrian Church of the East formed a
church structure that spread Nestorian Christianity to as far away as China, in order to proselytize away from Muslim-ruled
regions In Iran and their homeland in Mesopotamia, with evidence of their massive church structure being the Nestorian
Stele, an artifact found in China which documented over 100 years of Christian history in China from 600 to 781 AD. Assyrian
Christians maintained relations with fellow Christians in Armenia and Georgia throughout the Middle Ages. In the 12th
century AD, Assyrian priests interceded on behalf of persecuted Arab Muslims in Georgia. The Assyrian Church structure
thrived during the period of 600–1300, and is regarded as a golden age for Assyrians.

/

Semiramis /

The first signs of trouble for the Assyrians started in the 13th century, when the Mongols first invaded the Near East after
the fall of Baghdad in 1258 to Hulagu Khan. Assyrians at first did very well under Mongol rule, as the Shamanist Mongols
were sympathetic to them, with Assyrian priests having traveled to Mongolia centuries before. The Mongols in fact spent
most of their time oppressing Muslims and Jews, outlawing the practice of circumcision and halal butchery, as they found
them repulsive and violent. Therefore, as one of the only groups in the region looked at in a good light, Assyrians were given
special privileges and powers, with Hülegü even appointing an Assyrian Christian governor to Erbil (Arbela), and allowing the
Syriac Orthodox Church to build a church there.
However, the Mongol rulers in the Near East eventually converted to Islam. Sustained persecutions of Christians throughout
the entirety of the Ilkhanate began in earnest in 1295 under the rule of Oïrat amir Nauruz, which affected the indigenous

Christians greatly. During the reign of the Ilkhan Öljeitü, the Christian inhabitants of Erbil seized control of the citadel and
much of the city in rebellion against the Muslims. In spring 1310, the Mongol Malik (governor) of the region attempted to
seize it from them with the help of the Kurds and Arabs, but was defeated. After his defeat he decided to siege the city. The
Assyrians held out for three months, but the citadel was at last taken by Ilkhanate troops and Arab, Turkic and Kurdish
tribesmen on July 1, 1310. The defenders of the citadel fought to the last man, and many of the inhabitants of the lower
town were subsequently massacred.
Regardless of these hardships, the Assyrian people remained numerically dominant in the north of Mesopotamia as late as
the 14th century AD, and the city of Assur functioned as their religious and cultural capital. The seat of the Catholicos of the
Church of the East was Seleucia-Ctesiphon, not Assur. In the mid-14th century the Muslim Turkish ruler Tamurlane
conducted a religiously motivated massacre of the indigenous Christians, and entirely destroyed the vast Church of the East
structure established throughout the Far East outside what had been the Sasanid Empire, with the exception of the St
Thomas Christians of the Malabar Coast in India, who numbered 4.2 million in the 2011 census of Kerala. After Timur's
campaign, ancient Assyria's cultural and religious capital of Assur fell entirely into ruins and part of it was used as a
graveyard until the 1970s.

Judith mit dem Haupt des Holophernes/
Around 100 years after the massacres by Timur, a religious schism known as the Schism of 1552 occurred among the
Christians of northern Mesopotamia. A large number of followers of the Church of the East were dissatisfied with the
leadership of the Church, at this point based in the Rabban Hormizd Monastery near Alqosh, and in particular with the
system of hereditary succession of the patriarch. Three bishops elected the abbot of the monastery, Shimun VIII Yohannan
Sulaqa, as a rival patriarch.
Rabban Hormizd Monastery is an important monastery of the Chaldean Catholic Church, founded about 640 AD, carved out in the
mountains about 2 miles from Alqosh, Iraq, 28 miles north of Mosul. It was the official residence of the patriarchs of the Eliya line of the
Church of the East from 1551 to the 18th century, and after the union with Rome in the early 19th century, it became a prominent
monastery of the Chaldean Catholic Church.

The monastery is named after Rabban Hormizd (rabban is the Syriac for monk) who founded it in the seventh century.
Because of the fame of Rabban Hormizd, the monastery he founded became extremely important for the Church of the East. It flourished
until the 10th century. Already, before the end of the 15th century, the Rabban Hormizd Monastery served as the patriarchal burial site.
Yohannan Sulaqa was monk of the Rabban Hormizd Monastery before his travel to Rome to become the first Patriarch of the Chaldean
Catholic Church.
Between 1551 and the 18th century, the monastery became the official residence of the patriarchs of the Eliya line of the Church of the
East, which was the oldest and largest patriarchal See of the Church of the East, the only one existing patriarchal line before the Sulaqa's
1553 split. Nine patriarchal graves, from 1497 to 1804, are still located in the corridor that leads to the cell of Rabban Hormizd. In about
1743, due to pestilence and the attacks of the Kurds, at the beginning of the Ottoman-Persian War (1743-1746). After that, the monastery
was left mainly unmanned.

In 1808, the Assyrian Gabriel Dambo (1775-1832) revived the abandoned monastery, rebuilt it, collected a number of pupils vowed to
poverty and celibacy, and installed there a seminary. At first this initiative was opposed by Yohannan VIII Hormizd, then Archbishop of
Mosul, even if it was supported by the patriarchal administrator Augustine Hindi. Patriarch Joseph Audo, before he was appointed the
bishop of Mosul, was himself a monk of Rabban Hormizd monastery.
Gabriel Dambo was murdered in 1832 by the soldiers of Mohammed Pasha, the Kurdish emir of Rawandouz. In 1838, the monastery of
Rabban Hormizd and the town of Alqosh were attacked by the Kurds of Soran and hundreds of Assyrians died and in the 1843 the Kurds
started to collect as much money as they could from Christian villages, killing those who refused: more than ten thousand Christians were
killed and the icons of the Rabban Hormizd monastery defaced.

The library of the convent of Rabban Hormizd was rich in Syriac manuscripts. In 1828, many of these manuscripts were looted and broken
up by Moussa Pasha, who had imitated the emir of Rawandouz in revolting against the Turks. In 1868, 147 volumes, manuscripts and
prints, suffered the same treatment from Ismael Pasha, the successor of Moussa Pasha. The monks went on anyway to buy and copy
manuscripts, thus forming an important library.

These did not have the rank of metropolitan bishop, which was required for appointing a patriarch and which was granted
only to members of the patriarch's family. Sulaqa therefore went to Rome to be made a patriarch, entered into communion
with the Catholic Church and was appointed "Patriarch of Mosul in Eastern Syria" or "Patriarch of the Chaldean church of
Mosul" by Pope Julius III in 1553. He won support only in Diyarbakır (known also as Amid), where he set up his residence,
and in Mardin. In 1555, he was killed by the Turkish authorities after being denounced by the traditionalist patriarch, but the
metropolitans he had ordained elected a successor for him, initiating the Shimun line of patriarchs, all of whom took the
name Shimun (Simon). The patriarchs of this line requested and obtained confirmation from Rome only until 1583. In 1672
they clearly broke off communion with Rome, but continued as a line of patriarchs independent from that at Alqosh, with
their seat, from then on, at Qodchanis in the Hakkari mountains. In a letter of 29 June 1653, 19 years before the Shimun line
broke off relations with Rome, Shimun XI Eshuyow (1638–1656) called himself Patriarch of the Chaldeans. There is no record
of a response from Rome confirming him as Catholic patriarch.

In the Biblical Aramaic was until recently called Chaldaic or Chaldee, and East Syrian Christians, whose liturgical language
was and is a form of Aramaic, were called Chaldeans, as an ethnic, not a religious term. Hormuzd Rassam (1826–1910) still
applied the term "Chaldeans" no less to those not in communion with Rome than to the Catholic Chaldeans and stated that
"the present Chaldeans, with a few exceptions, speak the same dialect used in the Targum, and in some parts of Ezra and
Daniel, which are called 'Chaldee'."
Long before 1672, the Shimun line, as it "gradually returned to the traditional worship of the Church of the East, thereby
losing the allegiance of the western regions", moved from Turkish-controlled Diyarbakır to Urmia in Persia. The bishopric of
Diyarbakır became subject to the Alqosh patriarch. Bishop Joseph of Diyarbakır converted to the Catholic faith in 1667 or
1668. In 1677, he obtained recognition from the Turkish authorities as invested with independent power in Diyarbakır and
Mardin, and in 1681 he was recognized by Rome as "patriarch of the Chaldean nation deprived of its patriarch". Thus was
instituted the Josephite line, a third line of patriarchs.

Alqosh line, Eliya VII (1591–1617), Eliya VIII (1617–1660) and Eliya IX (1660–1700) contacted Rome at various times but
without establishing union. Union was achieved in 1771 under Eliya XI, who died in 1778. His successor Eliya XII, after
sending his profession of faith to Rome and receiving confirmation as Catholic patriarch, adopted a traditionalist position in
1779. His opponents elected Yohannan Hormizd, a young nephew of Eliya XI, whom Eliya XI had intended to be his successor.
Although Yohannan Hormizd won the support of most of the followers of the Alqosh patriarchate, Rome considered his
election to be irregular and, instead of accepting him as patriarch, merely confirmed him as metropolitan of Mosul and
patriarchal administrator. He was thus granted the powers and the insignia of a patriarch, but not the title. It made the
same arrangement in Diyarbakır, appointing as patriarchal administrator Augustine Hindi, a nephew of Joseph IV, whom his
uncle wished to be his successor as patriarch. There were thus two traditionalist patriarchates (the Eliya line and the
Shimun) and, under administrators, two Catholic patriarchates (Diyarbakır and Alqosh/Mosul).

In 1804, Eliya XI died and had no traditionalist successor. Augustine Hindi died in 1827 and, in 1830, Rome appointed
Yohannan Hormizd as patriarch of all the Catholics. The Shimun line, which had been the first to enter union with Rome,
remained at the head of the traditionalist church that in 1976 adopted the name Assyrian Church of the East, and that
continued to be in the hands of the same family until the death in 1975 of Shimun XXI Eshai. At the same time, the originally
traditionalist Alqosh line continues, without hereditary succession, at the head of the Chaldean Catholic Church.
The burning of bodies of Christian women by Kurdish women, to recover the gold and precious stones they were supposed to
have swallowed during the Assyrian Genocide
After these splits, the Assyrians suffered a number of religiously and ethnically motivated massacres throughout the 17th,
18th and 19th centuries, such as the Massacres of Badr Khan which resulted in the massacre of over 10,000 Assyrians in the
1840s, culminating in the large scale Hamidian massacres of unarmed men, women and children by Turks and Kurds in the
1890s at the hands of the Ottoman Empire and its associated (largely Kurdish and Arab) militias, which greatly reduced their
numbers, particularly in southeastern Turkey where over 25,000 Assyrians were murdered. The Adana massacre of 1909
largely aimed at Armenian Christians also accounted for the murder of some 1,500 Assyrians.

The Assyrians suffered a further catastrophic series of events during World War I in the form of the religiously and ethnically
motivated Assyrian Genocide at the hands of the Ottomans and their Kurdish and Arab allies from 1915 to 1918. Some
sources claim that the highest number of Assyrians killed during the period was 750,000, while a 1922 Assyrian assessment
set it at 275,000. The Assyrian Genocide ran largely in conjunction with the similarly ethno-religiously motivated Armenian
Genocide, Greek Genocide and Great Famine of Mount Lebanon.
In reaction against Ottoman cruelty, the Assyrians took up arms, and an Assyrian war of independence was fought during
World War I which took place in what is today south eastern Turkey, northern Iraq, north western Iran and north eastern
Syria. For a time, the Assyrians fought successfully against overwhelming numbers, scoring a number of victories against the
Ottomans and Kurds, and also hostile Arab and Iranian groups. However, due to the collapse of the Russian Empire—due to

the Russian Revolution—and the similar collapse of the Armenian Defense, the Assyrians were left without allies. As a result,
the Assyrians were vastly outnumbered, outgunned, surrounded, cut off, and without supplies. The only option they had was
to flee the region into northwest Iran and fight their way, with around 50,000 civilians in tow, to British train lines going to
Mandatory Iraq. The sizable Assyrian presence in south eastern Anatolia which had endured for over four millennia was thus
reduced to no more than 15,000 by the end of World War I, and by 1924 many of those who remained were forcibly expelled
in a display of ethnic cleansing by the Turkish government, with many leaving and later founding villages in the Sapna and
Nahla valleys in the Dohuk Governorate of Iraq.
In 1920 the Assyrian settlements in Mindan and Baquba were attacked by Iraqi Arabs, but the Assyrian tribesmen displayed
their military prowess by successfully defeating and driving off the Arab forces. The Assyrians also sided with the British
during the Iraqi revolt against the British.
The Assyrian Levies were founded by the British in 1922, with ancient Assyrian military rankings, such as Rab-shakeh, Rabtalia and Turtanu, being revived for the first time in millennia for this force. The Assyrians were prized by the British rulers
for their fighting qualities, loyalty, bravery and discipline, and were used to help the British put down insurrections among
the Arabs, Kurds and Turcoman, guard the borders with Iran and Turkey, and protect British military installations. During the
1920s Assyrian levies saw action in effectively defeating Arab and Kurdish forces during anti-British rebellions in Iraq.

After Iraq was granted independence by the British in 1933, the Assyrians suffered the Simele Massacre, where thousands of
unarmed villagers (men, women and children) were slaughtered by joint Arab-Kurdish forces of the Iraqi Army. The
massacres of civilians followed a clash between armed Assyrian tribesmen and the Iraqi army, where the Iraqi forces
suffered a defeat after trying to disarm the Assyrians, whom they feared would attempt to secede from Iraq. Armed Assyrian
Levies were prevented by the British from going to the aid of these civilians, and the British government then whitewashed
the massacres at the League of Nations.
Despite these betrayals, the Assyrians were allied with the British during World War II, with eleven Assyrian companies
seeing action in Palestine/Israel and another four serving in Greece, Cyprus and Albania. Assyrians played a major role in the
victory over Arab-Iraqi forces at the Battle of Habbaniya and elsewhere in 1941, when the Iraqi government decided to join
World War II on the side of Nazi Germany. The British presence in Iraq lasted until 1955, and Assyrian Levies remained
attached to British forces until this time, after which they were disarmed and disbanded.

A further persecution of Assyrians took place in the Soviet Union in the late 1940s and early 1950s when thousands of
Assyrians settled in Georgia, Armenia and southern Russia were forcibly deported from their homes in the dead of night by
Stalin without warning or reason to Central Asia, with most being relocated to Kazakhstan, where a small minority still
remains.
The period from the 1940s through to 1963 was a period of respite for the Assyrians in northern Iraq and north east Syria.
The regime of Iraqi President Kassim in particular saw the Assyrians accepted into mainstream society. Many urban
Assyrians became successful businessmen, a number of Assyrians moved south to cities such as Baghdad, Basra and

Nasiriyah to enhance their economic prospects, others were well represented in politics, the military, the arts and
entertainment, Assyrian towns, villages, farmsteads and Assyrian quarters in major cities flourished undisturbed, and
Assyrians came to excel and be over-represented in sports such as boxing, football, athletics, wrestling and swimming.
However, in 1963, the Ba'ath Party took power by force in Iraq, and came to power in Syria the same year. The Baathists,
though secular, were Arab nationalists, and set about attempting to Arabize the many non-Arab peoples of Iraq and Syria,
including the Assyrians. This policy included refusing to acknowledge the Assyrians as an ethnic group, banning the
publication of written material in Eastern Aramaic, and banning its teaching in schools, together with an attempt to Arabize
the ancient pre-Arab heritage of Mesopotamian civilisation.

The policies of the Baathists have also long been mirrored in Turkey, whose nationalist governments have refused to
acknowledge the Assyrians as an ethnic group since the 1920s, and have attempted to Turkify the Assyrians by calling them
"Semitic Turks" and forcing them to adopt Turkish names and language. In Iran, Assyrians continued to enjoy cultural,
religious and ethnic rights, but due to the Islamic Revolution of 1979 their community has been diminished.
In the aftermath of the Iraq War of 2003, Assyrians became the targets of Islamist terrorist attacks and intimidation from
both Sunni and Shia groups, as well as criminal kidnapping organisations; forcing many in southern and central Iraq to
relocate to safer Assyrian regions in the north of the country or north east Syria.
The Kurdistan Regional Government in Iraqi Kurdistan has been slowly trying to cause demographic changes in the Nineveh
plains, where the vast majority of Assyrians in Iraq reside. The Peshmerga (KRG army), specifically KDP-affiliated Peshmerga,
moved in and occupied the Nineveh plains in the absence of the Iraqi Army. After the Fall of Mosul, the Peshmerga withdrew
from the Nineveh plains while simultaneously disarming Assyrian residents, thus disbanding the Nineveh Plain Protection
Units (NPU) and leaving local Assyrians vulnerable to ISIS attacks (which inevitably happened). A couple of days later the
Kurdish militia re-occupied the villages, an operation they portrayed as a liberation.

After the failed Iraqi Kurdistan independence referendum, the KRG and the Iraqi federal government reached an agreement
whereby the Peshmerga would withdraw from the Nineveh plains and the Iraqi army would take over (in addition to the
reformation of the NPU), something the indigenous Assyrians have protested numerous times in many villages Iraqi flags
(along with Assyrian flags) were flown by the residents during the occupation, especially after the announcement of the
referendum.
In recent years, Assyrians in northern Iraq and north east Syria have become the target of attacks amounting to genocide by
Islamist militants like ISIL and Nusra Front. In 2014, ISIL attacked Assyrian towns and villages in the Assyrian homelands of
northern Iraq and north east Syria, and Assyrians forced from their homes in cities such as Mosul had their houses and
possessions stolen, both by ISIL and also by their own former Arab Muslim neighbours. Assyrian Bronze Age and Iron Age
monuments and archaeological sites, as well as numerous Assyrian churches and monasteries, have been systematically

vandalised and destroyed by ISIL. These include the ruins of Nineveh, Kalhu (Nimrud, Assur, Dur-Sharrukin and Hatra). ISIL
destroyed a 3,000 year-old Ziggurat. ISIL destroyed Virgin Mary Church, in 2015 St. Markourkas Church was destroyed and
the cemetery was bulldozed.

Assyrians in both Iraq and Syria have responded by forming armed Assyrian militias to defend their territories, and despite
being heavily outnumbered and outgunned have had success in driving ISIL from Assyrian towns and villages, and defending
others from attack. Armed Assyrian militias have also fought ISIL alongside armed groups of Kurds, Turcoman, Yezidis,
Shabaks, Armenian Christians, Kawilya, Mandeans, Circassians and Shia Muslim Arabs and Iranians. “Dewkh Nawsha”,
translates to “the ones who sacrifiace”. The group was formed days after ISIL took over Mosul. The militia is made up of
volunteers, who come from all over the Nineveh plain. Dewkh Nawsha is supported by Assyrian Patriotic Party and are led by
Wilson Khammu. It is estimated that nearly 60 percent of Iraqi Assyrians have fled. Assyrians who have fled have ended up
all over the world. 2009 U.S Census Bureau survey, reported that roughly 100,000 have relocated to the United States.
Assyria continued to exist as a geopolitical entity until the Arab-Islamic conquest in the mid-7th century. Assyrian identity;
personal, family and tribal names; and both the spoken and written evolution of Mesopotamian Aramaic (which still
contains many Akkadian loan words and an Akkadian grammatical structure) have survived among the Assyrian people
from ancient times to this day. An Assyrian calendar has been revived.
Emerging in Sumer c. 3500 BC, cuneiform writing began as a system of pictograms. Around 3000 BC, the pictorial
representations became simplified and more abstract as the number of characters in use grew smaller. The original
Sumerian script was adapted for the writing of the Akkadian, Assyrian, and Hittite languages. The Kültepe texts, which were
written in Old Assyrian, had Hittite loanwords and names, which constitute the oldest record of any language of the IndoEuropean language family. Most of the archaeological evidence is typical of Anatolia rather than of Assyria, but the use of
both cuneiform and the dialect is the best indication of Assyrian presence. From 1700 BC and onward, the Sumerian
language was preserved by the ancient Babylonians and Assyrians only as a liturgical and classical language for religious,
artistic and scholarly purposes.

Assyrian was a dialect of Akkadian, a member of the eastern branch of the Semitic family and the oldest historically attested
of the Semitic languages, which began to appear in written form in the 29th century BC. The first inscriptions in Assyria
proper, called Old Assyrian (OA), were made in the Old Assyrian period. The ancient Assyrians also used Sumerian in their
literature and liturgy, although to a more limited extent in the Middle- and Neo-Assyrian periods, when Akkadian became
the main literary language.
During the 3rd millennium BC, a very intimate cultural symbiosis developed between the Sumerians and Akkadian-speakers,
which included widespread bilingualism. The influence of Sumerian on Akkadian (and vice versa) is evident in all areas, from
lexical borrowing on a massive scale, to syntactic, morphological, and phonological convergence. This has prompted
scholars to refer to Sumerian and Akkadian in the 3rd millennium BC as a Sprachbund. Akkadian gradually replaced
Sumerian as the spoken language of Mesopotamia somewhere around the turn of the 3rd and the 2nd millennium BC (the
exact dating being a matter of debate), but Sumerian continued to be used as a sacred, ceremonial, literary and scientific
language in Mesopotamia until the 1st century AD.

In the Neo-Assyrian period, the Aramaic language became increasingly common, more so than Akkadian—this was thought
to be largely due to the mass deportations undertaken by Assyrian kings, in which large Aramaic-speaking populations,
conquered by the Assyrians, were relocated to Assyria and interbred with the Assyrians, and due to the fact that Tiglathpileser II made it the lingua franca of Assyria and its empire in the 8th century BC. The destruction of the Assyrian capitals of
Nineveh and Assur by the Babylonians, Medes and their allies, ensured that much of the bilingual elite (but not all) were
wiped out. By the 7th century BC, much of the Assyrian population used distinct Akkadian-influenced Eastern Aramaic
varieties and not Akkadian itself. The last Akkadian inscriptions in Mesopotamia date from the 1st century AD. The Syriac
language also emerged in Assyria during the 5th century BC, and during the Christian era, Syriac literature and Syriac script
were to become hugely influential.

However, the descendant Akkadian-influenced Eastern Aramaic dialects from the Neo-Assyrian Empire, as well as Akkadian
and Mesopotamian Aramaic personal, tribal, family and place names, still survive to this day among Assyrian people and are
spoken fluently by up to 1,000,000 Assyrians, with a further number having lesser and varying degrees of fluency. These
dialects which contain many Akkadian loan words and grammatical features are very different from the now almost extinct
Western Aramaic of the Arameans in the Levant and Trans-Jordan, which does not have any Akkadian grammatical
structure or loan words.
The Assyrians, like the rest of the Mesopotamian peoples, followed ancient Mesopotamian religion, with their national god
Ashur having the most importance to them during the Assyrian Empire. This religion gradually declined with the advent of
Syriac Christianity between the first and tenth centuries.
The major deities worshipped in Assyria include;
Adad (Hadad) – storm and rain god
Anu or An – god of heaven and the sky, lord of constellations, and father of the gods.The name is derived from SumeroAkkadian/ana/, which means heaven; He is considered the father of great gods. In stories, he is menationed as a father,
creator, and god; and is believed to be the supreme being.
Dagan or Dagon – god of fertility
Enki or Ea – god of the Abzu, crafts, water, intelligence, mischief and creation and divine ruler of the Earth and its humans
Ereshkigal – goddess of Irkalla, the Underworld
Ishtar or Inanna/Astarte – goddess of fertility, love, and war
Marduk – patron deity of Babylon who eventually became regarded as the head of the Babylonian pantheon
Nabu – god of wisdom and writing
Nanshe – goddess of prophecy, fertility and fishing
Nergal – god of plague, war, and the sun in its destructive capacity; later husband of Ereshkigal
Ninhursag or Mami, Belet-Ili, Ki, Ninmah, Nintu, or Aruru – earth and mother goddess
Ninlil – goddess of the air; consort of Enlil
Ninurta – champion of the gods, the epitome of youthful vigour, and god of agriculture
Nisroch - god of agriculture. Some other religions also consider him the fallen angel or demon.
Nusku - The messenger for the Gods. “"the offspring of the abyss, the creation of Êa," and "the likeness of his father, the
first-born of Bel." Nusku was also considered a great commander, counselor of the gods, and protector of gods in heaven.
Assyrian kings mention Nusku many times, especially before wars; Nusku was fearless in battle.
Shamash or Utu – god of the sun, arbiter of justice and patron of travellers
Sin or Nanna – god of the moon. Considered to be the prince of the gods. Described as having a perfect body: everything
from beard to horns is perfect. The name is believed to come from “Zu-ena” but was changed at some point. Zu-ena means
“knowledge-lord”. Sin is also mentioned in other religions in Babylonia
Tammuz or Dumuzi – god of food and vegetation
Tiamat

The original pagan religion of the Assyrians was widely adhered to until around the 4th century, and survived in pockets until
at least the 10th century. However, Assyrians today are exclusively Christian, with most following the Assyrian Church of the
East, Chaldean Catholic Church, Ancient Church of the East, Syriac Orthodox Church, Syriac Catholic Church, Assyrian
Pentecostal Church and Assyrian Evangelical Church. Assyrians had begun to adopt Christianity (as well as for a time
Manicheanism and gnosticism) between the 1st and 3rd centuries AD.
The tradition of the Church of the East is that Thomas the Apostle and his disciples Addai (Thaddeus of Edessa) and Mari
brought Christianity to Mesopotamia, thus attributing to the first century the founding of the episcopal see of SeleuciaCtesiphon, which became that Church's primatial see in 410. There is clear evidence of the presence of Christianity in
Osroene in the second century. At that time, Christians were persecuted in the Roman Empire, but were at peace under the
expanding Persian Empire. Shapur I (241–272), the second shahinshah (king of kings) of the Sasanian dynasty, occupied
Roman territory, advancing as far as Antioch in 260, and deported eastward much of the population to strengthen the
economy of his own empire. One of those deported in 253 was Bishop Demetrius of Antioch, who then became the first
bishop of Beth Lapat. After 312, when Constantine the Great legalized Christianity in the Roman Empire, Christians in Persia
came under suspicion of pro-Roman sympathies and were persecuted, especially under Shapur II (309–379).

Under Yazdegerd I (399–421) the situation of the Christian minority improved considerably. In 410, on the recommendation
of several Western bishops (the signatories included the bishops of Antioch, Aleppo, Edessa and Amid) Yazdegerd called the
Council of Seleucia-Ctesiphon, which organized the Persian Church after the model approved by the First Council of Nicea for
the Church in the Roman Empire. The Church of the East was arranged as six ecclesiastical provinces, with the bishops in
each grouped around a metropolitan, while the bishop of Seleucia-Ctesiphon, the capital city, referred to in the acts of the
council as the Grand Metropolitan, held authority throughout the Church and for that reason was called (probably only from
a later date) the Catholicos.
Papa bar Aggai, who in about 315, almost 100 years before this council, suffered a sudden stroke during a synod held to
depose him, is looked on as the first Catholicos of the Church of the East, although this may only mean that he was the first
bishop of Seleucia-Ctesiphon.In a synod held in Markabta in 424, the participating bishops recalled the circumstances
concerning Papa, blaming the opposition to him on the influence of unnamed Western bishops, and declared or reaffirmed
that the Catholicos of Seleucia-Ctesiphon was totally independent. They excluded any right of appeal against him to any
patriarch in the West. They "defined, by the word of God, that Easterners cannot appeal to Western patriarchs against their
patriarch. Any case that cannot be resolved in his presence shall be reserved to the tribunal of Christ [...] There can be no
reason for thinking or saying that the Catholicos of the East can be judged by superiors or by another patriarch. He himself is
to be the judge of all his subjects, and judgment on himself is reserved to Christ, who has chosen him, raised him up and
placed him at the head of his Church."
This was six years before the 431 Council of Ephesus, the enforcement within the Byzantine Empire of whose condemnation
of Nestorianism is sometimes given as what led to the break between the Church of the East and the Western Churches.

In 484, Catholicos Babowai wrote to some Western bishops asking them to get the Byzantine emperor to intercede with the
Persian king Peroz I on behalf of persecuted Christians. His letter was intercepted, reportedly by Barsauma, metropolitan of
Nisibis, between whom and Babowai there was a heated dispute. It was shown to the king, who then had Babowai
executed. Barsauma called the Synod of Beth Lapat, which, as well as condemning some of Babowai's policies, permitted
marriage of clergy and of vowed monks and reputedly adopted Nestorian teaching. Under Babowai's successor, Acacius of
Seleucia-Ctesiphon, a synod held in the capital in 486 revoked the decrees of the Synod of Beth Lapat, whose acts have
consequently not been preserved, and in its own name affirmed the teaching of Theodore of Mopsuestia against
Monophysitism, forbade wandering monks or clergy, and allowed marriage of clergy and monks.
In 489, the Eastern Roman Emperor Zeno closed the theological school of Edessa because of its promotion of the teaching of
Theodore of Mopsuestia. Barsauma welcomed its teachers and revived the school of Nisibis. A century later, an attempt by
the school's director to include influences other than that of Theodore alone. His initiative was opposed by Babai the Great
(551-628), whose exposition of the theology of Theodore of Mopsuestia became the official teaching of the Church of the
East.

At this time miaphysitism was advancing in the Persian Empire. Its followers were mainly from the "hundreds of thousands"
of Western Syriac Christians whom Khosrow I (531–579) and Khosrow II (590 and 591–628) deported to their own territory,
as well as descendants of those previously deported, but there were also some defectors from the local Church of the East. In
addition, West Syrian opponents of the Council of Chalcedon sought refuge in Persia from the pro-Chalcedonian policy of
Emperors Justin I and Justinian I and actively propagated their own theology. Jacob Baradaeus, who was ordained as Bishop
of Edessa in about 543, set about ordaining bishops and priests throughout the Syriac-speaking areas of West Asia to such
an extent that he was even claimed to have ordained over 100,000 clergy and nearly 30 bishops. Whatever the number, he
set up a church structure parallel to and independent of that approved by the Byzantine emperors, so that the Syriac
Orthodox Church has been called Jacobite in reference to him. For Miaphysites in Persia, particularly strong in Tagrit, he in
559 appointed as "metropolitan of the East" Ahudemmeh, a convert from the Church of the East, who won from Khosrow I
freedom of worship for the Miaphysites (unlike the Chalcedonian Christians). Ahudemmeh made many converts among the
Arabs. The Miaphysites of Persia united with the Syriac Orthodox Church, and in 629 Patriarch Athanasius I Gammolo placed
at their head Marutha of Tagrit with the title of Maphrian and a wide-ranging autonomy that would allay Persian suspicion
that, as spiritual subjects of a patriarch who lived under Byzantine rule, the Miaphysites would tend to be disloyal.
Metropolitan sees and missionary activity of the Church of the East in the Middle Ages

Weakened by their long struggle against the Byzantines, the Persians were unable to withstand the Arab conquest. SeleuciaCtesiphon fell in 637. The last Persian king Yazdegerd III became a fugitive and was murdered for his money in 651/2.
For Christians in Persia, the change from Zoroastrian to Islamic rulers did not worsen their situation, but rather bettered it,
especially for the "Nestorians" (East Syrians). This was a time of increased missionary activity by the Church of the East,
whose success in China with the missionary Alopen is attested by the Nestorian Stele and in India by the continued
maintenance of its liturgy by the Syro-Malabar Church. The patriarchate of Timothy I (780−823) was a high point of the
Church's expansion.
After the general destruction wrought by Genghis Khan, the Church of the East fared no worse under the Mongols of the
Ilkhanate than under the Arabs, but at the end of the 14th century Timur brought disaster on it, exterminating it in many
regions, so that it survived only in the Kurdistan mountains and in India.

An account of the divisions within the Church of the East from the mid-16th to the early 19th century is given above. The
separate patriarchates at one stage grew to four, but were reduced in 1830 to two: the now more numerous Chaldean
Catholic Church and the Assyrian Church of the East. The latter was further divided in the 20th century, with a split between
the Assyrian Church of the East and the Ancient Church of the East over reforms by Shimun XXI Eshai in the 1960s.
After the Arab conquest had removed the previously existing frontier between the Byzantine and Persian Empires, the Syriac
Orthodox Church no longer needed to maintain a clear distinction between the part under the direct rule of the Patriarch
and the part in the care of the Maphrian. From 793 the Maphrian was no longer elected by the Eastern bishops but simply
appointed by the Patriarch. The Maphrianate thus became, until abolished in 1860, a mere title for the second in dignity
within the Church. The Church itself, like that of the East, underwent divisions. William Taylor states that for 475 years, from
1364 to 1839, there were two rival series of Patriarchs, one in Mardin, the other in Tur Abdin.

In 1665 the Syrian Orthodox Church won the allegiance of about a third of the Saint Thomas Christians in southwestern
India, whose traditional liturgy had been that of the Church of the East. However, due to Anglican influence, they lost many
of these in the 19th and 20th centuries through the setting up of the more Evangelical Mar Thoma Syrian Church and St.
Thomas Evangelical Church and about half of those remaining in the 20th century declared their Church (the Malankara
Orthodox Syrian Church) autocephalous, while those remaining in obedience to the Patriarch (the Jacobite Syrian Christian
Church) have been granted autonomy within the Syrian Orthodox Church such as was once granted to the Maphran-headed
part of the Church in Persia.
At about the same time as the Syriac Orthodox Church was expanding into India, where now three quarters of its
membership live, Capuchin and Jesuit missionaries won to union with Rome the majority of the Syriac Orthodox in Aleppo,
including, in 1656, their bishop, Andrew Akijan, who in 1662 was elected Patriarch of the Syriac Orthodox Church. On his
death in 1677, two strong factions emerged, each of which elected a Patriarch, one pro-, the other anti-Rome. The Ottoman
civil authorities recognized the non-Catholic Patriarch and suppressed the Catholic faction, eventually forcing it
underground. In 1782 the newly elected Syriac Orthodox Patriarch declared himself Catholic and moved to Lebanon. He was
replaced as Patriarch of the Syriac Orthodox Church, but initiated a series of Catholic patriarchs that in 1828 was recognized
by the Ottoman authorities as heading a distinct Catholic Syriac Church. In 1850, the Catholic patriarchal seat was moved to
Mardin. Many of its faithful were massacred during the First World War. The patriarchal seat is now Beirut, where it was
moved in the 1920.

Patriarch Ignatius Peter IV (1872–1894) made an attempt in 1889 to set up a Latin-rite branch of his Syriac Orthodox Church
by having the Goan Antonio Francisco Xavier Alvares ordained, with the religious name of Mar Julius I, as Archbishop of
Ceylon, Goa and India. In May 1892, Alvares, with the consent of the Patriarch, ordained René Vilatte as Archbishop of
America. In later years Vilatte consecrated "a number of men who are the episcopal ancestors of an enormous variety of
descendants" in what is called the independent sacramental movement or independent Catholicism.
In 1933, the seat of the patriarchate of the Syriac Orthodox Church was moved from the "Saffron Monastery" (Mor Hananyo
Monastery) of Tur Abdin, 4 kilometres north of Mardin, Turkey to Homs, Syria and in 1959 to Bab Tuma (literally meaning
"Thomas Gate"), Damascus, capital of Syria; but the Patriarch actually resides at the Mar Aphrem Monastery in Maarat
Saidnaya, about 25 kilometres north of Damascus.

The Syriac Orthodox Church has today about 2 million followers, three quarters of whom belong to the autonomous Jacobite
Syrian Christian Church in India. The Syriac Catholic Church has about 160,000 faithful, some 65,000 of them in Syria, 55,000
in Iraq, as well as about 15,000 in Lebanon and the United States.
A 2009 study by Sargon Donabed and Shamiran Mako cites the remark made by Horatio Southgate, on learning that the
Armenians called the Syrians Assouri (not Asorestants’i, the Armenian word for Assyrian), that the Syrians call themselves
sons of Asshur. They also mention a dispute in 1939 between a Syrian Orthodox writer from Mosul who protested against
application to his co-religionists of the name "Assyrians" and the editor of a publication that supported it. They say that the
rejection of the "Assyrian" label in favour of "Syrian" or "Aramean" was promoted by the church and later became prevalent
in modern scholarship. Thus J. F. Coakley described as "bogus ethnology" the "Assyrians" description. Donabeg and Mako
deplore and argue against this judgment and that of other academics and attribute its prevalence in part to political
considerations.

The continuing trend towards identification as Arameans is evidenced also in the government of Israel's recognition in
September 2014 of the Arameans in Israel as a distinct nationality.
Assyrian architecture, like that of Babylonia, was influenced by Sumero-Akkadian styles (and to some degree Mitanni), but
early on developed its own distinctive style. Palaces sported colourful wall decorations, and seal-cutting (an art learned from
Mittani) developed apace. Schools for scribes taught both the Babylonian and Assyrian dialects of Akkadian, and Sumerian
and Akkadian literary works were often copied with an Assyrian flavour.
The Assyrian dialect of Akkadian was used in legal, official, religious, and practical texts such as medicine or instructions on
manufacturing items. During the 13th to 10th centuries, picture tales appeared as a new art form: a continuous series of
images carved on square stone steles. Somewhat reminiscent of a comic book, these show events such as warfare or
hunting, placed in order from the upper left to the lower right corner of the stele with captions written underneath them.
These and the excellent cut seals show that Assyrian art was beginning to surpass that of Babylon. Architecture saw the
introduction of a new style of ziggurat, with two towers and colorful enameled tiles.

Assyrian art preserved to the present day predominantly dates to the Neo-Assyrian period. Art depicting battle scenes, and
occasionally the impaling of whole villages in gory detail, was intended to show the power of the emperor, and was
generally made for propaganda purposes. These stone reliefs lined the walls in the royal palaces where foreigners were
received by the king. Other stone reliefs depict the king with different deities and conducting religious ceremonies. Many
stone reliefs were discovered in the royal palaces at Nimrud (Kalhu) and Khorsabad (Dur-Sharrukin). A rare discovery of
metal plates belonging to wooden doors was made at Balawat (Imgur-Enlil).

Assyrian sculpture reached a high level of refinement in the Neo-Assyrian period. One prominent example is the winged bull
lamassu or shedu that guard the entrances to the king's court. These were apotropaic meaning they were intended to ward
off evil. C. W. Ceram states in The March of Archaeology that lamassi were typically sculpted with five legs so that four legs
were always visible, whether the image were viewed frontally or in profile.
Although works of precious gems and metals usually do not survive the ravages of time, some fine pieces of Assyrian jewelry
were found in royal tombs at Nimrud.
There is ongoing discussion among academics over the nature of the Nimrud lens, a piece of quartz unearthed by Austen
Henry Layard in 1850, in the Nimrud palace complex in northern Iraq. A small minority believe that it is evidence for the
existence of ancient Assyrian telescopes, which could explain the great accuracy of Assyrian astronomy. Other suggestions
include its use as a magnifying glass for jewellers, or as a decorative furniture inlay. The Nimrud Lens is held in the British
Museum.

The Assyrians were also innovative in military technology, with the use of heavy cavalry, sappers and siege engines.
Achaemenid Assyria (539–330 BC) retained a separate identity, official correspondence being in Imperial Aramaic, and there
was even a determined revolt of the two Assyrian provinces of Mada and Athura in 520 BC. Under Seleucid rule, however,
Aramaic gave way to Greek as the official administrative language. Aramaic was marginalised as an official language, but
remained spoken in both Assyria and Babylonia by the general populace. It also remained the spoken tongue of the
indigenous Assyrian/Babylonian citizens of all Mesopotamia under Persian, Greek and Roman rule, and indeed well into the
Arab period it was still the language of the majority, particularly in the north of Mesopotamia, surviving to this day among
the Assyrian Christians.
Between 150 BC and 226 AD, Assyria changed hands between the Parthian Empire and the Romans until coming under the
rule of the Sasanian Empire from 226–651, where it was known as Asōristān.

A number of at least partly neo-Assyrian kingdoms existed in the area between in the late classical and early Christian period
also; Adiabene, Hatra and Osroene.
Classical historiographers and Biblical writers had only retained a fragmented, very dim and often inaccurate picture of
Assyria. It was remembered that there had been an Assyrian empire predating the Persian one, but all particulars were lost.
Thus Jerome's Chronicon lists 36 kings of the Assyrians, beginning with Ninus, son of Belus, down to Sardanapalus, the last
king of the Assyrians before the empire fell to Arbaces the Median. Almost none of these have been substantiated as
historical, with the exception of the Neo-Assyrian and Babylonian rulers listed in the Canon of Kings, beginning with
Nabonassar.

The Assyrians began to form and adopt a distinct Eastern Christianity, with its accompanying Syriac literature, between the
1st and 3rd centuries AD; however, ancient Mesopotamian religion was still alive and well into the fourth century and
pockets survived into the 10th century and possibly as late as the 17th century in Mardin. However, the religion is now dead,
and the Assyrian people, though still retaining Eastern Aramaic dialects as a mother tongue, are now wholly Christian.
The modern discovery of Babylonia and Assyria begins with excavations in Nineveh in 1845, which revealed the Library of
Ashurbanipal. Decipherment of the cuneiform script was a formidable task that took more than a decade; but, by 1857, the
Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland was convinced that reliable reading of cuneiform texts was possible.
Assyriology has since pieced together the formerly largely forgotten history of Mesopotamia. In the wake of the
archaeological and philological rediscovery of ancient Assyria, Assyrian nationalism became increasingly popular among the
surviving remnants of the Assyrian people, who have come to strongly identify with ancient Assyria.

The Iranian peoples had arrived in the region of what is today Iran c. 1000 BC and had for a number of centuries fallen
under the domination of the Neo-Assyrian Empire (911–609 BC), based in northern Mesopotamia. However, the Medes
(together with the Scythians, Babylonians), Cimmerians, Persians and Chaldeans played a major role in the overthrow of the
Assyrian empire and establishment of the first Persian empire.
The term Achaemenid means "of the family of the Achaemenis/Achaemenes] a bahuvrihi compound translating to "having
a friend's mind"). Despite the derivation of the name, Achaemenes was himself a minor seventh-century ruler of the
Anshan in south-western Iran, and a vassal of Assyria. It was not until the time of the emperor Cyrus the Great (Cyrus II of
Persia), a descendant of Achaemenes, that the Achaemenid Empire developed the prestige of an empire and set out to
incorporate the existing empires of the ancient east, becoming the vast Persian Empire of ancient legend.
At some point in 550 BC, Cyrus rose in rebellion against the Medes (most likely due to their mismanagement of Persis),
eventually conquering the Medes and creating the first Persian empire. Cyrus the Great utilized his tactical genius, as well
as his understanding of the socio-political conditions governing his territories, to eventually incorporate into the Empire
neighbouring Lydia and the Neo-Babylonian Empire, also leading the way for his successor, Cambyses II, to venture into
Egypt and defeat the Twenty-sixth Dynasty of Egypt.

Cyrus the Great's political acumen was reflected in his management of his newly formed empire, as the Persian Empire
became the first to attempt to govern many different ethnic groups on the principle of equal responsibilities and rights for
all people, so long as subjects paid their taxes and kept the peace. Additionally, the king agreed not to interfere with the
local customs, religions, and trades of its subject states, a unique quality that eventually won Cyrus the support of the
Babylonians. This system of management ultimately became an issue for the Persians, as with a larger empire came the
need for order and control, leading to expenditure of resources and mobilization of troops to quell local rebellions, and
weakening the central power of the king. By the time of Darius III, this disorganization had almost led to a disunited realm.

The Persians from whom Cyrus hailed were originally nomadic pastoralists in the western Iranian Plateau and by 850 BC
were calling themselves the Parsa and their constantly shifting territory Parsua, for the most part localized around Persis. As
Persians gained power, they developed the infrastructure to support their growing influence, including creation of a capital
named Pasargadae and an opulent city named Persepolis.
Begun during the rule of Darius I "the Great" and completed some 100 years later, Persepolis was a symbol of the empire
serving both as a ceremonial centre and a centre of government. It had a special set of gradually progressive stairways
named "All Countries" around which carved relief decoration depicted scenes of heroism, hunting, natural themes, and
presentation of the gifts to the Achaemenid kings by their various subjects, possibly during the spring festival, Nowruz. The
core structure was composed of a multitude of square rooms or halls, the biggest of which was called Apadana. Tall,
decorated columns welcomed visitors and emphasized the height of the structure. Later on, Darius also utilized Susa and
Ecbatana as his governmental centres, developing them to a similar metropolitan status.

Khorsabad

Accounts of the Achaemenid family tree can be derived from either documented Greek or Roman accounts, or from existing
documented Persian accounts such as those found in the Behistun Inscription. However, since most existing accounts of this
vast empire are in works of Greek philosophers and historians, and since many of the original Persian documents are lost,
not to mention being subject to varying scholarly views on their origin and possible motivations behind them, it is difficult
to create a definitive and completely objective list. Nonetheless, it is clear that Cyrus and Darius were critical in the
expansion of the empire. Cyrus is often believed to be the son of Cambyses I, grandson of Cyrus I, the father of Cambyses II,
and a relative of Darius through a shared ancestor, Teispes. Cyrus the Great is also believed to have been a family member
(possibly grandson) of the Median king Astyages through his mother, Mandane of Media. A minority of scholars argue that
perhaps Achaemenes was a retrograde creation of Darius in order to reconcile his connection with Cyrus after gaining
power.

Ancient Greek writers provide some legendary information about Achaemenes by calling his tribe the Pasargadae and
stating that he was "raised by an eagle". Plato, when writing about the Persians, identified Achaemenes with Perses,
ancestor of the Persians in Greek mythology. According to Plato, Achaemenes was the same person as Perses, a son of the
Ethiopian queen Andromeda and the Greek hero Perseus, and a grandson of Zeus. Later writers believed that Achaemenes
and Perseus were different people, and that Perses was an ancestor of the king. This account further confirms that
Achaemenes could well have been a significant Anshan leader and an ancestor of Cyrus the Great. Regardless, both Cyrus
the Great and Darius the Great were related, prominent kings of Persia, under whose rule the empire expanded to include
much of the ancient world.
The empire took its unified form with a central administration around Pasargadae erected by Cyrus the Great. The empire
ended up conquering and enlarging the Median Empire to include many more territories, for example in Europe, the
Caucasus, Asia Minor, Egypt, and Central Asia. During the reigns of Darius I and his son Xerxes I it engaged in military
conflict with some of the major city-states of Ancient Greece, and although it came close to defeating the Greek army, this
war ultimately led to the empire's overthrow.

Cyrus the Great is said in the Bible to have liberated the Hebrew captives in Babylon to resettle and rebuild Jerusalem,
earning him an honored place in Judaism.
Die Peinlichkeit, wenn europäische Künstler biblische Themen
aufgreifen, zu denen ihnen jeder geistige Bezug fehlt.
Das AT ist keine Mythensammlung , die sich mit indoeuropäischem Hintergrund verbinden lässt, also wird es uns immer
fremd bleiben.
Wäre Jesus nicht wegen seiner philosophischen
Bedeutungslosigkeit und wegen des sozialen Umbruchs in Byzanz
zum Staatsgott erhoben worden – das AT wäre auf seine StammKlientel begrenzt geblieben und niemand außer den Juden würde
darüber reden.
Hier die Szene: Der Engel Raphael verlässt den alten Tobit und
dessen Sohn Tobias.

In 559 BC, Cambyses I the Elder was succeeded as the king of Anšān by his son Cyrus the Great, who also succeeded the
still-living Arsames as the King of Persia, thus reuniting the two realms. Cyrus is considered to be the first true king of the
Persian Empire, as his predecessors were subservient to the Medes. Cyrus the Great conquered Media, Lydia, and Babylon.
Cyrus was politically shrewd, modelling himself as the "saviour" of conquered nations, often allowing displaced people to
return, and giving his subjects freedom to practice local customs. To reinforce this image, he instituted policies of religious
freedom, and restored temples and other infrastructure in the newly acquired cities (Most notably the Jewish inhabitants of
Babylon, as recorded in the Cyrus Cylinder and the Tanakh). As a result of his tolerant policies he came to be known by
those of the Jewish faith as "the anointed of the Lord."
His immediate successors were less successful. Cyrus' son Cambyses II conquered Egypt in 525 BC, but died in July 522 BC
during a revolt led by a sacerdotal clan that had lost its power following Cyrus' conquest of Media. The cause of his death
remains uncertain, although it may have been the result of an accident.
According to Herodotus, Cambyses II had originally ventured into Egypt to take revenge for the pharaoh Amasis's trickery
when he sent a fake Egyptian bride whose family Amasis had murdered, instead of his own daughter, to wed Cambyses II.
Additionally negative reports of mistreatment caused by Amasis, given by Phanes of Halicarnassus, a wise counsellor
serving Amasis, further bolstered Cambyses's resolve to venture into Egypt. Amasis died before Cambyses II could face him,
but his successor Psamtik III was defeated by Cambyses II in the Battle of Pelusium.

While Cambyses II was in Egypt, the Zoroastrian priests, whom Herodotus called Magi, usurped the throne for one of their
own, Gaumata, who then pretended to be Cambyses II's younger brother Bardiya (Greek: Smerdis or
Tanaoxares/Tanyoxarkes), who had been assassinated some three years earlier. Owing to the strict rule of Cambyses II,
especially his stance on taxation, and his long absence in Egypt, "the whole people, Perses, Medes and all the other
nations," acknowledged the usurper, especially as he granted a remission of taxes for three years Cambyses II himself
would not be able to quell the imposters, as he died on the way back from Egypt.
The claim that Gaumata had impersonated Bardiya (Smerdis), is derived from Darius the Great and the records at the
Behistun Inscription. Historians are divided over the possibility that the story of the impostor was invented by Darius as
justification for his coup.Darius made a similar claim when he later captured Babylon, announcing that the Babylonian king
was not, in fact, Nebuchadnezzar III, but an impostor named Nidintu-bel.
According to the Behistun Inscription, Gaumata ruled for seven months before being overthrown in 522 BC by Darius the
Great (Darius I) (Old Persian Dāryavuš, "who holds firm the good", also known as Darayarahush or Darius the Great). The

Magi, though persecuted, continued to exist, and a year following the death of the first pseudo-Smerdis (Gaumata), saw a
second pseudo-Smerdis (named Vahyazdāta) attempt a coup. The coup, though initially successful, failed.
Herodotus writes that the native leadership debated the best form of government for the empire. It was agreed that an
oligarchy would divide them against one another, and democracy would bring about mob rule resulting in a charismatic
leader resuming the monarchy. Therefore, they decided a new monarch was in order, particularly since they were in a
position to choose him. Darius I was chosen monarch from among the leaders. He was cousin to Cambyses II and Bardiya
(Smerdis), claiming Ariaramnes as his ancestor.

The Achaemenids thereafter consolidated areas firmly under their control. It was Cyrus the Great and Darius the Great who,
by sound and far-sighted administrative planning, brilliant military manoeuvring, and a humanistic world view, established
the greatness of the Achaemenids and, in less than thirty years, raised them from an obscure tribe to a world power. It was
during the reign of Darius the Great (Darius I) that Persepolis was built (518–516 BC) and which would serve as capital for
several generations of Achaemenid kings. Ecbatana (Hagmatāna "City of Gatherings", modern: Hamadan) in Media was
greatly expanded during this period and served as the summer capital.

Ever since the Macedonian king Amyntas I surrendered his country to the Persians in about 512–511, Macedonians and
Persians were strangers no more as well. Subjugation of Macedonia was part of Persian military operations initiated by
Darius the Great (521–486) in 513 – after immense preparations – a huge Achaemenid army invaded the Balkans and tried
to defeat the European Scythians roaming to the north of the Danube river. Darius' army subjugated several Thracian
peoples, and virtually all other regions that touch the European part of the Black Sea, such as parts of nowadays Bulgaria,
Romania, Ukraine, and Russia, before it returned to Asia Minor. Darius left in Europe one of his commanders named
Megabazus whose task was to accomplish conquests in the Balkans. The Persian troops subjugated gold-rich Thrace, the
coastal Greek cities, as well as defeating and conquering the powerful Paeonians. Finally, Megabazus sent envoys to
Amyntas, demanding acceptance of Persian domination, which the Macedonians did. The Balkans provided many soldiers
for the multi-ethnic Achaemenid army. Many of the Macedonian and Persian elite intermarried, such as the Persian official
Bubares who married Amyntas' daughter, Gygaea. Family ties the Macedonian rulers Amyntas and Alexander enjoyed with
Bubares ensured them good relations with the Persian kings Darius and Xerxes I. The Persian invasion led indirectly to
Macedonia's rise in power and Persia had some common interests in the Balkans; with Persian aid, the Macedonians stood
to gain much at the expense of some Balkan tribes such as the Paeonians and Greeks. All in all, the Macedonians were
"willing and useful Persian allies. Macedonian soldiers fought against Athens and Sparta in Xerxes' army. The Persians
referred to both Greeks and Macedonians as Yauna ("Ionians", their term for "Greeks"), and to Macedonians specifically as
Yaunã Takabara or "Greeks with hats that look like shields", possibly referring to the Macedonian kausia hat.
By the 5th century BC the Kings of Persia were either ruling over or had subordinated territories encompassing not just all
of the Persian Plateau and all of the territories formerly held by the Assyrian Empire (Mesopotamia, the Levant, Cyprus and
Egypt), but beyond this all of Anatolia and Armenia, as well as the Southern Caucasus and parts of the North Caucasus,

Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, all of Bulgaria, Paeonia, Thrace and Macedonia to the north and west, most of the Black
Sea coastal regions, parts of Central Asia as far as the Aral Sea, the Oxus and Jaxartes to the north and north-east, the Hindu
Kush and the western Indus basin (corresponding to modern Afghanistan and Pakistan) to the far east, parts of northern
Arabia to the south, and parts of northern Libya to the south-west, and parts of Oman, China, and the UAE
The Ionian Revolt in 499 BC, and associated revolts in Aeolis, Doris, Cyprus and Caria, were military rebellions by several
regions of Asia Minor against Persian rule, lasting from 499 to 493 BC. At the heart of the rebellion was the dissatisfaction
of the Greek cities of Asia Minor with the tyrants appointed by Persia to rule them, along with the individual actions of two
Milesian tyrants, Histiaeus and Aristagoras. In 499 BC, the then tyrant of Miletus, Aristagoras, launched a joint expedition
with the Persian satrap Artaphernes to conquer Naxos, in an attempt to bolster his position in Miletus (both financially and
in terms of prestige). The mission was a debacle, and sensing his imminent removal as tyrant, Aristagoras chose to incite
the whole of Ionia into rebellion against the Persian king Darius the Great.

The Persians continued to reduce the cities along the west coast that still held out against them, before finally imposing a
peace settlement in 493 BC on Ionia that was generally considered to be both just and fair. The Ionian Revolt constituted
the first major conflict between Greece and the Achaemenid Empire, and as such represents the first phase of the GrecoPersian Wars. Asia Minor had been brought back into the Persian fold, but Darius had vowed to punish Athens and Eretria
for their support of the revolt. Moreover, seeing that the political situation in Greece posed a continued threat to the
stability of his Empire, he decided to embark on the conquest of all of Greece. The first campaign of the invasion was to
bring the territories in the Balkan Peninsula back within the empire. The Persian grip over these territories had loosened
following the Ionian Revolt. In 492 BC, the Persian general Mardonius re-subjugated Thrace and made Macedon a fully
subordinate part of the empire; it had been a vassal as early as the late 6th century BC, but retained a great deal of
autonomy. However, in 490 BC the Persian forces were defeated by the Athenians at the Battle of Marathon and Darius
would die before having the chance to launch an invasion of Greece.
Xerxes I (485–465 BC, Old Persian Xšayārša "Hero Among Kings"), son of Darius I, vowed to complete the job. He organized
a massive invasion aiming to conquer Greece. His army entered Greece from the north, meeting little or no resistance
through Macedonia and Thessaly, but was delayed by a small Greek force for three days at Thermopylae. A simultaneous
naval battle at Artemisium was tactically indecisive as large storms destroyed ships from both sides. The battle was stopped
prematurely when the Greeks received news of the defeat at Thermopylae and retreated. The battle was a strategic victory
for the Persians, giving them uncontested control of Artemisium and the Aegean Sea.

Following his victory at the Battle of Thermopylae, Xerxes sacked the evacuated city of Athens and prepared to meet the
Greeks at the strategic Isthmus of Corinth and the Saronic Gulf. In 480 BC the Greeks won a decisive victory over the Persian
fleet at the Battle of Salamis and forced Xerxes to retire to Sardis. The land army which he left in Greece under Mardonius
retook Athens but was eventually destroyed in 479 BC at the Battle of Plataea. The final defeat of the Persians at Mycale

encouraged the Greek cities of Asia to revolt, and the Persians lost all of their territories in Europe; Macedonia once again
became independent.
After Xerxes I was assassinated, he was succeeded by his eldest son Artaxerxes I. It was during his reign that Elamite ceased
to be the language of government, and Aramaic gained in importance. It was probably during this reign that the solar
calendar was introduced as the national calendar. Under Artaxerxes I, Zoroastrianism became the de facto religion of state.

After Persia had been defeated at Battle of Eurymedon (469 BC or 466 BC), military action between Greece and Persia was
halted. When Artaxerxes I took power, he introduced a new Persian strategy of weakening the Athenians by funding their
enemies in Greece. This indirectly caused the Athenians to move the treasury of the Delian League from the island of Delos
to the Athenian acropolis. This funding practice inevitably prompted renewed fighting in 450 BC, where the Greeks attacked
at the Battle of Cyprus. After Cimon's failure to attain much in this expedition, the Peace of Callias was agreed between
Athens, Argos and Persia in 449 BC.
Artaxerxes I offered asylum to Themistocles, who was the winner of the Battle of Salamis, after Themistocles was ostracized
from Athens. Also, Artaxerxes I gave him Magnesia, Myus, and Lampsacus to maintain him in bread, meat, and wine. In
addition, Artaxerxes I gave him Palaescepsis to provide him with clothes, and he also gave him Percote with bedding for his
house.
When Artaxerxes died in 424 BC at Susa, his body was taken to the tomb already built for him in the Naqsh-e Rustam
Necropolis. It was Persian tradition that kings begin constructing their own tombs while they were still alive. Artaxerxes I
was immediately succeeded by his eldest son Xerxes II, who was the only legitimate son of Artaxerxes. However, after a few
days on the throne, he was assassinated while drunk by Pharnacyas and Menostanes on the orders of his illegitimate
brother: Sogdianus who apparently had gained the support of his regions. He reigned for six months and fifteen days before
being captured by his half-brother, Ochus, who had rebelled against him. Sogdianus was executed by being suffocated in
ash because Ochus had promised he would not die by the sword, by poison or by hunger. Ochus then took the royal name
Darius II. Darius' ability to defend his position on the throne ended the short power vacuum.

From 412 BC Darius II, at the insistence of Tissaphernes, gave support first to Athens, then to Sparta, but in 407 BC, Darius'
son Cyrus the Younger was appointed to replace Tissaphernes and aid was given entirely to Sparta which finally defeated
Athens in 404 BC. In the same year, Darius fell ill and died in Babylon. His death gave an Egyptian rebel named Amyrtaeus
the opportunity to throw off Persian control over Egypt. At his death bed, Darius' Babylonian wife Parysatis pleaded with
him to have her second eldest son Cyrus (the Younger) crowned, but Darius refused. Queen Parysatis favoured Cyrus more
than her eldest son Artaxerxes II. Plutarch relates (probably on the authority of Ctesias) that the displaced Tissaphernes
came to the new king on his coronation day to warn him that his younger brother Cyrus (the Younger) was preparing to
assassinate him during the ceremony. Artaxerxes had Cyrus arrested and would have had him executed if their mother
Parysatis had not intervened. Cyrus was then sent back as Satrap of Lydia, where he prepared an armed rebellion. Cyrus
hired an army of Ten Thousand Greek mercenaries and made his way deeper into Persia. The army of Cyrus was stopped by

the royal Persian army of Artaxerxes II at Cunaxa in 401 BC, where Cyrus was killed. The Ten Thousand Greek Mercenaries
including Xenophon were now deep in Persian territory and were at risk of attack. So they searched for others to offer their
services to but eventually had to return to Greece.
Artaxerxes II was the longest reigning of the Achaemenid kings and it was during this 45-year period of relative peace and
stability that many of the monuments of the era were constructed. Artaxerxes moved the capital back to Persepolis, which
he greatly extended. Also the summer capital at Ecbatana was lavishly extended with gilded columns and roof tiles of silver
and copper. The extraordinary innovation of the Zoroastrian shrines can also be dated to his reign, and it was probably
during this period that Zoroastrianism spread from Armenia throughout Asia Minor and the Levant. The construction of
temples, though serving a religious purpose, was not a purely selfless act, as they also served as an important source of
income. From the Babylonian kings, the Achaemenids had taken over the concept of a mandatory temple tax, a one-tenth
tithe which all inhabitants paid to the temple nearest to their land or other source of income. A share of this income called
the Quppu Sha Sharri, "king's chest"—an ingenious institution originally introduced by Nabonidus—was then turned over to
the ruler. In retrospect, Artaxerxes is generally regarded as an amiable man who lacked the moral fiber to be a really
successful ruler. However, six centuries later Ardeshir I, founder of the second Persian Empire, would consider himself
Artaxerxes' successor, a grand testimony to the importance of Artaxerxes to the Persian psyche.

Artaxerxes II became involved in a war with Persia's erstwhile allies, the Spartans, who, under Agesilaus II, invaded Asia
Minor. In order to redirect the Spartans' attention to Greek affairs, Artaxerxes II subsidized their enemies: in particular the
Athenians, Thebans and Corinthians. These subsidies helped to engage the Spartans in what would become known as the
Corinthian War. In 387 BC, Artaxerxes II betrayed his allies and came to an arrangement with Sparta, and in the Treaty of
Antalcidas he forced his erstwhile allies to come to terms. This treaty restored control of the Greek cities of Ionia and Aeolis
on the Anatolian coast to the Persians, while giving Sparta dominance on the Greek mainland. In 385 BC he campaigned
against the Cadusians. Although successful against the Greeks, Artaxerxes II had more trouble with the Egyptians, who had
successfully revolted against him at the beginning of his reign. An attempt to reconquer Egypt in 373 BC was completely
unsuccessful, but in his waning years the Persians did manage to defeat a joint Egyptian–Spartan effort to conquer
Phoenicia. He quashed the Revolt of the Satraps in 372–362 BC. He is reported to have had a number of wives. His main
wife was Stateira, until she was poisoned by Artaxerxes II's mother Parysatis in about 400 BC. Another chief wife was a
Greek woman of Phocaea named Aspasia (not the same as the concubine of Pericles). Artaxerxes II is said to have had more
than 115 sons from 350 wives.

In 358 BC Artaxerxes II died and was succeeded by his son Artaxerxes III. In 355 BC, Artaxerxes III forced Athens to conclude
a peace which required the city's forces to leave Asia Minor and to acknowledge the independence of its rebellious allies.
Artaxerxes started a campaign against the rebellious Cadusians, but he managed to appease both of the Cadusian kings.
One individual who successfully emerged from this campaign was Darius Codomannus, who later occupied the Persian
throne as Darius III.
Artaxerxes III then ordered the disbanding of all the satrapal armies of Asia Minor, as he felt that they could no longer
guarantee peace in the west and was concerned that these armies equipped the western satraps with the means to

revolt.The order was however ignored by Artabazos II of Phrygia, who asked for the help of Athens in a rebellion against the
king. Athens sent assistance to Sardis. Orontes of Mysia also supported Artabazos and the combined forces managed to
defeat the forces sent by Artaxerxes III in 354 BC. However, in 353 BC, they were defeated by Artaxerxes III's army and were
disbanded. Orontes was pardoned by the king, while Artabazos fled to the safety of the court of Philip II of Macedon. In
around 351 BC, Artaxerxes embarked on a campaign to recover Egypt, which had revolted under his father, Artaxerxes II. At
the same time a rebellion had broken out in Asia Minor, which, being supported by Thebes, threatened to become serious.
Levying a vast army, Artaxerxes marched into Egypt, and engaged Nectanebo II. After a year of fighting the Egyptian
Pharaoh, Nectanebo inflicted a crushing defeat on the Persians with the support of mercenaries led by the Greek generals
Diophantus and Lamius. Artaxerxes was compelled to retreat and postpone his plans to reconquer Egypt. Soon after this
defeat, there were rebellions in Phoenicia, Asia Minor and Cyprus.
In 343 BC, Artaxerxes committed responsibility for the suppression of the Cyprian rebels to Idrieus, prince of Caria, who
employed 8,000 Greek mercenaries and forty triremes, commanded by Phocion the Athenian, and Evagoras, son of the
elder Evagoras, the Cypriot monarch. Idrieus succeeded in reducing Cyprus. Artaxerxes initiated a counter-offensive against
Sidon by commanding Belesys, satrap of Syria, and Mezseus, satrap of Cilicia, to invade the city and to keep the Phoenicians
in check. Both satraps suffered crushing defeats at the hands of Tennes, the Sidonese king, who was aided by 40,000 Greek
mercenaries sent to him by Nectanebo II and commanded by Mentor of Rhodes. As a result, the Persian forces were driven
out of Phoenicia.

After this, Artaxerxes personally led an army of 330,000 men against Sidon. Artaxerxes' army comprised 300,000 foot
soldiers, 30,000 cavalry, 300 triremes, and 500 transports or provision ships. After gathering this army, he sought assistance
from the Greeks. Though refused aid by Athens and Sparta, he succeeded in obtaining a thousand Theban heavy-armed
hoplites under Lacrates, three thousand Argives under Nicostratus, and six thousand Æolians, Ionians, and Dorians from the
Greek cities of Asia Minor. This Greek support was numerically small, amounting to no more than 10,000 men, but it
formed, together with the Greek mercenaries from Egypt who went over to him afterwards, the force on which he placed
his chief reliance, and to which the ultimate success of his expedition was mainly due. The approach of Artaxerxes
sufficiently weakened the resolution of Tennes that he endeavoured to purchase his own pardon by delivering up 100
principal citizens of Sidon into the hands of the Persian king, and then admitting Artaxerxes within the defences of the
town. Artaxerxes had the 100 citizens transfixed with javelins, and when 500 more came out as supplicants to seek his
mercy, Artaxerxes consigned them to the same fate. Sidon was then burnt to the ground, either by Artaxerxes or by the
Sidonian citizens. Forty thousand people died in the conflagration. Artaxerxes sold the ruins at a high price to speculators,
who calculated on reimbursing themselves by the treasures which they hoped to dig out from among the ashes.Tennes was
later put to death by Artaxerxes.Artaxerxes later sent Jews who supported the revolt to Hyrcania on the south coast of the
Caspian Sea.
The reduction of Sidon was followed closely by the invasion of Egypt. In 343 BC, Artaxerxes, in addition to his 330,000
Persians, had now a force of 14,000 Greeks furnished by the Greek cities of Asia Minor: 4,000 under Mentor, consisting of
the troops that he had brought to the aid of Tennes from Egypt; 3,000 sent by Argos; and 1000 from Thebes. He divided
these troops into three bodies, and placed at the head of each a Persian and a Greek. The Greek commanders were
Lacrates of Thebes, Mentor of Rhodes and Nicostratus of Argos while the Persians were led by Rhossaces, Aristazanes, and
Bagoas, the chief of the eunuchs. Nectanebo II resisted with an army of 100,000 of whom 20,000 were Greek mercenaries.
Nectanebo II occupied the Nile and its various branches with his large navy.
The character of the country, intersected by numerous canals and full of strongly fortified towns, was in his favour and
Nectanebo II might have been expected to offer a prolonged, if not even a successful, resistance. However, he lacked good
generals, and, over-confident in his own powers of command, he was out-manoeuvred by the Greek mercenary generals
and his forces were eventually defeated by the combined Persian armies at the Battle of Pelusium (343 BC). After his
defeat, Nectanebo hastily fled to Memphis, leaving the fortified towns to be defended by their garrisons. These garrisons
consisted of partly Greek and partly Egyptian troops; between whom jealousies and suspicions were easily sown by the
Persian leaders. As a result, the Persians were able to rapidly reduce numerous towns across Lower Egypt and were
advancing upon Memphis when Nectanebo decided to quit the country and flee southwards to Ethiopia. The Persian army

completely routed the Egyptians and occupied the Lower Delta of the Nile. Following Nectanebo fleeing to Ethiopia, all of
Egypt submitted to Artaxerxes. The Jews in Egypt were sent either to Babylon or to the south coast of the Caspian Sea, the
same location that the Jews of Phoenicia had earlier been sent.
After this victory over the Egyptians, Artaxerxes had the city walls destroyed, started a reign of terror, and set about looting
all the temples. Persia gained a significant amount of wealth from this looting. Artaxerxes also raised high taxes and
attempted to weaken Egypt enough that it could never revolt against Persia. For the 10 years that Persia controlled Egypt,
believers in the native religion were persecuted and sacred books were stolen. Before he returned to Persia, he appointed
Pherendares as satrap of Egypt. With the wealth gained from his reconquering Egypt, Artaxerxes was able to amply reward
his mercenaries. He then returned to his capital having successfully completed his invasion of Egypt.
After his success in Egypt, Artaxerxes returned to Persia and spent the next few years effectively quelling insurrections in

various parts of the Empire so that a few years after his conquest of Egypt, the Persian Empire was firmly under his control.
Egypt remained a part of the Persian Empire until Alexander the Great's conquest of Egypt.
After the conquest of Egypt, there were no more revolts or rebellions against Artaxerxes. Mentor and Bagoas, the two
generals who had most distinguished themselves in the Egyptian campaign, were advanced to posts of the highest
importance. Mentor, who was governor of the entire Asiatic seaboard, was successful in reducing to subjection many of the
chiefs who during the recent troubles had rebelled against Persian rule. In the course of a few years Mentor and his forces
were able to bring the whole Asian Mediterranean coast into complete submission and dependence.
Bagoas went back to the Persian capital with Artaxerxes, where he took a leading role in the internal administration of the
Empire and maintained tranquillity throughout the rest of the Empire. During the last six years of the reign of Artaxerxes III,
the Persian Empire was governed by a vigorous and successful government.
The Persian forces in Ionia and Lycia regained control of the Aegean and the Mediterranean Sea and took over much of
Athens' former island empire. In response, Isocrates of Athens started giving speeches calling for a 'crusade against the
barbarians' but there was not enough strength left in any of the Greek city-states to answer his call.
Although there weren't any rebellions in the Persian Empire itself, the growing power and territory of Philip II of Macedon
in Macedon (against which Demosthenes was in vain warning the Athenians) attracted the attention of Artaxerxes. In
response, he ordered that Persian influence was to be used to check and constrain the rising power and influence of the
Macedonian kingdom. In 340 BC, a Persian force was dispatched to assist the Thracian prince, Cersobleptes, to maintain his
independence. Sufficient effective aid was given to the city of Perinthus that the numerous and well-appointed army with
which Philip had commenced his siege of the city was compelled to give up the attempt.By the last year of Artaxerxes' rule,
Philip II already had plans in place for an invasion of the Persian Empire, which would crown his career, but the Greeks
would not unite with him.
In 338 BC Artaxerxes was poisoned by Bagoas with the assistance of a physician.
The Battle of Issus, between Alexander the Great on horseback to the left, and Darius III in the chariot to the right,
represented in a Pompeii mosaic dated 1st century BC – Naples National Archaeological Museum
Alexander's first victory over Darius, the Persian king depicted in medieval European style in the 15th century romance The

Artaxerxes III was succeeded by Artaxerxes IV Arses, who before he could act was also poisoned by Bagoas. Bagoas is
further said to have killed not only all Arses' children, but many of the other princes of the land. Bagoas then placed Darius
III, a nephew of Artaxerxes IV, on the throne. Darius III, previously Satrap of Armenia, personally forced Bagoas to swallow
poison. In 334 BC, when Darius was just succeeding in subduing Egypt again, Alexander and his battle-hardened troops
invaded Asia Minor.
Alexander the Great (Alexander III of Macedon) defeated the Persian armies at Granicus (334 BC), followed by Issus (333
BC), and lastly at Gaugamela (331 BC). Afterwards, he marched on Susa and Persepolis which surrendered in early 330 BC.
From Persepolis, Alexander headed north to Pasargadae where he visited the tomb of Cyrus, the burial of the man whom
he had heard of from the Cyropedia.
In the ensuing chaos created by Alexander's invasion of Persia, Cyrus's tomb was broken into and most of its luxuries were
looted. When Alexander reached the tomb, he was horrified by the manner in which it had been treated, and questioned
the Magi, putting them on trial. By some accounts, Alexander's decision to put the Magi on trial was more an attempt to
undermine their influence and display his own power than a show of concern for Cyrus's tomb. Regardless, Alexander the
Great ordered Aristobulus to improve the tomb's condition and restore its interior, showing respect for Cyrus. From there
he headed to Ecbatana, where Darius III had sought refuge.

Darius III was taken prisoner by Bessus, his Bactrian satrap and kinsman. As Alexander approached, Bessus had his men
murder Darius III and then declared himself Darius' successor, as Artaxerxes V, before retreating into Central Asia leaving
Darius' body in the road to delay Alexander, who brought it to Persepolis for an honorable funeral. Bessus would then
create a coalition of his forces, in order to create an army to defend against Alexander. Before Bessus could fully unite with
his confederates at the eastern part of the empire, Alexander, fearing the danger of Bessus gaining control, found him, put
him on trial in a Persian court under his control, and ordered his execution in a "cruel and barbarous manner".
Alexander generally kept the original Achaemenid administrative structure, leading some scholars to dub him as "the last of
the Achaemenids" Upon Alexander's death in 323 BC, his empire was divided among his generals, the Diadochi, resulting in
a number of smaller states. The largest of these, which held sway over the Iranian plateau, was Seleucid Empire, ruled by
Alexander's general Seleucus I Nicator. Native Iranian rule would be restored by the Parthians of north-eastern Iran over
the course of the 2nd century BC.
Istakhr, one of the vassal kingdoms of the Parthian Empire, would be overthrown by Papak, a priest of the temple there.
Papak's son, Ardašir I, who named himself in remembrance of Artaxerxes II, would revolt against the Parthians, eventually
defeating them and establishing the Sassanid Empire or as it is known the second Persian Empire.
The Achaemenid line would be carried on through the Kingdom of Pontus, based in the Pontus region of northern Asia
Minor. This Pontic Kingdom, a state of Persian origin, may even have been directly related to Darius the Great and the

Achaemenid dynasty. It was founded by Mithridates I in 281 BC and lasted until its conquest by the Roman Republic in 63
BC. The kingdom grew to its largest extent under Mithridates VI the Great, who conquered Colchis, Cappadocia, Bithynia,
the Greek colonies of the Tauric Chersonesos and for a brief time the Roman province of Asia. Thus, this Persian dynasty
managed to survive and prosper in the Hellenistic world while the main Persian Empire had fallen.
Both the later dynasties of the Parthians and Sasanians would on occasion claim Achaemenid descent. Recently there has
been some corroboration for the Parthian claim to Achaemenid ancestry via the possibility of an inherited disease
(neurofibromatosis) demonstrated by the physical descriptions of rulers and from evidence of familial disease on ancient
coinage.
Part of the cause of the Empire's decline had been the heavy tax burden put upon the state, which eventually led to
economic decline. An estimate of the tribute imposed on the subject nations was up to U.S. $180M per year. This does not
include the material goods and supplies that were supplied as taxes. After the high overhead of government – the military,
the bureaucracy, whatever the satraps could safely dip into the coffers for themselves – this money went into the royal
treasury. According to Diodorus, at Persepolis, Alexander III found some 180,000 Attic talents of silver besides the
additional treasure the Macedonians were carrying that already had been seized in Damascus by Parmenion. This
amounted to U.S. $2.7B. On top of this, Darius III had taken 8,000 talents with him on his flight to the north Alexander put
this static hoard back into the economy, and upon his death some 130,000 talents had been spent on the building of cities,
dockyards, temples, and the payment of the troops, besides the ordinary government expense. Additionally, one of the
satraps, Harpalus, had made off to Greece with some 6,000 talents, which Athens used to rebuild its economy after seizing
it during the struggles with the Corinthian League. Due to the flood of money from Alexander's hoard entering Greece,
however, a disruption in the economy occurred, in agriculture, banking, rents, the great increase in mercenary soldiers that
cash allowed the wealthy, and an increase in piracy.

Another factor contributing to the decline of the Empire, in the period following Xerxes, was its failure to ever mold the
many subject nations into a whole; the creation of a national identity was never attempted. This lack of cohesion eventually
affected the efficiency of the military.
Cyrus the Great founded the empire as a multi-state empire, governed from four capital cities: Pasargadae, Babylon, Susa
and Ecbatana. The Achaemenids allowed a certain amount of regional autonomy in the form of the satrapy system. A
satrapy was an administrative unit, usually organized on a geographical basis. A 'satrap' (governor) was the governor who
administered the region, a 'general' supervised military recruitment and ensured order, and a 'state secretary' kept the
official records. The general and the state secretary reported directly to the satrap as well as the central government. At
differing times, there were between 20 and 30 satrapies.
Cyrus the Great created an organized army including the Immortals unit, consisting of 10,000 highly trained soldiersCyrus
also formed an innovative postal system throughout the empire, based on several relay stations called Chapar Khaneh.

Perhaps the tallest building in the ancient world, Peshawar's Kanishka stupa once kept sacred
Buddhist relics in the Kanishka casket.
In the first century of the Common era, ancient Peshawar came under control of Kujula Kadphises,
founder of the Kushan Empire. The city was made the empire's winter capital. The Kushan's summer
capital at Kapisi (modern Bagram, Afghanistan) was seen as the secondary capital of the empire,
while Puruṣapura was considered to be the empire's primary capital. Ancient Peshawar's population
was estimated to be 120,000, which would make it the seventh-most populous city in the world at
the time.
Around 128 CE, ancient Peshawar was made sole capital of the Kushan Empire under the rule of
Kanishka. As a devout Buddhist, the emperor built the grand Kanishka Mahavihara monastery. After

his death the magnificent Kanishka stupa was built in Peshawar to house Buddhist relics. The golden
age of the Kushan empire in Peshawar ended in 232 CE with the death of the last great Kushan king,
Vasudeva I.
The Kushan Empire was a syncretic empire, formed by the Yuezhi, in the Bactrian territories in the early 1st century. It
spread to encompass much of Afghanistan, and then the northern parts of the Indian subcontinent at least as far as Saketa
and Sarnath near Varanasi (Benares), where inscriptions have been found dating to the era of the Kushan Emperor Kanishka
the Great. Emperor Kanishka was a great patron of Buddhism. He played an important role in the establishment of
Buddhism in the Indian subcontinent and its spread to Central Asia and China.
The Kushans were one of five branches of the Yuezhi confederation, a possibly Iranic or Tocharian, Indo-European nomadic
people who migrated from Gansu and settled in ancient Bactria. The Kushans possibly used the Greek language initially for
administrative purposes, but soon began to use Bactrian language. Kanishka sent his armies north of the Karakoram
mountains, capturing territories as far as Kashgar, Khotan and Yarkant, in the Tarim Basin of modern-day Xinjiang, China. A
direct road from Gandhara to China remained under Kushan control for more than a century, encouraging travel across the
Karakoram and facilitating the spread of Mahayana Buddhism to China.
The Kushan dynasty had diplomatic contacts with the Roman Empire, Sasanian Persia, the Aksumite Empire and Han
Dynasty of China. While much philosophy, art, and science was created within its borders, the only textual record of the
empire's history today comes from inscriptions and accounts in other languages, particularly Chinese.

The Kushan empire fragmented into semi-independent kingdoms in the 3rd century AD, which fell to the Sasanians invading
from the west, establishing the Kushano-Sasanian Kingdom in the areas of Sogdiana, Bactria and Gandhara. In the 4th
century, the Guptas, an Indian dynasty also pressed from the east. The last of the Kushan and Kushano-Sasanian kingdoms
were eventually overwhelmed by invaders from the north, known as the Kidarites, and then the Hepthalites.
Chinese sources describe the Guishuang i.e. the Kushans, as one of the five aristocratic tribes of the Yuezhi, with some
people claiming they were a loose confederation of Indo-European peoples, though many scholars are still unconvinced
that they originally spoke an Indo-European language. As the historian John E. Hill has put it: "For well over a century ...
there have been many arguments about the ethnic and linguistic origins of the Great Yuezhi or Da Yuezhi, Kushans , and the
Tochari, and still there is little consensus".
The Yuezhi were described in the Records of the Great Historian and the Book of Han as living in the grasslands of Gansu, in
the northwest of modern-day China, until their King was beheaded by the Huns from Siberia (the Xiongnu) who were also at
war with China, which eventually forced them to migrate west in 176–160 BCE. The five tribes constituting the Yuezhi are
known in Chinese history as Xiūmì , Guìshuāng , Shuāngmǐ, Xìdùn, and Dūmì.
The Yuezhi reached the Hellenic kingdom of Greco-Bactria (in northern Afghanistan and Uzbekistan) around 135 BC. The
displaced Greek dynasties resettled to the southeast in areas of the Hindu Kush and the Indus basin (in present-day
Afghanistan and Pakistan), occupying the western part of the Indo-Greek Kingdom.
Some traces remain of the presence of the Kushans in the area of Bactria and Sogdiana. Archaeological structures are
known in Takht-I-Sangin, Surkh Kotal (a monumental temple), and in the palace of Khalchayan. Various sculptures and
friezes are known, representing horse-riding archers, and, significantly, men with artificially deformed skulls, such as the
Kushan prince of Khalchayan (a practice well attested in nomadic Central Asia). The Chinese first referred to these people as
the Yuezhi and said they established the Kushan Empire, although the relationship between the Yuezhi and the Kushans is
still unclear. On the ruins of ancient Hellenistic cities such as Ai-Khanoum, the Kushans are known to have built fortresses.
The first known Kushan king Heraios (1-30 CE)

The earliest documented ruler, and the first one to proclaim himself as a Kushan ruler, was Heraios. He calls himself a
"tyrant" in Greek on his coins, and also exhibits skull deformation. He may have been an ally of the Greeks, and he shared
the same style of coinage. Heraios may have been the father of the first Kushan emperor Kujula Kadphises.

Indo-Scythians

Ban Gu's Book of Han tells us the Kushans (Kuei-shuang) divided up Bactria in 128 BC. Fan Ye's Book of the Later Han
"relates how the chief of the Kushans, Ch'iu-shiu-ch'ueh (the Kujula Kadphises of coins), founded by means of the
submission of the other Yueh-chih clans the Kushan Empire, known to the Greeks and Romans under the name of Empire of
the Indo-Scythians."
The Chinese Hou Hanshu chronicles gives an account of the formation of the Kushan empire based on a report made by the
Chinese general Ban Yong to the Chinese Emperor c. 125 AD:
More than a hundred years later [than the conquest of Bactria by the Da Yuezhi], the prince [xihou] of Guishuang
(Badakhshan) established himself as king, and his dynasty was called that of the Guishuang (Kushan) King. He invaded Anxi
(Indo-Parthia), and took the Gaofu (Kabul) region. He also defeated the whole of the kingdoms of Puda (Paktiya) and Jibin
(Kapisha and Gandhara). Qiujiuque (Kujula Kadphises) was more than eighty years old when he died. His son, Yangaozhen
[probably Vema Tahk (tu) or, possibly, his brother Sadaṣkaṇa], became king in his place. He defeated Tianzhu [Northwestern India] and installed Generals to supervise and lead it. The Yuezhi then became extremely rich. All the kingdoms call
[their king] the Guishuang [Kushan] king, but the Han call them by their original name, Da Yuezhi.
— Hou Hanshu

In the 1st century BCE, the Guishuang gained prominence over the other Yuezhi tribes, and welded them into a tight
confederation under yabgu (Commander) Kujula Kadphises. The name Guishuang was adopted in the West and modified
into Kushan to designate the confederation, although the Chinese continued to call them Yuezhi.
Gradually wresting control of the area from the Scythian tribes, the Kushans expanded south into the region traditionally
known as Gandhara (an area primarily in Pakistan's Pothowar and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa region but going in an arc to include
the Kabul valley and part of Qandahar in Afghanistan) and established twin capitals in Begram and Peshawar, then known
as Kapisa and Pushklavati respectively.
The Kushan writing system used the Greek alphabet, with the addition of the letter Sho (associated with the Greek Sampi).
The Kushans adopted elements of the Hellenistic culture of Bactria. They adopted the Greek alphabet to suit their own
language (with the additional development of the letter Þ "sh", as in "Kushan") and soon began minting coinage on the
Greek model. On their coins they used Greek language legends combined with Pali legends (in the Kharoshthi script), until
the first few years of the reign of Kanishka. After that date, they used Kushan language legends (in an adapted Greek script),
combined with legends in Greek (Greek script) and legends in Prakrit (Kharoshthi script)

The Kushans "adopted many local beliefs and customs, including Zoroastrianism and the two rising religions in the region,
the Greek cults and Buddhism". From the time of Vima Takto, many Kushans started adopting aspects of Buddhist culture,
and like the Egyptians, they absorbed the strong remnants of the Greek culture of the Hellenistic Kingdoms, becoming at
least partly Hellenised. The great Kushan emperor Vima Kadphises may have embraced Shaivism (a sect of Hinduism), as
surmised by coins minted during the period. The following Kushan emperors represented a wide variety of faiths including
Buddhism, Zoroastrianism and Shaivism.
The rule of the Kushans linked the seagoing trade of the Indian Ocean with the commerce of the Silk Road through the longcivilized Indus Valley. At the height of the dynasty, the Kushans loosely ruled a territory that extended to the Aral Sea
through present-day Uzbekistan, Afghanistan, and Pakistan into northern India.
The loose unity and comparative peace of such a vast expanse encouraged long-distance trade, brought Chinese silks to
Rome, and created strings of flourishing urban centers.
Rosenfield notes that archaeological evidence of a Kushan rule of long duration is present in an area stretching from Surkh
Kotal, Begram, the summer capital of the Kushans, Peshawar, the capital under Kanishka I, Taxila, and Mathura, the winter
capital of the Kushans.
Other areas of probable rule include Khwarezm, Kausambi (excavations of Allahabad University), Sanchi and Sarnath
(inscriptions with names and dates of Kushan kings), Malwa and Maharashtra, and Odisha (imitation of Kushan coins, and
large Kushan hoards).
Kushan invasions in the 1st century CE had been given as an explanation for the migration of Indians from the Indian
Subcontinent toward Southeast Asia according to proponents of a Greater India theory by 20th-century Indian nationalists.
However, there is no evidence to support this hypothesis.

The recently discovered Rabatak inscription confirms the account of the Hou Hanshu, Weilüe, and inscriptions dated early
in the Kanishka era (incept probably 127 CE), that large Kushan dominions expanded into the heartland of northern India in
the early 2nd century CE. Lines 4 to 7 of the inscription describe the cities which were under the rule of Kanishka, among
which six names are identifiable: Ujjain, Kundina, Saketa, Kausambi, Pataliputra, and Champa (although the text is not clear
whether Champa was a possession of Kanishka or just beyond it). The Kushan state was bounded to the south by the Pārata
state of Balochistan, western Pakistan, Afghanistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan. Turkmenistan
was known for the kushan Buddhist city of Merv. As late as the 3rd century AD, decorated coins of Huvishka were dedicated
at Bodh Gaya together with other gold offerings under the "Enlightenment Throne" of the Buddha, suggesting direct
Kushan influence in the area during that period.

Northward, in the 2nd century AD, the Kushans under Kanishka made various forays into the Tarim Basin, where they had
various contacts with the Chinese. Both archaeological findings and literary evidence suggest Kushan rule, in Kashgar,
Yarkand, and Khotan.
...the prince [elavoor] of Guishuang, named thilac [Kujula Kadphises], attacked and exterminated the four other xihou. He
established himself as king, and his dynasty was called that of the Guishuang [Kushan] King. He invaded Anxi [Indo-Parthia]
and took the Gaofu [Kabul] region. He also defeated the whole of the kingdoms of Puda [Paktiya] and Jibin [Kapisha and
Gandhara]. Qiujiuque [Kujula Kadphises] was more than eighty years old when he died."
— Hou Hanshu
These conquests probably took place sometime between 45 and 60 and laid the basis for the Kushan Empire which was
rapidly expanded by his descendants.
Kujula issued an extensive series of coins and fathered at least two sons, Sadaṣkaṇa (who is known from only two
inscriptions, especially the Rabatak inscription, and apparently never ruled), and seemingly Vima Takto.
Sadashkana, is mentioned in an inscription of Senavarman, the King of Odi). He was the predecessor of Vima Kadphises, and
Kanishka I. He expanded the Kushan Empire into the northwest of South Asia. The Hou Hanshu says:
"His son, Yangaozhen [probably Vema Tahk (tu) or, possibly, his brother Sadaṣkaṇa], became king in his place. He
defeated Tianzhu [North-western India] and installed Generals to supervise and lead it. The Yuezhi then became extremely
rich. All the kingdoms call [their king] the Guishuang [Kushan] king, but the Han call them by their original name, Da
Yuezhi."
— Hou Hanshu

Vima Kadphises (Kushan language: Οοημο Καδφισης) was a Kushan emperor from around 90–100 CE, the son of
Sadashkana and the grandson of Kujula Kadphises, and the father of Kanishka I, as detailed by the Rabatak inscription.
Vima Kadphises added to the Kushan territory by his conquests in Afghanistan and north-west Pakistan.
The rule of Kanishka the Great, fifth Kushan king, lasted for about 13 years from c. 127. Upon his accession, Kanishka ruled a
huge territory (virtually all of northern India), south to Ujjain and Kundina and east beyond Pataliputra
His territory was administered from two capitals: Purushapura (now Peshawar in northwestern Pakistan) and Mathura, in
northern India. He is also credited (along with Raja Dab) for building the massive, ancient Fort at Bathinda (Qila Mubarak),
in the modern city of Bathinda, Indian Punjab.
The Kushans also had a summer capital in Bagram (then known as Kapisa), where the "Begram Treasure", comprising works
of art from Greece to China, has been found. According to the Rabatak inscription, Kanishka was the son of Vima Kadphises,
the grandson of Sadashkana, and the great-grandson of Kujula Kadphises. Kanishka's era is now generally accepted to have
begun in 127 on the basis of Harry Falk's ground-breaking research. Kanishka's era was used as a calendar reference by the
Kushans for about a century, until the decline of the Kushan realm.
Vāsishka was a Kushan emperor who seems to have had a 20-year reign following Kanishka. His rule is recorded as far south
as Sanchi (near Vidisa), where several inscriptions in his name have been found, dated to the year 22 (the Sanchi inscription
of "Vaksushana" – i.e., Vasishka Kushana) and year 28 (the Sanchi inscription of Vasaska – i.e., Vasishka) of the Kanishka era.
Huvishka (Kushan: Οοηϸκι, "Ooishki") was a Kushan emperor from about 20 years after the death of Kanishka (assumed on
the best evidence available to be in 140) until the succession of Vasudeva I about thirty years later. His rule was a period of
retrenchment and consolidation for the Empire. In particular he devoted time and effort early in his reign to the exertion of
greater control over the city of Mathura.
Vasudeva I was the last of the "Great Kushans". Named inscriptions dating from year 64 to 98 of Kanishka's era suggest his
reign extended from at least 191 to 225 AD. He was the last great Kushan emperor, and the end of his rule coincides with

the invasion of the Sasanians as far as northwestern India, and the establishment of the Indo-Sasanians or Kushanshahs in
what is nowadays Afghanistan, Pakistan and northwestern India from around 240 AD.

Sasanian Iran; Shapur
The Kushan religious pantheon is extremely varied, as revealed by their coins that were made in gold, silver, and copper.
These coins contained more than thirty different gods, belonging mainly to their own Iranic, Greek, and Indo-Aryan worlds
as well. Kushan coins had images of Kushan Kings, Buddha, and figures from the Indo-Aryan and Iranian pantheons. Greek
deities, with Greek names are represented on early coins. During Kanishka's reign, the language of the coinage changes to
Bactrian (though it remained in Greek script for all kings). After Huvishka, only two divinities appear on the coins: Ardoxsho
and Oesho.
Around 260 CE, the armies of the Sasanid Emperor Shapur I launched an attack against Peshawar,and severely damage
Buddhist monuments and monasteries throughout the Valley of Peshawar. Shapur's campaign also resulted in damage to
the city's monumental stupa and monastery. The Kushans were made subordinate to the Sasanids, and their power rapidly
dwindled, as the Sasanids blocked lucrative trade routes westward out of Puruṣapura.
Kushan Emperor Kanishka III was able to temporarily reestablish control over the entire Valley of Peshawar after Shapur's
invasion, but the city was then captured by the Central Asian Kidarite kingdom in the early 400s CE.

The White Huns devastated ancient Peshawar in the 460s CE, and ravaged the entire region of Gandhara, destroying its
numerous monasteries.The Kanishka stupa was rebuilt during the White Hun era with the construction of a tall wooden
superstructure, built atop a stone base,and crowned with a 13-layer copper-gilded chatra. In the 400s CE, the Chinese
Buddhist pilgrim Faxian visited the structure and described it as "the highest of all the towers" in the "terrestrial world",
which ancient travelers claimed was up to 560 feet (170 m) tall,though modern estimates suggest a height of 400 feet
(120 m).

In 520 CE the Chinese monk Song Yun visited Gandhara and ancient Peshawar during the White Hun
era, and noted that it was in conflict with nearby Kapisa. The Chinese monk and traveler Xuanzang
visited ancient Peshawar around 630 CE, after Kapisa victory, and expressed lament that the city and
its great Buddhist monuments had decayed to ruin—although some monks studying Hinayana
Buddhism continued to study at the monastery's ruins. Xuanzang estimated that only about 1,000
families continued in a small quarter among the ruins of the former grand capital.
Until the mid-7th century, the residents of ancient Peshawar had a ruling elite of Central Asian
Scythian descent, who were then displaced by the Hindu Shahis of Kabul.

Islam is believed to have been first introduced to the Buddhist and Zoroastrian inhabitants of
Puruṣapura in the later 7th century.

As the first Pashtun tribe to settle the region, the Dilazak Pashtuns began settling in the Valley of
Peshawar, and are believed to have settled regions up to the Indus River by the 11th century.The
Arab historian and geographer Al-Masudi noted that by the mid-10th century, the city had become
known as Parashāwar.
In 986–87 CE, Peshawar's first encounter with Muslim armies occurred when Sabuktigin invaded the
area and fought the Hindu Shahis under their king, Anandpal.
On November 28, 1001, Sabuktigin's son Mahmud Ghazni decisively defeated the army of Raja
Jayapala, son of Anandpal, at the Battle of Peshawar, and established rule of the Ghaznavid Empire in
the Peshawar region.
During the Ghaznavid era, Peshawar served as an important stop between the Afghan plateau, and
the Ghaznavid garrison city of Lahore. During the 10th–12th century, Peshawar served as a
headquarters for Hindu Nath Panthi Yogis,who in turn are believed to have extensively interacted
with Muslim Sufi mystics.
In 1179–80, Muhammad Ghori captured Peshawar, though the city was then destroyed in the early
1200s at the hands of the Mongols. Peshawar was an important regional centre under the Lodi
Empire.

The Khashi Khel Pashtuns, ancestors of modern-day Yusufzai and Gigyani Pashtuns, began settling
rural regions around Peshawar in the late 1400s. The Khashi Khel tribe pushed the Dilazak Pashtun
tribes east of the Indus River following a battle in 1515 near the city of Mardan.
Bestowed by Mohabbat Khan bin Ali Mardan Khan in 1630, the white-marble façade of the
Mohabbat Khan Mosque is one of Peshawar's most iconic sights.
The interior of the Mohabbat Khan Mosque is elaborately frescoed with elegant and intricately
detailed floral and geometric motifs.

Peshawar remained an important centre on trade routes between India and Central Asia. The
Peshawar region was a cosmopolitan region in which goods, peoples, and ideas would pass along
trade routes. Its importance as a trade centre is highlighted by the destruction of over one thousand
camel-loads of merchandise following an accidental fire at Bala Hissar fort in 1586. Mughal rule in the
area was tenuous, as Mughal suzerainty was only firmly exercised in the Peshawar valley, while the
neighbouring valley of Swat was under Mughal rule only during the reign of Akbar.

In July 1526, Emperor Babur captured Peshawar from Daulat Khan Lodi. During Babur's rule, the city
was known as Begram, and he rebuilt the city's fort. Babur used the city as a base for expeditions to
other nearby towns in Pashtunistan.
Emperor Aurangzeb's Governor of Kabul, Mohabbat Khan bin Ali Mardan Khan used Peshawar as his
winter capital during the 17th century, and bestowed the city with its famous Mohabbat Khan
Mosque in 1630.

Baburname

Under the reign of Babur's son, Humayun, direct Mughal rule over the city was briefly challenged
with the rise of the Pashtun king, Sher Shah Suri, who began construction of the famous Grand Trunk
Road in the 16th century. Peshawar was an important trading centre on Sher Shah Suri's Grand Trunk
Road. During Akbar's rule, the name of the city changed from Begram to Peshawar. In 1586, Pashtuns
rose against Mughal rule during the Roshani Revolt under the leadership of Bayazid Pir Roshan,
founder of the egalitarian Roshani movement, who assembled Pashtun armies in an attempted
rebellion against the Mughals. The Roshani followers laid siege to the city until 1587.
Peshawar was bestowed with its own set of Shalimar Gardens during the reign of Shah Jahan, which
no longer exist.

Yusufzai tribes rose against Mughal rule during the Yusufzai Revolt of 1667, and engaged in pitchedbattles with Mughal battalions nearby Attock. Afridi tribes resisted Mughal rule during the Afridi
Revolt of the 1670s. The Afridis massacred a Mughal battalion in the nearby Khyber Pass in 1672 and
shut the pass to lucrative trade routes. Mughal armies led by Emperor Aurangzeb himself regained
control of the entire area in 1674.
The Yūsufzai, also called Yousafzai, is a tribe of Pashtun people found in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa of Pakistan, and in some eastern parts of
Afghanistan.
The Mughal Empire believed the Yusufzai population in the 1580s to number about 100,000 households. In general, they were
uncooperative with the rule of Akbar who in late 1585 sent military forces under Zain Khan Koka and Raja Bir Bar to subdue them. In
February 1586 Raja Bir Bar was killed in fighting with the Yusufzais who were led by the general Gujju Khan. It was not until about 1690 that
they were partially brought under the control of the Mughal Empire. In 1849, the Yousafzai established their own Yusafzai State of Swat
under the leadership of Akhund Abdul Ghaffur who appointed Sayyid Akbar Shah, a descendant of Pir Baba, as the first emir. After Akbar
Shah's death in 1857, Akhund Ghaffur assumed control of the state himself. The state existed until 1969.
The Pashtun tribes, or Afghan tribes, are the tribes of the Pashtun people, a large Eastern Iranian ethnic group who use the Pashto
language and follow Pashtunwali code of conduct. They are found primarily in Afghanistan and Pakistan and form the world's largest tribal
society, comprising over 49 million people and between 350 and 400 tribes and clans. They are traditionally divided into four tribal
confederacies: the Sarbani, the Bettani , the Gharghashti and the Karlani.
Folkloric genealogies trace the descendants of the Pashtuns to Qais Abdur Rashid and his three sons Saṛban, Bēṭ, and Gharghax̌t as well as
his fourth son, the Karlani confederacy Ormur Baraki, who became the progenitor of the Karlani.
There are several levels of organisation of Pashtun tribes. The "tribe" is subdivided into kinship groups, each of which is a khel and zai. A
khel or Zai is further divided into "Plarina", each of which consists of several extended families. A large tribe often has dozens of subtribes
whose members may see themselves as belonging to each, some or all of the sub-tribes in their family tree depending upon the social
situation: co-operative, competitive or confrontational.
The origin of Pashtuns is unclear but historians have come across references to various ancient peoples called Pakthas (Pactyans) between
the 2nd and the 1st millennium, who may be their early ancestors. Often characterised as a warrior and martial race, their history is mostly
spread among various countries of South and Central Asia, centered on their traditional seat of power in medieval Afghanistan. One theory
suggests that the modern Ghilji lineages descended from the medieval Khalaj or Khilji tribe. Some Bettani lineages, however, are said to
have descended in part from the medieval Ghorid people.The Bettani are named after their folkloric leader or ancestor, Shaikh Bet Baba
(claimed to be among the first Pashto-language poets), who lived in the Altamur range, located between the Logar and Zurmat valleys. He
is reported to have been buried in Ghazni.
In the 15th century, the Bettani are known to have mainly inhabited the Logar, Zurmat, and Ghazni regions. Subsequently, many of their
lineages settled to the northeast, spreading up to the Damaan Valley, Mianwali, and parts of the present-day Hazara Division of Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan, in the east, and parts of Kunduz Afghanistan in the north. In the 19th century, the traditional way of life of the
Bettani combined small-scale irrigated agriculture with seasonal nomadism or seminomadism. They engaged in pastoral migrations, along
the mountain slopes in summers, and inversely, towards the Indus plains in winters. From the 13th century, various Khilji dynasties and
ruling entities took control in the Bengal and Delhi Sultanates of the Indian subcontinent.

In the 15th century, the Lodi tribe founded the Lodi dynasty, the last dynasty to rule the Delhi Sultanate. // In the 16th century, the Sur
Empire with its capital at Delhi was founded by Sher Shah Suri, a member of the Sur clan of the Bettani confederacy.
Between 1709 and 1738, the Hotak clan of the Ghilji tribe ruled the Hotak Empire based first in Kandahar, Afghanistan and later very briefly
in Isfahan, Persia.
In the 16th century, Taj Khan Karrani of the Karlani tribe founded the Karrani dynasty, the last dynasty to rule the Bengal Sultanate. Several
Karlani clans served in the Mughal army. The Bhopal State, in the present-day Madhya Pradesh state of Central India, was founded in 1723
by Dost Mohammad Khan Mirazikhel. He was from the Orakzai clan of the Karlani tribe, and was a mercenary in the Mughal army. After his
death in 1728, his descendants, the Nawabs of Bhopal, continued ruling the state until Hamidullah Khan, the last sovereign nawab of the
dynasty, officially acceded the state to India in 1949.
The origin of the Sarbani might be connected with the Hephthalites (Ebodalo), who had a large nomadic confederation in the 5th–6th
centuries CE, as well as with the Scythians, whose languages are also known to be in the Eastern Iranian group along with Pashto. These
groups were settled where most of Pashtuns live today.

Ahmad Shah Durrani of the Sadozai clan of the Abdali tribe (now known as "Durrani" after him) established the Durrani Empire in 1747
with its capital at Kandahar. Ahmad Shah adopted the title Durr-e Durrānī ("pearl of pearls" or "pearl of the age"), and the name of his tribe
Abdali was changed to "Durrani" after him. Ahmad Shah is now regarded as the founder of the modern state of Afghanistan. He controlled
areas from Khorasan in the west up to Kashmir and Delhi in the east, and from the Amu Darya in the north up to the Arabian Sea in the
south. It was the second-greatest Muslim empire in the second half of the 18th century, surpassed in size only by the Ottoman Empire.

Coronation of Ahmad Shah Durrani (Durr-e Durrānī; the "founder of Afghanistan"), following a loya jirga held at Kandahar in 1747. The
modern Durrani tribe is named after him // Dost Mohammad Khan Mirazikhel, Founder of the 18th-century Bhopal State in Central India
(in present-day Madhya Pradesh), belonged to the Orakzai clan of the Karlani tribe
In 1826, Dost Mohammad Khan, of the Barakzai clan of the Durrani tribe, founded the Barakzai dynasty centered at Kabul. The Barakzai
dynasty ruled present-day Afghanistan until 1973 when Mohammed Zahir Shah, the last Barakzai king, was overthrown in a bloodless coup
by his own cousin Mohammed Daoud Khan. The coup ended the Barakzai kingdom and established the Republic of Afghanistan (1973–
1978). The current heir apparent and crown prince of the Barakzai kingdom (23 July 2007 – present) is Ahmad Shah Khan.
During the Delhi Sultanate era, the Pashtun Lodi dynasty replaced the Turkic rulers in North India. Some ruled from the Bengal Sultanate.
Majority Pashtuns fought the Safavids and Mughals before obtaining an independent state in the early 18th century, which began with a
successful revolution by Mirwais Hotak followed by conquests of Ahmad Shah Durrani. The Barakzai dynasty played a vital role during the
Great Game from the 19th century to the 20th century as they were caught between the imperialist designs of the British and Russian
empires. Pashtuns are the largest dominion ethnic group in Afghanistan and ruled as the dominant ethno-linguistic group for over 300
years.

Kafir Kot are ancient ruins of Hindu temples located in Dera Ismail Khan District, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, near the cities of Mianwali and
Kundian. Kafir Kot consists of the ruins of 5 temples, and the ruins of a large fort protecting the site.
Die Geschichte der Paschtunen zeigt doch sehr deutlich, dass Auseinandersetzungen mit ihnen nach Möglichkeit vermieden werden sollten.
Eine Erfahrung, die von den Engländern gemacht werden musste, schließlich von den Sowjets und in ihrer typischen Unbedarftheit, wohl
zurückgehend auf die Verwechslung von Wirklichkeit und Fiktion von den Hollywood geprägten Amerikanern.

Following Aurangzeb's death in 1707, his son Bahadur Shah I, former Governor of Peshawar and
Kabul, was selected to be the Mughal Emperor. As Mughal power declined following the death of
Emperor Aurangzeb, the empire's defenses were weakened.
On 18 November 1738, Peshawar was captured from the Mughal governor Nawab Nasir Khan by the
Afsharid armies during the Persian invasion of the Mughal Empire under Nader Shah.
In 1747, Peshawar was taken by Ahmad Shah Durrani, founder of the Afghan Durrani Empire. Under
the reign of his son Timur Shah, the Mughal practice of using Kabul as a summer capital and
Peshawar as a winter capital was reintroduced, with the practice maintained until the Sikh invasion.
Peshawar's Bala Hissar Fort served as the residence of Afghan kings during their winter stay in

Peshawar. Peshawar was attacked and briefly held by the Marathas, which conquered the city in the
Battle of Peshawar in May 1758. A large force of Pashtuns under the Durrani then re-conquered
Peshawar in early 1759. Peshawar was noted to be the main centre of trade between Bukhara and
India by British explorer William Moorcroft during the late 1700s.Peshawar was at the center of a
productive agricultural region that provided much of north India's dried fruit.

Timur Shah's grandson, Mahmud Shah Durrani, became king, and quickly seized Peshawar from his
half-brother, Shah Shujah Durrani. Shah Shujah was then himself proclaimed king in 1803, and
recaptured Peshawar while Mahmud Shah was imprisoned at Bala Hissar fort until his eventual
escape. In 1809, the British sent an emissary to the court of Shah Shujah in Peshawar, marking the
first diplomatic meeting between the British and Afghans. His half-brother Mahmud Shah then allied
himself with the Barakzai Pashtuns, and captured Peshawar once again and reigned until 1818.
Ranjit Singh invaded Peshawar in 1818 and captured it from the Durranis. The Sikhs soon lost control,
and so in 1823, Ranjit Singh returned to battle the armies of Azim Khan at Nowshera. Following the
Sikh victory at the Battle of Nowshera, Ranjit Singh re-captured Peshawar. By 1830, Peshawar's
economy was noted by Scottish explorer Alexander Burnes to have sharply declined, with Ranjit
Singh's forces having destroyed the city's palace and agricultural fields.

Much of Peshawar's caravan trade from Kabul ceased on account of skirmishes between Afghan and
Sikh forces, as well as a punitive tax levied on merchants by Ranjit Singh's forces. Singh's government
also required Peshawar to forfeit much of its leftover agricultural output to the Sikhs as tribute, while
agriculture was further decimated by a collapse of the dried fruit market in north India. Singh
appointed Neapolitan mercenary Paolo Avitabile as administrator of Peshawar, who is remembered
for having unleashed a reign of terror. His time in Peshawar is known as a time of "gallows and
gibbets." The city's famous Mahabat Khan, built in 1630 in the Jeweler's Bazaar, was badly damaged
and desecrated by the Sikh conquerors.
Sikhism , from Sikh, meaning a "disciple", "seeker," or "learner", is a monotheistic Indian religion that originated in the Punjab region in the
northern part of the Indian subcontinent around the end of the 15th century. It is one of the youngest of the major world religions, and the
world's fifth-largest organized religion, as well as being the world's ninth-largest overall religion. The fundamental beliefs of Sikhism,
articulated in the sacred scripture Guru Granth Sahib, include faith and meditation on the name of the one creator, divine unity and
equality of all humankind, engaging in selfless service, striving for justice for the benefit and prosperity of all, and honest conduct and

livelihood while living a householder's life. In the early 21st century there were nearly 25 million Sikhs worldwide, the great majority of
them living in Punjab.
Sikhism is based on the spiritual teachings of Guru Nanak, the first Guru (1469–1539), and the nine Sikh gurus that succeeded him. The
Tenth Guru, Guru Gobind Singh, named the Sikh scripture Guru Granth Sahib as his successor, terminating the line of human Gurus and
making the scripture the eternal, religious spiritual guide for Sikhs. Sikhism rejects claims that any particular religious tradition has a
monopoly on Absolute Truth.

The Sikh scripture opens with Ik Onkar, its Mul Mantar and fundamental prayer about One Supreme Being (God). Sikhism emphasizes
simran (meditation on the words of the Guru Granth Sahib), that can be expressed musically through kirtan or internally through Nam Japo
(repeat God's name) as a means to feel God's presence. It teaches followers to transform the "Five Thieves" (lust, rage, greed, attachment,
and ego). Hand in hand, secular life is considered to be intertwined with the spiritual life. Guru Nanak taught that living an "active, creative,
and practical life" of "truthfulness, fidelity, self-control and purity" is above the metaphysical truth, and that the ideal man is one who
"establishes union with God, knows His Will, and carries out that Will". Guru Hargobind, the sixth Sikh Guru, established the
political/temporal (Miri) and spiritual (Piri) realms to be mutually coexistent.
Sikhism evolved in times of religious persecution. Two of the Sikh gurus – Guru Arjan (1563–1605) and Guru Tegh Bahadur (1621–1675) –
were tortured and executed by the Mughal rulers after they refused to convert to Islam. The persecution of Sikhs triggered the founding of
the Khalsa as an order to protect the freedom of conscience and religion, with qualities of a "Sant-Sipāhī" – a saint-soldier. The Khalsa was
founded by the last Sikh Guru, Guru Gobind Singh.
The majority of Sikh scriptures were originally written in the Gurmukhī alphabet, a script standardised by Guru Angad out of Laṇḍā scripts
used in North India. Adherents of Sikhism are known as Sikhs, which means students or disciples of the Guru. The anglicised word 'Sikhism'
is derived from the Punjabi verb Sikhi, with roots in Sikhana (to learn), and Sikhi connotes the "temporal path of learning".

Any human being who faithfully believes in
i. One Immortal Being,
ii. Ten Gurus, from Guru Nanak Sahib to Guru Gobind Singh Sahib,
iii. The Guru Granth Sahib,
iv. The utterances and teachings of the ten Gurus and
v. the baptism bequeathed by the tenth Guru, and who does not owe allegiance to any other religion, is a Sikh.
The basis of Sikhism lies in the teachings of Guru Nanak and his successors. Many sources call Sikhism a monotheistic religion, while others
call it a monistic and panentheistic religion. According to Eleanor Nesbitt, English renderings of Sikhism as a monotheistic religion "tend
misleadingly to reinforce a Semitic understanding of monotheism, rather than Guru Nanak's mystical awareness of the one that is
expressed through the many. However, what is not in doubt is the emphasis on 'one'".
In Sikhism, the concept of "God" is Waheguru considered Nirankar (shapeless), akal (timeless), and Alakh Niranjan (invisible). The Sikh
scripture begins with Ik Onkar , which refers to the "formless one", and understood in the Sikh tradition as monotheistic unity of God.
Sikhism is classified as an Indian religion along with Buddhism, Hinduism and Jainism, given its geographical origin and its sharing some
concepts with them.

Sikh ethics emphasize the congruence between spiritual development and everyday moral conduct. Its founder Guru Nanak summarized
this perspective with "Truth is the highest virtue, but higher still is truthful living".

A Tanjore-style painting from the late 19th century. The ten Sikh Gurus with Bhai Bala and Bhai Mardana //
God in Sikhism is known as Ik Onkar, the One Supreme Reality or the all-pervading spirit (which is taken to mean God). This spirit has no
gender in Sikhism, though translations may present it as masculine. It is also Akaal Purkh (beyond time and space) and Nirankar (without
form). In addition, Nanak wrote that there are many worlds on which it has created life.
Māyā, defined as a temporary illusion or "unreality", is one of the core deviations from the pursuit of God and salvation: where worldly
attractions which give only illusory temporary satisfaction and pain which distract the process of the devotion of God. However, Nanak
emphasised māyā as not a reference to the unreality of the world, but of its values. In Sikhism, the influences of ego, anger, greed,
attachment, and lust, known as the Five Thieves, are believed to be particularly distracting and hurtful. Sikhs believe the world is currently
in a state of Kali Yuga (Age of Darkness) because the world is led astray by the love of and attachment to Maya.The fate of people
vulnerable to the Five Thieves ('Pānj Chor'), is separation from God, and the situation may be remedied only after intensive and relentless
devotion.

According to Guru Nanak the supreme purpose of human life is to reconnect with Akal (The Timeless One), however, egotism is the biggest
barrier in doing this. Using the Guru's teaching remembrance of nām (the divine Word or the Name of the Lord), leads to the end of
egotism. Guru Nanak designated the word 'guru' (meaning teacher) to mean the voice of "the spirit": the source of knowledge and the
guide to salvation. As Ik Onkar is universally immanent, guru is indistinguishable from "Akal" and are one and the same. One connects with
guru only with accumulation of selfless search of truth. Ultimately the seeker realises that it is the consciousness within the body which is
seeker/follower of the Word that is the true guru. The human body is just a means to achieve the reunion with Truth. Once truth starts to
shine in a person's heart, the essence of current and past holy books of all religions is understood by the person.
Guru Nanak's teachings are founded not on a final destination of heaven or hell but on a spiritual union with the Akal which results in
salvation or Jivanmukti (liberation whilst alive), a concept also found in Hinduism. Guru Gobind Singh makes it clear that human birth is
obtained with great fortune, therefore one needs to be able to make the most of this life.
Sikhs believe in reincarnation and karma concepts found in Buddhism, Hinduism and Jainism. However, in Sikhism both karma and
liberation "is modified by the concept of God's grace" (nadar, mehar, kirpa, karam etc.). Guru Nanak states "The body takes birth because
of karma, but salvation is attained through grace". To get closer to God: Sikhs avoid the evils of Maya, keep the everlasting truth in mind,
practice Shabad Kirtan, meditate on Naam, and serve humanity. Sikhs believe that being in the company of the Satsang or Sadh Sangat is
one of the key ways to achieve liberation from the cycles of reincarnation.
Sikhism was influenced by the Bhakti movement, but it was not simply an extension of Bhakti. Sikhism, for instance, disagreed with some
views of Bhakti saints Kabir and Ravidas.
Guru Nanak, the first Sikh Guru and the founder of Sikhism, was a Bhakti saint. He taught, states Jon Mayled, that the most important form
of worship is Bhakti. Guru Arjan, in his Sukhmani Sahib, recommended the true religion is one of loving devotion to God. The Sikh scripture
Guru Granth Sahib includes suggestions on how a Sikh should perform constant Bhakti. Some scholars call Sikhism a Bhakti sect of Indian
traditions, adding that it emphasises "nirguni Bhakti", that is loving devotion to a divine without qualities or physical form.However,
Sikhism also accepts the concept of saguni, that is a divine with qualities and form. While Western scholarship generally places Sikhism as

arising primarily within a Hindu Bhakti movement milieu while recognizing some Sufi Islamic influences, Indian Sikh scholars disagree and
state that Sikhism transcended the environment it emerged from.

Some Sikh sects outside the Punjab-region of India, such as those found in Maharashtra and Bihar, practice Aarti with lamps during bhakti
in a Sikh Gurdwara. But, most Sikh Gurdwaras forbid the ceremonial use of lamps (aarti) during their bhakti practices.
While emphasizing Bhakti, the Sikh Gurus also taught that the spiritual life and secular householder life are intertwined. In Sikh worldview,
the everyday world is part of the Infinite Reality, increased spiritual awareness leads to increased and vibrant participation in the everyday
world. Guru Nanak, states Sonali Marwaha, described living an "active, creative, and practical life" of "truthfulness, fidelity, self-control and
purity" as being higher than the metaphysical truth.
The 6th Sikh Guru, Guru Hargobind, after Guru Arjan martyrdom and faced with oppression by the Islamic Mughal Empire, affirmed the
philosophy that the political/temporal (Miri) and spiritual (Piri) realms are mutually coexistent. According to the 9th Sikh Guru, Tegh
Bahadur, the ideal Sikh should have both Shakti (power that resides in the temporal), and Bhakti (spiritual meditative qualities). This was
developed into the concept of the Saint Soldier by the 10th Sikh Guru, Gobind Singh.
The concept of man as elaborated by Guru Nanak, states Arvind-pal Singh Mandair, refines and negates the "monotheistic concept of
self/God", and "monotheism becomes almost redundant in the movement and crossings of love". The goal of man, taught the Sikh Gurus,
is to end all dualities of "self and other, I and not-I", attain the "attendant balance of separation-fusion, self-other, action-inaction,
attachment-detachment, in the course of daily life".
Sikhs refer to the hymns of the Gurus as Gurbani (The Guru's word). Shabad Kirtan is the singing of Gurbani. The entire verses of Guru
Granth Sahib are written in a form of poetry and rhyme to be recited in thirty one Ragas of the Classical Indian Music as specified.
However, the exponents of these are rarely to be found amongst the Sikhs who are conversant with all the Ragas in the Guru Granth Sahib.
Guru Nanak started the Shabad Kirtan tradition and taught that listening to kirtan is a powerful way to achieve tranquility while meditating;
Singing of the glories of the Supreme Timeless One (God) with devotion is the most effective way to come in communion with the Supreme
Timeless One. The three morning prayers for Sikhs consist of Japji Sahib, Jaap Sahib and Tav-Prasad Savaiye. Baptised Sikhs – Amritdharis,
rise early and meditate and then recite all the Five Banis of Nitnem before breakfast.

A key practice by Sikhs is remembrance of the Divine Name Vaheguru (Naam – the Name of the Lord). This contemplation is done through
Nām Japna (repetition of the divine name) or Naam Simran (remembrance of the divine Name through recitation). The verbal repetition of
the name of God or a sacred syllable has been an ancient established practice in religious traditions in India, however, Sikhism developed
Naam-simran as an important Bhakti practice. Guru Nanak's ideal is the total exposure of one's being to the divine Name and a total
conforming to Dharma or the "Divine Order". Nanak described the result of the disciplined application of nām simraṇ as a "growing
towards and into God" through a gradual process of five stages. The last of these is sach khaṇḍ (The Realm of Truth) – the final union of the
spirit with God.
The Sikh Gurus taught that by constantly remembering the divine name (naam simran) and through selfless service, or sēvā, the devotee
overcomes egoism (Haumai). This, it states, is the primary root of five evil impulses and the cycle of rebirth.

Service in Sikhism takes three forms: "Tan" – physical service; "Man" – mental service (such as studying to help others); and "Dhan" –
material service. Sikhism stresses kirat karō: that is "honest work". Sikh teachings also stress the concept of sharing, or vaṇḍ chakkō, giving
to the needy for the benefit of the community.
Sikhism regards God as the true king, the king of all kings, the one who dispenses justice through the law of karma, a retributive model and
divine grace.
The term for justice in the Sikh tradition is "Niau". It is related to the term "dharam" which in Sikhism connotes 'moral order' and
righteousness. According to the Tenth Sikh Guru Guru Gobind Singh, states Pashaura Singh – a professor of Sikh Studies, "one must first try
all the peaceful means of negotiation in the pursuit of justice" and if these fail then it is legitimate to "draw the sword in defense of
righteousness". Sikhism considers "an attack on dharam is an attack on justice, on righteousness, and on the moral order generally" and
the dharam "must be defended at all costs". The divine name is its antidote for all pain and vices. Forgiveness is taught as a virtue in
Sikhism, yet it also teaches its faithful to shun those with evil intentions and to pick up the sword to fight injustice and religious
persecution.
Sikhism does not differentiate religious obligations by gender. God in Sikhism has no gender, and the Sikh scripture does not discriminate
against the woman, nor bar her from any roles. Women in Sikhism have led battles and issued hukamnamas.

The term guru comes from the Sanskrit gurū, meaning teacher, guide, or mentor. The traditions and philosophy of Sikhism were
established by ten gurus from 1469 to 1708. Each guru added to and reinforced the message taught by the previous, resulting in the
creation of the Sikh religion. Guru Nanak was the first guru and appointed a disciple as successor. Guru Gobind Singh was the final guru in
human form. Before his death, Guru Gobind Singh decreed in 1708, that the Gurū Granth Sāhib would be the final and perpetual guru of
the Sikhs.
Guru Nanak stated that his Guru is God who is the same from the beginning of time to the end of time. Nanak claimed to be God's
mouthpiece, God's slave and servant, but maintained that he was only a guide and teacher. Nanak stated that the human Guru is mortal,
who is to be respected and loved but not worshipped. When Guru, or Satguru (The true guru) is used in Gurbani it is often referring to the
highest expression of truthfulness – God.
Guru Angad succeeded Guru Nanak. Later, an important phase in the development of Sikhism came with the third successor, Guru Amar
Das. Guru Nanak's teachings emphasised the pursuit of salvation; Guru Amar Das began building a cohesive community of followers with
initiatives such as sanctioning distinctive ceremonies for birth, marriage, and death. Amar Das also established the manji (comparable to a
diocese) system of clerical supervision.
Guru Amar Das's successor and son-in-law Guru Ram Das founded the city of Amritsar, which is home of the Harimandir Sahib and
regarded widely as the holiest city for all Sikhs. Guru Arjan was arrested by Mughal authorities who were suspicious and hostile to the
religious order he was developing. His persecution and death inspired his successors to promote a military and political organization of Sikh
communities to defend themselves against the attacks of Mughal forces.
The Sikh gurus established a mechanism which allowed the Sikh religion to react as a community to changing circumstances. The sixth guru,
Guru Hargobind, was responsible for the creation of the concept of Akal Takht (throne of the timeless one), which serves as the supreme
decision-making centre of Sikhism and sits opposite the Harmandir Sahib. The Akal Takht is located in the city of Amritsar. The leader is
appointed by the Shiromani Gurdwara Pabandhak Committee (SPGC). The Sarbat Ḵẖālsā (a representative portion of the Khalsa Panth)
historically gathers at the Akal Takht on special festivals such as Vaisakhi or Hola Mohalla and when there is a need to discuss matters that
affect the entire Sikh nation. A gurmatā (literally, guru's intention) is an order passed by the Sarbat Ḵẖālsā in the presence of the Gurū
Granth Sāhib. A gurmatā may only be passed on a subject that affects the fundamental principles of Sikh religion; it is binding upon all
Sikhs. The term hukamnāmā (literally, edict or royal order) is often used interchangeably with the term gurmatā. However, a hukamnāmā
formally refers to a hymn from the Gurū Granth Sāhib which is a given order to Sikhs.
There is one primary scripture for the Sikhs: the Gurū Granth Sāhib. It is sometimes synonymously referred to as the Ādi Granth.
Chronologically, however, the Ādi Granth – literally, The First Volume, refers to the version of the scripture created by Guru Arjan in 1604.
The Gurū Granth Sāhib is the final expanded version of the scripture compiled by Guru Gobind Singh. While the Guru Granth Sahib is an
unquestioned scripture in Sikhism, another important religious text, the Dasam Granth, does not enjoy universal consensus, and is
considered a secondary scripture by many Sikhs.
The Guru Granth started as a volume of Guru Nanak's poetic compositions. Prior to his death, he passed on his volume to Guru Angad
(Guru 1539–1551). The final version of the Gurū Granth Sāhib was compiled by Guru Gobind Singh in 1678. It consists of the original Ādi

Granth with the addition of Guru Tegh Bahadur's hymns. The predominant bulk of Guru Granth Sahib is compositions by seven Sikh Gurus –
Guru Nanak, Guru Angad, Guru Amar Das, Guru Ram Das, Guru Arjan, Guru Teg Bahadur and Guru Gobind Singh. It also contains the
traditions and teachings of thirteen Hindu Bhakti movement sants (saints) such as Ramananda, Namdev among others, and two Muslim
saints namely Kabir and the Sufi Sheikh Farid.
The text comprises 6,000 śabads (line compositions), which are poetically rendered and set to rhythmic ancient north Indian classical
music. The bulk of the scripture is classified into thirty one rāgas, with each Granth rāga subdivided according to length and author. The
hymns in the scripture are arranged primarily by the rāgas in which they are read.

The Dasam Granth is a Sikh scripture which contains texts attributed to Guru Gobind Singh. The major narrative in the text is on Chaubis
Avtar (24 Avatars of Hindu god Vishnu), Rudra, Brahma, the Hindu warrior goddess Chandi and a story of Rama in Bachittar Natak
The Ādi Granth was compiled primarily by Bhai Gurdas under the supervision of Guru Arjan between the years 1603 and 1604. / /
/ Gurū Granth Sāhib – the primary scripture of Sikhism
The Tenth Guru, Guru Gobind Singh, named the Sikh scripture Guru Granth Sahib as his successor, terminating the line of human Gurus and
making the scripture the literal embodiment of the eternal, impersonal Guru, where Gods/Gurus word serves as the spiritual guide for
Sikhs.
The Guru Granth Sahib is installed in Sikh Gurdwara (temple); many Sikhs bow or prostrate before it on entering the temple. The Guru
Granth Sahib is installed every morning and put to bed at night in many Gurdwaras. The Granth is revered as eternal gurbānī and the
spiritual authority.
The copies of the Guru Granth Sahib are not regarded as material objects, but as living subjects which are alive. According to Myrvold, the
Sikh scripture is treated with respect like a living person, in a manner similar to the Gospel in early Christian worship. Old copies of the Sikh
scripture are not thrown away, rather funerary services are performed.
In India the Guru Granth Sahib is even officially recognised by the Supreme Court of India as a judicial person which can receive donations
and own land. Yet, some Sikhs also warn that, without true comprehension of the text, veneration for the text can lead to bibliolatry, with
the concrete form of the teachings becoming the object of worship instead of the teachings themselves.

The Sikh scriptures use Hindu terminology, with references to the Vedas, and the names of gods and goddesses in Hindu bhakti movement
traditions, such as Vishnu, Shiva, Brahma, Parvati, Lakshmi, Saraswati, Rama, Krishna, but not to worship. It also refers to the spiritual
concepts in Hinduism (Ishvara, Bhagavan, Brahman) and the concept of God in Islam (Allah) to assert that these are just "alternate names
for the Almighty One".
While the Guru Granth Sahib acknowledges the Vedas, Puranas and Quran, it does not imply a syncretic bridge between Hinduism and
Islam, but emphasises focusing on nitnem banis like Japu (repeating mantra of the divine Name of God – Vaheguru), instead of Muslim
practices such as circumcision or praying on a carpet, or Hindu rituals such as wearing thread or praying in a river.
The Dasam Granth is a Sikh scripture which contains texts attributed to Guru Gobind Singh. The major narrative in the text is on Chaubis
Avtar (24 Avatars of Hindu god Vishnu), Rudra, Brahma, the Hindu warrior goddess Chandi and a story of Rama in Bachittar Natak.
Band Chor Diwas has been another important Sikh festival in its history. In recent years, instead of Diwali, the post-2003 calendar
released by SGPC has named it the Bandi Chhor divas. Sikhs celebrate Guru Hargobind's release from the Gwalior Fort, with several
innocent Raja kings who were also imprisoned by Mughal Emperor Jahangir in 1619. This day continues to be commemorated on the same
day of Hindu festival of Diwali, with lights, fireworks and festivities.

The first time that ammrit sañcār (nectar ceremony) took place was on Vaisakhi, which fell on 30 March 1699 at Anandpur Sahib in Punjab.
It was on that occasion that Gobind Singh baptised the Pañj Piārē – the five beloved ones, who in turn baptised Guru Gobind Singh himself.
To males who initiated, the last name Singh, meaning "lion", was given, while the last name Kaur, meaning "princess", was given to
baptised Sikh females.
Baptised Sikhs wear five items, called the Five Ks (in Punjabi known as pañj kakkē or pañj kakār), at all times. The five items are: kēs (uncut
hair), kaṅghā (small wooden comb), kaṛā (circular steel or iron bracelet), kirpān (sword/dagger), and kacchera (special undergarment). The
Five Ks have both practical and symbolic purposes.

Guru Nanak (1469–1539), the founder of Sikhism, was born in the village of Rāi Bhōi dī Talwandī, now called Nankana Sahib (in present-day
Pakistan). His parents were Khatri Hindus. According to the hagiography Puratan Janamsakhi composed more than two centuries after his
death and probably based on oral tradition, Nanak as a boy was fascinated by religion and spiritual matters, spending time with wandering
ascetics and holy men. His friend was Mardana, a Muslim. Together they would sing devotional songs all night in front of the public, and
bathe in the river in the morning. One day, at the usual bath, Nanak went missing and his family feared he had drowned. Three days later
he returned home, and declared: "There is no Hindu, there is no Muslim" ("nā kōi hindū nā kōi musalmān"). Thereafter, Nanak started
preaching his ideas that form the tenets of Sikhism. In 1526, Guru Nanak at age 50, started a small commune in Kartarpur and his disciples
came to be known as Sikhs. Although the exact account of his itinerary is disputed, hagiographic accounts state he made five major
journeys, spanning thousands of miles, the first tour being east towards Bengal and Assam, the second south towards Andhra and Tamil
Nadu, the third north to Kashmir, Ladakh, and Mount Sumeru in Tibet, and the fourth to Baghdad. In his last and final tour, he returned to
the banks of the Ravi River to end his days.
Scholars state that in its origins, Sikhism was influenced by the nirguni (formless God) tradition of Bhakti movement in medieval India.
Nanak was raised in a Hindu family and belonged to the Bhakti Sant tradition. The roots of the Sikh tradition are, states Louis Fenech,
perhaps in the Sant-tradition of India whose ideology grew to become the Bhakti tradition. Furthermore, adds Fenech, "Indic mythology
permeates the Sikh sacred canon, the Guru Granth Sahib and the secondary canon, the Dasam Granth and adds delicate nuance and
substance to the sacred symbolic universe of the Sikhs of today and of their past ancestors".
The development of Sikhism was influenced by the Bhakti movement; however, Sikhism was not simply an extension of the Bhakti
movement. Sikhism developed while the region was being ruled by the Mughal Empire. Two of the Sikh gurus – Guru Arjan and Guru Tegh
Bahadur, after they refused to convert to Islam, were tortured and executed by the Mughal rulers. The Islamic era persecution of Sikhs
triggered the founding of the Khalsa, as an order for freedom of conscience and religion. A Sikh is expected to embody the qualities of a
"Sant-Sipāhī" – a saint-soldier.

The Bhakti movement refers to the theistic devotional trend that emerged in medieval Hinduism and later revolutionised in Sikhism. It
originated in eighth-century south India (now Tamil Nadu and Kerala), and spread northwards. It swept over east and north India from the
15th century onwards, reaching its zenith between the 15th and 17th century CE.
The Bhakti movement regionally developed around different gods and goddesses, and some sub-religions were Vaishnavism (Vishnu),
Shaivism (Shiva), Shaktism (Shakti goddesses), and Smartism. The movement was inspired by many poet-saints, who championed a wide
range of philosophical positions ranging from theistic dualism of Dvaita to absolute monism of Advaita Vedanta.
The movement has traditionally been considered as an influential social reformation in Hinduism, and provided an individual-focused
alternative path to spirituality regardless of one's caste of birth or gender. Postmodern scholars question this traditional view and whether

the Bhakti movement ever was a reform or rebellion of any kind. They suggest Bhakti movement was a revival, reworking and
recontextualisation of ancient Vedic traditions.
The Sanskrit word bhakti is derived from the root bhaj, which means "divide, share, partake, participate, to belong to". The word also means
"attachment, devotion to, fondness for, homage, faith or love, worship, piety to something as a spiritual, religious principle or means of
salvation".

The meaning of the term Bhakti is analogous but different than Kama. Kama connotes emotional connection, sometimes with sensual
devotion and erotic love. Bhakti, in contrast, is spiritual, a love and devotion to religious concepts or principles, that engages both emotion
and intellection. Karen Pechelis states that the word Bhakti should not be understood as uncritical emotion, but as committed engagement.
Bhakti movement in Hinduism refers to ideas and engagement that emerged in the medieval era on love and devotion to religious concepts
built around one or more gods and goddesses. One who practices bhakti is called a bhakta.
Ancient Indian texts, dated to be from the 1st millennium BCE, such as the Shvetashvatara Upanishad, the Katha Upanishad and the
Bhagavad Gita mention Bhakti
The Bhagavad Gita, a post-Vedic scripture composed in 5th to 2nd century BCE, introduces bhakti marga (the path of faith/devotion) as one
of three ways to spiritual freedom and release, the other two being karma marga (the path of works) and jnana marga (the path of
knowledge). In verses 6.31 through 6.47 of the Bhagavad Gita, Krishna as an avatar of deity Vishnu, describes bhakti yoga and loving
devotion, as one of the several paths to the highest spiritual attainments.
Meerabai is considered as one of the most significant saints in the Vaishnava bhakti movement. She was from a 16th-century aristocratic
family in Rajasthan. Meera,is also known as Meera Bai or Mirabai (1498-1546) was a Hindu mystic poet of the Bhakti movement. She
referred to the Lord, whom she saw as her husband, with different names like Satguru, Prabhu Ji, Girdhar Nagar, Krishna. She even called
him the husband of her soul. Due to her mother, her in-laws disapproved of her public singing and dancing as she belonged to a Royal
Family of Mewar and was a princess. But she had too much love for her god and sacrificed everything, even her family, for god and attained
Moksha through Bhakti Yoga. She is a celebrated Bhakti saint, particularly in the North Indian Hindu tradition.
She was born into family of Merta, Rajasthan, India. She is mentioned in Bhaktamal, confirming that she was widely known and a cherished
figure in the Bhakti movement culture by about 1600 CE. Most legends about Meera mention her fearless disregard for social and family
conventions, her devotion to Lord Krishna, her treating Krishna as her husband, and she being persecuted by her in-laws for her religious
devotion. She has been the subject of numerous folk tales and hagiographic legends, which are inconsistent or widely different in details.
Thousands of devotional poems in passionate praise of Lord Krishna are attributed to Meera in the Indian tradition, but just a few hundred
are believed to be authentic by scholars, and the earliest written records suggest that except for two poems, most were written down only
in the 18th century. Many poems attributed to Meera were likely composed later by others who admired Meera. These poems are
commonly known as bhajans, and are popular across India. Hindu temples, such as in Chittorgarh fort, are dedicated to Mira Bai's memory.
Legends about Meera's life, of contested authenticity, have been the subject of movies, comic strips and other popular literature in modern
times.

Meera's temple to Krishna at Chittor Fort,
Authentic records about Meera are not available, and scholars have attempted to establish Meera's biography from secondary literature
that mention her, and wherein dates and other moments. Meera unwillingly married Bhoj Raj, the crown prince of Mewar, in 1516. Her
husband was wounded in one of the ongoing Hindu-Muslim wars of the Delhi Sultanate in 1518, and he died of battle wounds in 1521. Both

her own father and her father-in-law were killed within a few years after her husband, during a war with the Islamic army of Babur – the
founder of Mughal Empire in the Indian subcontinent.
The three different oldest records known as of 2014 that mention Meera, all from the 17th century and written within 150 years of Meera's
death, neither mention anything about her childhood or circumstances of her marriage to Bhojraj, nor do they mention that the people who
persecuted her were her in-laws or from some Rajput royal family. Nancy Martin-Kershaw states that to the extent Meera was challenged
and persecuted, religious or social conventions were unlikely to have been the cause, rather the likely cause were political chaos and military
conflicts between the Rajput kingdom and the Mughal Empire.
Other stories state that Mira Bai left the kingdom of Mewar and went on pilgrimages. In her last years, Meera lived in Dwarka or Vrindavan,
where legends state she miraculously disappeared by merging into an idol of Krishna in 1547. While miracles are contested by scholars for
the lack of historical evidence, it is widely acknowledged that Meera dedicated her life to Hindu deity Krishna, composing songs of devotion
and was one of the most important poet-saint of the Bhakti movement period.

Chittor, 2009
The Bhakti movement originated in South India during the seventh to eighth century CE, spread northwards from Tamil Nadu through
Karnataka and gained wide acceptance in fifteenth-century Bengal and northern India.
The Alvars, which literally means "those immersed in God", were Vaishnava poet-saints who sang praises of Vishnu as they travelled from
one place to another. They established temple sites such as Srirangam, and spread ideas about Vaishnavism. Their poems, compiled as
Alwar Arulicheyalgal or Divya Prabhandham, developed into an influential scripture for the Vaishnavas. The Bhagavata Purana's references
to the South Indian Alvar saints, along with its emphasis on bhakti, have led many scholars to give it South Indian origins, though some
scholars question whether this evidence excludes the possibility that bhakti movement had parallel developments in other parts of India.
Like the Alvars, the Saiva Nayanar poets were influential. The Tirumurai, a compilation of hymns on Shiva by sixty-three Nayanar poetsaints, developed into an influential scripture in Shaivism. The poets' itinerant lifestyle helped create temple and pilgrimage sites and spread
spiritual ideas built around Shiva. Early Tamil-Siva bhakti poets influenced Hindu texts that came to be revered all over India.

The Bhakti Movement thus united India in the magic spell of these stories and the love songs that brought God to everyone. The devotional
content of the songs was full of love and adoration and brought joy to millions. All the saints wrote great works of Bhakti literature and
created immortal compositions which are sung in most homes even today by folk singers as well as famous classical vocalists. Millions of
followers of this movement travel to Pandharpur each Chaturmas to see their beloved Vithala and to worship his consort Rukhmai. The
Samadhi of Dnyaneshwar stands in Alandi near Pune whereas that of Tukaram is in Dehu nearby.
The temple where this historic movement began stands in Pandharpur, in the Sholapur District of Maharashtra. A huge crowd of devotees
goes to Pandharpur, walking through villages and forests.
Some scholars state that the Bhakti movement's rapid spread in India in the 2nd millennium, was in part a response to the arrival of Islam
and subsequent Islamic rule in India and Hindu-Muslim conflicts. This view is contested by some scholars, with Rekha Pande stating that
singing ecstatic bhakti hymns in local language was a tradition in south India before Muhammad was born. According to Pande, the
psychological impact of Muslim conquest may have initially contributed to community-style bhakti by Hindus. Yet other scholars state that
Muslim invasions, their conquering of Hindu Bhakti temples in south India and seizure/melting of musical instruments such as cymbals from
local people, was in part responsible for the later relocation or demise of singing Bhakti traditions in the 18th century.

Shiva Bhakti practitioner from Tamil Nadu (11th Century or later) // Child Saint Sambandar, Chola dynasty, Tamil Nadu, He is one of the
most prominent of the sixty-three Nayanars of the Saiva bhakti movement
Purandaradas’s Vithala temple stands in the Hampi-Vijayanagar heritage site in Karnataka.

Hampi, 2014
According to Wendy Doniger, the nature of Bhakti movement may have been affected by the "surrender to God" daily practices of Islam
when it arrived in India. In turn it influenced devotional practices in Islam such as Sufism, and other religions in India from 15th century
onwards, such as Sikhism, Christianity, and Jainism.
Klaus Witz, in contrast, traces the history and nature of Bhakti movement to the Upanishadic and the Vedanta foundations of Hinduism. He
writes, that in virtually every Bhakti movement poet, " the Upanishadic teachings form an all-pervasive substratum, if not a basis. We have
here a state of affairs that has no parallel in the West. Supreme Wisdom, which can be taken as basically non-theistic and as an
independent wisdom tradition (not dependent on the Vedas), appears fused with highest level of bhakti and with highest level of God
realization.
In 1539, Guru Nanak chose his disciple Lahiṇā as a successor to the guruship rather than either of his sons. Lahiṇā was named Guru Angad
and became the second guru of the Sikhs. Nanak conferred his choice at the town of Kartarpur on the banks of the river Ravi. Sri Chand,
Guru Nanak's son was also a religious man, and continued his own commune of Sikhs. His followers came to be known as the Udasi Sikhs,
the first parallel sect of Sikhism that formed in Sikh history. The Udasis believe that the Guruship should have gone to Sri Chand, since he
was a man of pious habits in addition to being Nanak's son.
Guru Angad, before joining Guru Nanak's commune, worked as a pujari (priest) and religious teacher centered around Hindu goddess
Durga. On Nanak's advice, Guru Angad moved from Kartarpur to Khadur, where his wife Khivi and children were living, until he was able to
bridge the divide between his followers and the Udasis. Guru Angad continued the work started by Guru Nanak and is widely credited for
standardising the Gurmukhī script as used in the sacred scripture of the Sikhs.

Hampi, 2014
Guru Amar Das became the third Sikh guru in 1552 at the age of 73. He adhered to the Vaishnavism tradition of Hinduism for much of his
life, before joining the commune of Guru Angad. Goindval became an important centre for Sikhism during the guruship of Guru Amar Das.
He was a reformer, and discouraged veiling of women's faces (a Muslim custom) as well as sati (a Hindu custom). He encouraged the
Kshatriya people to fight in order to protect people and for the sake of justice, stating this is Dharma. Guru Amar Das started the tradition
of appointing manji (zones of religious administration with an appointed chief called sangatias), introduced the dasvandh ("the tenth" of
income) system of revenue collection in the name of Guru and as pooled community religious resource, and the famed langar tradition of
Sikhism where anyone, without discrimination of any kind, could get a free meal in a communal seating. The collection of revenue from
Sikhs through regional appointees helped Sikhism grow.
Guru Amar Das named his disciple and son-in-law Jēṭhā as the next Guru, who came to be known as Guru Ram Das. The new Guru faced
hostilities from the sons of Guru Amar Das and therefore shifted his official base to lands identified by Guru Amar Das as Guru-ka-Chak. He
moved his commune of Sikhs there and the place then was called Ramdaspur, after him. This city grew and later became Amritsar – the
holiest city of Sikhism. Guru Ram Das expanded the manji organization for clerical appointments in Sikh temples, and for revenue
collections to theologically and economically support the Sikh movement.

In 1581, Guru Arjan – youngest son of Guru Ram Das, became the fifth guru of the Sikhs. The choice of successor, as throughout most of
the history of Sikh Guru successions, led to disputes and internal divisions among the Sikhs. The elder son of Guru Ram Das named Prithi
Chand is remembered in the Sikh tradition as vehemently opposing Guru Arjan, creating a faction Sikh community which the Sikhs
following Guru Arjan called as Minas (literally, "scoundrels").
Guru Arjan is remembered in the Sikh for many things. He built the first Harimandir Sahib (later to become the Golden Temple). He was a
poet and created the first edition of Sikh sacred text known as the Ādi Granth (literally the first book) and included the writings of the first
five gurus and other enlightened 13 Hindu and 2 Muslim Sufi saints. In 1606, he was tortured and killed by the Mughal emperor Jahangir,
for refusing to convert to Islam. His martyrdom is considered a watershed event in the history of Sikhism.

Hampi, 2014
After the martyrdom of Guru Arjan, his son Guru Hargobind at age eleven became the sixth guru of the Sikhs and Sikhism dramatically
evolved to become a political movement in addition to being religious. Guru Hargobind carried two swords, calling one spiritual and the
other for temporal purpose (known as mīrī and pīrī in Sikhism). According to the Sikh tradition, Guru Arjan asked his son Hargobind to start
a military tradition to protect the Sikh people and always keep himself surrounded by armed Sikhs. The building of an armed Sikh militia
began with Guru Hargobind. Guru Hargobind was soon arrested by the Mughals and kept in jail in Gwalior. It is unclear how many years he
served in prison, with different texts stating it to be between 2 and 12 years. He married three women, built a fort to defend Ramdaspur
and created a formal court called Akal Takht, now the highest Khalsa Sikh religious authority.
In 1644, Guru Hargobind named his grandson Har Rai as the guru. The Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan attempted political means to
undermine the Sikh tradition, by dividing and influencing the succession. The Mughal ruler gave land grants to Dhir Mal, a grandson of Guru
Hargobind living in Kartarpur, and attempted to encourage Sikhs to recognise Dhir Mal as the rightful successor to Guru Hargobind. Dhir
Mal issued statements in favour of the Mughal state, and critical of his grandfather Guru Arjan. Guru Hargobind rejected Dhir Mal, the later
refused to give up the original version of the Adi Granth he had, and the Sikh community was divided.
Guru Har Rai is famed to have met Dara Shikoh during a time Dara Shikoh and his younger brother Aurangzeb were in a bitter succession
fight. Aurangzeb summoned Guru Har Rai, who refused to go and sent his elder son Ram Rai instead. The emperor found a verse in the Sikh
scripture insulting to Muslims, and Ram Rai agreed it was a mistake then changed it. Ram Rai thus pleased Aurangzeb, but displeased Guru
Har Rai who excommunicated his elder son. He nominated his younger son Guru Har Krishan to succeed him in 1661. Aurangzeb responded
by granting Ram Rai a jagir (land grant). Ram Rai founded a town there and enjoyed Aurangzeb's patronage, the town came to be known as
Dehradun, after Dehra referring to Ram Rai's shrine. Sikhs who followed Ram Rai came to be known as Ramraiya Sikhs. Guru Har Krishan
became the eighth Guru at the age of five, and died of smallpox before reaching the age of eight. No hymns composed by these three
gurus are included in the Guru Granth Sahib.

Some bodyguard of Maharaja Ranjit Singh at the Sikh capital, Lahore, Punjab
Guru Tegh Bahadur, the uncle of Guru Har Krishan, became Guru in 1665. Tegh Bahadur resisted the forced conversions of Kashmiri Pandits
and non-Muslims to Islam, and was publicly beheaded in 1675 on the orders of Mughal emperor Aurangzeb in Delhi for refusing to convert
to Islam. His beheading traumatized the Sikhs. His body was cremated in Delhi, the head was carried secretively by Sikhs and cremated in
Anandpur. He was succeeded by his son, Gobind Rai who militarised his followers by creating the Khalsa in 1699, and baptising the Pañj
Piārē. From then on, he was known as Guru Gobind Singh, and Sikh identity was redefined into a political force resisting religious
persecution.
Guru Gobind Singh inaugurated the Khalsa (the collective body of all initiated Sikhs) as the Sikh temporal authority in the year 1699. It
created a community that combines its spiritual purpose and goals with political and military duties. Shortly before his death, Guru Gobind
Singh proclaimed the Gurū Granth Sāhib (the Sikh Holy Scripture) to be the ultimate spiritual authority for the Sikhs.
The Sikh Khalsa's rise to power began in the 17th century during a time of growing militancy against Mughal rule. The creation of a Sikh
Empire began when Guru Gobind Singh sent a Sikh general, Banda Singh Bahadur, to fight the Mughal rulers of India and those who had
committed atrocities against Pir Buddhu Shah. Banda Singh advanced his army towards the main Muslim Mughal city of Sirhind and,
following the instructions of the guru, punished all the culprits. Soon after the invasion of Sirhind, while resting in his chamber after the

Rehras prayer Guru Gobind Singh was stabbed by a Pathan assassin hired by Mughals. Gobind Singh killed the attacker with his sword.
Though a European surgeon stitched the Guru's wound, the wound re-opened as the Guru tugged at a hard strong bow after a few days,
causing profuse bleeding that led to Gobind Singh's death.
After the Guru's death, Baba Banda Singh Bahadur became the commander-in-chief of the Khalsa. He organised the civilian rebellion and
abolished or halted the Zamindari system in time he was active and gave the farmers proprietorship of their own land. Banda Singh was
executed by the emperor Farrukh Siyar after refusing the offer of a pardon if he converted to Islam. The confederacy of Sikh warrior bands
known as misls emerged, but these fought between themselves. Ranjit Singh achieved a series of military victories and created a Sikh
Empire in 1799.

The Sikh empire had its capital in Lahore, spread over almost 200,000 square miles (520,000 square kilometres) comprising what is now
northwestern Indian subcontinent. The Sikh Empire entered into a treaty with the colonial British powers, with each side recognizing Sutlej
River as the line of control and agreeing not to invade the other side. Ranjit Singh's most lasting legacy was the restoration and expansion
of the Harmandir Sahib, most revered Gurudwara of the Sikhs, with marble and gold, from which the popular name of the "Golden Temple"
is derived. After the death of Ranjit Singh in 1839, the Sikh Empire fell into disorder. Ranjit Singh had failed to establish a lasting structure
for Sikh government or stable succession, and the Sikh Empire rapidly declined after his death. Factions divided the Sikhs, and led to Anglo
Sikh wars. The British easily defeated the confused and demoralised Khalsa forces, then disbanded them into destitution. The youngest son
of Ranjit Singh named Duleep Singh ultimately succeeded, but he was arrested and exiled after the defeat of Sikh Khalsa.
Singh Sabha movement
The last Maharaja of the Sikh Empire Duleep Singh converted to Christianity in 1853, a controversial but influential event in Sikh history.
Along with his conversion, and after Sikh Empire had been dissolved and the region made a part of the colonial British Empire, proselytising
activities of Christians, Brahmo Samajis, Arya Samaj, Muslim Anjuman-i-Islamia and Ahmadiyah sought to convert the Sikhs in northwestern
Indian subcontinent into their respective faiths. These developments launched the Singh Sabha Movement.

Guru Nanak’s Thread Ceremony
Sikhs sought to revive Sikhism in late 19th century. Its first meeting was in the Golden Temple, Amritsar in 1873, and it was largely
launched by the Sanatan Sikhs, Gianis, priests, and granthis. Shortly thereafter, Nihang Sikhs began influencing the movement, followed by
a sustained campaign by Tat Khalsa. The movement became a struggle between Sanatan Sikhs and Tat Khalsa in defining and interpreting
Sikhism.
Sanatan Sikhs led by Khem Singh Bedi – who claimed to be a direct descendant of Guru Nanak, Avtar Singh Vahiria and others supported a
more inclusive approach which considered Sikhism as a reformed tradition of Hinduism, while Tat Khalsa campaigned for an exclusive
approach to the Sikh identity, disagreeing with Sanatan Sikhs and seeking to modernize Sikhism. The Sikh Sabha movement expanded in
north and northwest Indian subcontinent, leading to about a 100 Singh Sabhas. By the early decades of the 20th century, the influence of
Tat Khalsa increased in interpreting the nature of Sikhism and their control over the Sikh Gurdwaras. Tat Khalsa introduced new practices
such as the wedding ceremony in 1909 that centered around the Sikh Scripture replacing the earlier yagna fire, after removing the historic
idols and the images of Sikh gurus from the Golden Temple in 1905. They undertook a sustained campaign to redefine how Sikh Gurdwaras
looked and ran, as well as reinterpreted the Sikh scriptures to purify the Sikh identity. According to Oberoi, the Singh Sabha movement had
a lasting impact on Sikhism by "eradicating all forms of religious diversity within Sikhism" and "establishing uniform norms of religious
orthodoxy and orthopraxy".

Sikhs participated and contributed to the decades-long Indian independence movement from the colonial rule in the first half of the 20th
century. Ultimately when the British Empire recognized independent India, the land was partitioned into Hindu majority India and Muslim
majority Pakistan (East and West) in 1947. This event, states Banga, was a watershed event in Sikh history. The Sikhs had historically lived
in northwestern region of Indian subcontinent on both sides of the partition line ("Radcliffe line"). According to Banga and other scholars,
the Sikhs had strongly opposed the Muslim League demands and saw it as "perpetuation of Muslim domination" and anti-Sikh policies in
what just a 100 years before was a part of the Sikh Empire. During the discussions with the colonial authorities, Tara Singh emerged as an
important leader who campaigned to prevent the partition and for the recognition of Sikhs as the third community. In 1940, a few Sikhs
such as the victims of Komagata Maru in Canada proposed the idea of Khalistan as a buffer state between Pakistan and India. These
leaders, however, were largely ignored. Many other Sikh leaders supported the partition along religious and demographic lines.

Guru Nanak with sadhus
When partition was announced, the newly created line divided the Sikh population into two halves. The Sikhs suffered organized violence
and riots against them in West Pakistan, and Sikhs moved en masse to the Indian side leaving behind their property and the sacred places
of Sikhism. This reprisals on Sikhs were not one sided, because as Sikhs entered the Indian side, the Muslims in East Punjab experienced
reprisals and they moved to West Pakistan. Before the partition, Sikhs constituted about 15% of the population in West Punjab that
became a part of Pakistan, the majority being Muslims (55%). The Sikhs were the economic elite and wealthiest in West Punjab, with them
having the largest representation in West Punjab's aristocracy, nearly 700 Gurdwaras and 400 educational institutions that served the
interests of the Sikhs. Prior to the partition, there were a series of disputes between the majority Muslims and minority Sikhs, such as on
the matters of jhatka versus halal meat, the disputed ownership of Gurdwara Sahidganj in Lahore which Muslims sought as a mosque and
Sikhs as a Gurdwara, and the insistence of the provincial Muslim government in switching from Indian Gurmukhi script to Arabic-Persian
Nastaliq script in schools. During and after the Simla Conference in June 1945, headed by Lord Wavell, the Sikh leaders initially expressed
their desire to be recognized as the third party, but ultimately relegated their demands and sought a United India where Sikhs, Hindus and
Muslims would live together, under a Swiss style constitution. The Muslim League rejected this approach, demanding that entire Punjab
should be granted to Pakistan. The Sikh leaders then sought the partition instead, and Congress Working Committee passed a resolution in
support of partitioning Punjab and Bengal.

Between March and August 1947, a series of riots, arson, plunder of Sikh property, assassination of Sikh leaders, and killings in Jhelum
districts, Rawalpindi, Attock and other places made Tara Singh call the situation in Punjab as "civil war", while Lord Mountbatten stated
"civil war preparations were going on". The riots had triggered the early waves of migration in April, with some 20,000 people leaving
northwest Punjab and moving to Patiala. In Rawalpindi, 40,000 people became homeless. The Sikh leaders made desperate petitions, but
all religious communities were suffering in the political turmoil. Sikhs, states Banga, were "only 4 million out of a total of 28 million in
Punjab, and 6 million out of nearly 400 million in India; they did not constitute the majority, not even in a single district".
When the partition line was formally announced in August 1947, the violence was unprecedented, with Sikhs being one of the most
affected religious community both in terms of deaths, as well as property loss, injury, trauma and disruption. Sikhs and Muslims were both
victims and perpetrators of retaliatory violence against each other. Estimates range between 200,000 and 2 million deaths of Sikhs, Hindus
and Muslims.
There were numerous rapes of and mass suicides by Sikh women, they being taken captives, their rescues and above all a mass exodus of
Sikhs from newly created Pakistan into newly created India. The partition created the "largest foot convoy of refugees recorded in [human]
history, stretching over 100 kilometer long", states Banga, with nearly 300,000 people consisting of mostly "distraught, suffering, injured

and angry Sikhs". Sikh and Hindu refugees from Pakistan flooded into India, Muslim refugees from India flooded into Pakistan, each into
their new homeland.
The early 1980s witnessed some Sikh groups seeking an independent nation named Khalistan carved out from India and Pakistan. The
Golden Temple and Akal Takht were occupied by various militant groups in 1982. These included the Dharam Yudh Morcha led by Jarnail
Singh Bhindranwale, the Babbar Khalsa, the AISSF and the National Council of Khalistan. Between 1982 and 1983, there were Anandpur
Resolution demand-related terrorist attacks against civilians in parts of India. By late 1983, the Bhindranwale led group had begun to build
bunkers and observations posts in and around the Golden Temple, with militants involved in weapons training. In June 1984, the then
Prime Minister of India Indira Gandhi ordered Indian Army to begin Operation Blue Star against the militants. The fierce engagement took
place in the precincts of Darbar Sahib and resulted in many deaths, including Bhindranwale, the destruction of the Sikh Reference Library,
which was considered a national treasure that contained over a thousand rare manuscripts, and destroyed Akal Takht. Numerous soldiers,
civilians and militants died in the cross fire. Within days of the Operation Bluestar, some 2,000 Sikh soldiers in India mutinied and
attempted to reach Amritsar to liberate the Golden Temple. Within six months, on 31 October 1984, Indira Gandhi's Sikh bodyguards
assassinated her. The assassination triggered the 1984 anti-Sikh riots. According to Donald Horowitz, while anti-Sikh riots led to much
damage and deaths, many serious provocations by militants also failed to trigger ethnic violence in many cases throughout the 1980s. The
Sikhs and their neighbors, for most part, ignored attempts to provoke riots and communal strife.

Estimates state that Sikhism has some 25 million followers worldwide. According to Pew Research, a religion demographics and research
group in Washington DC, "more than nine-in-ten Sikhs are in India, but there are also sizable Sikh communities in the United Kingdom, the
United States and Canada." Within India, the Sikh population is founded in every state and union territory, but it is predominantly found
the northwestern and northern states. Only in the state of Punjab, Sikhs constitute a majority (58% of the total, per 2011 census). The
states and union territories of India where Sikhs constitute more than 1.5% of its population are Punjab, Chandigarh, Haryana, Delhi,
Uttarakhand and Jammu & Kashmir.
Sikhism was founded in northwestern region of the Indian subcontinent in what is now Pakistan. Some of the Gurus were born near Lahore
and in other parts of Pakistan. Prior to 1947, in British India, millions of Sikhs lived in what later became Pakistan. During the partition,
Sikhs and Hindus left the newly created Muslim-majority Pakistan and moved to Hindu-majority India, while Muslims in India left and
moved to Pakistan. According to 2017 news reports, only about 20,000 Sikhs remain in Pakistan and their population is dwindling (0.01% of
its estimated 200 million population). The Sikhs in Pakistan, like others in the region, have been "rocked by an Islamist insurgency for more
than a decade".

Sikh sects are sub-traditions within Sikhism that believe in an alternate lineage of Gurus, or have a different interpretation of the Sikh
scriptures, or believe in following a living guru, or other concepts that differ from the orthodox Khalsa Sikhs. The major historic sects of
Sikhism, states Harjot Oberoi, have included Udasi, Nirmala, Nanakpanthi, Khalsa, Sahajdhari, Namdhari Kuka, Nirankari and Sarvaria.
The early Sikh sects were Udasis and Minas founded by Sri Chand – the elder son of Guru Nanak, and Prithi Chand – the elder son of Guru
Ram Das respectively, in parallel to the official succession of the Sikh Gurus. Later on Ramraiya sect grew in Dehradun with the patronage
of Aurangzeb. Many splintered Sikh communities formed during the Mughal Empire era. Some of these sects were financially and
administratively supported by the Mughal rulers in the hopes of gaining a more favorable and compliant citizenry.

After the collapse of Mughal Empire, and particularly during the rule of Ranjit Singh, Udasi Sikhs protected Sikh shrines, preserved the Sikh
scripture and rebuilt those that were desecrated or destroyed during the Muslim–Sikh wars. However, Udasi Sikhs kept idols and images
inside these Sikh temples. In the 19th century, Namdharis and Nirankaris sects were formed in Sikhism, seeking to reform and return to
what each believed was the pure form of Sikhism.
All these sects differ from Khalsa orthodox Sikhs in their beliefs and practices, such as continuing to solemnize their weddings around fire
and being strictly vegetarian. Many accept the concept of living Gurus such as Guru Baba Dyal Singh. The Nirankari sect though unorthodox
was influential in shaping the views of Tat Khalsa and the contemporary era Sikh beliefs and practices. Another significant Sikh sect of the
19th century was the Radhasoami movement in Punjab led by Baba Shiv Dyal. Other contemporary era Sikhs sects include the 3HO, formed
in 1971, which exists outside India, particularly in North America and Europe.
According to Surinder Jodhka, the state of Punjab with a Sikh majority has the "largest proportion of scheduled caste population in India".
Although decried by Sikhism, Sikhs have practiced a caste system. The system, along with untouchability, has been more common in rural
parts of Punjab.The landowning dominant Sikh castes, states Jodhka, "have not shed all their prejudices against the lower castes or dalits;
while dalits would be allowed entry into the village gurdwaras they would not be permitted to cook or serve langar." The Sikh dalits of
Punjab have tried to build their own gurdwara, other local level institutions and sought better material circumstances and dignity.
According to Jodhka, due to economic mobility in contemporary Punjab, castes no longer mean an inherited occupation nor are work
relations tied to a single location. In 1953, the government of India acceded to the demands of the Sikh leader, Master Tara Singh, to
include Sikh dalit castes in the list of scheduled castes. In the Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee, 20 of the 140 seats are reserved
for low-caste Sikhs.

/ / Putting an end to Afghan power in Punjab, Ranjit Singh in a succession of battles in 1813, 1823, 1834 and
1837 defeated their forces to establish the Sikh empire.
Over 60% of Sikhs belong to the Jat caste, which is an agrarian caste. Despite being very small in numbers, the mercantile Khatri and Arora
castes wield considerable influence within the Sikh community. Other common Sikh castes include Sainis, Rajputs, Ramgarhias (artisans),
Ahluwalias (formerly brewers), Kambojs (rural caste), Labanas, Kumhars and the two Dalit castes, known in Sikh terminology as the
Mazhabis (the Chuhras) and the Ramdasias (the Chamars).
Sikhism is the fifth-largest amongst the major world religions, and one of the youngest. Worldwide, there are 25.8 million Sikhs, which
makes up 0.39% of the world's population. Approximately 75% of Sikhs live in Punjab, where they constitute over 50% of the state's
population. Large communities of Sikhs migrate to the neighboring states such as Indian State of Haryana which is home to the second
largest Sikh population in India with 1.1 million Sikhs as per 2001 census, and large immigrant communities of Sikhs can be found across
India. However, Sikhs only comprise about 2% of the Indian population.
Sikh migration to Canada began in the 19th century and led to the creation of significant Sikh communities, predominantly in South
Vancouver, British Columbia, Surrey, British Columbia, and Brampton, Ontario. Today temples, newspapers, radio stations, and markets
cater to these large, multi-generational Indo-Canadian groups. Sikh festivals such as Vaisakhi and Bandi Chhor are celebrated in those
Canadian cities by the largest groups of followers in the world outside the Punjab.

Sikhs also migrated to East Africa, West Africa, the Middle East, Southeast Asia, the United Kingdom, the United States, and Australia.
These communities developed as Sikhs migrated out of Punjab to fill in gaps in imperial labour markets. In the early twentieth century a
significant community began to take shape on the west coast of the United States. Smaller populations of Sikhs are found within many

countries in Western Europe, Mauritius, Malaysia, Philippines, Fiji, Nepal, China, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iraq, Singapore, United States, and
many other countries.
Some major prohibitions include:
Cutting Hair: Cutting hair is forbidden in Sikhism for those who have taken the Amrit initiation ceremony. These Amritdhari or Khalsa
Sikhs are required to keep unshorn hair.
Intoxication: Consumption of alcohol, non-medicinal drugs, tobacco, and other intoxicants is forbidden in Sikhism according to the "Sikh
Rahit Maryada". A Khalsa Amritdhari Sikh who consumes any intoxicant is considered patit lapsed, and may be readmitted into Khalsa only
if re-baptised. In contrast, Nihangs of Sikh tradition who protect Sikh shrines wearing visible and ready weaponry along with their notable
blue turbans, practice meditation with the aid of cannabis. Sehajdari Sikhs, in practice however, socially consume some alcohol; the
prohibition on smoking is practiced almost universally by all Sikhs.
Priestly Class: Sikhism does not have priests, but does have liturgical service which employs people for a salary to sing hymns (Kirtan),
officiate an Ardās Puja or marriage, and perform services at a Gurdwara. Any Sikh can become a Granthi to look after the Guru Granth
Sahib, and any Sikh is free to read from the Guru Granth Sahib.
Eating Halal Meat: Both initiated and uninitiated Sikhs are strictly prohibited from eating meat from animals slaughtered by the halal
method, known as Kutha meat, where the animal is killed by pronouncing the name of Allah and then exsanguination (via throat-cutting).
According to Eleanor Nesbitt, on the general issue of vegetarianism versus non-vegetarianism, there is no definitive instruction in the Sikh
code. In an Adi Granth verse, Guru Nanak responds to Hindu Brahmins who teach that it is polluting to eat meat by saying that as human
beings, we are part of the chain of life, and even plants are living organisms. In other verses, Guru Nanak says that "Fools wrangle about
eating meat", and calls out the Pandits by saying that "The eating of meat is considered sinful, but gratifying of greed is held good", in
essence teaching that quelling the cruelty of the human mind is supreme rather than mere abstaining from eating meat. The ban on kutha
meat (taken along with ban on sexual relations with Muslims and a ban on smoking – a habit common among 18th-century Indian
Muslims), states Nesbitt, may have been meant for Sikhs to have a social separation from the Muslims due to the 17th- and 18th-century
resistance of the Sikhs to the oppression of the Mughal and Afghan armies (both formed of Muslims). Amritdhari Sikhs, or those baptised
with the Amrit, have been strict vegetarians, abstaining from all meat and eggs. Sikhs who eat meat seek the Jhatka method of producing
meat believing it to cause less suffering to the animal. The uninitiated Sikhs too are not habitual meat-eaters by choice, and beef (cow
meat) has been a traditional taboo. Typically meat is not served in community free meals such as langar.
Adultery is forbidden.

Koh-i-Noor – Fortunately we did not leave empty handed.

The Sikh Empire formally annexed Peshawar in 1834 following advances from the armies of Hari
Singh Nalwa—bringing the city under direct control of the Sikh Empire's Lahore Durbar. An 1835
attempt by Dost Muhammad Khan to re-occupy the city failed when his army refused to engage in
combat with the Dal Khalsa. Sikh settlers from Punjab were settled in the city during Sikh rule. The
city's only remaining Gurdwaras were built by Hari Singh Nalwa to accommodate the newly-settle
Sikhs. The Sikhs also rebuilt the Bala Hissar fort during their occupation of the city.
Following the defeat of the Sikhs in the Second Anglo-Sikh War in 1849, territories in the Punjab were
also captured by the British East India Company. The British for re-established stability in the wake of
ruinous Sikh rule. During the Sepoy Rebellion of 1857, the 4,000 members of the native garrison
were disarmed without bloodshed; the absence of brutality meant that Peshawar was not affected
by the widespread devastation that was experienced throughout the rest of British India and local
chieftains sided with the British after the incident.
The British laid out the vast Peshawar Cantonment to the west of the city in 1868, and made the city
its frontier headquarters. Additionally, several projects were initiated in Peshawar, including linkage
of the city by railway to the rest of British India and renovation of the Mohabbat Khan mosque that
had been desecrated by the Sikhs. British suzerainty over regions west of Peshawar was cemented in
1893 by Sir Mortimer Durand, foreign secretary of the British Indian government, who collaboratively
demarcated the border between British controlled territories in India and Afghanistan.

The British built Cunningham clock tower in celebration of the Golden Jubilee of Queen Victoria, and
in 1906 built the Victoria Hall (now home of the Peshawar Museum) in memory of Queen Victoria.
The British introduced Western-style education ito Peshawar with the establishment of Edwardes
College and Islamia College in 1901 and 1913, along with several schools run by the Anglican Church.
For better administration of the region, Peshawar and the adjoining districts were separated from
the Punjab Province in 1901, after which Peshawar became capital of the new province.
Peshawar emerged as a centre for both Hindko and Pashtun intellectuals during the British era.
Hindko speakers, also referred to as Khaarian ("city dwellers" in Pashto), were responsible for the
dominant culture for most of the time that Peshawar was under British rule. Peshawar was also
home to a non-violent resistance movement led by Ghaffar Khan, a disciple of Mahatma Gandhi. In
April 1930, Khan led a large group of Khan's followers protested in Qissa Khawani Bazaar against
discriminatory laws that had been enacted by the British rulers—hundreds were killed when British
troops opened fire on the demonstrators.

The fort of Ranjit Singh is located in Phillaur in the Indian state of Punjab.

In 1947, Peshawar became part of the newly created state of Pakistan, and emerged as a cultural
centre in the country's northwest. The University of Peshawar was established in the city in 1950,
and augmented by the amalgamation of nearby British-era institutions into the university. Until the
mid-1950s, Peshawar was enclosed within a city wall and sixteen gates. In the 1960s, Peshawar was a
base for a CIA operation to spy on the Soviet Union, with the 1960 U-2 incident resulting aircraft an
aircraft flown from Peshawar was shot down by the Soviets. From the 1960s until the late 1970s,
Peshawar was a major stop on the famous Hippie trail.
During the Soviet–Afghan War in the 1980s, Peshawar served as a political centre for the CIA and the
Inter-Services Intelligence-trained mujahideen groups based in the camps of Afghan refugees. It also
served as the primary destination for large numbers of Afghan refugees. By 1980, 100,000 refugees a
month were entering the province, with 25% of all refugees living in Peshawar district in 1981.The
arrival of large numbers of Afghan refugees strained Peshawar's infrastructure, and drastically
altered the city's demography.
Like much of northwest Pakistan, Peshawar has been severely affected by violence from the attacks
of the extremist Taliban. Local poets' shrines have been targeted by the Pakistani Taliban, a suicide
bomb attack targeted the historic All Saints Church, and most notably the 2014 Peshawar school
massacre in which Taliban militants killed 132 school children.
Peshawar suffered 111 acts of terror in 2010, which had declined to 18 in 2014, before the launch of
Operation Zarb-e-Azb which has further reduced acts of violence throughout Pakistan. More civilians
died in acts of violence in 2014 compared to 2010 – largely a result of the Peshawar school massacre.
Gandhāra was an ancient Indo-Aryan kingdom situated along the Kabul and Swat rivers of
Afghanistan and Pakistan. It was one of sixteen Mahajanapada of ancient India. During the
Achaemenid period and Hellenistic period, its capital city was Charsadda, but later the capital city
was moved to Peshawar by the Kushan emperor Kanishka the Great in about AD 127.

Gandhara existed since the time of the Rigveda (c. 1500–1200 BC), as well as the Zoroastrian Avesta,
which mentions it as Vaēkərəta, the sixth most beautiful place on earth, created by Ahura Mazda.
Gandhara was conquered by the Achaemenid Empire in the 6th century BC. Conquered by Alexander
the Great in 327 BC, it subsequently became part of the Maurya Empire and then the Indo-Greek
Kingdom. The region was a major center for Greco-Buddhism under the Indo-Greeks and Gandharan
Buddhism under later dynasties. It was also a central location for the spread of Buddhism to Central
Asia and East Asia. It was also a center of Bactrian Zoroastrianism and Hinduism. Famed for its local
tradition of Gandhara (Greco-Buddhist) Art, Gandhara attained its height from the 1st century to the
5th century under the Kushan Empire. Gandhara "flourished at the crossroads of Asia," connecting
trade routes and absorbing cultural influences from diverse civilizations; Buddhism thrived until 8th
or 9th centuries, when Islam first began to gain sway in the region. Pockets of Buddhism persisted in
Pakistan's Swat valley until the 11th century.

The Persian term Shahi is used by historian Al-Biruni to refer to the ruling dynasty that took over
from the Kabul Shahi and ruled the region during the period prior to Muslim conquests of the 10th
and 11th centuries. After it was conquered by Mahmud of Ghazni in 1001 AD, the name Gandhara
disappeared. During the Muslim period, the area was administered from Lahore or from Kabul.
During Mughal times, it was an independent district which included the Kabul province.
The Gandhari people are a tribe mentioned in the Rigveda, the Atharvaveda, and later Vedic texts.
They are recorded in the Avestan-language of Zoroastrianism under the name Vaēkərəta. The name
Gāndhāra occurs later in the classical Sanskrit of the epics. One proposed origin of the name is from
the Sanskrit word gandha, meaning "perfume" and "referring to the spices and aromatic herbs which
they [the inhabitants] traded and with which they anointed themselves."
A Persian form of the name, Gandara, appearing in the Behistun inscription of Emperor Darius I, is
also mentioned by Herodotus in the context of the story of the Greek explorer Scylax of Caryanda,
who sailed down the Indus River starting at the city of Caspatyrus in Gandara. Herodotus records that
those Iranic tribes, which were adjacent to the city of Caspatyrus and the district of Pactyïce, had
customs similar to the Bactrians, and are the most warlike amongst them. These are also the people
who obtain gold from the ant-hills of the adjoining desert. On the identity of Caspatyrus, there have
been two opinions, one equating it with Kabul, the other with the name of Kashmir (Kasyapa pur,
condensed to Kaspapur as found in Hecataeus).
Kandahar is sometimes etymologically associated with Gandhara. However, Kandahar was not part of
the main territory of Gandhara.
The boundaries of Gandhara varied throughout history. Sometimes the Peshawar Valley and Taxila
were collectively referred to as Gandhara; sometimes the Swat Valley (Sanskrit: Suvāstu) was also
included. The heart of Gandhara, however, was always the Peshawar Valley. The kingdom was ruled
from capitals at Kapisa (Bagram), Pushkalavati (Charsadda), Taxila, Puruṣapura (Peshawar) and in its
final days from Udabhandapura (Hund) on the River Indus.

Evidence of the Stone Age human inhabitants of Gandhara, including stone tools and burnt bones,
was discovered at Sanghao near Mardan in area caves. The artifacts are approximately 15,000 years
old. More recent excavations point to 30,000 years before the present.
Gandhara was an ancient kingdom of the Peshawar Valley, extending between the Swat valley and
Potohar plateau regions of Pakistan as well as the Jalalabad district of northeastern Afghanistan. In
an archaeological context, the Vedic period in Gandhara corresponds to the Gandhara grave culture.

The name of the Gandhāris is attested in the Rigveda and in ancient inscriptions dating back to
Achaemenid Persia. The Behistun inscription listing the 23 territories of King Darius I (519 BC)
includes Gandāra along with Bactria and Sattagydi). In the book Histories by Herodotus, Gandhara is
named as a source of tax collections for King Darius. The Gandhāris, along with the Balhika
(Bactrians), Mūjavants, Angas, and the Magadhas, are also mentioned in the Atharvaveda as distant
people. Gandharas are included in the Uttarapatha division of Puranic and Buddhistic traditions. The
Aitareya Brahmana refers to King Nagnajit of Gandhara who was a contemporary of Janaka, king of
Videha.

Gandhara was one of sixteen Mahajanapada of ancient India. The primary cities of Gandhara were
Puruṣapura (Peshawar), Takṣaśilā (Taxila), and Pushkalavati (Charsadda). The latter remained the
capital of Gandhara down to the 2nd century AD, when the capital was moved to Peshawar. An
important Buddhist shrine helped to make the city a centre of pilgrimage until the 7th century.
Pushkalavati, in the Peshawar Valley, is situated at the confluence of the Swat and Kabul rivers,
where three different branches of the River Kabul meet. That specific place is still called Prang (from
Prayāga) and considered sacred; local people still bring their dead there for burial. Similar
geographical characteristics are found at site of Prang in Kashmir and at the confluence of the
Ganges and Yamuna, where the sacred city of Prayag is situated, west of Benares. There are some
legends in which the two rivers are said to be joined here by the underground Sarasvati River,
forming a triveṇī, a confluence of three rivers. However, Rigvedic texts, and modern research,
suggest that the path of the Sarasvati River was very different. It ended in the ocean at Kachchh in

modern Gujrat and not at Prayag. The Gandharan city of Taxila was an important Buddhist and Hindu
centre of learning from the 5th century BC to the 2nd century.
Gandhara is mentioned in the Hindu epics, the Mahabharata and the Ramayana, as a western
kingdom. In Treta Yuga, before Lord Rama, during the reigns of Muchukunda, the kingdom of
Gandhara was founded by the Druhyu prince Gandhara who was the son of King Angara of Druhyu
Dynasty. During Ramayana time King Nagnajit who was a contemporary of Lord Rama was defeated
and killed by Rama's brother Bharata and Bharata's 1st son Taksha established Takshasila (Taxila) in
Gandhara Kingdom on the banks of river Sindhu and Pushkara established Pushkaravati or
Purushapura (Pushkar) in Gandharva tribe on the banks of river Saraswati after defeating and killing
its king Sailusha who was the father-in-law of Vibhishana. In Dvapara Yuga, Gandhara prince Shakuni
was the root of all the conspiracies of Duryodhana against the Pandavas, which finally resulted in the
Kurukshetra War. Shakuni's sister was the wife of the Kuru king Dhritarashtra and was known as
Gandhari. Gandhara was in modern Pakistan. Puskalavati, Takshasila (Taxila) and Purushapura
(Peshawar) were cities in this Gandhara kingdom. Takshasila was founded by Raghava Rama's
brother Bharata. Bharata's descendants ruled this kingdom afterwards. During epic period it was
ruled by Shakuni's father Suvala, Shakuni and Shakuni's son. Arjuna defeated Shakuni's son during his
post-war military campaign for Yudhishthira's Aswamedha Yagna.

// samadh of Ranjit Singh in the 1870s, Lahore. The tomb was commenced by
Ranjit Singh’s son, Kharak Singh on the spot where the Maharaja was cremated
The main Vedic tribes remaining in the Indus Valley by 550 BC were the Kamboja, Sindhu, Taksas of
Gandhara, the Madras and Kathas of the River Chenab, Mallas of the River Ravi and Tugras of the
River Sutlej. These several tribes and principalities fought against one another to such an extent that
the Indus Valley no longer had one powerful Vedic tribal kingdom to defend against outsiders and to
wield the warring tribes into one organized kingdom. The area was wealthy and fertile, yet infighting
led misery and despair. King Pushkarasakti of Gandhara was engaged in power struggles against his
local rivals and as such the Khyber Pass remained poorly defended. King Darius I of the Achaemenid
Empire took advantage of the opportunity and planned for an invasion. The Indus Valley was fabled
in Persia for its gold and fertile soil and conquering it had been a major objective of his predecessor
Cyrus The Great. In 542 BC, Cyrus had led his army and conquered the Makran coast in southern
Balochistan. However, he is known to have campaigned beyond Makran (in the regions of Kalat,
Khuzdar, Panjgur) and lost most of his army in the Gedrosian Desert (speculated today as the Kharan
Desert).
In 518 BC, Darius led his army through the Khyber Pass and southwards in stages, eventually reaching
the Arabian Sea coast in Sindh by 516 BC. Under Persian rule, a system of centralized administration,
with a bureaucratic system, was introduced into the Indus Valley for the first time. Provinces or
"satrapy" were established with provincial capitals:
Gandhara satrapy, established 518 BC with its capital at Pushkalavati (Charsadda). Gandhara Satrapy
was established in the general region of the old Gandhara grave culture, in what is today Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa. During Achaemenid rule, the Kharosthi alphabet, derived from the one used for

Aramaic (the official language of Achaemenids), developed here and remained the national script of
Gandhara until 200 AD.
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Gandhara Kingdom/Takshila in Punjab was conquered by the Achaemenid empire in 518 BC. During
this time, King Pushkarasakti, a contemporary of Emperor Bimbisara (558–491 BC) of the Magadha
empire of Haryanka dynasty, was the king of Gandhara. King Pushkarasakti was engaged in power
struggles against his local rivals. The Achaemenids under Darius penetrated to the region in 516 BC
and annexed other parts of modern-day Punjab, Pakistan west to the Indus river and Sindh.

British Army honours WW I Sikhs
Sikhs in Shanghai // Strategy deployed by Japanese army in WWII Pacific war and well countered by British and American war office
propagandists. Assisting the Japanese, at the time, were the members of the Indian Independence League (later Azad Hind) headed by
Subhas Chandra Bose.

The inscription on Darius' (521–486 BC) tomb at Naqsh-i-Rustam near Persepolis records Gadāra
(Gandāra) along with Hindush (Hənduš, Sindh) in the list of satrapies. By about 380 BC the Persian
hold on the region had weakened. Many small kingdoms sprang up in Gandhara. In 327 BC,
Alexander the Great conquered Gandhara as well as the Indian satrapies of the Persian Empire. The
expeditions of Alexander were recorded by his court historians and by Arrian (around AD 175) in his
Anabasis Alexandri and by other chroniclers many centuries after the event.
In the winter of 327 BC, Alexander invited all the chieftains in the remaining five Achaemenid satraps
to submit to his authority. Ambhi, then ruler of Taxila in the former Hindush satrapy complied, but
the remaining tribes and clans in the former satraps of Gandhara, Arachosia, Sattagydia and Gedrosia
rejected Alexander's offer.
The first tribe they encountered were the Aspasioi tribe of the Kunar Valley, who initiated a fierce
battle against Alexander, in which he himself was wounded in the shoulder by a dart. However, the
Aspasioi eventually lost and 40,000 people were enslaved. Alexander then continued in a
southwestern direction where he encountered the Assakenoi tribe of the Swat & Buner valleys in
April 326 BC. The Assakenoi fought bravely and offered stubborn resistance to Alexander and his
army in the cities of Ora, Bazira (Barikot) and Massaga. So enraged was Alexander about the
resistance put up by the Assakenoi that he killed the entire population of Massaga and reduced its

buildings to rubble. A similar slaughter then followed at Ora, another stronghold of the Assakenoi.
The stories of these slaughters reached numerous Assakenians, who began fleeing to Aornos, a hillfort located between Shangla and Kohistan. Alexander followed close behind their heels and
besieged the strategic hill-fort, eventually capturing and destroying the fort and killing everyone
inside. The remaining smaller tribes either surrendered or like the Astanenoi tribe of Pushkalavati
(Charsadda) were quickly neutralized where 38,000 soldiers and 230,000 oxen were captured by
Alexander. Eventually Alexander's smaller force would meet with the larger force which had come
through the Khyber Pass met at Attock. With the conquest of Gandhara complete, Alexander
switched to strengthening his military supply line, which by now stretched dangerously vulnerable
over the Hindu Kush back to Balkh in Bactria.

After conquering Gandhara and solidifying his supply line back to Bactria, Alexander combined his
forces with the King Ambhi of Taxila and crossed the River Indus in July 326 BC to begin the Archosia
(Punjab) campaign. Alexander founded several new settlements in Gandhara, Punjab and Sindh and
nominated officers as Satraps of the new provinces:
Chandragupta Maurya, the founder of the Mauryan dynasty, is said to have lived in Taxila when
Alexander captured the city. According to tradition, he trained under Kautilya, who remained his
chief adviser throughout his reign. Supposedly using Gandhara and Vahika as his base, Chandragupta
led a rebellion against the Magadha Empire and ascended the throne at Pataliputra in 321 BC.

However, there are no contemporary Indian records of Chandragupta Maurya and almost all that is
known is based on the diaries of Megasthenes, the ambassador of Seleucus at Pataliputra, as
recorded by Arrian in his Indika. Ambhi hastened to relieve Alexander of his apprehension and met
him with valuable presents, placing himself and all of his forces at his disposal. Alexander not only
returned Ambhi his title, and the gifts, but he also presented him with a wardrobe of: "Persian robes,
gold and silver ornaments, 30 horses and 1000 talents in gold". Alexander was emboldened to divide
his forces, and Ambhi assisted Hephaestion and Perdiccas in constructing a bridge over the Indus
where it bends at Hund , supplied their troops with provisions, and received Alexander himself, and
his whole army, in his capital city of Taxila, with every demonstration of friendship and the most
liberal hospitality.

/// Brutality of ISIS is the copy of what Mughals did

On the subsequent advance of the Macedonian king, Taxiles accompanied him with a force of 5000
men and took part in the battle of the Hydaspes River. After that victory he was sent by Alexander in
pursuit of Porus, to whom he was charged to offer favourable terms, but narrowly escaped losing his
life at the hands of his old enemy. Subsequently, however, the two rivals were reconciled by the
personal mediation of Alexander; and Taxiles, after having contributed zealously to the equipment of
the fleet on the Hydaspes, was entrusted by the king with the government of the whole territory
between that river and the Indus. A considerable accession of power was granted him after the
death of Philip (son of Machatas); and he was allowed to retain his authority at the death of
Alexander himself (323 BC), as well as in the subsequent partition of the provinces at Triparadisus,
321 BC. Later Ambhi was deposed and killed by Chandragupta Maurya, emperor of the Mauryan
Empire. Gandhara was acquired from the Greeks by Chandragupta Maurya.

After a battle with Seleucus Nicator (Alexander's successor in Asia) in 305 BC, the Mauryan Emperor
extended his domain up to and including present Southern Afghanistan. With the completion of the
Empire's Grand Trunk Road, the region prospered as a center of trade. Gandhara remained a part of
the Mauryan Empire for about a century and a half.
Ashoka, the grandson of Chandragupta, was one of the greatest Indian rulers. Like his grandfather,
Ashoka also started his career in Gandhara as a governor. Later he supposedly became a Buddhist
and promoted this religion in his empire. He built many stupas in Gandhara. Mauryan control over
the northwestern frontier, including the Yonas, Kambojas, and the Gandharas, is attested from the
Rock Edicts left by Ashoka. According to one school of scholars, the Gandharas and Kambojas were
cognate people. It is also contended that the Kurus, Kambojas, Gandharas and Bahlikas were cognate
people and all had Iranian affinities, or that the Gandhara and Kamboja were nothing but two
provinces of one empire and hence influencing each other's language. However, the local language of
Gandhara is represented by Panini's conservative bhāṣā ("language"), which is entirely different from
the Iranian (Late Avestan) language of the Kamboja that is indicated by Patanjali's quote of Kambojan
śavati 'to go' (= Late Avestan šava(i)ti).

The decline of the Empire left the sub-continent open to Greco-Bactrian invasions. Present-day
southern Afghanistan was absorbed by Demetrius I of Bactria in 180 BC. Around about 185 BC,
Demetrius invaded and conquered Gandhara and the Punjab. Later, wars between different groups
of Bactrian Greeks resulted in the independence of Gandhara from Bactria and the formation of the
Indo-Greek kingdom. Menander I was its most famous king.

He ruled from Taxila and later from Sagala (Sialkot). He rebuilt Taxila (Sirkap) and Pushkalavati. He
became a Buddhist and is remembered in Buddhist records for his discussions with the great
Buddhist philosopher, Nāgasena, in the book Milinda Panha.

Around the time of Menander's death in 140 BC, the Central Asian Kushans overran Bactria and
ended Greek rule there. Around 80 BC, the Sakas, diverted by their Parthian cousins from Iran,
moved into Gandhara and other parts of Pakistan and Western India. The most famous king of the
Sakas, Maues, established himself in Gandhara.
By 90 BC the Parthians had taken control of eastern Iran and, around 50 BC, they put an end to the
last remnants of Greek rule in today's Afghanistan. Eventually an Indo-Parthian dynasty succeeded in
taking control of Gandhara. The Parthians continued to support Greek artistic traditions. The start of
the Gandharan Greco-Buddhist art is dated to about 75–50 BC. Links between Rome and the IndoParthian kingdoms existed. There is archaeological evidence that building techniques were
transmitted between the two realms. Christian records claim that around AD 40 Thomas the Apostle
visited the Indian subcontinent and encountered the Indo-Parthian king Gondophares.
The Parthian dynasty fell about 75 to another group from Central Asia. The Kushans, known as Yuezhi
in China to be ethnically Asii moved from Central Asia to Bactria, where they stayed for a century.
Around 75, one of their tribes, the Kushan (Kuṣāṇa), under the leadership of Kujula Kadphises gained
control of Gandhara and other parts of what is now Pakistan.
The Kushan period is considered the Golden Period of Gandhara. Peshawar Valley and Taxila are
littered with ruins of stupas and monasteries of this period. Gandharan art flourished and produced

some of the best pieces of sculpture from the Indian subcontinent. Many monuments were created
to commemorate the Jatakas.
Gandhara's culture peaked during the reign of the great Kushan king Kanishka the Great (128–151).
The cities of Taxila (Takṣaśilā) at Sirsukh and Peshawar were built. Peshawar became the capital of a
great empire stretching from Gandhara to Central Asia. Kanishka was a great patron of the Buddhist
faith; Buddhism spread to Central Asia and the Far East across Bactria and Sogdia, where his empire
met the Han Empire of China. Buddhist art spread from Gandhara to other parts of Asia. Under
Kanishka, Gandhara became a holy land of Buddhism and attracted Chinese pilgrims eager to view
the monuments associated with many Jatakas.

In Gandhara, Mahayana Buddhism flourished and Buddha was represented in human form. Under
the Kushans new Buddhists stupas were built and old ones were enlarged. Huge statues of the
Buddha were erected in monasteries and carved into the hillsides. Kanishka also built a great 400foot tower at Peshawar. This tower was reported by Chinese monks Faxian, Song Yun, and Xuanzang
who visited the country. This structure was destroyed and rebuilt many times until it was finally
destroyed by Mahmud of Ghazni in the 11th century.

The Hephthalite Huns captured Gandhara around 451, and did not adopt Buddhism, but in fact
"perpetrated frightful massacres." Mihirakula became a "terrible persecutor" of the religion. During
their rule, Hinduism revived itself and the Buddhist Gandharan civilization declined.
The travel records of many Chinese Buddhist pilgrims record that Gandhara was going through a
transformation during these centuries. Buddhism was declining, and Hinduism was rising. Faxian
traveled around 400, when Prakrit was the language of the people, and Buddhism was flourishing.
100 years later, when Song Yun visited in 520, a different situation was described: the area had been
destroyed by the White Huns and was ruled by Lae-Lih, who did not practice the laws of the Buddha.
Xuanzang visited India around 644 and found Buddhism on the wane in Gandhara and Hinduism in
the ascendant. Gandhara was ruled by a king from Kabul, who respected Buddha's law, but Taxila
was in ruins, and Buddhist monasteries were deserted.

After the fall of the Sassanid Empire to the Arabs in 644, today's Afghanistan region and Gandhara
came under pressure from Muslims. But they failed to extend their empire to Gandhara. Gandhara
was first ruled by local kings who later expanded their kingdom onto an empire.

Gandhara was ruled from Kabul by Kabulshahi for next 200 years. Sometime in the 9th century the
Kabul Shahi replaced the Shahi. Based on various Muslim records it is estimated this occurred in 870.
According to Al-Biruni (973–1048), Kallar, a Brahmin minister of the Kabulshahi, founded the Shahi
dynasty in 843. The dynasty ruled from Kabul, later moved their capital to Udabhandapura. They built
great temples all over their kingdoms. Some of these buildings are still in good condition in the Salt
Range of the Punjab.
Jayapala was the last great king of this dynasty. His empire extended from west of Kabul to the river
Sutlej. However, this expansion of Gandhara kingdom coincided with the rise of the powerful
Ghaznavid Empire under Sabuktigin. Defeated twice by Sabuktigin and then by Mahmud of Ghazni in
the Kabul valley, Jayapala gave his life on a funeral pyre. Anandapala, a son of Jayapala, moved his
capital near Nandana in the Salt Range. In 1021 the last king of this dynasty, Trilochanapala, was
assassinated by his own troops which spelled the end of Gandhara. Subsequently, some Shahi
princes moved to Kashmir and became active in local politics.

The city of Kandahar in Afghanistan is said to have been named after Gandhara. According to H.W.
Bellow, an emigrant from Gandhara in the 5th century brought this name to modern Kandahar.
Faxian reported that the Buddha's alms-bowl existed in Peshawar Valley when he visited around 400.
In 1872 Bellow saw this huge begging bowl (seven feet in diameter) preserved in the shrine of Sultan
Wais outside Kandahar. When Olaf Caroe wrote his book in 1958 this relic was reported to be at
Kabul Museum. The present status of this bowl is unknown.
Writing c. 1030, Al Biruni reported on the devastation caused during the conquest of Gandhara and
much of northwest India by Mahmud of Ghazni following his defeat of Jayapala in the Battle of
Peshawar at Peshawar in 1001:
Now in the following times no Muslim conqueror passed beyond the frontier of Kâbul and the river
Sindh until the days of the Turks, when they seized the power in Ghazna under the Sâmânî dynasty,

and the supreme power fell to the lot of Nâṣir-addaula Sabuktagin. This prince chose the holy war as
his calling, and therefore called himself al-Ghâzî ("the warrior/invader"). In the interest of his
successors he constructed, in order to weaken the Indian frontier, those roads on which afterwards
his son Yamin-addaula Maḥmûd marched into India during a period of thirty years and more.

/ / / Quartier de la Martinière Braysyer’s Sikhs.

God be merciful to both father and son ! Maḥmûd utterly ruined the prosperity of the country, and
performed there wonderful exploits, by which the Hindus became like atoms of dust scattered in all
directions, and like a tale of old in the mouth of the people. Their scattered remains cherish, of
course, the most inveterate aversion towards all Muslims. This is the reason, too, why Hindu sciences
have retired far away from those parts of the country conquered by us, and have fled to places which
our hand cannot yet reach, to Kashmir, Benares, and other places. And there the antagonism
between them and all foreigners receives more and more nourishment both from political and
religious sources.
During the closing years of the tenth and the early years of the succeeding century of our era,
Mahmud the first Sultan and Musalman of the Turk dynasty of kings who ruled at Ghazni, made a
succession of inroads twelve or fourteen in number, into Gandhar – the present Peshwar valley – in
the course of his proselytizing invasions of Hindustan.

Fire and sword, havoc and destruction, marked his course everywhere. Gandhar which was styled the
Garden of the North was left at his death a weird and desolate waste. Its rich fields and fruitful
gardens, together with the canal which watered them (the course of which is still partially traceable
in the western part of the plain), had all disappeared. Its numerous stone built cities, monasteries,
and topes with their valuable and revered monuments and sculptures, were sacked, fired, razed to
the ground, and utterly destroyed as habitations.
By the time Gandhara had been absorbed into the empire of Mahmud of Ghazni, Buddhist buildings
were already in ruins and Gandhara art had been forgotten. After Al-Biruni, the Kashmiri writer
Kalhaṇa wrote his book Rajatarangini in 1151. He recorded some events that took place in Gandhara,
and provided details about its last royal dynasty and capital Udabhandapura.

In the 19th century, British soldiers and administrators started taking an interest in the ancient
history of the Indian Subcontinent. In the 1830s coins of the post-Ashoka period were discovered,
and in the same period Chinese travelogues were translated.

The Great Gateway of the Kaiserbagh – 3000 Sepoys killed by the English
Qaisarbagh, (Emperor's Garden), is a complex in the city of Lucknow. It was built by Wajid Ali Shah (1847-1856), the last Nawab of Awadh.
The campaigning Irish journalist William Howard Russell wrote a classic account of the looting of the Qaisar Bagh in 1858 by drunken British
troops in the course of the Great Uprising/Indian Mutiny

Taxila Takṣaśilā, meaning "City of Cut Stone" or "Takṣa Rock"is an important archaeological site of
ancient India, located in Taxila city, Rawalpindi District of the Punjab, Pakistan, situated about 32 km
(20 mi) north-west of Islamabad and Rawalpindi, just off the famous Grand Trunk Road.
Ancient Taxila was situated at the pivotal junction of the Indian subcontinent and Central Asia. The
origin of Taxila as a city goes back to c. 1000 BCE. Some ruins at Taxila date to the time of the
Achaemenid Empire in the 6th century BCE, followed successively by Mauryan Empire, Indo-Greek,
Indo-Scythian, and Kushan Empire periods.

Qaisarbagh Complex (photograph taken between 1865 and 1882)

Owing to its strategic location, Taxila has changed hands many times over the centuries, with many
empires vying for its control. When the great ancient trade routes connecting these regions ceased
to be important, the city sank into insignificance and was finally destroyed by the nomadic Hunas in
the 5th century.
Takshashila can also alternately be translated to "Rock of Taksha" in reference to the Ramayana
which states that the city was named in honour of Bharata's son and first ruler, Taksha. According to
another derivation, Takshashila is related to Takshaka (Sanskrit for "carpenter") and is an alternate
name for the Nāga, a non-Indo-Iranian people of ancient India.
Fa-Hien who had visited the city had given its name's meaning as "Cut off Head". With the help of a
Jataka, he had interperted it to be the place where Buddha in his previous birth as Pusa or
Chandaprabha cut off his head to feed a hungry lion. This tradition still persists with the area in front
of Sirkap (also meaning "cut off head") was known in the 19th century as Babur Khana ("House of

Tiger"), which alludes to the place where Buddha offered his head. In addition, a hill range to south
of Taxila valley is called Margala ("cut off throat").

In Vedic texts such as the Shatapatha Brahmana, it is mentioned that the Vedic philosopher Uddalaka
Aruni (c. 7th century BCE) had travelled to the region of Gandhara. In later Buddhist texts, the
Jatakas, it is specified that Taxila was the city where Aruni and his son Setaketu each had received
their education.
One of the earliest mentions of Taxila is in Pāṇini's Aṣṭādhyāyī, a Sanskrit grammar treatise dated to
the 4th century BCE.
Much of the Hindu epic, the Mahabharata, is a conversation between Vaishampayana (a pupil of the
sage, Vyasa) and King Janamejaya. It is traditionally believed that the story was first recited by
Vaishampayana at the behest of Vyasa during the snake sacrifice performed by Janamejaya at
Takshashila. The audience also included Ugrashravas, an itinerant bard, who would later recite the
story to a group of priests at an ashram in the Naimisha Forest from where the story was further
disseminated. The Kuru Kingdom's heir, Parikshit (grandson of Arjuna) is said to have been enthroned
at Takshashila

The Ramayana describes Takshashila as a magnificent city famed for its wealth which was founded by
Bharata, the younger brother of Rama. Bharata, who also founded nearby Pushkalavati, installed his
two sons, Taksha and Pushkala, as the rulers of the two cities.
In the Buddhist Jatakas, Taxila is described as the capital of the kingdom of Gandhara and a great
centre of learning with world-famous teachers. The Takkasila Jataka, more commonly known as the
Telapatta Jataka, tells the tale of a prince of Benares who is told that he would become the king of
Takkasila if he could reach the city within seven days without falling prey to the yakkhinis who
waylaid travellers in the forest. According to the Dipavamsa, one of Taxila's early kings was a
Kshatriya named Dipankara who was succeeded by twelve sons and grandsons. Kuñjakarṇa,
mentioned in the Avadanakalpalata, is another king associated with the city.

In the Jain tradition, it is said that Rishabha, the first of the Tirthankaras, visited Taxila millions of
years ago. His footprints were subsequently consecrated by Bahubali who erected a throne and a
dharmachakra ("wheel of the law") over them several miles in height and circumference.

Die Geschichte von König Yudishtira. On reaching the top, Indra asked him to abandon the dog before entering the Heaven. But
Yudhishthira refused to do so, citing the dog's unflinching loyalty as a reason. Indra said he let his family die, but Yudhishthira said he could
not prevent their death's, but to abandon a poor creature was a great sin. Das persönliche Gewissen steht über allen Gesetzen, ob
menschlich oder göttlich. // Dark and difficult was the Road

The first major settlement at Taxila was established around 1000 BCE. By 900 BCE, the city was
already involved in regional commerce, as discovered pottery shards reveal trading ties between the
city and Puṣkalāvatī. Taxila was sometimes ruled as part of the Gandhara kingdom (whose capital was
Pushkalavati), particularly after the Achaemenid period, but Taxila sometimes formed its own
independent district or city-state.
The region around Taxila was settled by the neolithic era, with some ruins at Taxila dating to 3360
BCE. Ruins dating from the Early Harappan period around 2900 BCE have also been discovered in the
Taxila area, though the area was eventually abandoned after the collapse of the Indus Valley
Civilisation.

Taxila was founded in a strategic location along the ancient "Royal Highway" that connected the
Mauryan capital at Pataliputra in Bihar, with ancient Peshawar, Puṣkalāvatī, and onwards towards
Central Asia via Kashmir, Bactria, and Kāpiśa. Taxila thus changed hands many times over the
centuries, with many empires vying for its control.
Archaeological excavations show that the city may have grown significantly during the rule of the
Persian Achaemenid Empire in the 6th century BCE. In 516 BCE, Darius I embarked on a campaign to
conquer Central Asia, Ariana and Bactria, before marching onto what is now Afghanistan and
northern Pakistan. Emperor Darius spent the winter of 516-515 BCE in the Gandhara region
surrounding Taxila, and prepared to conquer the Indus Valley, which he did in 515 BCE, after which
he appointed Scylax of Caryanda to explore the Indian Ocean from the mouth of the Indus to the
Suez. Darius then returned to Persia via the Bolan Pass. The region continued under Achaemenid
suzerainty under the reign of Xerxes I, and continued under Achaemenid rule for over a century.

During his invasion of the Indus Valley, Alexander the Great was able to gain control of Taxila in 326
BCE without a battle, as the city was surrendered by its ruler, king Omphis (Āmbhi). Greek historians
accompanying Alexander described Taxila as “wealthy, prosperous, and well governed.”

By 317 BCE, the Greek satraps left by Alexander were driven out, and Taxila came under the control
of Chandragupta Maurya, who turned Taxila into a regional capital. His advisor, Kautilya/Chanakya,
was said to have taught at Taxila's university. Under the reign of Ashoka, Chandragupta's grandson,
the city was made a great seat of Buddhist learning, though the city was home to a minor rebellion
during this time.
In the 2nd century BCE, Taxila was annexed by the Indo-Greek kingdom of Bactria. Indo-Greeks built
a new capital, Sirkap, on the opposite bank of the river from Taxila. During this new period of
Bactrian Greek rule, several dynasties (like Antialcidas) likely ruled from the city as their capital.
During lulls in Greek rule, the city managed profitably on its own, to independently control several
local trade guilds, who also minted most of the city's autonomous coinage. In about the 1st century
BCE or 1st century CE, an Indo-Scythian king named Azilises had three mints, one of which was at
Taxila, and struck coins with obverse legends in Greek and Kharoṣṭhī.
The last Greek king of Taxila was overthrown by the Indo-Scythian chief Maues around 90 BCE.
Gondophares, founder of the Indo-Parthian Kingdom, conquered Taxila around 20 BCE, and made
Taxila his capital. According to early Christian legend, Thomas the Apostle visited Gondophares IV
around 46 CE, possibly at Taxila given that that city was Gondophares' capital city.

//

Gondophares, founder of the Indo-Parthian kingdom // King Abdagases I being crowned by the Greek goddess Tyche

The Indo-Parthian Kingdom was ruled by the Gondopharid dynasty and other rulers who were a group of ancient kings
from Central Asia that ruled parts of present-day Afghanistan, Pakistan and northwestern India, during or slightly before the
1st century AD. For most of their history, the leading Gondopharid kings held Taxila (in the present Punjab province of
Pakistan) as their residence, but during their last few years of existence the capital shifted between Kabul and Peshawar.
These kings have traditionally been referred to as Indo-Parthians, as their coinage was often inspired by the Arsacid
dynasty, but they probably belonged to a wider group of Iranian tribes who lived east of Parthia proper, and there is no
evidence that all the kings who assumed the title Gondophares, which means ”Holder of Glory”, were even related. The
Indo-Parthians are noted for the construction of the Buddhist monastery Takht-i-Bahi.

Gondophares I originally seems to have been a ruler of Seistan in what is today eastern Iran, probably a vassal or relative of
the Apracarajas. Around 20–10 BC, he made conquests in the former Indo-Scythian kingdom, perhaps after the death of the
important ruler Azes. Gondophares became the ruler of areas comprising Arachosia, Seistan, Sindh, Punjab, and the Kabul
valley, but it does not seem as though he held territory beyond eastern Punjab. Gondophares called himself "King of Kings",
a Parthian title that in his case correctly reflects that the Indo-Parthian empire was only a loose framework: a number of
smaller dynasts certainly maintained their positions during the Indo-Parthian period, likely in exchange for their recognition
of Gondophares and his successors.

These smaller dynasts included the Apracarajas themselves, and Indo-Scythian satraps such as Zeionises and Rajuvula, as
well as anonymous Scythians who struck imitations of Azes coins. The Ksaharatas also held sway in Gujarat, perhaps just
outside Gondophares' dominions.
After the death of Gondophares I, the empire started to fragment. The name or title Gondophares was adapted by
Sarpedones, who become Gondophares II and was possibly son of the first Gondophares. Even though he claimed to be the
main ruler, Sarpedones’ rule was shaky and he issued a fragmented coinage in Sind, eastern Punjab and Arachosia in
southern Afghanistan. The most important successor was Abdagases, Gondophares’ nephew, who ruled in Punjab and
possibly in the homeland of Seistan. After a short reign, Sarpedones seems to have been succeeded by Orthagnes, who
became Gondophares III Gadana. Orthagnes ruled mostly in Seistan and Arachosia, with Abdagases further east, during the
first decades AD, and was briefly succeeded by his son Ubouzanes Coin. After 20 AD, a king named Sases, a nephew of the
Apracaraja ruler Aspavarma, took over Abdagases’ territories and became Gondophares IV Sases. According to Senior, this
is the Gondophares referred to in the Takht-i-Bahi inscription.

There were other minor kings: Sanabares was an ephemeral usurper in Seistan, who called himself Great King of Kings, and
there was also a second Abdagases Coin, a ruler named Agata in Sind, another ruler called Satavastres Coin, and an
anonymous prince who claimed to be brother of the king Arsaces, in that case an actual member of the ruling dynasty in
Parthia.
But the Indo-Parthians never regained the position of Gondophares I, and from the middle of the 1st century AD the
Kushans under Kujula Kadphises began absorbing the northern Indian part of the kingdom. The last king Pacores (perhaps
before 100 AD) only ruled in Seistan and Kandahar.
The city of Taxila is thought to have been a capital of the Indo-Parthians. Large strata were excavated by Sir John Marshall
with a quantity of Parthian-style artifacts. The nearby temple of Jandial is usually interpreted as a Zoroastrian fire temple
from the period of the Indo-Parthians.
Some ancient writings describe the presence of the Indo-Parthians in the area, such as the story of Saint Thomas the
Apostle, who was recruited as a carpenter to serve at the court of king "Gudnaphar" (thought to be Gondophares) in India.

The Acts of Thomas describes in chapter 17 Thomas' visit to king Gudnaphar in northern India; chapters 2 and 3 depict him
as embarking on a sea voyage to India, thus connecting Thomas to the west coast of India.
As Senior points out, this Gudnaphar has usually been identified with the first Gondophares, who has thus been dated after
the advent of Christianity, but there is no evidence for this assumption, and Senior’s research shows that Gondophares I
could be dated even before 1 AD. If the account is even historical, Saint Thomas may have encountered one of the later
kings who bore the same title.

To the contrary of the Indo-Greeks or Indo-Scythians, there are no explicit records of Indo-Parthian rulers supporting Buddhism, such as
religious dedications, inscriptions, or even legendary accounts. Also, although Indo-Parthian coins generally closely follow Greek
numismatics, they never display the Buddhist triratna symbol (apart from the later Sases), nor do they ever use depictions of the elephant or
the bull, possible religious symbols which were profusely used by their predecessors. They are thought to have retained Zoroastrianism,
being of Iranian extraction themselves. This Iranian mythological system was inherited from them by the later Kushans who ruled from the
Peshawar-Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa region of Pakistan.

The Greek philosopher Apollonius of Tyana is related by Philostratus in Life of Apollonius Tyana to have visited India, and
specifically the city of Taxila around 46 AD. He describes constructions of the Greek type, probably referring to Sirkap, and
explains that the Indo-Parthian king of Taxila, named Phraotes, received a Greek education at the court of his father and
spoke Greek fluently:
"Tell me, O King, how you acquired such a command of the Greek tongue, and whence you derived all your philosophical
attainments in this place?"
[...]-"My father, after a Greek education, brought me to the sages at an age somewhat too early perhaps, for I was only
twelve at the time, but they brought me up like their own son; for any that they admit knowing the Greek tongue they are
especially fond of, because they consider that in virtue of the similarity of his disposition he already belongs to themselves."

The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea is a surviving 1st century guide to the routes commonly being used for navigating the
Arabian Sea. It describes the presence of Parthian kings fighting with each other in the area of Sindh, a region traditionally
known at that time as "Scythia" due to the previous rule of the Indo-Scythians there:
"This river (Indus) has seven mouths, very shallow and marshy, so that they are not navigable, except the one in the
middle; at which by the shore, is the market-town, Barbaricum. Before it there lies a small island, and inland behind it is the
metropolis of Scythia, Minnagara; it is subject to Parthian princes who are constantly driving each other out." Periplus of
the Erythraean Sea.
To the contrary of the Indo-Greeks or Indo-Scythians, there are no explicit records of Indo-Parthian rulers supporting
Buddhism, such as religious dedications, inscriptions, or even legendary accounts. Also, although Indo-Parthian coins
generally closely follow Greek numismatics, they never display the Buddhist triratna symbol (apart from the later Sases),
nor do they ever use depictions of the elephant or the bull, possible religious symbols which were profusely used by their
predecessors. They are thought to have retained Zoroastrianism, being of Iranian extraction themselves. This Iranian
mythological system was inherited from them by the later Kushans who ruled from the Peshawar-Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
region of Pakistan.

On their coins and in the art of Gandhara, Indo-Parthians are depicted with short crossover jackets and large baggy
trousers, possibly supplemented by chap-like over-trousers. Their jackets are adorned with rows of decorative rings or
medals. Their hair is usually bushy and contained with a headband, a practice largely adopted by the Parthians from the 1st
century AD.
Individuals in Indo-Parthian attire are sometimes shown as actors in Buddhist devotional scenes. It is usually considered
that most of the excavations that were done at Sirkap near Taxila by John Marshall relate to Indo-Parthian layers, although
more recent scholarship sometimes relates them to the Indo-Greeks instead. These archaeological researches provided a
quantity of Hellenistic artifacts combined with elements of Buddhist worship (stupas). Some other temples, such as nearby
Jandial may have been used as a Zoroastrian fire temple.

The statues found at Sirkap in the late Scythian to Parthian level (level 2, 1–60 AD) suggest an already developed state of
Gandharan art at the time or even before Parthian rule. A multiplicity of statues, ranging from Hellenistic gods, to various
Gandharan lay devotees, are combined with what are thought as some of the early representations of the Buddha and
Bodhisattvas. Today, it is still unclear when the Greco-Buddhist art of Gandhara exactly emerged, but the findings in Sirkap
do indicate that this art was already highly developed before the advent of the Kushans.
Numerous stone palettes found in Gandhara are considered as good representatives of Indo-Parthian art. These palettes
combine Greek and Persian influences, together with a frontality in representations which is considered as characteristic of
Parthian art. Such palettes have only been found in archaeological layers corresponding to Indo-Greek, Indo-Scythian and
Indo-Parthian rule, and are essentially unknown the preceding Mauryan layers or the succeeding Kushan layers.
Very often these palettes represent people in Greek dress in mythological scenes, but a few of them represent people in
Parthian dress (head-bands over bushy hair, crossed-over jacket on a bare chest, jewelry, belt, baggy trousers). A palette
from the Naprstek Museum in Prague shows an Indo-Parthian king seated crossed-legged on a large sofa, surrounded by
two attendants also in Parthian dress. They are shown drinking and serving wine.

Some pockets of Parthian rule remained in the East, even after the takeover by the Sassanids in 226. From the 2nd century
several Central-Asian Buddhist missionaries appeared in the Chinese capital cities of Loyang and sometimes Nanjing, where
they particularly distinguished themselves by their translation work. The first known translators of Buddhist texts into
Chinese are actually Parthian missionaries, distinguished in Chinese by their Parthian surname "An", for "Anshi", "country of
the Arsacids".

In the first century CE, the Greek Neopythagorean philosopher Apollonius of Tyana visited Taxila,
which his team described as a fortified city laid out on a symmetrical plan, similar in size to Nineveh.
Inscriptions dating to 76 CE demonstrate that the city had come under Kushan rule by this time, after
the city was captured from the Parthians by Kujula Kadphises, founder of the Kushan Empire. The

great Kushan ruler Kanishka later founded Sirsukh, the most recent of the ancient settlements at
Taxila.

In the mid fourth century CE, the Gupta Empire occupied the territories in Eastern Gandhara,
establishing a Kumaratya's post at Taxila. The City became well known for its Trade links- including
Silk, Sandalwood, Horses, Cotton, Silverware, Pearls, and Spices. It is during this time that the City
heavily features in Classical Indian Literature- both as a centre of Culture as well as a militarised
border City.
Taxila's university remained in existence during the travels of Chinese pilgrim Faxian, who visited
Taxila around 400 CE. He wrote that Taxila's name translated as "the Severed Head", and was the site
of a story in the life of Buddha "where he gave his head to a man".
The Kidarites, vassals of the Hephthalite Empire are known to have invaded Taxila in c. 450 CE.
Though repelled by the Gupta Emperor Skandagupta, the city would not recover- probably on
account of the strong Hunnic presence in the area, breakdown of trade as well as the three-way war
between Persia, the Kidarite State, and the Huns in Western Gandhara.

The White Huns swept over Gandhāra and Punjab around 470 CE, causing widespread devastation
and destruction of Taxila's famous Buddhist monasteries and stupas, a blow from which the city
would never recover. From 500 CE to 540 CE, the city fell under the control of the Hunnic Empire in
South Asia and languished.
Xuanzang visited India between 629 to 645 CE. Taxila which was desolate and half-ruined was visited
by him in 630 CE, and found most of its sangharamas still ruined and desolate. Only a few monks
remained there. He adds that the kingdom had become a dependency of Kashmir with the local
leaders fighting amongst themselves for power. He noted that it had some time previously been a
subject of Kapisa. By the ninth century, it became a dependency of the Kabul Shahis. The Turki Shahi
dynasty of Kabul was replaced by the Hindu Shahi dynasty which was overthrown by Mahmud of
Ghazni with the defeat of Trilochanpala.

By some accounts, Taxila was considered to be one of the earliest (or the earliest) universities in the
world. Others do not consider it a university in the modern sense, in that the teachers living there
may not have had official membership of particular colleges, and there did not seem to have existed
purpose-built lecture halls and residential quarters in Taxila, in contrast to the later Nalanda
University in eastern India.

Taxila became a noted centre of learning (including the religious teachings of Buddhism) at least
several centuries BCE, and continued to attract students from around the old world until the
destruction of the city in the 5th century. It has been suggested that at its height, Taxila exerted a
sort of "intellectual suzerainty" over other centres of learning in India and its primary concern was
not with elementary, but higher education. Generally, a student entered Taxila at the age of sixteen.
The ancient and the most revered scriptures, and the Eighteen Silpas or Arts, which included skills
such as archery, hunting, and elephant lore, were taught, in addition to its law school, medical
school, and school of military science. Students came to Taxila from far-off places such as Kashi,
Kosala and Magadha, in spite of the long and arduous journey they had to undergo, on account of
the excellence of the learned teachers there, all recognised as authorities on their respective
subjects.
Taxila had great influence on Hindu culture and the Sanskrit language. It is perhaps best known for its
association with Chanakya, also known as Kautilya, the strategist who guided Chandragupta Maurya
and assisted in the founding of the Mauryan Empire. Chanakya's Arthashastra (The knowledge of
Economics) is said to have been composed in Taxila. The Ayurvedic healer Charaka also studied at
Taxila. He also started teaching at Taxila in the later period. Pāṇini, the grammarian who codified the
rules that would define Classical Sanskrit, has also been part of the community at Taxila.

The institution is significant in Buddhist tradition since it is believed that the Mahāyāna branch of
Buddhism took shape there. Jivaka, the court physician of the Magadha emperor Bimbisara who once
cured the Buddha, and the Buddhism-supporting ruler of Kosala, Prasenajit, are some important
personalities mentioned in Pali texts who studied at Taxila.

No external authorities like kings or local leaders subjected the scholastic activities at Taxila to their
control. Each teacher formed his own institution, enjoying complete autonomy in work, teaching as
many students as he liked and teaching subjects he liked without conforming to any centralised
syllabus. Study terminated when the teacher was satisfied with the student's level of achievement. In
general, specialisation in a subject took around eight years, though this could be lengthened or
shortened in accordance with the intellectual abilities and dedication of the student in question. In
most cases the "schools" were located within the teachers' private houses, and at times students
were advised to quit their studies if they were unable to fit into the social, intellectual and moral
atmosphere there.
Knowledge was considered too sacred to be bartered for money, and hence any stipulation that fees
ought to be paid was vigorously condemned. Financial support came from the society at large, as
well as from rich merchants and wealthy parents. Though the number of students studying under a
single Guru sometimes numbered in the hundreds, teachers did not deny education even if the
student was poor; free boarding and lodging was provided, and students had to do manual work in
the household. Paying students, such as princes, were taught during the day, while non-paying ones
were taught at night. Gurudakshina was usually expected at the completion of a student's studies,
but it was essentially a mere token of respect and gratitude - many times being nothing more than a
turban, a pair of sandals, or an umbrella. In cases of poor students being unable to afford even that,
they could approach the king, who would then step in and provide something. Not providing a poor
student a means to supply his Guru's Dakshina was considered the greatest slur on a King's
reputation.

Examinations were treated as superfluous, and not considered part of the requirements to complete
one's studies. The process of teaching was critical and thorough- unless one unit was mastered
completely, the student was not allowed to proceed to the next. No convocations were held upon
completion, and no written "degrees" were awarded, since it was believed that knowledge was its
own reward. Using knowledge for earning a living or for any selfish end was considered sacrilegious.
Students arriving at Taxila usually had completed their primary education at home (until the age of
eight), and their secondary education in the Ashrams (between the ages of eight and twelve), and
therefore came to Taxila chiefly to reach the ends of knowledge in specific disciplines.
The sites of a number of important cities noted in ancient Indian texts were identified by scholars
early in the 19th century. The lost city of Taxila, however, was not identified until later, in 1863-64.
Its identification was made difficult partly due to errors in the distances recorded by Pliny in his
Naturalis Historia which pointed to a location somewhere on the Haro river, two days march from
the Indus. Alexander Cunningham, the founder and the first director-general of the Archaeological
Survey of India, noticed that this position did not agree with the descriptions provided in the
itineraries of Chinese pilgrims and in particular, that of Xuanzang, the 7th-century Buddhist monk.
Unlike Pliny, these sources noted that the journey to Taxila from the Indus took three days and not
two. Cunningham's subsequent explorations in 1863–64 of a site at Shah-dheri convinced him that
his hypothesis was correct.

Now as Hwen Thsang, on his return to China, was accompanied by laden elephants, his three days'
journey from Takhshasila [sic] to the Indus at Utakhanda, or Ohind, must necessarily have been of
the same length as those of modern days, and, consequently, the site of the city must be looked for
somewhere in the neighbourhood of Kâla-ka-sarâi. This site is found near Shah-dheri, just one mile to
the north-east of Kâla-ka-sarâi, in the extensive ruins of a fortified city, around which I was able to
trace no less than 55 stupas, of which two are as large as the great Manikyala tope, twenty eight
monasteries, and nine temples.
— Alexander Cunningham,

Taxila's archaeological sites lie near modern Taxila about 35 km (22 mi) northwest of the city of
Rawalpindi. The sites were first excavated by John Marshall, who worked at Taxila over a period of
twenty years from 1913.
The vast archaeological site includes neolithic remains dating to 3360 BCE, and Early Harappan
remains dating to 2900–2600 BCE at Sarai Kala. Taxila, however, is most famous for ruins of several
settlements, the earliest dating from around 1000 BCE. It is also known for its collection of Buddhist
religious monuments, including the Dharmarajika stupa, the Jaulian monastery, and the Mohra
Muradu monastery.
Taxila (griechische Form des Namens; eigentlich Sanskrit,; wörtl: „Hügel des Taksha“,) war die historische Hauptstadt des
Reiches Gandhara, das sich über die östlichen Gebiete des heutigen Afghanistan und den Nordwesten Pakistans erstreckte.
Taxila erlebte seine Blütezeit vom fünften vorchristlichen bis zum fünften Jahrhundert unserer Zeit.

The main ruins of Taxila include four major cities, each belonging to a distinct time period, at three
different sites. The earliest settlement at Taxila is found in the Hathial section, which yielded pottery
shards that date from as early as the late 2nd millennium BCE to the 6th century BCE. The Bhir
Mound ruins at the site date from the 6th century BCE, and are adjacent to Hathial. The ruins of
Sirkap date to the 2nd century BCE, and were built by the region's Greco-Bactrian kings who ruled in
the region following Alexander the Great's invasion of the region in 326 BCE. The third and most
recent settlement is that of Sirsukh, which was built by rulers of the Kushan Empire, who ruled from
nearby Purushapura (modern Peshawar).

Am Schnittpunkt dreier wichtiger Handelsstraßen gelegen, war der Ort von erheblicher wirtschaftlicher und strategischer
Bedeutung. Die Überreste der Stadt, ein reichhaltiger Fundort für archäologische Forschungen, liegen etwa 35 Kilometer
nordwestlich von Islamabad in der pakistanischen Provinz Punjab nahe der Grenze zur Nordwestprovinz und an der Grand
Trunk Road.
Im indischen Epos Ramayana wird erzählt, dass die Gründung Taxilas auf Bharata, den Bruder Ramas, zurückgeht. Auch im
zweiten großen Epos Indiens, dem Mahabharata, und in den Jatakas („Geburtsgeschichten“ Buddhas, die von seinen
früheren Inkarnationen erzählen) wird die Stadt genannt. Takshashila, der eigentliche Name der Stadt, leitet sich
demgemäß von Taksha, dem ältesten Sohn Bharatas und ersten Herrscher, her und bedeutet „Hügel des Taksha“. Die heute
gebräuchliche Form als Taxila entstammt der späteren griechischen Geschichtsschreibung.

Im 6. Jahrhundert v. Chr. war Taxila die Hauptstadt des Reiches Gandhara, seit der Eroberung durch den Achämeniden
Darius I. im Jahr 516 v. Chr. die östlichste Satrapie des Perserreiches. Schon zu jener Zeit bestanden offenbar
Handelsbeziehungen zu China, denn in der Sprache der Achämeniden gab es bereits ein Wort für Seide. Diese Handelswege
sollten sich in späteren Jahrhunderten zu einem Netz von Routen entwickeln die als „Seidenstraße“ bekannt wurden, mit
denen Taxila über den Kunjirap-Pass verbunden war. Neben Waren aus dem westlich gelegenen Perserreich und dem
Mittelmeerraum, aus China im Osten und Indien im Süden trafen hier auch Philosophien, Religionen und Wissenschaften
aus diesen bedeutenden Kulturräumen aufeinander, wodurch die Stadt bald zu einem Zentrum der Lehre und des
Austauschs wurde und eine große Universität entstand. Panini, ein indischer Gelehrter (5./4. Jahrhundert v. Chr.), schrieb
an der Universität von Taxila das „Ashtadhyayi“, die für lange Zeit bedeutendste Zusammenfassung der Grammatik des
Sanskrit. Kautilya (4./3. Jahrhundert v. Chr.) verfasste hier das „Arthashastra“ („Die Lehre vom materiellen Gewinn“).
Im 4. Jahrhundert v. Chr. wurden die Länder der Perser von Alexander dem Großen erobert. 326 v. Chr. erreichte er Taxila,
nahm die Stadt kampflos ein, da sich der dort herrschende Fürst Taxiles der Übermacht ergab, und stationierte dort eine
Garnison von Makedoniern. Zwar endete die Herrschaft der Griechen schon 317 v. Chr., doch der hellenistische Einfluss
blieb vor allem in der Kunst noch lange danach erhalten.
Um 321 v. Chr. hatte der indische Maurya-König Chandragupta das erste indische
Großreich, das weite Teile des indischen Subkontinents umfasste, begründet. Das
Reich erfuhr seine größte Ausdehnung während der Regentschaft seines Enkels
Ashoka, der selbst, bevor er zum Kaiser wurde, Statthalter seines Vaters in Taxila
war. 272 v. Chr. wurde Ashoka zum Herrscher des Großreiches und konvertierte
nach einer Reihe blutiger Kriegszüge und Schlachten zum Buddhismus. In der
Folge wurde er zu einem großen Förderer der Lehre des Buddha, dem Dharma,
und ließ neben Edikt-Säulen auch tausende Stupas errichten. Auch in Taxila, das
damals bereits seit längerem ein bedeutendes Zentrum des Buddhismus war, das
Lernbegierige aus der gesamten buddhistischen Welt anzog, entstand zu jener Zeit
der „Dharmarajika-Stupa“ (auch Chir Tope), der damit der vermutlich älteste
Stupa im heutigen Pakistan ist. Die ursprüngliche Konstruktion dieses zentralen
Sakralbaus der Stadt hatte einen Durchmesser von 50 Metern, war
halbkugelförmig und ähnelte wohl dem bekannteren Stupa von Sanchi. Das
Bauwerk wurde bei einem Erdbeben im Jahr 30 weitgehend zerstört und danach in noch größerer Form wieder aufgebaut.
Nach Ashokas Tod setzte bald der Zerfall des Reiches ein und 185 v. Chr. wurde Gandhara schließlich von den baktrischen
Griechen erobert. Mit Sirkap gründeten sie eine eigene griechische Stadt in unmittelbarer Nähe Taxilas und herrschten dort
bis etwa 90 v. Chr. Eine späte Blütezeit erlebte Taxila unter dem indo-griechischen König Antialkidas, der wahrscheinlich in
der Zeit von 115 bis 95 v. Chr. regierte; sein Name ist in einer Inschrift auf der Heliodoros-Säule erwähnt. Danach wechselte
die Herrschaft in schneller Folge zu den Saken (ein Stamm der Skythen, etwa 90 v. Chr.) und danach den Parthern (etwa 19
n. Chr.). Deren König Gondophares soll der Überlieferung gemäß den Apostel Thomas und Apollonius von Tyana an seinem
Hof zu Gast gehabt haben.

Wenig später, um das Jahr 78, wurden die Parther ihrerseits von den Kuschanen, einem Zweig der Yuezhi, besiegt. Vima
Kadphises, der zweite König von Kuschan, gründete die dritte Stadt auf dem Gebiet Taxilas, Sirsukh. Unter den Kuschanen
erlebte der Buddhismus eine erneute Blüte in der Region, insbesondere gefördert von König Kanischka. Dessen Leibarzt
Charaka gilt als Verfasser des Charaka Samhita, des ältesten und bedeutendsten klassischen Werkes zur indischen
Heilkunst, dem Ayurveda. Auch Nagarjuna, der bedeutende buddhistische Gelehrte und Begründer der Shûnyavâda-Schule
des Mahâyâna-Buddhismus, lehrte in jener Zeit in Taxila. Während der Regentschaft Kanischkas wurde auch die
Dharmarajika-Stupa ein weiteres Mal ausgebaut. Die heute noch sichtbaren Überreste dieses bedeutendsten religiösen
Bauwerks Taxilas gehen auf diese Zeit zurück. Im 1. Jahrhundert entstanden in Gandhara, gleichzeitig mit der
zentralindischen Region Mathura, die ältesten Bildnisse des Buddha in menschlicher Gestalt, nachdem er zuvor nur durch
Symbole repräsentiert worden war. Deutlich waren in diesen Darstellungen die, seit den Eroberungen Alexander des
Großen, verbreiteten, hellenistische und auch provinzialrömische Einflüsse zu erkennen („Graeco-Buddhismus“).
Ausgehend von Gandhara wurde dieser Stil prägend für die buddhistische Kunst nicht nur dieser Region, sondern auch der
Ländern entlang der Seidenstraße; von Zentralasien über China und die Mongolei bis Korea und Japan.

Münzfunde weisen darauf hin, dass Taxila im 4. Jahrhundert von den Sassaniden eingenommen wurde. Ein letzter Bericht
über die Stadt und insbesondere deren buddhistische Kultur stammt von dem chinesischen Pilgermönch Faxian, der sie im
Jahr 403 besuchte. Um das Jahr 455 wurde die Region schließlich von den Hephthaliten („weiße Hunnen“) erobert
(eventuell handelte es sich auch um eine andere Gruppe der iranischen Hunnen). Sie zerstörten die Stadt und auch die
buddhistischen Klöster des Umlandes und beendeten damit die rund 1000 Jahre währende Geschichte Taxilas. Der
chinesische Pilgermönch Xuanzang, von dem neben anderem ein Bericht über die ebenfalls in Gandhara errichteten
Buddha-Statuen von Bamiyan stammt, besuchte das frühere Taxila im 7. Jahrhundert und beschrieb es als Ruinenstadt.
Stadtanlage

Das Ruinenfeld von Taxila besteht eigentlich aus drei oder sogar vier Stadtanlagen. Im Westen liegt die älteste Stadt (heute
als Bhir Mound bezeichnet). In ihr ist bisher nur wenig gegraben worden, doch zeigen die untersuchten Reste, dass es sich
um eine ungeplante Stadtanlage mit kleinen Häusern und engen Gassen handelte. Hier residierte Ashoka als Statthalter.
In griechischer Zeit, vielleicht unter seleukidischer oder baktrischer Herrschaft wurde westlich davon eine zweite Stadt
(Sirkap) errichtet. Sie zeigt einen regelmäßigen, schachbrettartigen Stadtplan, wie er typisch für hellenistische Städte ist. In
der Mitte der Stadt befindet sich die breite Hauptstraße, von der kleinere Seitenstraßen abgingen. An der Hauptstraße
befanden sich Läden, meist aus nur einem Raum bestehend. Dahinter lagen die größeren Wohnbauten. Es fanden sich
Stupas, Tempel und ein Palast. Der Palast ist nicht sehr groß und zeichnet sich durch die Kleinteiligkeit der Räume aus. Im
Plan steht er Palastbauten aus Mesopotamien nahe. Im fünften Block findet sich die Pagode mit dem doppelköpfigen Adler.
Ihre Basis ist durch Nischen dekoriert, die durch Säulen begrenzt werden. Dazwischen finden sich kleinere Portale, die von
Tieren gekrönt werden, darunter auch der namensgebende doppelköpfige Adler. Neben dieser Pagode stand ein größeres
Haus, in dem eventuell Besucher oder Mönche untergebracht waren. Hier fand sich eine aramäische Inschrift, die Asoka
erwähnt, aber wahrscheinlich älter als die Pagode ist. Im siebten Häuserblock und ihn ganz einnehmend stand der ApsisTempel.

Die kuschanazeitliche Stadt Sirsukh liegt nordwestlich. Sie ist bisher kaum erforscht. Ca. 1,5 km davon entfernt befindet sich
schließlich eine etwa zeitgleiche Stadtanlage. Die einzelnen Städte oder Stadtteile scheinen meist gleichzeitig und nicht nur
nacheinander bewohnt gewesen zu sein. Zwischen diesen ummauerten Stadtanlagen standen verschiedene Tempel und
Klöster, z. B. die Tempelanlage Jandial.
Taxila, meaning "City of Cut Stone" or "Takṣa Rock" is an important archaeological site of ancient India, located in Taxila
city, Rawalpindi District of the Punjab, Pakistan, situated about 32 km (20 mi) north-west of Islamabad and Rawalpindi, just
off the famous Grand Trunk Road.
Ancient Taxila was situated at the pivotal junction of the Indian subcontinent and Central Asia. The origin of Taxila as a city
goes back to c. 1000 BCE. Some ruins at Taxila date to the time of the Achaemenid Empire in the 6th century BCE, followed
successively by Mauryan Empire, Indo-Greek, Indo-Scythian, and Kushan Empire periods.
Owing to its strategic location, Taxila has changed hands many times over the centuries, with many empires vying for its
control. When the great ancient trade routes connecting these regions ceased to be important, the city sank into
insignificance and was finally destroyed by the nomadic Hunas in the 5th century. The renowned archaeologist Sir
Alexander Cunningham rediscovered the ruins of Taxila in the mid-19th century.

By some accounts, the University of Taxila was considered to be one of the earliest (or the earliest) universities in the world.
Others do not consider it a university in the modern sense, in that the teachers living there may not have had official
membership of particular colleges, and there did not seem to have existed purpose-built lecture halls and residential
quarters in Taxila, in contrast to the later Nalanda university in eastern India.
Takshashila can also alternately be translated to "Rock of Taksha" in reference to the Ramayana which states that the city
was named in honour of Bharata's son and first ruler, Taksha. According to another derivation, Takshashila is related to
Takshaka (Sanskrit for "carpenter") and is an alternate name for the Nāga, a non-Indo-Iranian people of ancient India.
Faxian who had visited the city had given its name's meaning as "Cut off Head". With the help of a Jataka, he had
interperted it to be the place where Buddha in his previous birth as Pusa or Chandaprabha cut off his head to feed a hungry
lion. This tradition still persists with the area in front of Sirkap (also meaning "cut off head") was known in the 19th century
as Babur Khana ("House of Tiger"), which alludes to the place where Buddha offered his head. In addition, a hill range to
south of Taxila valley is called Margala ("cut off throat").

In Vedic texts such as the Shatapatha Brahmana, it is mentioned that the Vedic philosopher Uddalaka Aruni (c. 8th century
BCE) had travelled to the region of Gandhara. In later Buddhist texts, the Jatakas, it is specified that Taxila was the city
where Aruni and his son Setaketu each had received their education.

One of the earliest mentions of Taxila is in Pāṇini's Aṣṭādhyāyī, a Sanskrit grammar treatise dated to the 5th century BCE.
Much of the Hindu epic, the Mahabharata, is a conversation between Vaishampayana (a pupil of the sage, Vyasa) and King
Janamejaya. It is traditionally believed that the story was first recited by Vaishampayana at the behest of Vyasa during the
snake sacrifice performed by Janamejaya at Takshashila. The audience also included Ugrashravas, an itinerant bard, who
would later recite the story to a group of priests at an ashram in the Naimisha Forest from where the story was further
disseminated. The Kuru Kingdom's heir, Parikshit (grandson of Arjuna) is said to have been enthroned at Takshashila.
The Ramayana describes Takshashila as a magnificent city famed for its wealth which was founded by Bharata, the younger
brother of Rama. Bharata, who also founded nearby Pushkalavati, installed his two sons, Taksha and Pushkala, as the rulers
of the two cities.
In the Buddhist Jatakas, Taxila is described as the capital of the kingdom of Gandhara and a great centre of learning with
world-famous teachers. The Takkasila Jataka, more commonly known as the Telapatta Jataka, tells the tale of a prince of
Benares who is told that he would become the king of Takkasila if he could reach the city within seven days without falling
prey to the yakkhinis who waylaid travellers in the forest. According to the Dipavamsa, one of Taxila's early kings was a
Kshatriya named Dipankara who was succeeded by twelve sons and grandsons. Kuñjakarṇa, mentioned in the
Avadanakalpalata, is another king associated with the city

In the Jain tradition, it is said that Rishabha, the first of the Tirthankaras, visited Taxila millions of years ago. His footprints
were subsequently consecrated by Bahubali who erected a throne and a dharmachakra ("wheel of the law") over them
several miles in height and circumference.
The region around Taxila was settled by the neolithic era, with some ruins at Taxila dating to 3360 BCE. Ruins dating from
the Early Harappan period around 2900 BCE have also been discovered in the Taxila area, though the area was eventually
abandoned after the collapse of the Indus Valley Civilisation.
The first major settlement at Taxila was established around 1000 BCE. By 900 BCE, the city was already involved in regional
commerce, as discovered pottery shards reveal trading ties between the city and Puṣkalāvatī. Taxila was sometimes ruled as
part of the Gandhara kingdom (whose capital was Pushkalavati), particularly after the Achaemenid period, but Taxila
sometimes formed its own independent district or city-state.

Taxila was founded in a strategic location along the ancient "Royal Highway" that connected the Mauryan capital at
Pataliputra in Bihar, with ancient Peshawar, Puṣkalāvatī, and onwards towards Central Asia via Kashmir, Bactria, and Kāpiśa.
Taxila thus changed hands many times over the centuries, with many empires vying for its control.

Archaeological excavations show that the city may have grown significantly during the rule of the Persian Achaemenid
Empire in the 6th century BCE. In 516 BCE, Darius I embarked on a campaign to conquer Central Asia, Ariana and Bactria,
before marching onto what is now Afghanistan and northern Pakistan. Emperor Darius spent the winter of 516-515 BCE in
the Gandhara region surrounding Taxila, and prepared to conquer the Indus Valley, which he did in 515 BCE, after which he
appointed Scylax of Caryanda to explore the Indian Ocean from the mouth of the Indus to the Suez. Darius then returned to
Persia via the Bolan Pass. The region continued under Achaemenid suzerainty under the reign of Xerxes I, and continued
under Achaemenid rule for over a century.
During his invasion of the Indus Valley, Alexander the Great was able to gain control of Taxila in 326 BCE without a battle, as
the city was surrendered by its ruler, king Omphis (Āmbhi). Greek historians accompanying Alexander described Taxila as
“wealthy, prosperous, and well governed.”
By 317 BCE, the Greek satraps left by Alexander were driven out, and Taxila came under the control of Chandragupta
Maurya, who turned Taxila into a regional capital. His advisor, Kautilya/Chanakya, was said to have taught at Taxila's
university. Under the reign of Ashoka, Chandragupta's grandson, the city was made a great seat of Buddhist learning,
though the city was home to a minor rebellion during this time.
In the 2nd century BCE, Taxila was annexed by the Indo-Greek kingdom of Bactria. Indo-Greeks built a new capital, Sirkap,
on the opposite bank of the river from Taxila. During this new period of Bactrian Greek rule, several dynasties (like
Antialcidas) likely ruled from the city as their capital. During lulls in Greek rule, the city managed profitably on its own, to
independently control several local trade guilds, who also minted most of the city's autonomous coinage. In about the 1st
century BCE or 1st century CE, an Indo-Scythian king named Azilises had three mints, one of which was at Taxila, and struck
coins with obverse legends in Greek and Kharoṣṭhī.

The last Greek king of Taxila was overthrown by the Indo-Scythian chief Maues around 90 BCE. Gondophares, founder of
the Indo-Parthian Kingdom, conquered Taxila around 20 BCE, and made Taxila his capital. According to early Christian
legend, Thomas the Apostle visited Gondophares IV around 46 CE, possibly at Taxila given that that city was Gondophares'
capital city.
In the first century CE, the Greek Neopythagorean philosopher Apollonius of Tyana visited Taxila, which his team described
as a fortified city laid out on a symmetrical plan, similar in size to Nineveh. Inscriptions dating to 76 CE demonstrate that the
city had come under Kushan rule by this time, after the city was captured from the Parthians by Kujula Kadphises, founder
of the Kushan Empire. The great Kushan ruler Kanishka later founded Sirsukh, the most recent of the ancient settlements at
Taxila.

In the mid fourth century CE, the Gupta Empire occupied the territories in Eastern Gandhara, establishing a Kumaratya's
post at Taxila. The City became well known for its Trade links- including Silk, Sandalwood, Horses, Cotton, Silverware, Pearls,

and Spices. It is during this time that the City heavily features in Classical Indian Literature- both as a centre of Culture as
well as a militarised border City.
Taxila's university remained in existence during the travels of Chinese pilgrim Faxian, who visited Taxila around 400 CE. He
wrote that Taxila's name translated as "the Severed Head", and was the site of a story in the life of Buddha "where he gave
his head to a man".
The Kidarites, vassals of the Hephthalite Empire are known to have invaded Taxila in c. 450 CE. Though repelled by the
Gupta Emperor Skandagupta, the city would not recover- probably on account of the strong Hunnic presence in the area,
breakdown of trade as well as the three-way war between Persia, the Kidarite State, and the Huns in Western Gandhara.
The White Huns swept over Gandhāra and Punjab around 470 CE, causing widespread devastation and destruction of
Taxila's famous Buddhist monasteries and stupas, a blow from which the city would never recover. From 500 CE to 540 CE,
the city fell under the control of the Hunnic Empire in South Asia and languished.
Xuanzang visited India between 629 to 645 CE. Taxila which was desolate and half-ruined was visited by him in 630 CE, and
found most of its sangharamas still ruined and desolate. Only a few monks remained there. He adds that the kingdom had
become a dependency of Kashmir with the local leaders fighting amongst themselves for power. He noted that it had some
time previously been a subject of Kapisa. By the ninth century, it became a dependency of the Kabul Shahis. The Turki Shahi
dynasty of Kabul was replaced by the Hindu Shahi dynasty which was overthrown by Mahmud of Ghazni with the defeat of
Trilochanpala.

By some accounts, Taxila was considered to be one of the earliest (or the earliest) universities in the world. Others do not
consider it a university in the modern sense, in that the teachers living there may not have had official membership of
particular colleges, and there did not seem to have existed purpose-built lecture halls and residential quarters in Taxila, in
contrast to the later Nalanda university in eastern India.
Taxila became a noted centre of learning (including the religious teachings of Buddhism) at least several centuries BCE, and
continued to attract students from around the old world until the destruction of the city in the 5th century. It has been
suggested that at its height, Taxila exerted a sort of "intellectual suzerainty" over other centres of learning in India and its
primary concern was not with elementary, but higher education. Generally, a student entered Taxila at the age of sixteen.
The ancient and the most revered scriptures, and the Eighteen Silpas or Arts, which included skills such as archery, hunting,
and elephant lore, were taught, in addition to its law school, medical school, and school of military science. Students came
to Taxila from far-off places such as Kashi, Kosala and Magadha, in spite of the long and arduous journey they had to
undergo, on account of the excellence of the learned teachers there, all recognised as authorities on their respective
subjects.
Taxila had great influence on Hindu culture and the Sanskrit language. It is perhaps best known for its association with
Chanakya, also known as Kautilya, the strategist who guided Chandragupta Maurya and assisted in the founding of the
Mauryan empire. Chanakya's Arthashastra (The knowledge of Economics) is said to have been composed in Taxila. The
Ayurvedic healer Charaka also studied at Taxila. He also started teaching at Taxila in the later period. Pāṇini, the
grammarian who codified the rules that would define Classical Sanskrit, has also been part of the community at Taxila.
The institution is significant in Buddhist tradition since it is believed that the Mahāyāna branch of Buddhism took shape
there. Jīvaka, the court physician of the Magadha emperor Bimbisara who once cured the Buddha, and the Buddhismsupporting ruler of Kosala, Prasenajit, are some important personalities mentioned in Pali texts who studied at Taxila.
No external authorities like kings or local leaders subjected the scholastic activities at Taxila to their control. Each teacher
formed his own institution, enjoying complete autonomy in work, teaching as many students as he liked and teaching
subjects he liked without conforming to any centralised syllabus. Study terminated when the teacher was satisfied with the
student's level of achievement. In general, specialisation in a subject took around eight years, though this could be
lengthened or shortened in accordance with the intellectual abilities and dedication of the student in question. In most

cases the "schools" were located within the teachers' private houses, and at times students were advised to quit their
studies if they were unable to fit into the social, intellectual and moral atmosphere there.

Knowledge was considered too sacred to be bartered for money, and hence any stipulation that fees ought to be paid was
vigorously condemned. Financial support came from the society at large, as well as from rich merchants and wealthy
parents. Though the number of students studying under a single Guru sometimes numbered in the hundreds, teachers did
not deny education even if the student was poor; free boarding and lodging was provided, and students had to do manual
work in the household. Paying students, such as princes, were taught during the day, while non-paying ones were taught at
night. Gurudakshina was usually expected at the completion of a student's studies, but it was essentially a mere token of
respect and gratitude - many times being nothing more than a turban, a pair of sandals, or an umbrella. In cases of poor
students being unable to afford even that, they could approach the king, who would then step in and provide something.
Not providing a poor student a means to supply his Guru's Dakshina was considered the greatest slur on a King's reputation.

Examinations were treated as superfluous, and not considered part of the requirements to complete one's studies. The
process of teaching was critical and thorough- unless one unit was mastered completely, the student was not allowed to
proceed to the next. No convocations were held upon completion, and no written "degrees" were awarded, since it was
believed that knowledge was its own reward. Using knowledge for earning a living or for any selfish end was considered
sacrilegious.
Students arriving at Taxila usually had completed their primary education at home (until the age of eight), and their
secondary education in the Ashrams (between the ages of eight and twelve), and therefore came to Taxila chiefly to reach
the ends of knowledge in specific disciplines.
The sites of a number of important cities noted in ancient Indian texts were identified by scholars early in the 19th century.
The lost city of Taxila, however, was not identified until later, in 1863-64. Its identification was made difficult partly due to
errors in the distances recorded by Pliny in his Naturalis Historia which pointed to a location somewhere on the Haro river,
two days march from the Indus. Alexander Cunningham, the founder and the first director-general of the Archaeological
Survey of India, noticed that this position did not agree with the descriptions provided in the itineraries of Chinese pilgrims
and in particular, that of Xuanzang, the 7th-century Buddhist monk. Unlike Pliny, these sources noted that the journey to
Taxila from the Indus took three days and not two. Cunningham's subsequent explorations in 1863–64 of a site at Shahdheri convinced him that his hypothesis was correct.
Now as Hwen Thsang, on his return to China, was accompanied by laden elephants, his three days' journey from
Takhshasila [sic] to the Indus at Utakhanda, or Ohind, must necessarily have been of the same length as those of modern
days, and, consequently, the site of the city must be looked for somewhere in the neighbourhood of Kâla-ka-sarâi. This site
is found near Shah-dheri, just one mile to the north-east of Kâla-ka-sarâi, in the extensive ruins of a fortified city, around

which I was able to trace no less than 55 stupas, of which two are as large as the great Manikyala tope, twenty eight
monasteries, and nine temples.
— Alexander Cunningham,

Taxila's archaeological sites lie near modern Taxila about 35 km (22 mi) northwest of the city of Rawalpindi. The sites were
first excavated by John Marshall, who worked at Taxila over a period of twenty years from 1913.
The vast archaeological site includes neolithic remains dating to 3360 BCE, and Early Harappan remains dating to 2900–
2600 BCE at Sarai Kala. Taxila, however, is most famous for ruins of several settlements, the earliest dating from around
1000 BCE. It is also known for its collection of Buddhist religious monuments, including the Dharmarajika stupa, the Jaulian
monastery, and the Mohra Muradu monastery.
The main ruins of Taxila include four major cities, each belonging to a distinct time period, at three different sites. The
earliest settlement at Taxila is found in the Hathial section, which yielded pottery shards that date from as early as the late
2nd millennium BCE to the 6th century BCE. The Bhir Mound ruins at the site date from the 6th century BCE, and are
adjacent to Hathial. The ruins of Sirkap date to the 2nd century BCE, and were built by the region's Greco-Bactrian kings
who ruled in the region following Alexander the Great's invasion of the region in 326 BCE. The third and most recent
settlement is that of Sirsukh, which was built by rulers of the Kushan empire, who ruled from nearby Purushapura (modern
Peshawar).

Rawalpindi commonly known as Pindi is a city in the Punjab province. Adjacent to Pakistan's capital
of Islamabad, and the two are jointly known as the "twin cities" on account strong social and
economic links between the cities. Rawalpindi is the fourth-largest city in Pakistan by population,
while the larger Islamabad Rawalpindi metropolitan area is the country's third-largest metropolitan
area.
Located on the Pothohar Plateau, known for its ancient Buddhist heritage, especially in the
neighbouring town of Taxila. The city was destroyed during the invasion of Mahmud of Ghazni before
being taken over by Gakhars in 1493. In 1765, the ruling Gakhars were defeated as the city came
under Sikh rule, and eventually became a major city within the Sikh Empire based in Lahore. The city
fell to the British Raj in 1849, and in 1851 became the largest garrison town for the British Indian
Army. Following the partition of British India in 1947, the city became home to the headquarters of
Pakistan Army hence retaining its status as a major military city.

Construction of Pakistan's new purpose-built national capital city of Islamabad in 1961 led to greater
investment in the city, as well as a brief stint as the country's capital immediately before completion
of Islamabad.
The word "Rawalpindi" consists of two Punjabi words; Rawal, and Pindi. The origin of the name may
derive from the combination of two words: Rawal, meaning "lake" in Punjabi, and Pind, meaning
"village." The combination of the two words thus means "The village of lake". Other sources have
posited a Sanskrit origin of the city's name.
The region around Rawalpindi has been inhabited for thousands of years. Rawalpindi falls within the
ancient boundaries of Gandhara, and is in a region littered with Buddhist ruins. In the region northwest of Rawalpindi, traces have been found of at least 55 stupas, 28 Buddhist monasteries, 9
temples, and various artifacts in the Kharoshthi script. To the southeast are the ruins of the Mankiala
stupa – a 2nd-century stupa where, according to the Jataka tales, a previous incarnation of the
Buddha leapt off a cliff in order to offer his corpse to seven hungry tiger cubs. The nearby town of
Taxila is thought to have been home to the world's first university. Sir Alexander Cunningham
identified ruins on the site of the Rawalpindi Cantonment as the ancient city of Ganjipur (or
Gajnipur), the capital of the Bhatti tribe in the ages preceding the Christian era.
The first mention of Rawalpindi's earliest settlement dates from when Mahmud of Ghazni destoyed
Rawalpindi and the town was restored by Gakhar chief Kai Gohar in the early 11th century. The town
fell into decay again after Mongol invasions in the 14th century. Situated along an invasion route, the
settlement did not prosper and remained deserted until 1493, when Jhanda Khan re-established the
ruined town, and named it Rawal.

During the Mughal era, Rawalpindi remained under the rule of the Ghakhar clan, who in turn pledged
allegiance to the Mughal Empire. The city was developed as an important outpost in order to guard
the frontiers of the Mughal realm. Gakhars fortified a nearby caravanserai, in the 16th century,
transforming it into the Rawat Fort in order to defend the Pothohar plateau from Sher Shah Suri's
forces. Construction of the Attock Fort in 1581 after Akbar led a campaign against his brother Mirza
Muhammad Hakim, further securing Rawalpindi's environs. In December 1585, the Emperor Akbar
arrived in Rawalpindi, and remained in and around Rawalpindi for 13 years as he extended the
frontiers of the empire, in an era described as a "glorious period" in his career as Emperor.
With the onset of chaos and rivalry between Gakhar chiefs after the death of Kamal Khan in 1559,
Rawalpindi was awarded to Said Khan by the Mughal Emperor. The Emperor Jehangir visited the
royal camp in Rawalpindi in 1622, where he first learned of Shah Abbas I of Persia's plan to invade
Kandahar.
Rawalpindi declined in importance after the fall of the Mughals, until the town was captured in the
mid 1760s from Muqarrab Khan by the Sikhs under Sardar Gujjar Singh and his son Sahib Singh. The
city's administration was handed to Sardar Milkha Singh, who then invited traders from the
neighboring commercial centers of Jhelum and Shahpur to settle in the territory in 1766. The city

then began to prosper, although the population in 1770 is estimated to have been only about 300
families. Rawalpindi became for a time the refuge of Shah Shuja, the exiled king of Afghanistan, and
of his brother Shah Zaman in the early 19th century.

Sikh ruler Maharaja Ranjit Singh allowed the son of Sardar Milkha Singh to continue as Governor of
Rawalpindi, after Ranjit Singh seized the district in 1810. Sikh rule over Rawalpindi was consolidated
by defeat of the Afghans at Haidaran in July 1813. The Sikh rulers allied themselves with some of the
local Gakhar tribes, and jointly defeated Syed Ahmad Barelvi at Akora Khattak in 1827, and again in
1831 in Balakot. Jews first arrived in Rawalpindi's Babu Mohallah neighbourhood from Mashhad,
Persia in 1839 in order to flee from anti-Jewish laws instituted by the Qajar dynasty. In 1841, Diwan
Kishan Kaur was appointed Sardar of Rawalpindi.
On 14 March 1849, Sardar Chattar Singh and Raja Sher Singh of the Sikh Empire surrendered to
General Gilbert near Rawalpindi, ceding the city to the British. The Sikh Empire then came to an end
on 29 March 1849.
Following Rawalpindi's capture by the British Indian Empire, Her Majesty's 53 Regiment took quarters
in the newly captured city. The decision to man a permanent military cantonment in the city was
made in 1851 by the Marquess of Dalhousie.
Islamabad Capital Territory, located on the Pothohar Plateau of the Punjab region, is considered one
of the earliest sites of human settlement in Asia. Some of the earliest Stone Age artefacts in the
world have been found on the plateau, dating from 100,000 to 500,000 years ago. Rudimentary
stones recovered from the terraces of the Soan River testify to the endeavours of early man in the
inter-glacial period. Items of pottery and utensils dating back to prehistory have been found.
The Indus Valley Civilization flourished in the region between the 23rd and 18th centuries BCE. Later
the area was an early settlement of the Aryan community which migrated into the region from
Central Asia. Many great armies such as those of Zahiruddin Babur, Genghis Khan, Timur and Ahmad
Shah Durrani crossed the region during their invasions of the Indian Subcontinent.
The caves at Shah Allah Ditta, on Islamabad's outskirts, were part of an ancient Buddhist monastic
community
When Pakistan gained independence in 1947, the southern port city of Karachi was its first national
capital. In the 1960s, Islamabad was constructed as a forward capital.
Lahore is the capital city of the province of Punjab, and is the country’s second-most populous city
after Karachi. (Wir sind am 3. September dort angekommen.)
Lahore's origins reach into antiquity. The city has been controlled by numerous empires throughout
the course of its history, including the Hindu Shahis, Ghaznavids, Ghurids, and Delhi Sultanate by the
medieval era. Lahore reached the height of its splendour under the Mughal Empire between the late
16th and early 18th century, and served as its capital city for a number of years. The city was

captured by the forces of Persian Emperor Nader Shah in 1739, and fell into a period of decay while
being contested between different powers.

View of Lahore – 1825

Lahore eventually became capital of the Sikh Empire in the early 19th century, and regained much of
its lost grandeur. Lahore was then annexed to the British Empire, and made capital of British Punjab.
Lahore was central to the independence movements of both India and Pakistan, with the city being
the site of both the declaration of Indian Independence, and the resolution calling for the
establishment of Pakistan. Lahore experienced some of the worst rioting during the Partition period
preceding Pakistan's independence. Following independence in 1947, Lahore was declared capital of
Pakistan's Punjab province. It is also the largest city of the entire Punjab region of both Pakistan and
India.
Gateway in the Hazuribagh, - January 1849
Hazuri Bagh is a small garden situated between the Badshahi
Mosque and the main entrance to Lahore Fort. The garden was laid
out by Ranjit Singh (1780-1839) the famous Sikh leader who seized
Lahore in 1799. The garden contains a marble baradari, built in
1818, where the Sikh ruler used to hold court.

The origins of Lahore's name are unclear. Lahore's name had been recorded by early Muslim
historians as Lōhar, Lōhār, and Rahwar. Al-Biruni referred to the city as Lohāwar in his 11th century
work, Qanun, while the poet Amir Khusrow, who lived during the Delhi Sultanate, recorded the city's
name as Lāhanūr. Medieval Rajput sources recorded the city's name as Lavkot.
Sikh Railway Train - 1870
Lahore
A Railway Train in two sections. The upper has four coaches with
men and women passengers, Sikh and British. The lower has two
coaches and an engine. The train is symbolic of the new Punjab.
Railways reached the Punjab in the early 1860's and the Sikhs had
been confronted by a new machine, as powerful as the British
government which had subdued them. At first, all trains were
controlled by British drivers but in this woodcut Sikhs are
incorporated as the stationmaster, guard, booking clerk and
signalman.

According to Hindu tradition, Lahore's name derives from Lavpur or Lavapuri ("City of Lava"), and is
said to have been founded by Prince Lava, the son of Sita and Rama. The same account attributes the
founding of nearby Kasur by his twin brother Prince Kusha, Historic record shows, however, that
Kasur was founded by Pashtun migrants in 1525.
No definitive records exist to elucidate Lahore's earliest history, and Lahore's ambiguous early history
have given rise to various theories about its establishment and history. Hindu mythology states that
Keneksen, the founder of the mythological Suryavansha dynasty, is believed to have migrated out
from the city. Early records of Lahore are scant, but Alexander the Great's historians make no
mention of any city near Lahore's location during his invasion in 326 BCE, suggesting the city had not
been founded by that point, or was unimportant.
Ptolemy mentions in his Geographia a city called Labokla situated near the Chenab and Ravi River
which may have been in reference to ancient Lahore, or an abandoned predecessor of the
city.Chinese pilgrim Xuanzang gave a vivid description of a large and prosperous unnamed city when
he visited the region in 630 CE that has been identified as Lahore.
The first document that mentions Lahore by name is the Hudud al-'Alam ("The Regions of the
World"), written in 982 C.E. in which Lahore is mentioned as a town which had "impressive temples,
large markets and huge orchards."
Deposition from cross with rejoicing angels, opaque watercolour and gold on paper, Mughal, ca. 15901600.
This painting was probably done for the Mughal emperor Jahangir (r.1605–1627) when he was still a
prince living in the 1590s at Lahore, the northern capital of the Mughal empire, now in north-east
Pakistan. The Jesuit Father Jerome Xavier, who was in Lahore at the same time, wrote in 1598 that the
prince collected European paintings and prints and that he had seen the prince’s artists copying them.
One of the images he saw them copying was a Descent from the Cross, a comparatively rare subject in
Mughal painting. Although there is no evidence that this painting is precisely that mentioned by Jerome
Xavier, it is of the same period. The composition is based on an engraving by Marcantonio Raimondi
after a lost original by Raphael, and incorporates landscape details from other European sources.
The painting has been detached from a volume, otherwise intact and still at the V&A, known as the
‘Small Clive Album’. It is associated with Robert Clive, 1st Baron Clive of Plassey (1725–1774).

Few other references to Lahore remain from before its capture by Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni in the
11th century. Lahore appears to have served as the capital of Punjab during this time under
Anandapala of the Kabul Shahi empire, who had moved the capital there from Waihind. The capital
would later be moved to Sialkot following Ghaznavid incursions.
Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni captured Lahore on an uncertain date, but under Ghaznavid rule, Lahore
emerged effectively as the empire's second capital. In 1021, Sultan Mahmud appointed Malik Ayaz to
the Throne of Lahore—a governorship of the Ghaznavid Empire. The city was captured by Nialtigin,
the rebellious Governor of Multan, in 1034, although his forces were expelled by Malik Ayaz in 1036.
With the support of Sultan Ibrahim Ghaznavi, Malik Ayaz rebuilt and repopulated the city which had
been devastated after the Ghaznavid invasion. Ayaz erected city walls and a masonry fort built in
1037–1040 on the ruins of the previous one, which had been demolished during the Ghaznavid
invasion. A confederation of Hindu princes then unsuccessfully laid siege to Lahore in 1043-44 during
Ayaz' rule. The city became a cultural and academic centre, renowned for poetry under Malik Ayaz'
reign.
Lahore was formally made the eastern capital of the Ghaznavid empire in 1152, under the reign of
Khusrau Shah. The city then became the sole capital of the Ghaznavid empire in 1163 after the fall of
Ghazni. The entire city of Lahore during the medieval Ghaznavid era was probably located west of
the modern Shah Alami, and north of the Bhatti Gate.
In 1187, the Ghurids invaded Lahore, ending Ghaznavid rule over Lahore. Lahore was made capital of
the Mamluk Dynasty of the Delhi Sultanate following the assassination of Muhammad of Ghor in

1206. Under the reign of Mamluk sultan Qutbu l-Din Aibak, Lahore attracted poets and scholars from
as far away as Turkestan, Greater Khorasan, Persia, and Iraq. Lahore at this time had more poets
writing in Persian than any city in Persia or Khorasan.
Rattan Chand's Temple, Lahore – 1880 Photograph of the temple of
Rattan Chand, taken by George Craddock in the 1880s, part of the Bellew
Collection of Architectural Views. Islam came here after the advent of
Mahmud of Ghazni in 1021 AD, and it was subsequently ruled by a
succession of dynasties of the Delhi Sultanate, followed by the Mughals,
the Sikhs and the British. It reached its apogee under the Mughals,
known as the Garden City and with enough architecture to rank it with
other great Mughal centres like Delhi, Agra and Fatehpur Sikri. Lahore
suffered with the decline of the Mughal empire in the 18th century,
frequently coming under attack. It was finally taken by the Sikhs, who
under their leader Ranjit Singh, were masters of the Punjab region by
1818. During Ranjit Singh's rule in Lahore, he became fond of a small boy
at his court who grew to serve him with distinction. This courtier, Lala
Rattan Chand, was awarded a prime plot of land by the Sikh ruler where
he erected a temple to Shiva. The temple and its gardens were
irretrievably damaged in the riots which followed the partition of India in
1947.

Following the death of Aibak, Lahore came to be disputed among Ghurid officers. The city first came
under control of the Governor of Multan, Nasir ad-Din Qabacha, before being briefly captured by the
sultan of the Mamluks in Delhi, Iltutmish, in 1217.
The Hazuribagh
Darwaza, Lahore
(Punjab) - December
1848
Hazuri Bagh is a small
garden situated between
the Badshahi Mosque
and the main entrance
to Lahore Fort. The
garden was laid out by
Ranjit Singh (1780-1839)
The garden contains a
marble baradari, built in
1818, where the Sikh
ruler used to hold court.

In an alliance with
local Khokhars in
1223, Jalal ad-Din
Mingburnu of the
Khwarazmian
dynasty of
modern-day
Uzbekistan
captured Lahore
after fleeing
Genghis Khan's
invasion of
Khwarazm. Jalal ad-Din's then fled from Lahore to capture the city of Uch Sharif after Iltutmish's
armies re-captured Lahore in 1228.
The threat of Mongol invasions and political instability in Lahore caused future Sultans to regard
Delhi as a safer capital for medieval Islamic India, though it had hitherto been considered a forward
base, while Lahore had been widely considered to be the centre of Islamic culture in the
subcontinent.
Lahore came under progressively weaker rule under Iltutmish's descendants in Delhi, to the point
that governors in the city acted with great autonomy. Under the rule of Kabir Khan Ayaz, Lahore was
virtually independent from the Delhi Sultanate. Lahore was sacked and ruined by the Mongol army in
1241.Lahore governor Malik Ikhtyaruddin Qaraqash fled the Mongols, while the Mongols held the
city for a few years under the rule of the Mongol chief Toghrul.
In 1266, Sultan Balban reconquered Lahore, but in 1287 under the Mongol ruler Temür Khan, the
Mongols again overran northern Punjab. Because of Mongol invasions, Lahore region had become a
frontier, with its administrative centre shifted south to Dipalpur. The Mongols again invaded
northern Punjab in 1298, though their advance was eventually stopped by Ulugh Khan, brother of
Sultan Alauddin Khalji of Delhi. The Mongols again attacked Lahore in 1305.
The city briefly flourished again under the reign of Ghazi Malik of the Tughluq dynasty between 1320
and 1325, though the city was again sacked in 1329, by Tarmashirin of the Central Asian Chagatai

Khanate, and then again by the Mongol chief Hülechü. Khokhars seized Lahore in 1342, but the city
was retaken by Ghazi Malik's son, Muhammad bin Tughluq. The weakened city then fell into
obscurity, and was captured once more by the Khokhars in 1394.By the time Timur captured the city
in 1398 from Shayka Khokhar, he did not loot it because it was no longer wealthy.
Entry into Lahore from the Parade Ground, Panjab - 1847
Plate 9 from "Recollections of India. Part 1. British India and the
Punjab" by James Duffield Harding (1797-1863) after Charles Stewart
Hardinge (1822-1894), the eldest son of the first Viscount Hardinge,
the Governor General. This depicts the entry of the child Maharajah
Duleep Singh to his palace in Lahore accompanied by an escort of
British troops commanded by Brigadier Cureton, following the First
Anglo-Sikh War (1845-46). Here, Maharajah Duleep Singh was forced
to renounce his sovereign rights to the British Government under
Governor-General Hardinge. The British installed their ally Gulab Singh,
as Maharajah of these territories.

Timur gave control of the Lahore region to Khizr Khan, Governor of Multan, who later established the
Sayyid dynasty in 1414 — the fourth dynasty of the Delhi Sultanate. Lahore was briefly occupied by
the Timurid Governor of Kabul in 1432-33. Lahore began to be incurred upon yet again the Khokhar
tribe, and so the city was granted to Bahlul Lodi in 1441 by the Sayyid dynasty in Delhi, though Lodi
would displace the Sayyids in 1451 by establishing himself upon the throne of Delhi.
Bahlul Lodi installed his cousin, Tatar Khan, to be governor of the city, though Tatar Khan died in
battle with Sikandar Lodi in 1485. Governorship of Lahore was transferred by Sikandar Lodi to Umar
Khan Sarwani, who quickly left management of this city to his son Said Khan Sarwani. Said Khan was
removed from power in 1500 by Sikandar Lodi, and Lahore came under the governorship of Daulat
Khan Lodi, son of Tatar Khan and former employer of Guru Nanak - founder of the Sikh faith.
Babur, the founder of the Mughal Empire, captured Lahore in 1524 after being invited to invade by
Daulat Khan Lodi, the Lodi governor of Lahore. The city became refuge to Humayun and his cousin
Kamran Mirza when Sher Shah Suri rose in power on the Gangetic Plains, displacing Mughal power.
Sher Shah Suri continued to rise in power, and seized Lahore in 1540, though Humayun reconquered
Lahore in February 1555. The establishment of Mughal rule eventually led to the most prosperous
era of Lahore's history. Lahore's prosperity and central position has yielded more Mughal-era
monuments in Lahore than either Delhi or Agra.
Maharaja Ranjit Singh's throne Hafiz Muhammad Multani,Lahore, Pakistan
1820-1830 Wood and resin core, covered with sheets of repoussé, chased and engraved
gold, Height 94 cm x Width 90 cm x Depth 77 cm, Height 51 cm (seat)
The goldsmith Hafiz Muhammad Multani made this throne, probably in 1820-1830. It
shows clearly the splendour of Ranjit Singh's court. In Europe, royal furniture is usually
simply gilded, which creates the effect of gold without incurring the cost. However, in
India the reverse is true, and thrones are decorated with richly worked sheets of gold.
The distinctive cusped base of this throne is composed of two tiers of lotus petals. The
lotus is a symbol of purity and creation and has traditionally been used as a seat or
throne for Hindu gods. However, the octagonal (eight-sided) shape of the throne is
based on courtly furniture of the Mughals. Their many-sided furniture provided models
for thrones, footstools and tables throughout northern India.

By the time of rule of the Mughal empire's greatest emperors, a majority of Lahore's residents did
not live within the walled city itself, but instead lived in suburbs that had spread outside of the city's
walls. Only 9 of the 36 urban quarters around Lahore, known as guzars, were located within the city's
walls during the Akbar period. During this period, Lahore was closely tied to smaller market towns
known as qasbahs, such as Kasur, Eminabad, and Batala in modern-day India, which in turn, linked to
supply chains in villages surrounding each qasbah.

The Maharajah Dhulip Singh - 1847.
Plate 1 from "Recollections of India. Part 1. British India and the Punjab" by James Duffield Harding
(1797-1863) after Charles Stewart Hardinge (1822-1894), the eldest son of the first Viscount
Hardinge, the Governor General. This depicts Maharajah Duleep Singh (1837-1893). Duleep was the
son of Maharajah Ranjit Singh, the powerful 'Lion of Lahore', who controlled the Punjab for nearly
50 years. After Ranjit's death in 1839, assassinations and struggles for power prevailed, but Duleep
was finally proclaimed Maharaja in 1843. In 1849 the British annexed the Punjab and Duleep was
forced to renounce his sovereign rights. He was exiled to Futteghur and upon becoming a Christian
was brought to England in 1853. Having an interest in Indian princes, Queen Victoria received the
handsome and studious youth, whom she took under her wing. In 1863 the Maharaja bought the
17,000 acre Elveden estate in Norfolk, near Thetford.

Beginning in 1584, Lahore became the Mughal capital when Akbar began re-fortifying the city's
ruined citadel, laying the foundations for the revival of the Lahore Fort. Akbar made Lahore one of
his original twelve subah provinces, and in 1585-86 relegated governorship of the city and subah to
Bhagwant Das, brother of Mariam-uz-Zamani, who was commonly known as Jodhabhai.
Akbar also rebuilt the city's walls, and extended their perimeter east of the Shah Alami bazaar to
encompass the sparsely populated Rarra Maidan. The Akbari Mandi grain market was set up during
this era, and continues to function until present-day. Akbar also established the Dharampura
neighbourhood in the early 1580s, which survives today. The earliest of Lahore's many havelis date
from the Akbari era. Lahore's Mughal monuments were built under Akbar's reign of several
emperors, and Lahore reached its cultural zenith during this period, with dozens of mosques, tombs,
shrines, and urban infrastructure developed during this period.
Thirty-five years in the East. Adventures, discoveries, experiments, and historical sketches,
relating to the Punjab and Cashmere; in connection with medicine, botany, pharmacy, etc
By John Martin Honigberger (1795-1869) Late Physician to The Court of Lahore
Arrived at Lahore, I found my former patron, the maharajah, Runjeet Sing, seated on a chair,
with swollen feet, and making himself understood by gestures and signs with his hands ; his
organs of speech being paralysed to such a degree, that he was not able to utter a single
articulate sound, and other means of imparting his thoughts were not in his possession, as he
never had learned to write.
From time to time I had occasion to relate many of the cures effected by the new method of
homoeopathy, by the aid of which I had cured myself in Vienna of the cholera and lately in
Hindoostan of the plague. Although they did not doubt the truth of my assertions, it was not
without difficulty that they could prevail on themselves to trust me with the treatment of the
maharajah, because the favourable season — it being spring — allowed the native physicians to
rely on other trials which they had to make : meanwhile I succeeded in some homoeopathic
cures quite to my satisfaction. But the greatest sensation produced,was by a cure which I
undertook at the request of the minister, raja Dhyan Sing. He committed to my medical care a native of Cashmere, Aboo Ibrahim,
commander of his jesails ( camel-artillery ), in whose head, ten years previously, a bullet had been lodged at an affair with the Affghans,
and which no native surgeon had been able to extract, and in consequence he was paralysed on one sideI trepanned him, and extracted
the bullet which was stuck beneath the skull, anH pressed the brain, without, however, affectiag that organ. My patient having been a
drunkard, and troubled with indigestion in consequence of his weakened stomach, I administered to him some physic, to accelerate his
recovery ; and I succeeded in restoring him to perfect health, in the short space of two months. When relieved from his hemiplegy, I
presented him to the minister, and he introduced him to the maharaja. Image:
Emily EDEN Maharaja Ranjit Singh, hand-coloured lithograph,

During the reign of Emperor Jahangir in the early 17th century, Lahore's bazaars were noted to be
vibrant, frequented by foreigners, and stocked with a wide array of goods. In 1606, Jehangir's rebel
son Khusrau Mirza laid siege to Lahore after obtaining the blessings of the Sikh Guru Arjan Dev.
Jehangir quickly defeated his son at Bhairowal, and the roots of Mughal-Sikh animosity grew. Guru
Arjan Dev was executed in Lahore in 1606 for his involvement in the rebellion. Emperor Jahangir
chose to be buried in Lahore, and his tomb was built in Lahore's Shahdara Bagh suburb in 1637 by his
wife Nur Jahan, whose tomb is also nearby.
Jahangir's son, Shah Jahan, who reigned between 1628 and 1658, was born in Lahore in 1592. He
renovated large portions of the Lahore Fort with luxurious white marble, and erected the iconic
Naulakha Pavilion in 1633. Shah Jahan lavished Lahore with some of its most-celebrated and iconic

monuments, such as the Shahi Hammam in 1635, and both the Shalimar Gardens and the
extravagantly decorated Wazir Khan Mosque in 1641. The population of pre-modern Lahore probably
reached its zenith during his reign, with suburban districts home to perhaps 6 times as many
compared to within the Walled City.
Victor Jacquemont writes about the Maharaja Ranjit Singh :
..."After a mile or so around the city( Lahore) over bad roads and through
gardens, fields and ruins, we arrived at a camp of regular infantry ; this was
Ranjit's bodyguard. We alighted near some beds of poppies, larkspurs and wall
flowers which surrounded a cottage made of straw in the Chinese style with a
little tent of red and white stripes in front of it; this was rajah's headquarters.
Group of sikh officers and servants were seated in this rustic garden; we were
conducted to the seat of the King which was no more magnificent than that of
the rest. Ranjit was seated on a cushion in the sun on one of the garden paths;
a servant standing behind him chased away the flies with the end of his
waistband. ….

Shah Jahan's son, and last of the great Mughal Emperors, Aurangzeb, further contributed to the
development of Lahore. Aurangzeb built the Alamgiri Bund embankment along the Ravi River in 1662
in order to prevent its shifting course from threatening the city's walls. The area near the
embankment grew into a fashionable locality, with several pleasure gardens laid near the bund by
Lahore's gentry. The largest of Lahore's Mughal monuments was raised during his reign, the Badshahi
Mosque in 1673, as well as the iconic Alamgiri gate of the Lahore Fort in 1674.
Civil wars regarding succession to the Mughal throne following Aurangzeb's death in 1707 lead to
weakening control over Lahore from Delhi, and a prolonged period of decline in Lahore. Mughal
preoccupation with the Marathas in the Deccan eventually resulted in Lahore being governed by a
series of governors who pledged nominal allegiance to the ever weaker Mughal emperors of Delhi.
Water-colour painting of a bazaar in Lahore city by Alfred Frederick Pollock Harcourt (18361910), 23 January 1879. Inscribed on the front in pencil is: 'A.H. 23 Jany 79'; on the back in ink:'
Lahore City by the Delhi Gate. Alfred Harcourt.'
Lahore has been subject to many different ruling dynasties over the centuries but came to
prominence under the Mughals after Babur defeated the Lodi sultan of Delhi, Ibrahim Lodi
Shah at Panipat in 1526. This following two centuries saw the construction of some of the
finest monuments in South Asia. Lahore was the capital city of Emperor Akbar from 1584 to
1598. He built the massive Lahore Fort on the foundations of a previous fort and enclosed the
city within a red brick wall boasting 12 gates. Jahangir and Shah Jahan extended the fort, built
palaces and tombs, and geometrically planned gardens. The great Badshahi Masjid and the
Alamgiri gateway to the fort itself were built by the last of the great Mughals, Aurangzeb
(1658-1707). Ranjit Singh (1780-1839) was the famous Sikh leader who ruled the Punjab
(modern Pakistan) from 1799 to 1839. Following the Second Sikh War in 1849 the British
occupied Lahore for almost a century.

Mughal Emperor Bahadur Shah I died en route to Lahore as part of a campaign in 1711 to subdue
Sikh rebels under the leadership of Banda Singh Bahadur. His sons fought a battle outside Lahore in
1712 for succession to the Mughal crown, with Jahandar winning the throne. Sikh rebels were
defeated during the reign of Farrukhsiyar, when Abd as-Samad and Zakariyya Khan suppressed them.
Nader Shah's brief invasion of the Mughal Empire in early 1739 wrested control away from Zakariyya
Khan. Though Khan was able to win back control after the Persian armies had left, Nader Shah's
invasion shifted trade routes away from Lahore, and south towards Kandahar instead. Indus ports
near the Arabian Sea that served Lahore also silted up during this time, reducing the city's
importance even further.

Jahangir's
Tomb,
Shahdara,
Lahore
Watercolour
by Henry
Ambrose
Oldfield
1849.
Photo: 1880

Struggles between Zakariyya Khan’s sons following his death in 1745 further weakened Muslim
control over Lahore, thus leaving the city in a power vacuum, and vulnerable to marauders.
Ahmad Shah Durrani, the founder of the Afghan Durrani Empire, captured Lahore in January 1748,
Following Durrani’s quick retreat, the Mughal crown entrusted Lahore to Mu’īn al-Mulk Mir Mannu.
Ahmad Shah Durrani again invaded in 1751, forcing Mir Mannu into signing a treaty that submitted
Lahore to Afghan rule. Delhi’s wazīr Ghazi Din Imad al-Mulk would seize Lahore in 1756, provoking
Ahmad Shah Durrani to again invade in 1757, after which he placed the city under the rule of his son,
Timur Shah Durrani.
Durrani rule was briefly interrupted by the Maratha Empire's capture of Lahore in 1758 under
Raghunathrao, who drove out the Afghans, while a combined Sikh-Maratha defeated an Afghan
assault in the 1759 Battle of Lahore. Following a 1761 battle, Ahmad Shah Durrani defeated the
Marathas and recaptured Lahore, though Sikh forces soon occupied the city after the Durrani quick
withdrawal from the city. The Durranis invaded two more times, while Sikhs would re-occupy the city
after each invasion.
Expanding Sikh Misls secured control over Lahore in 1767, when the Bhangi Misl state captured the
city. In 1780, The city was divided among three rulers, Gujjar Singh, Lahna Singh, and Sobha Singh,
while instability resulting from this arrangement allowed nearby Amritsar to establish itself as the
area's primary commercial centre.
Ahmad Shah Durrani’s grandson, Zaman Shah invaded Lahore in 1796, and again in 1798-9. Ranjit
Singh negotiated with the Afghans for the post of subadar following the second invasion.
By the end of the 18th century, the city's population drastically declined, with its remaining resident's
living within the city walls, while the extramural suburbs lay abandoned, forcing travelers to pass
through abandoned and ruined suburbs for a few miles before reaching the city’s gates.
Lahore’s Hazuri Bagh is at the centre of an ensemble of Mughal and Sikh era monuments, including
the Badshahi Mosque, Lahore Fort, Roshnai Gate, and the Samadhi of Ranjit Singh.
The marble Hazuri Bagh Baradari was built in 1818 to celebrate Ranjit Singh's acquisition of the Koh-iNoor diamond.
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Following Zaman Shah’s 1799 invasion of Punjab,
Ranjit Singh of nearby Gujranwala to consolidate
his position in the aftermath of the invasion. Singh
was able to seize control of the region after a
series of battles with the Bhangi Misl chiefs who
had seized Lahore in 1780. His army marched to
Anarkali, where the gatekeeper of the Lohari Gate,
Mukham Din Chaudhry, opened the gates allowing
Ranjit Singh's army to enter Lahore. After
capturing the Lahore, the Sikh army immediately
began plundering the Muslim areas of the city

until their actions were reined in by Ranjit Singh.
Ranjit Singh's rule restored much of Lahore's lost grandeur. He established a mint in the city in 1800,
and moved into the Mughal palace at the Lahore Fort and re-purposed it for his own use in governing
the Sikh Empire. In 1801, he established the Gurdwara Janam Asthan Guru Ram Das to mark the site
where Guru Ram Das was born in 1534.
British officer and his wife
Lahore, 1850 - 1860
A red-coated British officer
reads aloud from a book to
his wife as they sit together
on European chairs on a
terrace. The Memsahib
(wife) is of considerably
smaller stature.

Lahore became the empire's administrative
capital, though nearby Amritsar had been
established as the empire's commercial and
spiritual capital by 1802. By 1812 Singh had
mostly refurbished the city's defences by adding
a second circuit of outer walls surrounding
Akbar's original walls, with the two separated
by a moat. Singh also partially restored Shah
Jahan's decaying gardens at Shalimar. Ranjit
Singh built the Hazuri Bagh Baradari in 1818 to

celebrate his capture of the Koh-i-Noor diamond from Shuja Shah Durrani in 1813. He also erected
the Gurdwara Dera Sahib to mark the site of Guru Arjan Dev's death in 1606. The Sikh royal court also
endowed religious architecture in the city, including a number of Sikh gurdwaras, Hindu temples, and
havelis.
While much of Lahore's Mughal era fabric lay in ruins by the time of his arrival, Ranjit Singh's rule saw
the re-establishment of Lahore's glory - though its Mughal monuments suffered during the Sikh
period. Singh's armies plundered most of Lahore's most precious Mughal monuments, and stripped
the white marble from several monuments to send to different parts of the Sikh Empire during his
reign. Monuments plundered for decorative materials include the Tomb of Asif Khan, the Tomb of
Nur Jahan, and the Shalimar Gardens. Ranjit Singh's army also desecrated the Badshahi Mosque by
converting it into an ammunition depot and a stable for horses. The Sunehri Mosque in the Walled
City of Lahore was also converted to a gurdwara, while the Mosque of Mariyam Zamani Begum was
repurposed into a gunpowder factory.
Keshav Das
Akbar with falcon receiving Itimam Khan, while below a poor petitioner (self-portrait of the painter
Keshav Das as an old man) is driven away by a royal guard: page from the Jahangir Album
Mughal court at Lahore, dated 1589 Inscribed: signed and dated by Kesu Das, and scribal annotation
identifying Itimam Khan.
An elderly man, stooped and emaciated, holds a scroll of paper upon which is written a salutation to
Emperor Akbar seen above along with the artist's name and date. Surprisingly, it is written in Hindi in
devanagari script, not Persian, the language of the Mughal Court. This inscription makes clear that the
humble petitioner is the artist himself. With great skill, Keshav Das created a rocky landscape in the
Timurid manner to provide a two-tiered setting for his subject, ostensibly a scene depicting the emperor
receiving a court petitioner but in reality, concerned with the artist's plight and a sense of injustice. He is
being prevented from meeting the emperor by a hostile guard in a scene that must be read as allegorical.

The Sikh royal court, or the Lahore Durbar, underwent a quick succession of rulers after the death of
Ranjit Singh, as his son Kharak Singh quickly died, and the next successor Nau Nihal Singh died in an
accident at Lahore's Hazuri Bagh on the day of his father's death on 6 November 1840. Maharaja
Sher Singh was selected as Maharajah in 1840, though his claim to the throne was quickly challenged
by Chand Kaur, widow of Kharak Singh and mother of Nau Nihal Singh, who quickly seized the throne.
Sher Singh raised an army that attacked Lahore on 14 January 1841, and mounted weaponry on the
minarets of the Badshahi Mosque in order to target Chand Kaur's forces in the Lahore Fort,
destroying the fort's historic Diwan-e-Aam. Kaur quickly ceded the throne, but Sher Sing was then
assassinated in 1843 in Lahore's Chah Miran neighbourhood along with his Wazir Dhiyan Singh.
Dhyan Singh's son, Hira Singh, sought to avenge his fathers death by laying siege to Lahore, resulting

in the capture of his father's murderer, Ajit Singh. Duleep Singh was then crowned Maharajah, with
Hira Singh as his Wazir, but his power would be weakened by infighting among Sikh nobles.
After the conclusion of two Anglo-Sikh wars, the Sikh empire fell into disarray, resulting in the fall of
the Lahore Durbar, and commencement of British rule.
The British East India Company seized control of Lahore in February 1846 from the collapsing Sikh
state, and occupied the rest of Punjab in 1848. Following the defeat of the Sikhs at the Battle of
Gujrat, British troops formally deposed Maharaja Duleep Singh in Lahore that same year. Punjab was
then annexed to the British Indian Empire in 1849.
Gateway in the Hazuribagh, Lahore - January 1849
Inscribed on the front in water-colour is: 'Gateway in the Huzooree
Bagh. H.A. Oldfield 1849'; on the back in ink: 'The 'Huzooree Bagh'
is the 'Royal Garden', at Lahore. The buildings etc. in it are now
used as Barracks & quarters for a European Regiment'.
Hazuri Bagh is a small garden situated between the Badshahi
Mosque and the main entrance to Lahore Fort. The garden was laid
out by Ranjit Singh (1780-1839) the famous Sikh leader who seized
Lahore in 1799. The garden contains a marble baradari, built in
1818, where the Sikh ruler used to hold court. Although not a
Mughal garden per se it is a reminder that Ranjit Singh and other
Sikhs had a deep appreciation for the Mughal garden tradition.

The British viewed Lahore's Walled City as a bed of potential social discontent and disease epidemics,
and so largely left the inner city alone, while focusing development efforts in Lahore's suburban
areas and Punjab's fertile countryside. The British instead laid out their capital city in an area south of
the Walled City that would come to be known as "Civil Station."
Under early British rule, formerly prominent Mughal-era monuments that were scattered throughout
Civil Station were also re-purposed, and sometimes desecrated – including the Tomb of Anarkali,
which the British had initially converted to clerical offices before re-purposing it as an Anglican
church in 1851. The Dai Anga Mosque was converted into railway administration offices during this
time as well, while the tomb of Nawab Bahadur Khan was converted into a storehouse, and tomb of
Mir Mannu was converted into a wine shop. The British also used older structures to house municipal
offices, such as the Civil Secretariat, Public Works Department, and Accountant General's Office.
Having been constructed in the immediate aftermath of the 1857 Sepoy Mutiny, the design of the
Lahore Railway Station was highly militarised in order to defend the structure from any further
potential uprisings against British rule.
The British built the Lahore Railway Station just outside the Walled City shortly after the Mutiny of
1857, and so built the station in the style of a medieval castle to ward off any potential future
uprisings, with thick walls, turrets, and holes to direct gun and cannon fire for defence of the
structure.
Lahore's most prominent government institutions and commercial enterprises came to be
concentrated in Civil Station in a half-mile wide area flanking The Mall, where unlike in Lahore's
military zone, the British and locals were allowed to mix. The Mall continues to serve as the epicentre
of Lahore's civil administration, as well as one of its most fashionable commercial areas. The British
also laid the spacious Lahore Cantonment to the southeast of the Walled City at the former village of
Mian Mir, where unlike around The Mall, laws existed against the mixing of different races.
Lahore was visited on 9 February 1870 by Prince Alfred, Duke of Edinburgh - a visit in which he
received delegations from the Dogras of Jammu, Maharajas of Patiala, the Nawab of Bahawalpur,
and other rulers from various Punjabi states. During the visit, he visited several of Lahore's major
sights. British authorities built several important structures around the time of the Golden Jubilee of

Queen Victoria in 1887 in the distinct Indo-Saracenic style. The Lahore Museum and Mayo School of
Industrial Arts were both established around this in this style
Shalimar Garden, Lahore - 1932
By Yoshida Hiroshi , (Japanese, 1876 - 1950)
Showa era
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper
H: 40.4 W: 28.5 cm
Japan
From Delhi, Yoshida traveled to Lahore in present-day Pakistan. While staying in Lahore, he visited the
Shalimar Gardens, established in 1637 by order of Shah-Jahan (reigned 1628–58). One of many building
projects initiated by the Mughal emperor, the extensive gardens were built in three tiers with canals, a
central pool, and many fountains. Yoshida's print shows a white marble pavilion that is reached by a
bridge across a pool. In the foreground, a marble platform provides a point for visitors to rest and admire
the view. The pavilion and the surrounding trees are reflected almost perfectly by the nearly still water.

The British carried out a census of Lahore in 1901, and counted 20,691 houses in the Walled City. An
estimated 200,000 people lived in Lahore at this time.Lahore's posh Model Town was established as
a "garden town" suburb in 1921, while Krishan Nagar locality was laid in the 1930s near The Mall and
Walled City.
Lahore played an important role in the independence movements of both India and Pakistan. The
Declaration of the Independence of India was moved by Jawaharlal Nehru and passed unanimously
at midnight on 31 December 1929. The Indian Swaraj flag was adopted this time as well. Lahore's
jail was used by the British to imprison independence activists such as Jatin Das, and was also where
Bhagat Singh was hanged in 1931. Under the leadership of Muhammad Ali Jinnah The All India
Muslim League passed the Lahore Resolution in 1940, demanding the creation of Pakistan as a
separate homeland for the Muslims of India.
As tensions grew over the city's uncertain fate, Lahore experienced Partition's worst riots.
Carnage ensued in which all three religious groups were both victims and perpetrators. Early riots in
March and April 1947 destroyed 6,000 of Lahore 82,000 homes. Violence continued to rise
throughout the summer, despite the presence of armoured British personnel. Hindus and Sikhs
began to leave the city en masse as their hopes that the Boundary Commission to award the city to
India came to be regarded as increasingly unlikely. By late August 1947, 66% of Hindus and Sikhs had
left the city. The Shah Alami Bazaar, once a largely Hindu quarter of the Walled City, was entirely
burnt down.
Tomb of Ranjit Singh by the Fort, Lahore - 1870
View of the Tomb of Ranjit Singh photographed by John Edward Saché in the
1870s. Ranjit Singh (1780-1839) was the famous Sikh leader who ruled the
Punjab (modern Pakistan) from 1799 to 1839. His samadh or tomb is located
in Lahore near the Fort and the Badshahi Mosque. The tomb was commenced
by Ranjit Singh’s son, Kharak Singh on the spot where the Maharaja was
cremated and was completed in 1848 during the reign of Dalip Singh. It is a
fine example of Sikh architecture with gilded fluted domes, cupolas, kiosks
and stone lanterns with an ornate balustrade on the square roof. Ranjit
Singh’s ashes are contained in a marble urn in the shape of a lotus sheltered
in a marble pavilion decorated with pietra dura in the centre of the tomb.

When Pakistan's independence was declared on August 14, 1947, the Radcliffe Line had not yet been
announced, and so cries of Long live Pakistan and God is greatest were heard intermittently with
Long live Hindustan throughout the night.Upon independence, Lahore was made capital of the
Punjab province in the new state of Pakistan. The city's location near the Indian border meant that it
received large numbers of refugees fleeing anti-Muslim pogroms in eastern Punjab and northern

India, though it was able to accommodate them given the large stock of abandoned Hindu and Sikh
properties that could be re-distributed to newly arrived refugees.
In the small ancient Christian graveyard behind the famous Ewing Hall at Nila Gumbad, where also lie buried many
European indigo planters of the Mughal era, is a lonely grave to one side. The cemetery keeper claims that he had heard
from his elders that the unmarked grave was of a man who was executed after he ‘designed’ the Taj Mahal.
It was an amazing assertion, but one that stuck in my mind. Recently while reading a research paper by an Italian scholar on
sub-continental architecture I came across the claim that the “real architect” of the Taj Mahal was Geronimo Veroneo, the
Venetian designer who was executed in Lahore in 1640 after he was imprisoned by Mughal emperor Shah Jahan in the
Lahore Fort. The assertion was, incorrect that it turned out to be, that he was executed after allegedly completing his work.
It is documented that Veroneo was executed by a Portuguese Christian missionary Father Joseph de Castro on the orders of
the emperor. He did not want a Muslim or a Hindu to execute a Christian. It is well-known that the real architect of the Taj
Mahal was Ustad Ahmed Lahori. But then as the Italians have some ‘flimsy’ proof of their claim; it makes sense to explore
this possibility. Our interest emanates basically from the fact that this entire episode took place in Lahore, for Veroneo was
staying in a ‘haveli’ in Tehsil Bazaar, just off Bazaar Hakeeman.
Young man's silk Robe, with applied gold ribbon, Lahore, mid 19th century.
This young man's robe (angarkha) has embroidery and applique work using ribbon woven of silk
and gold-wrapped thread('gota') that was formerly associated with the princely state of
Bahawalpur. The use of gold 'gota' is very much a part of the Rajasthani court style.
The distinctive side-fastening panel that passes over the chest of this young man's robe is typical of
a type of angarkha. This panel is secured in two places inside the robe with green silk ties, and
another pair keeps the waist closed. The robe is unusual in that it is made of the fine Kashmir wool
more often associated with shawls. The intricate, spiralling pattern in couched gold-wrapped
thread is typical of the work of Kashmir and of Panjab, where this coat would have been worn. Its
lightly padded woollen material would have protected the wearer from the severe winders of these
northern areas. The brilliant green ties are echoed in the neck-facing and lining of the same
material.

I revisited the Nila Gumbad graveyard and traced the cemetery keeper, who still claimed that the unmarked grave was of a
man who made the Taj Mahal, and who was executed by the emperor. This his elders had learnt down the generations. It
made sense that as the Taj Mahal was designed in Lahore by a famous son of the city, Ustad Ahmed Lahori, whose
ancestors include the famous artist Chughtai, this mystery should be explored. There is no doubt that the initial drawings of
the Taj Mahal were made in Lahore by Ustad Ahmed, also known as Ustad Ahmed Lahori. He worked in a house just next to
the Old Kotwali near the Wazir Khan mosque inside Delhi Gate. He was assisted, as an equal, by a renowned Turkish
architect named Ismail Effendi, who designed the domes and hemispheres only. Once this was completed, Ustad Ahmed
called upon his friend Qazim Khan, also of Lahore and who lived in Taxali, to design the gold finial that were to top the
domes. It was, therefore, a joint effort by specialists. The final drawings were then jointly completed by Ustad Isa, a Turk
and a master draftsman, and Ustad Ahmed Lahori.
Just where does the Venetian Veroneo come in? A number of Italian researchers in the late 19th century put forward the
theory that the Taj Mahal was actually, initially, designed by Geronimo Veroneo. This new theory is based on a mention by
Father Manrique, an Augustinian Friar, who came to Agra in 1640 A.D. to secure the release of Father Antony who had been
imprisoned by the Mughals. His diaries were published after his death in Lisbon, and in them this suggestion was put
forward that Veroneo designed the Taj Mahal, but that the emperor passed on his drawing to Ustad Ahmed Lahori.
This assertion, it seems, is based on his meeting with Father Joseph de Castro, the executor of Veroneo, who also died in
Lahore in 1640, and it was Castro who told him about "the Venetian by the name Geronimo Veroneo, who came in the
Portuguese ships, and was executed by him in the city of Lahore ...".
It is clear that Father Manrique never met Veroneo, and that he reached Lahore after Veroneo had been executed by
Father Castro, and it was Father Castro, it seems, who informed Manrique that before his execution Veroneo told him that
the cause of his ‘death sentence’ by Shah Jahan was because he had designed the Taj Mahal.
This celestial sphere, made of brass and engraved and inlaid with silver, was made in Lahore. It is
dated 1067/1656-1657 and is inscribed with the name of Ziya al-Din Muhammad. He was a
member of the famous Lahore family of astrolabists whose association with the imperial Mughal
family began with their service to the emperor Humayun in the 16th century.

My research into this execution, which is based on an official court account, has come up with another reason. Veroneo
was a renowned goldsmith and designer. He was involved in pilfering gold while designing jewellery for the emperor’s
family. He was also accused of stealing a number of precious gems, including a huge diamond. All the jewels were
recovered and he was executed. However, the emperor made sure that a Christian executed the man, and as the friar was

in Lahore, he was ordered to carry out the sentence. The official record says that he was buried two ‘kos’ from the city’s
Lohari Gate “near the road that turned towards Icharra”. That seems a pretty close approximation of the Nila Gumbad
graveyard.
The theory that Veroneo designed the Taj Mahal does find some support in Europe, more so in Italy. But surely the
evidence weighs heavily against such a possibility. The testimony, if one can call it that, of Father Manrique, is the sole
string on which such a belief hangs. We know that a large number of specialists were collected by Ustad Ahmed Lahori.
Besides his friend of Lahore, Qazim Khan, who cast the gold finial that tops the dome, he called in Chiranji Lal from Delhi,
who was a renowned mosaic pattern designer.
From Shiraz in Iran, the master calligrapher, Amanat Khan, was called. From Baluchistan came the master stone cutter Amir
Ali. Ustad Isa of Tukey and Ustad Ahmad of Lahore are, however, credited to have been the main architects. It is believed
that their design embodied much of what the Emperor wanted to express. Among the other major persons involved in the
building of the Taj Mahal was Mohammed Hanif of Multan, who was a master marble tile layer. Mukrimat Khan of Delhi
and Mir Abdul Karim from Shiraz were the chief supervisor and administrator. During a search for material for this piece, I
came across a list of persons, and the money they were paid, which must be shared with the reader. Ustad Isa, the master
draftsman was paid Rs1,000, or at current prices this comes to 333 tolas of gold or Rs13.3 million. Ustad Ismail Khan Rumi,
the dome expert was paid Rs500, Muhammad Sharif of Samarkand, the pinnacle expert was paid Rs500, Kasim Khan of
Lahore was paid Rs295, Muhammad Hanif of Kandahar, the master mason was paid Rs1,000, Muhammad Sayeed of
Multan, a master mason was paid Rs590, while Abu Torah of Multan, a master mason was paid Rs500.
The master calligrapher Amanat Khan of Shiraz was paid Rs1,000, while Muhammad Khan of Baghdad, a calligrapher, was
paid Rs500, and Raushan Khan of Syria was paid Rs300.
The Hazari Bagh, Lahore - 1847
Plate 11 from "Recollections of India. Part 1. British India and the
Punjab" by James Duffield Harding (1797-1863) after Charles Stewart
Hardinge (1822-1894), the eldest son of the first Viscount Hardinge,
the Governor General. Charles Hardinge recalled his impressions of the
city: 'Those who were acquainted with Lahore in those days can alone
form an idea of its picturesque aspect. Surrounded by the ruined
tombs of the Muhammadan kings, the city with its fortifications, its
colossal pillars and minarets, presented an appearance which made it
rank among the most striking of our Eastern towns, Amritsar alone
excepted.' The Hazuri Bagh gateway is seen here from inside the
courtyard adjoining the Lahore fort. In the garden is a small marble
pavilion known as the Baradari of Ranjit Singh.

The inlay worker family of Chirrani Lal, Munnu Lal and Chooto Lal were paid Rs800, 380 and 200, respectively. The lavish
pays made sure that the very highest skills were used. It is said that the building of the Taj Mahal led to the bankruptcy of
the Mughal Empire, and this was the main reason the son of Emperor Shah Jahan, the Emperor Aurangzeb, dethroned his
father and led an austere life. The dwindling financial health of the Mughal court led to its collapse.
We now come to the popular myth that Ustad Ahmed Lahori was mistreated by the emperor once the masterpiece was
completed. This has no basis in fact. The family record states that he dies a normal death. The myth is that the emperor got
the architect blinded and had his hands cut off so that he could never again design a masterpiece to rival the Taj. The reality
is that Ustad Ahmad returned to Lahore, where his sons set up a flourishing construction business. He died a much
respected man. He is also credited with having designed the Red Fort of Delhi. (DAWN, April 10, 2011)
Maharaja Ranjit Singh - 1830
This miniature of the first
Sikh Maharaja of the Punjab
at Lahore, Maharaja Ranjit
Singh (1780-1839), known as
the 'Lion of Punjab', is from
an album made in 1830. The
album contains family
biographies, in Persian, of
princely families in the Sikh
and Rajput territories by
Colonel James Skinner (17781841), and 37 portraits of
their current
representatives.

Chauburji Gateway, Lahore –
1880
The Gateway of the Four
Minarets or Chauburji was
once the entrance to one of
Lahore's many pleasure
gardens. An inscription on
the gateway records that the
garden was established here
in 1646, in the reign of
Shahjahan, by a lady
described as Sahib-e-Zebinda
Begum-e-Dauran, or 'the
elegant lady of the age'.

